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RADIO NOTES & NEWS
hot point through fri-Aion that the track

The R.B.C.'s Chairman.

THE long -deferred announcement of the
name of the next B.B.C. Chairman is
still unmade at the time of writing, and

the delay is giving rise to extraordinary
rumours. Some say that the spoke in the
wheel is political ; others that the " pull "

of the candidate put forward by the education party is equal to that of the entertainment party's nominee, the result, being an
uneasy equilibrium. Meanwhile, does it
matter ?
Radio and the " Trade."
IT is an excellent thing for the public and
the radio trade generally that someone

has had the

hardihood to scream

about the large

edgegwas softened.

(How did he know ?)

Well, the "scratch " of the metal needle
greatly- reduces my pleasure and I still
favour fibre-on balance.

A Prophecy to Remember.

THE President of the Radio Corporation
of America, Mr. David Sarnoff, has
committed himself to the forecast
that in less than five years we shall be able
to receiveimages
through space as well as
i
we are now able to receive sound through
space. Rather unscientifically worded, but
none the less interesting because of that.
Speciplly apt in connection with prophecies

BACK TO 27
MARCONI S LATEST.

distant. The P.T.T. station, which will
become " Radio-Etat, Paris," will probably
move to Portoise. M. Lucien Levy's station
" Radio-L.L." is also booked for the
suburbs.

The Eiffel Tower station is to be rebuilt
as a short -waver for transmission to the
Colonies and will cease its telegraphic work
on 1,450 metres.

Distribution of Licences.
official Post Office figures relating to

THEthe distribution of

licences provide
some interesting facts. For example,

in the Provinces, La.ncashire leads with
304,000 licensees, followed by Yorkshire
with 250,000.

The

London postal dis-

trict contains

A MEMORIAL TO HEINRICH HERTZ.

is

541,000
licensees,
and the whole of
Scotland but 195,000.

sets and "parts." It

1,000 official" listen-

the plumber, the

land

chemist and the

81,900; Herts,
42,70-0; Lines,
47,300; Oxfordshire,
24;800; Staffs,

amount of ignorance
and tinkering which

rife amongst
dealers in wireless

Rutland has about

ers," Northern Ire-

was all very fine for

30,000, and
Wales 108,200. Beds,
20,600 ;
Cornwall,
14,600;

small electrician, the
gramophone-bicycleflashlamp expert, the
Hebrew

Hants,

speculator

to enter the trade;
but they have re-

63,900; Surrey;

sponsibilities towards their customers which are

106,650; Glamorgan shire, 57,200.

sadly neglected, and
the erroneous advice
some of them give so

A Monster Station.

THE broadcasting
station W G Y,

freely. must have

Schenectady,

d one

appears to be like
Jack's beanstalk,

harm to the manufacturers
public.

and

the

always

Needle News.

MY Dover correspondent (who

calls needles
pins) tells me that
tungstyle needles,

growing.

Four years ago its

In honour of Hertz-the first man to produce and detect the electro-magnetic waves predicted by Clerk
Maxwell-the Germans have opened an Institute in Berlin equipped with all the latest radio apparatus.

being very thin, reach.

the track base without resting on the track

walls, with the result that the track is
deepened, and then -the use of another

kind of needle bringsall the weight on to the
walls because the:point cannot reach the base.
As td fibre, he says that from the, point of

view 'of wear they are the _best type, but
that he has known fibre to develop such a

Part at the machine -room is shown in this illustration.

about television is the saying, "Those who
live the longest will see the most."
Latest from Paris.

IT is said that, as in Buenos. Aires, the
broadcasting stations of Paris are going
to " ;flit " to sites outfde the city.
Radio -Paris Will be situated sonic 20 miles

power was 50 kw.;
in two years the
power had become
100 kw. ; in January
last it Was 150 kw.,

and it now boasts

200 kir., with which
it transmits on a wave -length of 380
metres. I hear that' it has six 100- kw.

power valves, each five feet long, and is

crystal -controlled, to keep the wave -length
from wobbling. And there are any amount
" knocking about, for
of "young W
experimental purposes !
-

(Continued on next page.)
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lunch ! " Dr. Nunn said he would not that determined attempts are being made in
disturb him ; he would prefer to carry away -Germany to popularise the television

NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from previous page.)

the memory that he could have seen him
if he had wanted to !

An Imperial Service ?

length the B.B.C. has proposed a

Can It Be True ?

scheme of Imperial or inter -Imperial
broadcasting, and this has been
considered by the Colonial Office. This is
progress, indeed, but much water must yet
pass under London Bridge before the
Empire is properly served, for two matters
must be dealt with first, and they are both

states that a boy named William
Maida has made a crystal set which fits

schedules of times suitable for the Colonies.

obviously a hoax, and if there is a William

AT

difficult-finance and the construction of

It looks to me as though the Imperial
studio will have to work

all round the

clock."

ACCORDING to the " Evening Star "
(Ipswich), a report from New York

What right has he shoving

However, our critics generally
soothe with one hand the stings which they
inflict with the other, the result being zero.

Sometimes I go upstairs to bed,
But, when I lay me down to rest,
There pops into my troubled head
A thought that leaves it sore distressed.

" uncles " come and go with astonishing

" Where is Mr. Biren Roy, the
Has
something gone wrong with him ? "
frequency.

young and talented announcer ?
Straight from the Shoulder.

NOW for the blows !

" Sj. Krishna

Chandra Dey has given us enough of
his best. Why not allow him a brief

Mr. Abdul Aziz Khan and Sj.
Nalinikanto Sarkar should go, and that at
respite ?

" Pundit Mullay should pack off
to Gwalior for -the nonce at the expense
once."

of the Calcutta Office." Here is a poetical
bit. " Kumari Sadhana Debi is gradually

rising to a scholarly empyrean and Miss
Pushparani Chatterjee to the dreamy -and
visionary land of roses and violets. As
to Mr. Biren Roy, can it be that he has
gone into the salt trade ?
B.B.C.'s Good Deeds.

OUT of the contributions paid by the
London and Daventry Radio Circle

and money derived from the sale of

" silver " paper sent to the B.B.C. by
children, the B.B.C. has sent £500 to each
of the following : Charing Cross Hospital,
Moorfields Eye Hospital, and the Hospital

for Sick Children, Great Ormond Street.
The donations will endow a cot in perpetuity at Charing Cross, and for 50 years
at Great Ormond Street. From funds
obtained from the same sources £1,600
has

been

previously

allocated

to the

provision of radio gear in children's hospitals and children's wards.
Historical Note.

NIGHT THOUGHTS.

My little bed, my peaceful cot,

Is poisoned by a sudden woeNow, did I, then, or did I not,
Turn all the lights off down below P
Therefore I note with grief the way
In which the great Marconi scores ;
He `thinks' lights on by wireless ray
On far Australia's distant shores.
And I am filled with greater gloom
As I reflect that all my prayers
Can't switch 'em on across a roomOr even think 'em off downstairs !
" Manchester Guardian."
It is reported that, under certain conditions,
sleep can be entirely abolished.

Yes, and since father built his new radio

set we know what those certain conditions are,
too.

WE'D RATHER NOT HAVE IT.
The lady . . . who listened in for 106

hours without stopping has been given 200
dollars for her trouble. Whether this will
pay her lunatic asylum bill or not we don't
know, but we do know that just over a dollar
" Vox."

Drug Clerk : No, sir, we haven't any
Radio Powder in stock. I can't say I ever
heard of it. What do you want to use it
for, anyway ?
Radio Novice : For radio bugs. A friend
of mine who is an expert says there's a lot of
them in my neighbourhood.-" Radio News."
Filli11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111WHIC

receivers into the eyes of needles which his
elders find it so difficult to thread 1
Private Flying Boat.

THE HON. A. E. GUINNESS has just
bought a three-engined Supermarine
Metal Monoplane flying boat. She

has a cruising speed of 100 m.p.h., and can

carry a crew of three and six passengers.
The wireless installation consists of a
half -kilowatt transmitter, with a range of
400 miles, for telegraphy and telephony ;
a direction -finder and two receivers, one
for " broadcast." There are two aerials,

one a trailer, for use in flight, the other

During the war he was at Le Havre
with the Y.M.C.A., and one of his many

to the normal installation an a ship of

duties was to show eminent visitors round
the " sights." One day, when conducting

Dr. Nunn, the Head of the Day Training
College, they went to the house where
Robespierre was born. The door was
opened by a " batman." " Is this the house
where Robespierre was born ? " " Yes,"

replied Tommy, " he's inside having his

Back to 1927.

A READER who does not forget the

one -valve Reinartz circuit, as described in

he has added a T.C. L.F. stage, with 'a

Our friend, who lives in Bedfordshire, says that with this set the problem
P.M.2.

turns from how to rid oneself of the B.B.C.
twins, to one of how to find them. He has
had Leipzig (259 metres) on the L.S. without

a trace of National (261 metres), and can
separate Brno, Barcelona, Graz, London
Regional, and Stuttgart. Why not get

" P.W." Blueprint No. 30, and try this
arrangement ?
Broadcast Education.

ILEARN with amusement that one of the
intellectual treats which are so

generously bestowed upon the American
listener was an audition of a " spelling bee "
held at Washington between ten newspaper
Mr. R. Tucker won,
correspondents.

beating Mr. R. Luce over the spelling of

" kimono." The marrow of the joke is
that this champion speller of the U.S.A.
spelt " referable " " refferible," a form of

spelling which was actually allowed to pass
as correct. Still, what does a little thing

like that matter ? It is not his spelling

but his strict accuracy in stating facts which
is

the American newspaper man's dis-

tinguishing quality.

an hoer is poor pay for so much work.-

Rev. D. Fraser -Hunt, who has

THErecently broadcast, tells a good yarn.

charge.

" P.W." of October 15th, 1927, to which

SHORT WAVES.

" no bones about it."
First, let me quote a piece which seems to
indicate that in India as in London

" looking -in " to experimental
transmissions may be indulged in free of

month

Maida he is a naughty boy, and deserves
to have his automobile and revolver taken

ITHINK that if you ever stop to read the
average column of " radio"" criticism
you will wonder what useful purpose it

which says what it means and makes

in Berlin, where on two Mondays each

1-i good of the past in the excellence of
the present, calls our attention to
the results he is getting from a modified

The Radio Critic in India.

Not so the " Indian Wireless Magazine,"

public " looking -in " office has been opened

in the eye of an ordinary sewing needle.
He hid previously made one which fitted
the eye of a darning needle, but found it
to be too cumbersome. The report is
from him !

serves.

transmission of cinema films, and that a

being fixed between the wings. The whole
outfit corresponds in power and range
5,000 tons.
Television in Germany.

TELEVISION is occupying more and more
of peoples' time and periodicals' space.

I suppose that it really will one day

grow up, but at present none of my money

is in any danger on its account. I hear

Marconi's Latest.

DIDN'T the newspapers wax eloquentnon-technical reporter's style-over
the Marchese Marconi's pleasing little

sideshow when he hooked up the sianals
from his yacht to a Beam station in England

which in turn sent an impulse to Sydney,
thus actuating a relay which switched on
the lights of the exhibition? The really
important part of the demonstration was
the two-way conversation that followed,
between the yacht and Sydney. That was
no amateur's luck, but a tryout of a telephone plant which will cheapen transoceanic conversation.
A Reassurance.
WOULD you believe it ! It has come to

our notice that doubts have been
expressed as to whether " Captain
Eckersley's Query Corner" is indeed the
genuine unadulterated product of that
gentleman's mind. (A sad blow for us, not

because we are doubted, but because we
feel that the doubters must be confusing us

with the famous " Aunt Sarah's Page,"
a
was supposed to be produced
stout gentleman who lived on oysters and
bywhich

snuff.

Ali well ! Here goes:!)

I am authorised to state that Captain

writes every word of the
"Query Corner " answers himself-and the
doubters can take it from me that there is
no " faking " done in " P.W."
Eckersley

ARIEL,

4.4
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IS E
EFFECTS
By CAPT. P. P. ECKERSLEY Mi. E. E

" So the question before the B.B.C. with their noise effects is
to simulate reality, instead of being silly enough to reproduce
it. Art is illusion ; broadcast drama is supposed to be an art."

T WAS particularly interested recently

1 to listen to a radio play by a Germanthe play called, I think, " Brigade
Exchange." I think the play was firstclass, but the actors could have been more

That, by the way. What I
found particularly to criticise was the
noise effect intended to represent a bombardment in the distance.
I offer the following advice, free gratis
and for nothing to the B.B.C. Production
Department. I hope my readers will find
my advice of some interest, even though
convincing.

their noise effects is to simulate reality,
instead of being silly enough to reproduce
it. Art is illusion ; broadcast drama is

by the loud noise of rattling a tin plate near
the microphone ; I suggest instead the
introduction of reverberation and distance.

supposed to be an art.
Thus, going back to our bombardment,

I do not know, but suggest that if the tin
plate were rattled very hard at the end of

"SYNTHETIC" SOUNDS.

the bombardment comes nearer and nearer.

we have to give the effect of shells nearby and far away. Now one of the first

a long corridor, and the microphone placed
at the other end of the corridor, one would
get nearer to the simulation of reality.

In the particular play I spoke about,

But there was no deep rumbling menace
in its approach ; it sounded more like an
approaching lorry carrying tin plates

no one takes any notice of free advice.

through a Manchester cobbled street.
Individual shells were better, but again
the shriek of their approach was too much

a noise of great intensity, via broadcasting ;

individualised.

give a maximum sound.

really emitted by a shell. The aeroplane
bombs were very poor, and all because

Now my first and fundamental point
is that we cannot make a big noise, i.e.

One wants three or four

different whistles at a distance to give the

there are limitations. The restricted throat
of the loud speaker can do no more than

multitudinous effects of the several whistles

To get a contrast between these breath.
less but altogether too fascinating interval
pianists who have " just played and the
simulation of two liners running into one

they were too individualised ; distance
had not had time to soften the outlines
and give the feeling of bigness and the

another head-on at 30 knots each in a

release of shattering destruction. Directly
you individualise a sound by its too close

typhoon, one could only hope to diminish

the feeble ; one cannot, beyond a maximum,
increase the strong.

photography it becomes, in reality, the
sound itself, and a bombardment becomes

Difficulty of Contrast.

sleeved person with a whistle, a drum, and
a dice -box. One, pheem ; two, b000mp
three, tickle-tackle-tockle.

a ridiculous picture of a harassed shirt -

To get contrast, one must weaken the

transmission. This means, however, intro-

ducing background noise of carrier -wave,
if nothing else. If modulation is diminished,
lots and lots of receivers get nothing. So
the B.B.C. cannot get contrast in loudness
beyond certain limits.

The whisper of the timid is the same

intensity as the bawling of the self-assured ;
the buzz of a teasing gnat agitates the peak

voltmeter as much as the engine noise in
the cockpit of a fighting aeroplane. This

is the fact that the B.B.C. has to face,
somehow.

If, of course, given " perfect " reception
" perfect " co-operation, we could
expect the receiver to have such a reserve
and

of power as by the turning of a handle
to bring up the big bang to its reality, or

to diminish the coyness of a comedienne
to the right degree of raucousness to make
it natural, one would be satisfied. But
(1) we shall not have that co-operation;
(2) we have not yet got the receiver essential
to such co-operation; (3) in composite

broadcasts, where the mutterings of Lear
are the foreground of a thunderstorm, we
must rely upon B.B.C. " balance."
So the question before the B.B.C. with

A Sound Suggestion.

Some 01 the elaborate mechanism used by a

German station to develop noises tor broadcast
particular machine generates
sounds similar to those made by big ships.

dramas.

This

If the same noises, softened by reverberation, blurred in outline by different attenuations, arrived at the microphone with their

phases mixed, one might hear the rush of

the approach, feel the sickening pause, heat
the menacing dull, soft corump, and listen

to the bits whee-e round, dealing indis-

points to get hold of is that, either with the
microphone or with the ear, distance lends
enchantment.
I heard the Silvertown
explosion in London during the war.

criminate death as they go.
Different distance gives an amazing
character to the same sort of sounds. In the

The Silvertown Explosion.

different distances from the microphone
during a dialogue, and so give point to
some situation.
One thing must he everlastingly for-

A distant, menacing, window -shaking

rumble it sounded, and I started and said,
" Phew, what a terrific explosion ! " But
the intensity was not great.
So you never can get through the microphone a big enough intensity to make you
say, " What a huge noise ! " and you can
never simulate a big intensity by amplifying a feeble noise near the microphone.
Your whole object should be to proportion
distance to, actually, a loud noise. I
therefore criticise a bombardment simulated

drama people want to realise that more.

All characters might well keep uniform but

sworn, and that is the attempt to build
effects in crescendo in terms of pure intensity. It's the quality alone that counts,

and that quality can be amazingly varied

by a variation not of intensity, but of

The productions business does
seem to hang fire over certain elementary
points, and this-but it is not the only onedistance.

seems one of them.
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BIRMINGHAM & THE B.B.C.
A COMPROMISE.

" Certainly those members with whom I
have discussed the matter would be willing

to accompany a deputation of petitioners
to the Director -General of the B.B.C.

"1 am against the disbanding of the

Studio Orchestra or any interference with
the musical amenities which wireless

By THE EDITOR.

listeners at present enjoy from the Birmingham Station."

THE B.B.C.'s decision with regard to the
Birmingham Studio Orchestra has,
apparently, not been affected by the
petition which listeners in the Birmingham

area are getting up to present to Parliament,
policy.

protesting

against

the

B.B.C.'s

The B.B.C. has announced that

one of the results of the rapidly improving
technical conditions of broadcasting is the
gradual re -arrangement of orchestral work,
necessarily involving reductions in the
existing studio orchestras in provincial
towns.

It is stated that the Octet which took

Another meeting is to be held
to decide what future action shall be taken
with regard to the Midland campaign, and
the petition of protest in Parliament.
It looks as though the B.B.C. has done
its best to forestall the organisers of this
protest. Certainly it is not in the B.B.C.'s
interests that the petition should be brought
up in Parliament. " In effect, the B.B.C.
campaign.

tried to make out that it has benefited
everybody, whereas it has benefited only a
small number of concert -goers in the

Birmingham area only, and has caused a

the place of the Glasgow Studio Orchestra
has now been in existence for six months,

The P.O. Detective Van.

Listeners should keep a sharp look -out

these days for the Post Office Wireless

Detective Van. This van is making a tour

of some of the big centres in the country

with the idea of smartening up those back-

sliders who have installed wireless sets

without taking out wireless licences.
The other day the van was in Manchester,
and its moral effect was so great, it is

reported, that the very sight of it touring
round the main streets, attending football
matches or lounging about outside business
offices, factories and schools, resulted in a

sudden boom in

wireless
licences. So much so, in fact,

ON THE " ELM-1MA."

with results which can be termed satis-

that the Post Office reports
an increase of 30 per cent.

factory. And consequently, in pursuance

This

of its policy, the B.B.C. intends to replace
the Midland Wireless Orchestra by an
Octet in the autumn of this year.

oscillating sets, but rather
upon its forbidding aspect.
The van can't be missed,
and it certainly does seem

We understand that an arrangement ha;

to play havoc with the
nerves of those backsliders

this to be done, the B.B.C. has promised

who have refrained, either
from loss of memory or for
other reasons, from taking

increased contributions in return for broadcasting facilities, and has also guaranteed

a certain number of engagements of this

out licences.

orchestra for broadcasting purposes.
The Octet to be formed will be a Studio

Have Yon Forgotten?
As our readers know,
magistrates are inclined
these days to be rather
severe with radio licence
defaulters, and it is certainly
not worth while being fined
£5 because one has not

Octet, as far as possible made up from
members of the old orchestra. The remaining members of the present Studio

Orchestra will receive sympathetic consideration for their inclusion in the City of
Birmingham Orchestra by its new musical
director, Mr. Leslie Heward, in collabora-

tion with Dr. Adrian Boult, who is now

taken out a 10s. licence for

Muskat Director of the B.B.C.
The B.B.C.'s decision has not been very

broadcasting.

Our advice to all- of our
readers who have so far

warmly welcomed in the Midlands, and

forgotten to _take licences,
is to get busy and take them
out right away.

there is a considerable amount of criticism
to -the effect that the B.B.C. is still dictating
to Midland listeners.
According to the Birmingham Gazette,
Midland listeners have made it quite clear

Newcastle has also been
visited, and we understand
that, district by district,

that they do not want a lot of highbrow

this van is going to make

conductor of the City. of Birmingham
Orchestra, and now Musical Director of the

his recent relay experiments with Sydney, Australia.

Birmingham Evening Dispatch.

It may, not he realised," said Mr. W.

Whiteley,
for Lady -wood,. in. a recent
interview, " how many conferences and

discussions there have been on the matter

B.B.C.

among members in the House of COmmons.

It is pointed out that the chief danger of
the B.B.C.'s new scheme is that there will
not be enough provision for those who like
the lighter forms of music. The B.B.C.

" I have seen, and discussed the matter
with, the Postmaster -General, who has
pointed out the difficulty of getting at the
B.B.C. through questions in the House of

should have waited for the protest by
Midland listeners
Parliament. The

to be brought up in
Birmingham

Gazette

states that the B.B.C. is -not giving full
weight to what the public wants, as expressed in the petition and throughout the

a tour of the country. After
all, the Post Office, the

Some of the valves used for transmission by Marquis Marconi in

great deal of harm elsewhere," says the

The Gazette goes on to say that, so far
as this is a victory for anybody, it is- a
victory for Dr. Adrian Boult, the former

efficiency

of its apparatus for locating

been made whereby the City of Birmingham
Orchestra will give additional conceits
during the six months' season and, to enalb

Conferences in the House.

on the

to rely

Additional Concerts.

music, that they prefer the music of a light
popular character that the studio orchestra
has been in the habit of giving.

wireless direction -

finding van does not seem

Commons.

" It seems to me that when the constitu
tion of the B.B.C. was originally framed it
was deliberately arranged that there could
be no Parliamentary interference on questions of policy.

Treasury and the B.B.C.
must have money, and the B.B.C. must

receive its revenue in order to carry on.
The following figures denote the' number
of licences per thousand population in some
of our largest centres :
Bournemouth
London ..
Aberdeen.. ..
Liverpool.. ..

"

.

Sheffield ..

Manchester
Nottingham
Dundee ..

67

..
.

57

.

Newcastle -on -Tyne

..

81
77

63
59
58

.

Edinburgh and Cardiff ..
Glasgow ..
Belfast

154

55
46
45
38
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VALUABLE VOLT
Victof Kin

YOUR L.T. supply hands you
two, four or
six volts of eke-

trical pressure for
pushing

electrons

through the fila-

ments of -your valves.
The filaments put up a
fight, but although their

resistances or opposition to the " juice are
comparatively high, the

pressure suffices an d
the - required heat is
generated.

The H.T. battery or

mains unit will give you
a hundred or more volts

for the anodes of your
valves. And even the grid -bias battery
can hand out six or seven or more volts.

When you compare any of these with

the voltage developed on your aerial by a
broadcaster you will realise two things
(1) that the received energy is mighty
small, and (2) that a big set is a wonderful

*

*

*

aerial circuit and in the grid circuit of your
first valve that deserves the closest attention.
Get a fairly good aerial (the higher it is
the more volts you will get induced in it).
and then proceed to unload it from the grid
circuit of the first valve.

tant stations or with those that are less

achieve an aerial system that won't lie like

4- -0-

Some plain words about selectivity
and the general efficiency of a

receiver by a famous set designer

who is noted for his outspoken

but sound views on modern radio.

thing to be able to shake a room with dance

music brought to you on wings of such
gossamer lightness.
Each of the Brookmans Park transmitters

manages to get some 40 k.w. of energy

into its aerial.
At ten miles distance such a station will
induce in a good receiving aerial of the outdoor type four or five billionths of the trans-

mitter power.
Not Much Margin

Wherever you are, lest you be right in
the shadow of the Brookmans Park aerials,

you can count yourself lucky and reckon

your outfit good if you get much more than

a fifth of a volt of H.F. energy in your

powerful.

People living in Manchester, Glasgow,
Aberdeen, Belfast, Cardiff and other such
places can
beefiness "

have no conception of the

in London, and
the way he pushes his way past those xfottoo-good wave -traps.

And if you are a Londoner who listens
only to London you haven? t got to worry
about a little wastage of H.F. energy-you
are probably trying to waste a good bit by
shortening your -aerial, or even discarding
yotir aerial= in order to achieve " separation."

aerial.

Tiny Impulses.

caster of Rome, might manage to shake a
good English aerial with about a hundredth

Those whose stations deliver 'tiny impulses must pay tribute to Professor Ohm
and remember the- itapoitance of his Law.

Radio Roma, the new 50 k.w. broad-

of that, providing conditions for distant

listening were good.
When you have only a fraction of a volt
to play with there is no margin for incidental

and accidental voltage drops of more or

But you DX folk shouldn't pay too much

A SWITCH TIP.

less serious natures.

of a set at all, there will be a bit to spare.
But Brookmans Park is one of the exceptional programme providers, and it is
a very different story with the more dis-

I've no time for the shorten -your -aerial
plea of the rabid " sele,ctivists." I say, put
up a good, fat, high wave -stopper and then
guide the consequent respectable energy into
the set via voltage -stepping -up couplings
sensibly arranged ; not via juice -wasting
pseudo -selective stunts.
The X coil is a fairly good scheme, but the

tuned aerial circuit loosely coupled to the
tuned -grid circuit is better, though it calls
for a second tuning control.

Curiously enough we were using this

scheme fifteen and more years ago !

There are other ways of doing the trick,
and you meet them in " P.W." set designs.
To those who have sets that receive confused

mix-ups of stations, I would say, don't
tinker about with " brute -force ' selec-

jector, or build a new set.
The Brookmans Rejector.

Listeners who have manufactured sets
that are not selective may be tempted to

Small to Start With.

you are in London, and if you have anything

Not a New Scheme.

as the famous " P.W." Brookmans Re:

is a fraction of one volt where so many tens
of volts are concerned ?

But your aerial H.F. energy is small to
start with and won't stand much pruning.
Of course, Brookmans Park gives you
pretty well as much as you want wherever

a ton of bricks on the grid circuit of the

valve if it is joined right across it, and
cause great damping and terrible inselectivity.

tivity schemes and haphazardly designed
rejector and acceptor radio energy eaters,
use something scientifically sensible, such

Any radio receiver will be full of odd
resistances wasting perfectly good juice,
but many will matter but little. For
instance, the leads to the H.T. battery will
be dropping a fraction of a volt, but what

Ditto, the L.T. loses a bit of its pressure
in its connecting leads, however thick these
wires may be, though here again the wastage
will not affect the working of the set unless it
is excessive.

The vital point to remember is that
whatever you do you won't be able to

achieve the necessary selectivity by cutting
down the efficiency of their aerial arrange-

ments, but to do so is to waste valuable

Faulty switch contacts often mean serious trouble.

If you suspect that one of your switches is not

working properly, dismantle it, clean the contacts,
and bend the springs in slightly, as shown in this
photo.

attention to the low -loss crank. Cut down

your H.F. losses by all means, but do it at
the right places !
Don't worry overmuch about your aerial
and earth connection-it is the coil in the

energy.

There isn't much of that valuable H.F.

" juice," although, as I have indicated,

there will be ample for the Londoner to
receive London at loud -speaker strength on
a two or three -valve set.
If the foreigners are wanted as well, then
other steps to achieve the desired end must
be taken. And even the completely non mechanical listener can hook up and use a

" P.W." Brookmans Rejector.
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LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

TROUBLE

;
;

AT SAVOY HILL.
NEW MUSIC FROM BIRMING-

HAM-ULSTER TAKES FREE
STATE RELAY-SPECIAL PER 4 FORMANCE OF "ELIJAH," Etc.

* .......

THE delay in the, appointment of the new
Chairman of the B.B.C. produces an
atmosphere of uncertainty which
accentuates differences of opinion and

conflicts of personalities at B.B.C. head-

quarters.
It is believed that the present position is

also hear a sketch entitled " A Pennyworth
of Peppermints," and some dance music by
Sibbald Treacy's Rhythm Kings.
Special Performance of " Elijah."

Muriel Brunskill, Stiles -Allen and Keith

Falkner are the soloists in a special performance of " Elijah" which the B.B.C. is

also at Kirk Braddan, where he spent his
boyhood.

Brown, who was the son of a clergyman,

wrote many works, all of which reflect a
fine character and a love of what was best,

but in England .he was probably better
known as a schoolmaster at Clifton College,
where he served for ;thirty years.

giving in the Queen's Hall on Friday, May
23rd. The National Chorus and Wireless

The centenary will .be the occasion of a
special broadcast programme for Northern

the performance will he broadcast.

listeners, in which Manx music and readings
from Brown's works will be heard, the latter

Symphony Orchestra will take part, and
Isle of Man Features.

An important day in the literary history
of the Isle of Man falls on Monday, May 5th,
when the centenary celebrations of the birth
of T. E. Brown, the famous poet and school-

master, will be marked in various ways not

only in Douglas, where he was born, but

being given by Mr. W. L. Clague, one of
the organisers of the centenary celebrations.

The music, which will be played by the
Northern Wireless Orchestra, will include a
Manx Suite and a Manx Rhapsody by F. W.

de Massi Hardman and a Manx Suite by

Toot ell. Appropriate songs will also be sung

by Muriel Brunskill.

one of acute tension, and apparently it is

A TELEVISION TEST.

only with the most anxious endeavour that
a public outbreak is being avoided. Apart
from the existence of grave trouble, its
specific cause or nature is not known.
Meanwhile the work of broadcasting is
unaffected, which goes to support the view
that it does not matter much what .happens

-National Orchestra of
Wales.

The National Orchestra of Wales is
opening a summer
series of concerts at

the Pavilion, Llandaff
Fields, on Sunday
evening, May 4th. It

to the higher command at Savoy Hill.
Betting on the Chairmanship Stakes is

weak; there being singularly little to guide

will

Nor are the bookmakers putting themselves out to encourage transactions. The

situation is too nebulous and obseure to
promise a reasonably balanced market.

organisers to arrange

an even more am-

Backers of Mrs. Snowden are still confident,

although their numbers have not been

appreciably increased.
Some interesting wagers have been laid
on the Prime Minister's attitude. Mr.
MacDonald is, of course, a close personal

friend of Sir John Reith, and he is being
urged to make Sir' John executive chairman.

bitious, season. The
concerts will, of course,
he broadcast to lisMiss Gracie Fields and Miss Annie Croft were recently "televised " at the
Baird studios at Long Acre, London. W.O.

* .....

It is more likely, however, that the

appointm3nt will go to someone whose name
has not yet been canvassed with confidence.
Mr. Geoffrey Dawson, Editor of "The

Times," could have the job if he would
take it. Lord Hailsham is another newcomer to be fancied.

New Music from Birmingham.

Listeners have been led to expect at

least one first performance of, a new work
each week in the programmes arranged at
the Birmingham studios. The officials
there seem to have set themselves a standard, . and it is interesting to see how long
they will be able to maintain it.
At all events they are safe until Saturday,

MaY 10th, when Norman Demuth will
conduct the first performance of his No. 3
Pianoforte Concerto and his " Pagan Dance
Suite." The soloist in the Concerto will be
Cyril Smith.
Ulster Takes Free State Relay.

Another relay from the Irish Free State
will be heard by Ulster listeners on Saturday

evening, May 10th,, when a Vaudeville
programme will be taken from the Capitol
Cinema, Dublin.
It is too early to give details of the broadcast, but when it is stated that the theatre
has an orchestra of twenty performers and
a permanent troupe of twelve Tiller girls,
listeners can rest assured of an enjoyable
programme.

On the same night Belfast listeners will

be remembered

that last year large audiences were attracted
to the Pavilion, a fact
which has induced the

the, punters.

teners in the Western
Region.

4.- 4.

.

*

FOR THE LISTENER.
A Specially Contributed Criticism of Current Broadcasting Events.
By " PHILEMON."
Who will long be remembered for those wise and witty broadcasts
entitled "From My Window."

IT was very trying to listen to Norah
Blaney's Cocktail Party and hear them

handing round the side -cars and the
maiden's dreams. It sounded a jolly party.
Flotsam and Jetsam were there, and Iren3
Russell as amusing as ever, and Billy Mayerl

playing bright things on the piano, and

Norah Blaney a host as well as a hostess in
herself. And I enjoyed it, too ; but I wish
that there had been some way of handing
me a side -car through the loud speaker.
Mahler's Eighth.

It had been boomed a lot. We had been
allowed to listen one night to the chorus
practising, as a Surprise Item. I think it
came up to expectations, and provided a
magnificent finish to the present series of
symphony concerts. It was great music
there can be no doubt.
I thought the first part easier to under-

stand, but the second was the lovelier.
The theme of the first part was simplethe praise of Love which raises us to knowledge and felicity. The music, with some

pretentious moments, was profound ; it

spoke of human hopes and fears, dreams and
agonies.

*

The triple chorus was magnificent, and
its effect towards the end of the first part,

as it rose to a long paean of joy and triumph,
was very impressive.
Happy Music.

All the same, I got more pleasure out of
a smaller recital in which Andre Mangeot
and Lyell Barbour played Mozart's Sonata
in F, and Ben Davies sang " Where'er you
Walk." After the excitement of Mahler,
and the weirdness of Schonberg, I felt

something like one 'feels after a holiday
in Switzerland or the Tyrol when one comes
up in the train from Dover through the green

pastures of a familiar land.
Black Dyke.

I also have a peculiar fondness for brass
bands, and the Black Dyke is a band, if you
like. In the village where I lived as a youth

there was a brass band which played the
Morris dance up and down the streets at
Wakes time.

Old memories are very tenacious. In
those days I aspired to play the trombone,
which seemed such a full-blooded, cheek.
(Continuedon page 216.)
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7;17,e`swiTcll_
An easy -to -make receiver which gives
you an immediate switch -over from one

to the other of the alternative programmes.

Designed and Described by
H. BRAMFORD.

in any convenient manner (a terminal could
be used, if desired). Put on 15 turns and
then at every fifth turn make a tapping, and

complete the winding at the 55th turn,
securing the finishing turn firmly. A connec-

THIS very simple little receiver was
originally designed to take advantage
of the alternative programme service
available in the London area from the old
2 L 0 and 5 G B.

In that capacity it gave such excellent

service with the very minimum of attention
that it is thought readers would be interested
in a version specially prepared to take full

advantage of the new Brookmans Park

twin transmissions.

In its new guise 'it is just as simple as
ever, easy and inexpensive to make, and
gives excellent results. It is very well

suited to enable all readers who are not too
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111114111111111111111111111111111111i

PARTS NEEDED.
(Any generally similar
dimensions can be used provided the
lay -out is treated with due respect.)
1
-0003-mfd. (maximum) compression :4:
type semi-%ariahle condenser (Formo E
E
type J, or fgranic " Pre-set," etc.).
1 .0001 mfd. (maximum) compression
type semi -variable condenser (Formo -E
type F, R.I., etc.).
I Set of parts for panel mounting
double -pole change -over switch. (If
if
difficulty is experienced in obtaining
:==

be

used, a e. Wearite, Dubilier, Utility,
etc.).

I Crystal detector, mounted on ebonite
strip (Gecophone, or similar type is
suitable).
No. 24 D.C.C. copper wire, Glazite,
flex, 3 tapping clips, 4 terminals, coil
former, etc.).

7:
E-

Iii11111IIIIMIIIIIIIII1111111111111111111111111111111111111119111111111111117

near to Brookmans Park to take

denser across the coil for the 356 metre wave

also shifts the aerial tap.
Now let us get down to business and look
over the constructional work. Start the job

by drilling the panel. This operation is
quite simple, and should not take long, all

the dimensions except those for the switch
being given in the diagram.
If a switch of the panel -mounting type is
used, a drilling template will proliably be
supplied by the maker. If any other type
of switch is used the drilling details should
be arranged accordingly.
When this operation is completed,
the

8 in. deep.

:---

bringing an additional semi -variable con-

secure the panel to

I Panel 6 in. x 8 in.
I. Cabinet to lit with baseboard about

these, a complete switch can

This last takes the form of a double -pole
change -over switch on the panel and besides

full

advantage of the new service.

Of course, it must not be expected to

baseboard

Setting the Set.

There is little to be said about the wiring
of so simple a set, and the diagram should be
sufficiently self-explanatory.
Now after this simple constructional work
is completed, we are ready to set the receiver

permanently for the reception of the upper
(Continued on next page.)

BEHIND THE PANEL.

screws, then assemble
the terminals a n d
switch.
Very Easy.

Turning our attention to the baseboard.
the vari-condensers

Cl and C2, together
with the coil and de-

tector, are mounted
in the positions indicated in the diagram which shows
the back of panel and
the baseboard.
Before we can com-

plete this, however,
it will be necessary
to construct the coil,
which is

an easy

matter.

On the actual re-

having a diameter of
3 in. An ordinary
ebonite or cardboard

tappings to give auto -coupling for the aerial
and a crystal tap, and a simple wave -change
switching scheme.

.

countersunk wood

" P.W." rejector scheme.

The essence of the idea is very simple
indeed. We Have a coil with suitable

to be knocked out of adjustment).

means of three

ceiver

A Simple Seheme.

inside the cabinet is that it is less liable

by

separate the two transmissions at very short
distances, for to do that you really require

something very special in the nature of a

tion is also required at the 15th turn.
When the coil is finished, secure it to the
base -board in the usual way. It will be
seen that the detector is fixed across the
top of the former, a wooden cross -piece
being fitted into the end of the tube as a
support.. (The idea of putting the detector

a

skeleton

former was used,
former of a similar

diameter will also
suit the purpose quite
well.

To wind the coil,
secure the beginning

The tuning is all of a pre-set character.

That is to say you adjust the
apparatus once and for all, and then pick and choose your programme
alternatives merely by operating a simple panel switch.
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placed some little distance above the aerial

tap Y and tuning should be done on C.

THE " SWITCH -ON "
CRYSTAL SET.

It is possible the 261 -metre wave will still
be heard faintly ; to cut it out, the procedure
is as follows :
Do not trouble about the aerial tap Y, as
this is already fixed. The whole thing

(Continued from previous page.)
I

depends upon the position of the tap X.

and lower wave Brookmans Park trans-

Adjust the condenser C, until the alternative

attended a conference on Wireless Telegraphy at Berlin in 1903. They suggested
the universal adoption of the signal,
" SSSDDD," to be employed by ships in
cases of emergency, and they advocated,
also, the formulation of a number of rules
governing the use of such a distress call.
Not very long after this suggestion had
been broached, the Marconi Company,

recognising the vital need for some type
of distress call, instituted its at one time
well-known " CQD " Call on all its ships,

missions.

station is heard, making the final adjust-

Just a little patience may be required by
the beginner in setting this receiver, but in
view of the fact that once set it is_ finished
with it is well worth the trouble.

ment with the aerial tap for the best results.

If this work is carried out properly we
may consider that the set is permanently
fixed, and if desired the clips can be removed

and permanent connections made in their

Company's general call, " CQ," with the
addition of the letter " D," which signified

First throw the switch over for reception of
the lower wave, that is, to the side marked
Points 3 and 4.
Ignore the detector tap entirely to com-

place.

distress.

I think the best method is as follows :

A DOZEN LEADS.

the signal being a combination of the

When " C Q D " was Used.
The instructions of the Marconi Company

were that the signal " CQD " was to be
used only at the order of the captain of a

mence with and secure the clip W to the

distressed vessel, or by a land station
re -transmitting the signal. Radio operators
who abused the call were to be dismissed.

A SIMPLE CIRCUIT.

Another radio conference was held in
Berlin in the year 1906, and during the
sitting of that body, the German Government put forward the suggestion that a
universally standard distress call for ships
at sea should be adopted. The German
Government further suggested that the
distress call "SOS" should be made use of.
Why, it may be asked, were the letters

" SOS " suggested for an international

,757

distress call I
At this period, German ships desiring to
communicate with all vessels in their

When the switch is thrown over to the one side
it brings in the higher coil tap and extra capacity
(Ce) necessary to bring in the higher -waved station.

neighbourhood would, particularly if the
names of such vessels were unknown,
transmit an inquiry call " SOE," or, in

beginning of the winding, 0. Now set the
aerial tap Y about 10 turns from the earth
end of the coil, which would be on No. 45.

Morse, .

Set the detector and carefully adjust by
means of the centre screw the condenser

The adoption of this call signal as an
international marine distress signal had
first been considered, but it was obvious

When signals are heard, readjust the

that the signal was not distinctive enough,
the final letter " E " being represented

detector to its best, and then leave it alone.
Proceed in this manner until the very best
results are obtained from the local station,

merely by a dot, which could easily be
overlooked in timea of atmospheric dis-

trying different taps, always keeping the
aerial tap some few turns above the earth

turbance or of heavy radio traffic.
For thiS reason, therefore, the distress
call, " SOS " (in Morse . .
. .)
was submitted for the consideration of the

.---.

tap.
Next, change over the switch to 5 and 6.
The other aerial tap, X, should now be

delegates to the Berlin Conference of 1906.

It was adopted officially, and it was put
into effect by the International Radio-

NOTE THE NUMBERS.
.11736

telegraphic Convention of Berlin in 1908.

There are only about twelve little leads to connect
up, and the set is ready for use.

as
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By J. F. CORRIGAN, M.Sc.,
A.I.C.
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THE precise origin and history of the
"-TEL E IDNO/VES

famous distress call, " SOS "

has

puzzled many an enthusiastic radio

0
3,,g

4 -ph; -4-4--/3/.;÷..e.---/3/4-4-: /441

The switch points are numbered, but remember
this panel -drilling diagram shows the front of the
Panel, and not the back as does the wiring diagram.

Thus the very apt interpretations, such
" Save our Souls " and " Save our

Ship," which have been put on the " SOS "
distress call are untrue.
It was a matter of much regret to the old

Marconi operators that their old signal,
" CQD," had not been adopted as the

sos

5WI,CH USED
3
I/
5

4--

.---.

The Final Signal.

The Higher Wave -length.

A

.

international distress call. Indeed, many
of these operators continued to follow up
their " SOS " signals with " CQD." Gradually, however, the latter signal was relinquished, and now it is almost forgotten.
Before throwing away an old flashlamp
battery it Is a good plan to remove the brass
strips, as there are many uses to which they

amateur. How, one often hears asked,
did those now -celebrated letters come to be
accepted all over the world as the acknow-

may be put.

of a distress call for vessels at sca was thrown

'Phones should never be supported by their
cords alone.

ledged radio call -sign for a ship in dire
distress at sea I
It would appear that the first suggestion

out by a party of Italian delegates who

For accurate tuning on a short-wave set, or
a wave -meter, there are many advantages in
mounting a small magnifying glass over the
tuning dial scale and pointer.
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STOPPING
PONIGING
By P. R. BIRD.
If you have ever been troubled by a set which " rings " when you walk
across the room or roars when the loudspeaker is placed too near, you

will be interested in this article on the cause and cure of " pouging."

tap on the set be translated as a tre-

Why should a
decent and well-behaved set suddenly
start to roar like a lion seeking whom he
may devour ? The answer to both these
questions is-microphonic valves !
Nowadays, everybody interested in
mendous thunder -clap ?

Pong ! Pong ! Not Big Ben
BONG
striking three o'clock, as you might
imagine, but three sonorous sounds
caused by taking three ordinary steps
across the room ! That is the trouble with
a " ponging " valve set ; every movement

in the room is liable to sound like the
delivery of a ton of coals !

Sometimes the trouble does not occur
unless the set itself is touched, though
even a slight bang of the cabinet sounds

wireless knows that inside each valve is a
thin wire called the filament. When

heated by the L.T. battery, this filament

on a thick woollen mat, or

separated by any effective
shock -absorber from the source
of disturbance. In the case of
the built-up howl it may at first
appear difficult to see where the
disturbance is coming from, but

if you have not been troubled with one
or other of the above, perhaps you have
had experience of another branch of the
In this instance you may
same family
not notice the thunderous footsteps, or
a bang when the coil is replaced, but you
sometimes get a peculiar built-up howl
that in its final stages almost rocks the

examination will show that it
is the loud speaker itself that
is

When it is placed
upon the set, or even when it

is turned so that the sound

waves from it impinge on the
valve, any loud and prolonged
note from tht loud speaker is
liable to shake the electrodes,
and to start off a vicious circle
of cause and effect,

Usually, in such cases, the programme
goes merrily enough for a time, but suddenly the loud speaker starts to " ring "

a little on one note, and once this has

started it rapidly builds up and builds up
louder and louder into an intolerable

means of stopping " pongirq "
Those Minute Movements.

In order to put this fault right, the set owner must realise what causes it. Why
should a light footstep on the floor or a

setting up the unwanted

vibrations.

neighbourhood.

asking one another what are the best

How it Howls.

plied with rubber feet, or placed

The Rush for the Switch.

everything is just as it should be, and so
the programme goes on again without a
trace of trouble until, without warning,
there is another " pong " from the loud
speaker, another moment in which it is
gathering its voice for a great effort, a
rapidly rising roar, and another rush for
the switch ! When this happens, can you
wonder that worried set -owners go about

If you possess such a valve, remember
that the effect is most noticeable when you
attempt to use the valve as a detector.

trouble, so it often disappears
altogether when the set is sup-

equally necessary operation that produces
the " pong."

Switch on again, and you find that

And

such a valve any form of shock absorber is helpful in curing the

coil, the pulling out of a valve, or some

switched off.

in this condition it will " pang."

The most obvious and best cure is that
adopted by the makers of the anti -micro reproduce thespeech, music, etc. Normally, phonic valve holders. Here the actual
the current flowing through the valve is base into which the pins of the valves fit
controlled by electrical charges on the grid is cushioned by springs, and consequently
slight shocks to the set either
do not reach the filament, or
WHY "PONG" IS PRODUCED.
are very greatly reduced. With

not so pronounced, it is the changing of a

is

the valve is said to be " microphonic."

rent of the valve, and enable the set to

in other cases where the trouble is

howl, that only ceases when the set

and shocks from outside the
valve can succeed in shaking its filament,
happens,

emits the electrons that form the plate cur-

like the crack of doom in the loud speaker.

Or,

positions of the grid and filament. If this

Cause and Cure.

For as soon as the filament
is shaken by the note it begins
to shake, and this sets up that
The enormous amplification developed by the modern receiver is
one fundamental cause of " Dousing." If any trace of the output
note
with greater vigour in the
is returned to the input stages it is magnified tremendously, and
loud speaker. This naturally
so aggravates the feed -back.
leads to a still greater shaking
which is placed in a strategic position of .the filament, which in turn produces an
close to the filament. The relative positions even greater howl. In this way the note

of the filament and the grid-that is to
say, the distance between them-is important; and, so that it shall not vary,

both grid and filament are suspended inside the valve by metal supports. Unfortunately, as these electrodes are "springy,"
they may have a tendency to vibrate. This

fatal, for the slightest movement will
disturb the normal working of the valve
by momentarily altering the relative
is

builds itself up, and grows as it feeds !

The only cure in all such cases is to keep
the loud speaker further away from the set,
or to " cushion " the valves (cotton -wool is

very good) to protect the electrodes from
being shaken.

Naturally, the method will vary with

different sets, but this is the heart of it, and

in these ways you can always succeed in,
stopping " ponging."
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STILL MORE "MAGIC."

SWITCHING FOR THE " MAGIC."

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Re " Magic " Three. In your issue of

" B.G. (Cowley, nr. Oxford) " regarding: using the
above set with run-down 11.T. batteries He may be
interested to learn that I myself have found the set
to be absolutely stable when using an old 100 -volt
" Lissen " battery, giving now only 50 -volt overall.

AN AERIAL SWITCH-THE BROOKMAN'S

REJECTOR-THE "P.W." MURAL CONE.

on H.T.,, with potentiometer arm set about half way
round, reaction is quite smooth and can be set quite
close to the oscillating point without " plopping."
Range and power are, of course, reduced but even

connection to the tapping points on the X coils.
The 6 -pin base method is all right, two terminals

for the tapping points, one for earth end of tuning

" P.W." I have just identified fifteen stations with

SWITCHING FOR THE "MAGIC."

The set runs with this 50 v. on H.T.: and 35 v.

then Buda-Pesth can be got at comfortable loudspeaker strength. Valves are two volters, Cossor
H.F. for V, and V, and Cossor small power for V,,
and I have an extra 2-mfd. condenser in parallel
with C,.
In the same issue I notice letters regarding coil
changing, p. 1262, from " W.B. Cumberland (Bristol "
and- " E. Williams (Llanelly)," on p. 1263. I have
tried a number of experiments to get over this, as
the receiver is for family use, and I wanted to simplify
as much a possible and avoid particularly the

Sir -Many thinks for the calibration chart in

CORRESPONDENCE.

March 1st, on page 1254, I notice a letter from

Letters from readers discussing interesting and

topical wireless events or recording unusual
experimices are always welcomed; but it must
be clearly understood that the publication of
such does in no way indicate that we associate

ourselves with the views expressed by our

it on my " Magic Three, and it is what I have been
wanting Rime building the set just before Christmas.

I don't think there is any need for me to add to Its
praises, except to say that I consider it to be all you
claim. I have built a number of sets since taking up
wireless, but have had nothing before to touch it for
performance. Thanking you and the department
concerned for my " posh " set, and wishing " P.W."
every success.
S.W.6.

Yours faithfully,
SMITH,

correspondents, and we cannot accept any responsibility for information given.-EDITOR,
sir

set, the tapping points two sockets on the top of
the- arrangement with flex lead from A terminal.

The wires from switch to coils are well separated by
being alternately straight and bent, as shown.

This method cuts out the use of the set for ultra
short waves, but in my case this does not matter.
Yours faithfully,

Liverpool.

A. R. 13.

AN AERIAL SWITCH.

.

.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I am mentioning a small item, which

will be of interest to listeners who have trouble with
Brookmans Park, as follows :
Use a lightning switch just outside window with a
lead from a high aerial to top of switch, and also a

lead from a short and low aerial to bottom of the
switch, with the lead to your set in the middle of
switch. By pulling switch down you will receive
Brookmans Twins really selective ; and, pushing up,
you will be able to get long -wave stations.

THE "P.W." MURAL CONE.
Dear Sir,-Your " P. W." Mural Cone is the best
yet. At the moment of writing there is an organ
recital from London, and " Oh, boy I " it's great !
You say in your "P.W." (Mar. 1st) that it gives a
"life -like reproduction." I agree ; yes, most heartily I
agree!-it's as good as any moving coil I have heard.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

I am using a Blue Spot, but being unable to get the
paper (120 to the ream), I used a penny paper -carrier
made by Oxo, Ltd. It just cuts it O.K.

My wife is delighted with it, and even my son

(nine years) has remarked on its clearness. In fart,
I had to explain the " whys and the wherefores " to
him.

If you can find room in " P.W." for this, put it in
and let others share my joy, at so small a cost.
Yours faithfully,
W. A. FAULKNER.
S. Staffs.

Eaotvir5. f7c,.7me-

W. SKINNER.

Kent.

En. NOTE.-The lightning switch is apparently

made to do a new job and another becomes necessary
for protecting the outfit against lightning. We would
A.R.B.'s wave -change scheme for the " Magic."

coil, one for grid end of the same coil, and two for
the reaction coil.
I mounted the coils as indicated in the sketch with
the terminals on the base belonging to the tapping
points connected to sockets mounted on an ebonite
strip with plug on flex connected to aerial terminal of
set. The coils can be changed therefore without
disturbing this flex lead.
The coils must, of course, be dismounted and the
ends taken direct to the pins on the bottom bar of the
ebonite frame. I have now discarded the above
arrangement In favour of a switch -operated system.
I tried using a former with long and short-wave coils
and a common reaction between but didn't get good
results.
It might be possible, but my time for experimenting

suggest a better idea would be to leave the existing
outside aerial arrangements as they stand and switch
on an indoor aerial as an alternative.
THE " BROOKMANS " REJECTOR.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Sir,-Having made up the original " Brookmans

Rejector " months ago, I think it time to let you know
my opinion of this gadget.

My set Is an Osram Music Magnet, and is quite
selective and sensitive alone, but with the B.R. in
circuit it becomes a set that probably thousands of
people dream about. Nineteen stations on medium

wave -band alone during transmissions from National,

Regional, and Midland, and this includes Langenberg, Rome, Milan, Oslo, Prague, Frankfurt, Toulouse,
Turin, and Cologne, which I can receive any time
with a little care adjusting the B.R.
I should also like to add my opinion that, believing

bulky but

the evidence of my own ears, this rejector can also
considerably increase the strength of signals from
distant foreigners.
Thanking you for the added pleasure for listening

middle row, of course, go to the relative points in the

London, N.W.3.

is limited so I tried the method indicated below ;
effective.
The short-wave coils are
connected to the top row of contacts and the long wave coils are connected to the bottom row, the

IAM glad to notice that the R.S.G.B.
is trying to stimulate a little more

interest in the 150 -metre wave -length
for amateur use. A series of tests on this
wave was going on throughout April, and
quite a fair number of British amateurs are
now working up 'there at week -ends. Cer-

you have given me.

Yours truly,

A

A. W. HOLMES.

-11.-10-4,---40-1-4.-.1.1-4-oe* that this will be rather joyful news to one

SHORT-WAVE
NOTES.
By W. L. S.

tainly this is to the good, as the inter-

ference on the 20 -metre and 40 -metre bands
on Saturdays and Sundays is terrible.
Whatever the good points of long-distance
C.W. work may be, there can be little doubt

that telephony offers to the amateur a
greater variety of problems to which to
put his skill, and the 150 -metre wavelength is the most suitable of all the amateur

bands for telephony tests, on account of
the comparatively strong signals that can
be transmitted over 10 or 20 miles with a
power of 10 watts or less.
Much More Reliable.

,

Another piece of good news is that the
80 -metre band is once more being granted
to amateurs for work at the week -ends only
on the new Transoceanic permits. The
American stations use this band more than
any other for traffic handling, and though

it is naturally not so good for super -DX

How A.R.B.'s coils are mounted.

work, it is more reliable than either " 20 "
or " 40 " for 2,000 -mile regular schedules.

I have a crop of letters from readers who

have frequently listened to lengthy programmes from 3 R 0, Rome, confirming
the identity of this station. The wavelength is somewhere in the 25.3 metre

broadcast band, and I believe the power is
3 kw. The engineer is an Englishman, and
all the tests are carried out in English.

A Bucks reader

is

now picking up

V K 2 M E every afternoon at " much
better strength than Zeesen." He is
audible " all over the house on two loudspeakers " ! This is all on the " Magic "
Three, and appears to be good going !
Regarding the re -broadcast of the National Programme in the region of 31
metres, I have now had it confirmed that
this is done by 7 L 0 at Nairobi. I gather

or two readers who have been imagining

that it was a harmonic of their local station
that they were hearing.
At last I have finished an " all -screened "
short-wave receiver with a respectable lay-

out, more or less carefully designed, and
I find that the metal box does definitely
reduce troubles from outside sources of
" mush."

Effect Of Earth.

My earth, however, does not improve

things at all; and although the whole thing
is completely free from hand -capacity

effects without an earth, if I connect the
latter I cannot go near the box without
shifting the frequency. This is with a
loosely -coupled aerial and a straight detector
and note-mag.
If I precede it with an H.F. screened -grid

stage outside the box I get complete and
utter freedom from hand -capacity effects
whether I use the box or not. So that it
appears that the aerial system is really to
blame, and that the use of a screened -grid
valve as an " aerial de -coupler " has very
much in its favour.
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cyk:HIGH Low
WAVECHAN
/Here is the description of a simple wave -

change unit that can be used in a large
number of sets, including those of the
famous " Magic " series, for providing
easy and efficient wavechanging.
By J. It. WHEATLEY.

adaptable to any type

perhaps in the eyes of
ALTHOUGH perhaps
several home constructors a wave change set is "a lazy man's receiver,"
there are certainly dozens of cases where a
wave -change set is a real boon. In many
instances the loud speaker is mounted on

the top of the set, and each time this is
moved there arises a grave danger of

of circuit,

whether or not there is a connection
between the two coils in the set.
The three poles of the switch control,
the aerial connection to the tappings on
either of the two " X " coils, join one or
other of the tuning coils across the tuning
condenser and control the reaction coil, so
that by the movement of the switch to the
left or the right, the two wave -bands are
covered.

HOW THE FOUR COILS
ARE CONNECTED.

suitable mounting is a piece of ebonite
2i in. x 1/ in., but here, again, the exact
dimensions will have to be chosen to suit
the make of switch employed.
Regarding the choice of switch, the rotary
type is suggested, since it is extremely

easy to add an extension lever and thus

arrange the switch at the most convenient
distance from the panel.
Must Be Firm.

This switch unit is especially applicable
to sets in the " Magic " series, such as the

To increase the stability of the bracket
to which the switch is mounted an addi-

that it would be difficult to add the unit
to the above sets, but there is no reason

the photographs, is screwed to the front of
the baseboard. The ebonite strip carrying
the five connecting terminals is attached
to the back edge of the baseboard. Quite
small terminals can be employed as they

Magic " Three, and
" Magic " Two,
" Magic " One. It may appear at first sight

why it should not be mounted outside the
sets and leads taken through the cabinet

tional piece of wood, which is clearly seen in

from the coil holders to the appropriate
points on the coil bases. If baseboard

are perfectly effective, and prevent the

deep it is suggested that the unit might be
mounted on its end.

set will enable the operation to be still

space is limited and the panel is sufficiently

unit from being unsightly.

The addition of the high -low unit to a
(Continued on next page.)

The f ollowing details

of the switch will

clear up several points

MORE MAGIC FOR "MAGIC" USERS.

which are not readily
understood from the

The
illustrations.
foundation of the
unit consists of a baseHere we see how the long- and short-wave aerial

and reaction coils are connected to the switch.
enabling wave -changing to be carried out in an
instant.

damaging both the loud speaker and the
set by upsetting them.
Again, an inexperienced person, although

fully conversant with the controls, is not
always capable of changing over the coils.

board about 7' in. x
21 in., the exact size
being dependent on

the make of switch
and

size
holders.

coil

of

No Trouble.

No trouble should
be

experienced due

to bringing the two

necessarily be removed from the receiver,

sets of coils closer
together, for even
using the smallest
possible switch in
the position shown,

bands of wave -lengths.

prevent interaction.

The " high -low" wave -change unit is applicable to any type of set employing two plug-in
coils. It is not intended to replace the
existing coil holders, fot these need not

but to convert any set of the above type
into a wave -change set covering any two
How it Works.

An examination of the theoretical circuit
of the switch scheme clearly indicates its
exact functioning.

Since there are no connections between
the reaction and aerial coils this switch is

the coils should still
be at a distance
apart sufficient to
The switch

is

of

the three -pole change-

over type and should

be chosen from the

various makes suitable

for use in
quency

high -frecircuits. A

Owners, and prospective owners, of " Magic
easily -built wave -changing unit.

receivers will welcome this

By a twist of the wrist you can go over

from long to short waves, and vice -versa, the aerial and reaction coils being
changed simultaneously.
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THE " HIGH -LOW "
WAVECHANGE.
(Continued from previous page,)

base in the set to the two terminals marked
aerial coil in the wiring diagram. Care

be joined to the reaction coil holder in the

marked grid on the High -Low unit.

remains unaltered except for the wave -

set.
In this case the plate side of the
coil holder must be connected to the terminal
marked plate. The handling of the receiver

must be taken that the grid side of the
aerial coil is connected to the terminal
The remaining pair of terminals should

change control.

A PLAN DIAGRAM OF THE UNIT.

further simplified, since, by using a four pole change -over switch, the additional set

x608

of contacts may be employed as an L.T.

REAL T/ON
COIL

A ER /A L

COIL

on -off switch. The switch employed in the
original set has a zero position, which

PLATE

Q/710

would enable the above to be achieved
quite easily. It is also possible to gang

re,

It

together two " high -low " units to change not

ro

only the aerial coils and reaction, but also

/1ER/A L

"Coil_

a tuned anode coil or a second grid coil

X CO/L_

3"

TA/w,/,v

simultaneously with the above.

_

*

The Switch Connections.

The actual connections to be made to the
switch are quite simple. First remove the
existing aerial and reaction coils from the

0

1

eio."'"'"".iu,..,....,6........t.TD X CO/L.
TAPP/NG

rr

*

Next arrange the unit in the most
suitable position, either inside the set or
set.

Co a..

moo

else externally to the receiver.

1°

Assuming that you have a " Magic "
One, Two, or Three in use, connect the
aerial lead from the aerial terminal to

W.7.-/./7
feCVY/ TE

C)

©

....,

---",..,

/

/20"

the terminal marked aerial on the terminal
strip of the wave -change unit. The long -

0

/

4

wave coils must now be mounted in the
left-hand pair of coil holders, and the
medium -wave coils on the right.

The position for the aerial coils is indicated by the wiring diagram and photographs, and the two outside back contacts
must be connected to their appropriate
tappings on the " X-22 coils by means of
flexible leads.

The dimensions of the switch unit and the layout and wiring are clearly shown in this scale diagram.

* 4-4.1-

Leads are now taken from the aerial coil

*

-4- 4.1-4.-4- 0 ---

IS IT "SLEWIT"?

COMPLETE AND COMPACT.

*

What is the proper pronunciation of the name of the Yorkshire town near
which the B.B.C. is building the North Regional Station ?

------4.-------- -4.-

THE decision of the B.B.C. to erect its
North Regional high -power station
near the small Yorkshire town of
Slaithwaite has stirred up controversy on
this point. The worthy folk of Slaithwaite
saw fame in the B.B.C.'s decision.

They looked for publicity on a scale
equal to that obtained by the town of
Daventry. So they were badly put out
when the B.B.C. decreed that the name of

the station shall be " The North

*

from Leeds to the town. At the station
before Slaithwaite the local man said to
his friend, " I will ask .the porter here
what is the name of the next station and
we shall hear how he pronounces it."
When the train stopped the local man put

his head out of the window and did as he
had said. To the delight of his friend, the
porter, who had recognised him, replied,
Who is tha cocldin' ? Tha knaws very
well what t' next station is."

Regional," and not " Slaithwaite."
In spite of the B.B.C.'s boldness
in deciding the correct pronunciation of countless other words, one
wonders- whether this decree was
influenced by indecision at Savoy

Further to disappoint the hopes of
Slaithwaite, the name of the actual site of

this Yorkshire place name.

station, just as " Brookmans Park " is used
for the new London station.

Hill about the pronunciation of
A Typical Case.

Certain it is that many
a man has put his foot in it

lately; if he happened to
talk about Slaithwaite in
Yorkshire. " Slaythwaite ? "
" Slew -it " ? " Slough -it
The " High -Low " Wave -change is
a very compact little unit, measuring
only 71 in. by 24. in. The coils are
situated so that unwanted interaction

cannot take place, and terminals are provided so that easy connection
either inside or outside the receiver can be made.

"Moorside Edge."

the new station, " Moorside Edge," has
caught on as a colloquial name for the

(Well, what is the proper pronunciation,
anyway ?---En.)

I don't know. That's what I'm asking.

(Anyhow, you've given Slaithwaite some
of the publicity denied to it by the B.B.C.ED.)

?

Or " Slow -it " ?
A story is told of a Slaith-

waite man talking about

the controversy to a visitor

as they travelled by train

READ

MODERN WIRELESS
Britain's Best Radio Magazine
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EVERYTHING

yoriqursyrinfer

ELECTRICAL

A MONTH OF
39 DAYS!
Could

you

live

through the strain of a nine -day week ? Perhaps
battery in your portable set could do it and last

not, but the H.T.
the same number of weeks, if you fitted OSRAM VALVES. They are
so extraordinarily economical on H.T. current consumption, that your
battery REALLY lasts longer. That is why leading portable set makers
use them. Each valve is individually tested for H.T. consumption.

And you still get the world-famous OSRAM tone, power
and

selectivity.

Change to OSRAM now.

NEW 2:VOLT SUPER:POWER ECONOMY
VALVE-THE OSRAM P.2. for 2 -volt accumulators.
Specially recommended for portable sets owing to
low H.T. current consumption. Astounding volume
with perfect purity. The latest in valve design. Ask
your dealer for particulars.

Made in England Sold by all Wireless Dealers.

Advt. of THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., LTD., MAGNET HOUSE KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.21
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RONALD F RAN KAU to/As on

RUNNING A RADIO
REVUE
-0- -4.- -*

In this special interview with S. Howard t
Jones, one of our most popular broaddiscusses the p roblems
cast entrtiners
e a

that confront a radio revue producer, and tells you how
he prepares his merry microphone shows.
RUNNING a radio revue is not the easy
affair that the average wireless listener
imagines. At least, that is what Ronald

Frankan says, and since he has run more
wireless

revues than any man in the

country, he ought to know.

Every time he takes his talented little
company before the microphone means
many hours of thought, concentration,

and writing, to poor Ronald-real hard work

k

production, or as near that ideal
as possible.
"No trouble must be spared to

polish off all those little details which so

Mr. Frankau must surely be the busiest
man in the theatrical business to -day.
My efforts to find him drove me well-nigh

Besides," added Mr. Franker], with just the

Found at Last.
A few days later he popped up at Malvern !

Rut I stuck grimly to my task, and finally

stage may easily prove a miserable failure
before the microphone.
" Some comedians find it quite impossible
to be funny in the studio. The reason is not

" After all, the wireless audience, the

largest in the world, deserves as much con-

desperate. One week lie was at Manchester,
the next at Southsea.

song or sketch which succeeds on the

effect is reached.

that must be sandwiched in between his
ordinary stage and concert appearances.

which I must always keep before me: The

often mean the difference between success
and failure. The lines and sketches all have
to be carefully rehearsed-a word taken out
here, another added there, until the desired

difficult to understa
one can raise laugh.

different media- mic
gestures, and by speech.

sideration as the patrons of the theatre.
suspicion of a smile on the corners of his

less technique and stage technique ?" I asked.
" Of course there is ! I know this has been

said many times before, but it is a fact

on."
" Does the studio audience help you ? "
" Undoubtedly. It acts as a sort of human
laughter gauge whereby one may judge the

success of the jokes and gags that are ' put
Over.' But: one should never lose sight of
the fact that the duty of every broadcasting
artiste is to entertain the invisible multitude,
not those who have been fortunate enough
to gain entry to the studio."

" It sounds a

Mr. Frankau declareS that he has spent

jolly about it, although, I suppose, to the

many sleepless nights over his radio revues.

man in the street it appears simple enough.
Just collect a few songs with catchy tunes,
a sketch or two, add a few jokes with appropriate comic patter, and mix them up.
" Hand out your typescript to the various

His material has to be both funny and
original, and sometimes his fount of in-

spiration runs dry.
At such times, he simply sits down with a
blank sheet of paper before him, and thinks
and thinks until the right idea comes along.
He is very much against the re -hashing of

artistes who are going to perform, place

them before a microphone and-hey presto !
everything is complete. Well, if it was as
easy as that, I should be a happier and less
harassed man. Radio revues cannot be
turned out like plum puddings.
" Just think of the difficulties which

old' jokes for Wireless programmes.
Before the Microphone.

Nor is it only the collecting and arranging
of his material which bOthers Jinn. It is the

confront the producer of the radio revue.
In the first place, you have to realise that,
no matter how clever or convincing your
show may be, it is doomed to a life of one

actual broadcasting itself. He and his
company make a point of learning their
lines by heart. As he says, this means a lot
of extra work, but ensures that the, words,

or two performances.

When received; do not sound artificial.

The Care that is Needed.

Perhaps his greatest tidtible is "nerves,"
that 'bugbear of Most good performers. To
him broadcasting is 4 nightmare, and the
-studio a torture chamber. -When he stands
-

" Human nature being what it is, there is
a tendency on this account to spend a little

.

less time, and to be a little less thorough
in the supervision of the production. In

before the miCrophone, his -SOngi sound like

short, them is a temptation to collect

scrappy material in a scrappy manner for
the radio revue.

" To yield to such a temptation-and at

vised with all the care of a West -End

and

" The wireless humorist, however, can
call no red noses or comic whiskers to his
aid.
has no battered hats, torn clothes,
or outsize boots to help him with his work.
He is a voice artiste, pure and simple. The
strongest gun he carries is voice control=
inflexion, intonation, modulation, and so

a second-rate revue for them "
" Is there much difference between wire-

jolly business."
" Jolly ? Believe me, there's nothing very

times it is not easy to resist-would be fatal.
A revue for wireless listeners must be super-

make-up

The Volee Only Counts.

lips, "the B.B.C. would probably have something to say to the producer who turned out

ran him to earth in his dresSing-room at the
Palladium, at a Sunday evening concert.
" How do I run a radio revue 1 " he asked,
motioning me to an armchair, and pushing
across a box of cigarettes. " Well, if I were
to tell you only half the troubles one is up
against, you could fill a book Have you
ever given it a thought ? "

" Of course," I replied.

On the platform
rough two entirely

-

Mr.

Ronald

Frankau himself writes a vast

amount of the material which he and his companions broadcast.

the screechings of a soul in torment, to Iris
own ears, and his jokes, which seemed so
good beforehand, become fiat and pointless.
that I do
- `r
_ Xis indeed -fortunate or .
not have to judge my own performances,"
be concluded. " I should give myself the
sack immediately,"
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Amo Roma
*
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-4- -0- -0-4- -4- -4- -0- -0-

*

A description of one of the most powerful
broadcasting stations in the world. It regularly transmits on 441 metres, with a power
of 50 kw., and can clearly be heard in this
country on simple sets.

From A SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT,

$

" Radio -Roma." The 100 -kw. valves have

ITALY

became

a leading factor

in

:European broadcasting at the beginning of the year, when one of the most

powerful stations in the world was inau-

gurated. The transmitting plant of the
radio station is located in Santa Polomba, a

under which the R.C.A. Victor Company
sold the entire operating equipment to the
Ente Italian Audizioni Radiofoniche, the
Italian broadcasting company.
Programmes of entertainment and news
bulletins are broadcast, and it is expected

proved fully able to stand the enormous
power during the modulation peaks, and
listeners more than 1,000 miles from. Rome
report clear, powerful, and constant
reception.
I expect that many of my readers will be

familiar with this station, one of the most

that soon the voice of Musso-

lini will be heard frequently
from this station.
The " Last Word."
The

new

Radio - Roma

station represents the last
word in broadcast transmitter

development, and embodies
several outstanding advances
in American radio technique.
While

the new station

is

rated at 50 kilowatts in the
antenna, by means of a special
modulation scheme it is

capable of reaching a peak

of 200 kilowatts output during transmission.
In addition, new high voltage

mercury

The " machine room." The generators in the foreground supply
current for the valve filaments. Right at the back are the power

vapmir

rectifying tubes increase the
operating

The control gear. Here sits the engineer who
switches -in the various studio microphones and
who adjusts the modulation to suit various items.

little suburb outside Rome, and connected
by direct wire to the studios in the heart of
the Italian capital.
The new super -radio station was designed

by, and installed under the supervision of,
American engineers as part of a contract

efficiency,

transformers.

and

effect.a saving in energy of from 35 to 40
kilowatts over . the ordinary type of -valve
rectifier. The Rome station uses 100 kw.
transmitting " Radiotrons," which are the
largest vacuum tubes in commercial use.

outstanding between the London Regional
and Midland Regional transmitters. Rome
can be heard every night on quite simple

sets, as he is placed well away in waveength from. our Regional stations.

Perfectly Steady Wave.

Another feature is the system of constant

frequency regulation which keeps trans-

mission steady on the desired wave -length.
This is carried out with crystals which are

kept in a special temperature -controlled
oven. The temperature in this oven never
varies more than one -

tenth of a degree.
The equipment for

the new station was
shipped last August

and construction was
begun immediately.

The La Scala Opera
House,

Milan,

has

been wired with

microphoneS, arid. it
was planned to make

broadcasts from this
theatre a regular
feature.
All
Here is the main transmitting apparatus. The engineer -in -charge occupies
the desk and closely watches all the meters on the various panels.

Italy is' most

enthusiastic over the
quality and power of

The aerial lead-in goes straight to the aerial tuner.
You can see a portion of the huge tuning condenser
on the left.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK

ested and
Found-?
lead is easily made, while two or
more leads can be accommodated

on the one terminal quite comfortably, all making good contact. The Vert Wiring Clip is a
product of W. Green & Son, of

spindle is provided for this purpose. The
cost of the component is I Is. 6d.
There are two cones of different sizes,
the one
in. diameter, and the other
5 in. diameter, fixed together at their
centres, and mounted back-to-back.
These cones are made of special paper,
treated with an oil which prevents deterioration through dampness or other atmospheric
conditions. The purpose of the two cones

is, of course, to give equal treatment to

both the high and low notes, the larger cone
responding more easily to the lower tones,
and the smaller to the higher notes. Both
are free -edged.

I tried this Wates double -cone chassis in

conjunction with several of the leading
7111llnnunl11111Immmmlllnnnlununmmlllwumn +U

Horley, Surrey, and if it is made

WHEN YOU ARE BUYING -

freely available at attractive
prices, it should prove popular
MAGNUM DIFFERENTIAL CONDENSER.

THE special reaction systems now used,
particularly in " Magic " sets, demand
the employment of a new component
-the differential condenser. The differential condenser itself is not as new as the
" P.W." Magic " sets, although " P.W."
readers will know that it is in the " Magic "
we find differential reaction applied properly

for the first time.
When I say " properly," I must hasten
to add that I use the word in the sense of
" to the fullest advantage."
Messrs. Burne-Jones & Co., Ltd., now
have a differential reaction condenser

suitable for these very modern circuits. A

among radio -set constructors.

(12) A RADIO CABINET.

Make sure that it is built of good, =
well -seasoned timber. Warping is a

a.-

"TUNE -WELL " COILS.

F---

Turner & Company have forwarded us a
letter addressed to them from an amateur

who says he has used the "Tune -Well"
D.X. Coils with successful results in the
" Magic " Three.

serious thing in a radio cabinet,

It

sometimes makes it almost impossible to
get the panel and baseboard out. Generally speaking, you will find that oak will

17:

warp more readily than mahogany or

L.-.

walnut. It is well worth paying the g.
extra money for these last woods.

Many of the cheaper cabinets are

THE REGENTSTAT.

This is a variable power resistance manu-

factured by those excellent mains unit
people, The Regent Radio Supply Co. Its
retail price is 7s. 9d. It covers the range of
from 254 to 4,000,000 ohms (250 ohms to 4
megohms) with a maximum constant dissipation of ten watts.

E-

t: classified as " Walnut Finish," " Ma- E
hogany Finish," etc., but these may

F4,*

a mean that they are built of cheaper

woods stained the appropriate colours.
French polishing is an expensive but
worth -while finish. It is hard and
durable, and retains its gloss. Ordinary

E:.

a"
F=-

varnishing often scratches very easily

E.

indeed.

Thus it will pass 50 milliamps at 200

5119anaintainimmaliamaamataanaulaatataaaatia!;

ticularly useful for mains units, although

makes of speaker units, and I must say I
consider the results particularly good. It
is interesting to note that the chassis has

volts, 100 milliamps at 100 volts, etc. It is
a very well -made component, and I like its
solid metal structure. It is, of course, par-

there are many other jobs it can do in a
radio outfit. On test I have found it
efficient and in every way quite satisfactory.

been designed to fit the majority of existing
cabinets.
NEW COSSOR DEPOT.

The Cossor people have opened a Liver-

NEW REGENTONE MAINS UNIT.

pool branch house.

The address is

42,

Regent Radio Supplies Company are now
in production with a new Regentone mains

Paradise Street. Liverpool (Telephone :
Central 1811). This depot will allow them to
secure an adequate distribution of their pro-

and an L.T. charging current for any

South-West Cheshire, and North Wales.

unit which provides both an H.T. supply
popular two- three- or four -valve outfit.

ducts throughout South-West Lancashire,

THE MARCONI LICENCE.

,.r*""

An insulating spindle is a feature of this Bum zones component.

special feature is that it employs a spindle
fashioned of an insulating material, thus
rendering unnecessary the use of insulating
bushes.
A pigtail connection to the moving vanes

is to be found in this reaction condenser,
while the widely spaced terminals have
slotted nuts, a very attractive innovation
to be found in many modern components,
for which I believe we have to thank BurneJones & Co., Ltd.; themselves. Altogether
it is an excellent component, and quite good

value for money at 6s., in .0001,

.0002,

0003-mfd. capacities.
VERT WIRING CLIP.

The Vert Wiring Clip is a sort of double,
square washer and it makes wiring a quick,
simple business. You slip on the clip, poke
in the end of the lead, and screw down the
terminal nut. Connection to the centre of a

" The Wireless and Gramophone Trader "

has published a book at 6d. entitled " The
Marconi Licence." It is an analysis of the
patent position, written by a leading patent

authority, and is intended as a guide to
radio

manufacturers and those

whose

business includes the resale of manufactured radio instruments. It is an authoritative booklet that should be in the hands of
all radio traders.
A DOUBLE -CONE CHASSIS..

The Shaftesbury Radio Co., of 184-188,
Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2, recently sent
me one of their Wates Universal double cone speaker chassis. This is a somewhat
smaller version of the now well-known Wates

Star double -cone chassis, but, unlike this,
which was designed specially for use with a
Wates Star Unit, the Universal chassis will
accommodate any cone unit..

A special bracket, complete with the

necessary bolts and nuts and an extension

The Wates Universal double -cone speaker chassis.
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TECKERSLEY-3%

UERYORNER
COIL AND CHOKE-A CURIOUS

FAULT-CONDENSERS AND
CURRENT FLOW.

Under the above title, week by week, Captain P. P. EcIllrsley, M.I.E.E. late Chief Engineer of the B.B.C., and now our chief
Radio Consultant, will comment upon radio queries submitted by " P.W." readers. But don't address your queries to Captain
Eckersley-a selection of those received by the Query Department in the ordinary way will be dealt with by him.
from the grid battery positive. Sub- frequencies to the loud speaker where' a
Coil and Choke. ,
A. C. (Merton).-" Why can one use an sequent investigation revealed that the choke filter output is used.
identical coil both as an H.F. inductance primary of the second L.F. transformer was
But who told you that an audio -frequency
and an H.F. choke ? "
current was a one-way current, and what
broken, that being the cause of the trouble.
Because a choke is only another name for
" Could you explain why some sort of did they mean by " one-way " ? The only
an inductance ! We usually, however, use reception could be achieved with this faulty current a condenser will not pass is a steady
the term high -frequency inductance to transformer by merely disconnecting the current.
denote an inductance acting in a high - G.B. positive from the L.T. negative ? "
If we had a battery and a resistance and
frequency circuit with a condenser to
Look at ammeters as shown, and closed the switch,
exhibit resonant effects, as at (2) in the
COIL OR CHOKE. my diagram. we should read no current in the condenser
diagram.
Alternating branch (except a flick on switching on),

The circuit then has a much greater
impedance at a certain frequency than
at any other-we call that frequency the
frequency of resonance. But we use an

currents

when a steady current-a " one-way "

not let that point be short-circuited to

former T.

current. The current, if you like, is a
" one-way " current, but it's not a uniform,

normally current flowed-though R Al would read,
flow up and A2 would not. Now suppose we waggled
down the R up and down quickly-Al would read
primary of a waggling current and A2 (a hot wire
the trans- ammeter for choice) could also read a

inductance as a choke if we want to keep
some point at high frequency potential and

But this

earth.
.Thus in the circuit shown at (1) the anode
of the valve has to be kept at H.F. potential,
we mustn't let it be short-circuited to earth

gets broken
at B. But

through the H.T., and so we Connect a
choke (which is truly only an inductance)

as shown, and this choke acts as a high
impedance to a lot of frequencies, not as
when it was paralleled to a condenser
mostly at one frequency.

As a matter of fact, chokes have self capacity and do resonate at certain frequencies, but these need not sway us in a
general deduction.
A Curious Fault.

B. M. A. (Harrow).-" My receiver, which

is of the det. and 2 L.F. type, recently
ceased to function altogether. It was

noticed, however, that distorted reception
could be obtained by removing the plug.

A CURIOUS FAULT.

A " choke " is only another
name for an inductance.

its way through " a condenser.

t h e voltage

The current is not a steady current, but
a varying current, as shown- at (2); and it

continue to
rise and fall
because the

charges -up and discharges from a cOndeiaser,

at B may

valve V, continues to change its impedance.
This can only happen provided the break B

is not so severe as to limit all voltage
getting on to the anode of V1.

That is to say, provided the break B is

not absolutely clean, but constitutes a very
high series resistance.
If, then, the
primary varies in potential, capacity effect
makes the secondary vary in potential, this
is terribly feeble and it gets shunted straight
to earth via the grid battery.
Disconnect the grid battery when both

primary and secondary vary in potential
above earth and this communicates a
varying potential to.Vs. If the grid never
goes positive this
paralysis.

steady current, and it, apparently ." finds

and there is a wau,gling up and down about
in the condenser branch.
Now R could be a microphone and make
the unidirectional current vary in intensity.
If we had a transformer at T, the secondary
would give alternating current and no D.C.
current.
So the audio -frequency currents produced

as variations on top of a 'one-way current

could " go through " a condenser, and

furthermore, the transformer could remove

their waggly part and we could get fine
A.C. output and, of ' course, this " goes
through ' any condenser, too.

D.C. OR A.C. ?

can go on without

Heaven knows if I am right, but it's the
sort of spurious effect one does get in queer
circumstances. If B is a clean break and

V, gets no voltage one might assume that
grid anode capacity of V, is sufficient to
raise the valve transformer up and down in
potential provided A is broken.
Condensers and Current Flow.

J. R. W. (Felixstowe).-" Why can a
condenser pass an audio frequency current

-which I have always understood is a

This sketch shows how B.M.A. got his signals
through, as described above,

one-way current-not alternating nor oscillating though varying ?
" I allude to its use in passing rectified
current back, for reaction as in " Reinartz "

circuits, and to its use in passing on low

The effects of a condenser on current flow
illustrated here.

is
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MABEL CONSTANDUROS.
A chat with one of the most popular of British Broadcasting Stars.
By A SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.
*.-1,4,--4,--4,- -4- -4-

-4- 1-*

-4- 4- -4- 4.

important artistes, and wonders if it can
"really be true." Her dream has come true,
anyway !

One gem of Miss Constandaros's characterisations so well known -to the listening

public is " Grandma." She tried to think
of the most tiresome old lady imaginable,
and wrote up the part for the edification
of her mother.

She gets a lot of fun out of writing

EVERY listener knows Mabel

Con-

standuros. " Mrs. Buggins," in fact,
might he said to ha-Ve beconie incor-

porated in broadcasting history. The other

day, when I met her for the first time. I
asked her if she thought broadcasting had
enhanced her reputation as a variety artist.
" Oh," she said, " it has not only enhanced

my reputation, but made one for me ! "
Five years ago Miss Constanduros was
only an amateur ; and she had never been
on the stage in her life until just lately.

This sounds

hardly believable
when you hear her
broadcast in some
of her inimitable
sketches.

" I have always

wanted to do some-

thing real," Miss
Constanduros told
me; "and, of
course, I had acted
in my own sketches

at amateur shows
Mabel Constanduros-who
is famous for her sketches
of the Buggins family.

charity performances and my
and

friends were always
kind enough to

think me ' quite good.' So one day I
plucked up courage and walked into the

offices of the B.B.C. and asked for an
audition.

she considered were the most important

qualifications of a successful broadcasting
artiste, she replied :
" Absolute sincerity-and a microphone
sense. This, for some reason, does not seem
to be a thing that you acquire like an accent

or a brogue. Either you have it or you
have not ; it seems I am lucky enough to
possess it.

If you are not sincere in your work it

' gets across ' immediately, and your unseen

audience sense it.

In fact, the slightest

boredom, in the voice of a broadcaster seems

to register itself instantly to the listener.
Mabel Prefers the Studio.

" It is very different playing to a visible
audience and an unseen one, and because I

sketches ; and, although she uses several

accents at the same time, each character is
so firmly imprinted on her mind that she
never forgets them.

"Exaggerated " Voices.

Miss Constanduros thinks that women's

voices can be so overtrained for broadcasting,

that they sound exaggerated and alike.
" To keep your own personality is vitally

important," she remarked.
essentials in broadcasting."

Which listeners, who know how often

some radio artistes "force themselves," will
agree is- advice well worth having printed
on placards in the studios at Savoy Hill.

did broadcasting before I went on to the

POINTS TO

music -halls, I much prefer it if there is no
one in the studio at all. Frequently an

REMEMBER.

audience is specially invited, as some artistes
like to hear how their performance is going ;

and, also, it acts as a stimulant. But I
always feel that the nearer my ' speaking

thoughts ' are to the microphone-which is,
in fact, my listening public-the better."
Miss Constanduros writes all her own
work. She told me she has no difficulties in
finding material for her wireless sketches : a

chance remark of a passing woman, or

Threaded brass rod should not be held directly

in the metal jaws of a vice, but should be
placed between two pieces of soft wood which
can with safety be gripped by the vice.
*

MACHINERY CONTROLLED BY THE VOICE.

an open-work back is
indicated.
*

*

phone earpieces breaks
down remember that a
wire

across its

two

terminals will probably

" restore " the 'phones
temporarily, and enable
you to listen to the

conclusion of the programme on the one

a voice from apparently nowhere said,
.' Now do something else ! ' So I did-what,

earpiece.
*

I don't know ; but, anyway, the result was
I got my first real professional engagement.

When I asked Miss Constanduros what

*

if one of your tele-

in front of that microphone, was frightening
enough, but I realised that I must say something --now was my chance. So I wildly
dashed into one of my sketches. Suddenly

of holding-hut not patting!"

loud

back of the case, when,
if results are improved,

" To say anything, let alone be funny,

I also had a hand that needed quite a- lot

*

cone

box and reception is a
trifle " boomy," try the
effect of removing the

"My First Broadcast."

nobody took the slightest notice of poor me.

*

speaker is enclosed in a

" But they gave me an audition-and

and holding and patting her hand, that

unscrewed the thread
displacement is restored.
*

what a terrifying experience it was ! To
begin with, I was left alone in one Of the
studios with the microphone. I'd never
seen one before. It looked at me and I
looked at it. I got the idea it was a rather
sneering sort of microphone. And then the
studio official said, ' Now do something,'
and just calmly walked out and left me !

was a very important lady who was going
to speak just before me. For obvious
reasons I will not. mention her name. I was
simply petrified-so, it seems, was the very
important lady-but she was so busy being
consoled by all the young announcers who
were, in turn, giving her last-minute advice

so that when these are

If your

were concerned.

broadcast. I shall never forget it. There

*

*

As It is difficult to make perfectly clean cuts
through brass rod without spoiling the thread,
a useful method is to affix one or two nuts to
the rod before cutting it,

" I had no friends to ' push' or ' boost'
me, no letters of introduction ; in fact, I
was nobody as far as the B.B.C. officials

" Then came the evening of my first

Be natural.

That, to my mind, is one of the great

*

*

Among common

One of the features of a recent laundry exhibition was a huge washing machine
which was started and stopped by speaking into a microphone. The
microphone was, of course, connected to a special amplifier.

causes of distortion are
batteries running down,
use of unsuitable valves,

too much reaction, insufficient

perhaps a porter on a railway station, gives
her masses of ideas on which to work. But,
then, Miss Constanduros has a fertile brain,
for she not only writes broadcast sketches,
but songs and poems for children.

It would be impossible to meet a more

delightfully modest person than Miss Constanduros. She told me, quite simply, that
she feels a tremendous thrill when she sees
her name billed in large letters with other

H.T.,

L.T.,

or G.B., and an unsuitable value of grid leak.

If for any reason it is necessary to remove
the diaphragm from the telephone earpiece, it
should be slid off sideways, and not pulled up
from the magnets, as this is liable to bend it.
Do not make marks on the back of the panel
with a lead pencil, as the pencil mark affords
a

high resistance conductive path on the

ebonite surface, and impairs its insulation.
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SET STRESSES
*
An interesting chat about some unusual
mechanical aspects of radio set design
and operation.
By G. V. DOWDING, Assoc.I.E.E.

200 to 10. This could be in inches, feet or
anything suitable.

Examples of levers are to be found
everywhere in everyday life, but we need

not go farther than our radio set to find

SOME people are very mechanically

minded, but it is not to these folk that
I am addressing this article. To prove
whether or not you come in the excepted
category ask yourself this question. Supposing in your set you had a spring contact

arranged as in Fig. 1. If you wanted to

bring the two contacts nearer together

would you press down hard somewhere in
the centre- of the spring ? If that were to
be your inclination, please read on.

First of all, I ;nust explain that the
result of such an unmechanical method
would be to cause a kink in the centre of
the spring as at Fig. 1B and separate the
contacts still further. The correct procedure
would be to use flat -nosed pliers, insert them

gently under the spring at about the point
marked X, gently raise, the whole spring up

and, gripping the pliers firmly, bend the

welter of not too useful history and other
such stuff.
A simple lever is shown at Fig. 2A.

The

point F upon which this lever rests

is

known as the fulcrum, W is the weight to
be moved, and P the power that has to be
applied to move it. That portion of the
lever between W and F is sometimes called
the " weight arm," and the rest of it between

F and P the " power arm." And the power

that has to be applied to move a certain
weight depends directly upon the ratio of
FW to FP. Let me amplify that a little.
The ratio of the power required to the
weight to be moved is the ratio of the
length of the arm at the end of which the
weight is fixed (the weight arm) to the
length of that at which the power is applied
(the power arm). That is to say, if the
distance between F and P is ten times that

free end of the spring downwards (Fig. 1c).

It would be better to bend the spring

A

It might so

happen that the only available pliers were
very clumsy instruments quite unsuited to
the task.

CD

baseboard as you push and pull. In either

instance the tendency will be to exert a

sized object under the point X (raising the

spring slightly by this means) and then

pulling force on the screws.

force the free end of the spring down.

SPR/N6

V

Pushing a Panel.
4/49S

Here you see the principle of the lever illustrated.

between F and W, the power required is

only a tenth of the weight but the distances
through which the power and weight will
respectively be moved are in the opposite
ratio. The weight moves only a tenth

of the distance of P.

A

A Few Figures.

It is not necessary for the fulcrum to be
in a central position. It can be at one end
as at Fig. 2B, but this does not in any way
affect the above laws. The weight arm is
WF and the power arm WP, just as before.

noir

A /495,

This picture illustrates the effects of correctly (C)
and incorrectly (B) bending a switch spring that
is not making good contact (A).

simple mechanical terms. The switch knob
might be that of an on -off control fixed as
at Fig, 3. This will correspond with P in
either Fig. 2A or Fig. 2n. The screws will
act as the weight W while the fulcrum will

shift from the top to the bottom of the

In such a case, I would push some suitably

but which generally gets smothered in a

may impose considerable strain on the fixing.

by one of the knobs fixed towards the top

It is quite easy to interpret these in

downwards from the anchoring block but
there would not be room to get the pliers

A thorough appreciation of the functioning
of the lever is remarkably useful knowledge.
It is, of course, most elementary mechanics,
the sort of thing that we all learn at school,

Pulling or pushing a set by a knob on its panel

of the panel. If you do, the panel -securing
screws will be subjected to big strains.

The Simple Lever.

underneath at that point.

many practical illustrations. Your set may
or may not be fitted with panel brackets.
If it is not I hope you do not push it about

A few figures by way of example will not
do any harm. Supposing W were actually
a weight of 200-1b. What arrangement of
lever would be necessary if you required to
lift W with a force of 10 lb. ?

The ratio of PF to WF would have to be

Supposing the switch were fixed seven
inches away from the bottom of the panel.
The screws might quite conceivably be a
quarter of an inch up. The ratio is 28 to 1,

so that when you pull on the switch, 28
times the power you exert is applied to
the extraction of the screws ! 5 lb. of

pulling power would represent 140 lb. screw
extracting power !
When you push, the panel is forced

against the top edge of the baseboard and
this becomes the fulcrum. Thus your power
arm will be reduced in length to the distance

separating the top edge of the baseboard

and the switch, which might be about

6-2- in., so that your ratio drops to 61 to f,
i.e. 27 to 1. The nearer to the bottom of

the panel you apply your pushing

or

pulling force, the less the ratio and the less
the strain on the screws. The smallest
strain is, of course, when you pull or push
in line with the screws themselves.
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that I lose too much, and what should like
now is just a little extra selectivity to remove

the last trace of the National when I am

listening to the Regional.
" I had before tried putting in a '0001 mfd,
fixed condenser, but it was no good. Is there
any other way ?
Now that you have shortened the aerial you might
find that the .0001 condenser would do the trick,

and enable you to separate the two stations perfectly,
Apart from this there are several things you can try.
The easiest of all is not to use the centre'tap on the
coil but to get a length of wire and wind about '25 turns
of it round and round a bottle to form a hank of wire
of the same size as your tuning coil. Tie this extra
coil of wire to your tuning coil by menus of cotton

All Editorial communications should be addressed to the Editor
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis House, Tallis Street, London, E,C.4.
The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to lot/vitas
work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility for manuscripts or photos. Every care will be taken to return
MSS. not accepted for publication. .A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with every article. Alt
inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents. Messrs. Sohn id. Lite, Ltd..
4. Ludgate Circus, London. E.C.4.
The constructional articles which appear from time to time in this ion real are the outcome of research
and experimental' Wort: carried out with A view to, improving the technique of wireless reception. As much of
the information given in the, columns- of this paper concerns the most recent developments in the radio world.,

some of the arrangements-and specialities- described may be -the subject Or Letters Patent, and the amateur
and the trader would be well advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents before' doing io.

The "P.W." 6d. blue print No. 4 describes a circuit of
this kind, the components required being *0005-mf4.
variable condenser, one single coil holder for panel

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

mounting, one L.F. transformer, one valve holder,
one filament resistance, one '001 fixed condenser,
one crystal detector, one panel 8 x 8 x 3/16th, one

iwave-

The accessories required are an L.T. battery and
H.T. battery (to the valve manufacturer's specification), one L.F. valve, one pair of 'phones, and
one plug-in coil (50 to 75 turns for ordinary wavelength and 150 to 200 turns for IS X X).
NOTE.-" P.W." Blue Prints can be obtained upon
application to the " P.W." Technical Queries Dept.,
The Amalgamated Press, Ltd., The Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4. Sixpence should

DOWN BELOW LEEDS.

D. R. W. (Leeds).-" Is it a fact that the

Leeds station transmits on the lowest
length n Europe ? "

There are two stations on the ordinary wave -length
band below Leeds-one in Sweden and one in France.

In addition, of course, there are a number of broadcasting stations working on really short waves but
illilfill111111111111111111111111111illifilill111111111111111111111111111111102i

WHAT DO YOU THINK
ABOUT THIS ?
A Small Heath listener, who lived in

a fiat and was keen on long-distance
listening, changed from an indoor to
an outdoor aerial in order to get greater
range. The lead-in, after passing
through a landing window, was taken up

to a very tall chimney, and though

results were greatly improved, on the
whole, the set was troubled by occasional " deadness," when all stations
would disappear ! This had not happened with the indoor aerial previously
used.

Can you tell

WHAT WAS WRONG ?
N.B.-There is no prize for answering
this, but from time to time we shall give a
radio problem (followed the next week by
the answer) in the hope that readers will
find them both interesting and instructive.

(Look out for the solution to above next week.)

box to fit, 41 In. deep, nine terminals, wire screws, etc.

be enclosed for each blue print required and, in
addition, a stamped addressed envelope must be
forwarded.

A GOOD ONE -VALVE CIRCUIT.

M. F. L (Peterboro').-" Amongst the Components on hand I have a '0005-mfd. slowmotion condenser, a two -coil holder, an 11.1f1.

choke and a 13003-mfd. reaction condenser.
Also valve holder, fixed condensers, etc., with
which I should like to hook up a one-valver
for 'phones' reception in the Reinartz fashion.
What are the connections "

With a two -coil holder we should use separate
aerial and grid circuit coils, and, in this case, the
connections will be as follows :Aerial to one side of the aerial coil holder, other side
of aerial coil bolder to earth, to one side of the grid
coil holder, to '0005 tuning condenser, one filament

socket on the valve holder, to H.T.-and to L.T.-.

The other filament socket on the valve holder goes
grid leak. Remaining side of the grid leak goes to
grid terminal on the valve holder and to a '0003-mfd.
or '0002-mf d. fixed condenser. The remaining side
of this grid condenser goes to the fixed vanes of
the '0005-rafd variable condenser and to the remaining side of the grid roil holder.
H.T.± goes to one of the telephone terminals, the
other telephone terminal goes to the HI'. choke. The
remaining side of the H.F. choke goes to the plate
socket on the valve holder and to one side of a fixed
condenser of about '0005-mfd. (certainly not less
than '0003.)

(via switch) to L.T.+, and also to one side of the

The remaining side of this goes to the moving vanes

The fault that puzzled the Falmouth listener

of the reaction condenser, and the fixed plates of

nections. In hurriedly connecting the plugs,
the red (positive) plug was joined to the negative
lead, and the black plug to the positive lead

Nom-With this arrangement the aerial coupling
coil is used also as a reaction coil, and to cover the
ordinary broadcasting wavelengths you need a 25 or
35 coil for the aerial socket, and a 50 or 60 for the

-as described last week-was the old, old
mistake of reversing the 11.T. battery con-
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on ordinary wave -lengths 175 metres is the lowest:
and this is alloted to St. Quentin, France.
Above this is Karlskrona, on 106 metres, this being

this condenser are taken to the aerial side of the aerial
coil holder.

grid socket.

SEPARATING TWO STATIONS.

B. L. T. (Edgware).-" At first I thought I

should have to give up the wireless altogether,
as both the programmes came in at once, and
it was an infernal nuisance. But a centre CRYSTAL DETECTOR WITH L.F.
tapped coil helped a hit.
AMPLIFIER.
" Then my cousin came down and showed
T. H. (Nr. Reading).-" Can you tell me - me that by shortening the aerial I could bring
of a low-priced blue print docribing the conin one and lose the other, though I lost a little
a Swedish relay station that takes the Stockholm
programme on '25 k.w. Leeds on 200 metres, with a
power of 0'13 k.w., has the third wave -length.

struction of, and parts required, for a crystal
set with one low -frequency valve."

bit of strength in reducing from 40 to about
20 feet. If I cut the aerial down more than

or string (not wire). and join one end of this extra
coil to the earth terminal on the set or to any point
connected to it. such as one side of the coil holder.
Now undo your aerial wire and fix it to one of
those little crocodile clips, clipping this first of all on
to the free end of the new coil of wire (this will be
instead of taking the lead to the centre tapping on the

If the selectivity is not improved take a penknife
and carefully scrape some of the insulation away
from the new coil two or three turns from the free
end of the wire. Put your crocodile clip on this, to
see the effect of selectivity here.
If the tuning is still not quite sharp enough, bare
another place on the wire two or three turns round

until you find a spot which does not reduce strength
too much but gives you just the necessary separation
for the two stations. When fhishi found cut off the
unnecessary turns of wire from the new coil and your
selectivity troubles will be over.

TWO AERIALS ON ONE MAST,
L. M. (Croydon).-" My neighbour, who is a

very decent chap, has asked me if I will let
him fix his aerial to my mast, which is a 45 -

footer. Is there any objection to this ? "
From the point of view of efficiency the only
trouble is that you are violating the rule that aerials
should be kept as far apart as possible, in order to
prevent interaction between the two receivers. If
you let your neighbour's aerial run close to yours the
possibility is that every time he adjusts his set you
will hear it very clearly, and similarly when you
adjust yours he will hear that.
Not only may the strength of each set be affected
when the other is switched on, but if reaction
employed on either set quality on the other set may
be impaired as well. Therefore, we do not recommend
the sharing of a mast as a general rule, although there

are plenty of cases in which it is successfully done,
especially when neither set is using reaction, and
when one of the aerials is not fixed to the top of the
mast like the other, but is connected several yards
lower down.

TWO -DIAL TUNING.

L. A. (Clifton,- nr, Bristol).-" I had not

tackled two -dial tuning before, and in my

inexperience I do not seem to be getting all I
should with the set. It is very powerful, but
I do not know what to do with the two dials
to get the proper tuning for any given station.

What is the method ?'-

The chief thing with two dials is to keep them " in
step." Unless both, circuits are tuned to the same
wave -length there will be a large drop in strength and
most Ltations will be misted.

(Continued on page 214.)

CAN WE HELP YOU
WITH YOUR SET ?
Perhaps some mysterious noise has appeared,

and is spoiling your radio reception ?-0r
one of the batteries seems to run down much
faster than formerly ?-0r you want a Blue
Print ?

Whatever your radio problem may be,
remember that the Technical Query Department is thoroughly equipped to assist our
readers, and offers an unrivalled service.

Full details, including scale of charges, can
be obtained direct from the Technical Query

Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Steret, London, E.C.4.
A postcard will do. On receipt of this an

Application Form will be sent to you free
and post free immediately. This application
will place you under no obligation whatever,
but having the form, you will know exactly
what information we require to have before
us in order to solve your problems.
LONDON

READERS

PLEASE

NOTE

Inquiries should NOT be made by 'phone, or
in person at Fleetway House or Tallis House.
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111111111117i
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1VIS

v4PItCOMI
gives
New Power
RicherToneto your Radio
Marconi valves, which led the way with the first
dull emitter, the first British A.C. valve and the first
practical screen grid valve, lead again with the P.2an outstanding super -power valve with exceptional
characteristics.

Here they are-Filament volts 2 ; filament current
0'2 amp. ; magnification factor 65 ; impedance 2,300

ohms ; mutual conductance 2.8-a lower impedance

and a greater output than any other 2 -volt 0'2 amp.
valve !

Replace your present output valve with a Marconi
P.2-and get greater volume, more power and richer
tone.
It is the ideal 2 -volt valve for use with all good

speakers-cone or moving coil.
Ask your dealer for the Marconi P.2-price 15/-.

FIRST AND FOREMOST IN RADIO

Ptia'49X

The Marconiphone Company Ltd., 210 Tottenham Court Rd., London, W.1
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

telephones, and my friend tells me that when
the amplifier is going it may be possible for us

(Continued from page 212.)

to hear them more distinctly and that other
stations previously .missed may come in as
*ell.' Is that right ? ."

The ideal receiver would be one in which the tuning
dials were always in step by numbers. That is to say,

enable you to " reach out " (as a high -frequency

if the aerial tuning condenser were adjusted to five
degrees, then the anode condenser should be adjusted
to five degrees also in order that any station on that
wave -length could automatically be picked up.
Then if the aerial were turned to fifty degrees, the
anode dial also would have to be turned to fifty in
order to pick up stations on that wave -length. Unfortunately, owing to small differences in coils, etc., the
perfect matching of dial readings is very difficult, so
that in practice when the dials are set the same, the
circuits are not exactly in tune.
Probably your best plan is to set one dial (the one
on which tuning appears flatter), and then to tune
carefully on the other. For instance, suppose your
anode condenser seems to tune very sharply and your
aerial is not quite so sharp, then set the aerial first of
all to, say, five degrees, bring the anode to five degrees,
and then slowly turn the latter between 0 and about
10 degrees, to see if any weak transmissions can be
brought in in this way.
If you pick up a station, tune it in on the aerial, then
give a final touch to the anode condenser and note
both the dials' readings for future reference. Carry
on in this way by setting the aerial again at, say, ten
degrees, tuning with the anode from five to fifteen
title time, to see what can be picked up there.
When you get a little more expert with the set you
will find that the easiest method to get both circuits
perfectly in tune is to increase reaction a little, for

generally when this is done the fact that the two
circuits arc exactly in tune is indicated by extra
liveliness.
Keep a log of the different station positions and
you will soon be able to tune in lots of them, for it
will be found that the tuning dials do not vary but
:always have to be set at the same position for the
same wave -lengths (unless, of course, you are altering
t he aerial coupling or causing some other marked
variation in the inductance or capacity). Be very

amplifier would) but simply amplifies those stations
already receivable. The London stations, previously
clear on the 'phones, should now be heard at loudspeaker strength.
If you should pick up a foreigner, this station, too,

will be amplified in the caste prop ortimi (though being
much weaker than London before, it will, even when

amplified, be much weaker than London when it is

Probably you will not bag any fresh
stations, but those you do get will now be much
louder.
If just at first you do not pick up any foreign
stations do not be discouraged, but remember that
amplified).

now the days are getting longer and longer -it becomes

more and more difficult to get foreigners on simple
sets, owing to the effect of daylight. But when

summer has gone, and the nights get longer. the
foreign stations return again and all wireless improves
just at the time of the year when it will be most
appreciated !

Moreover, there is a chance that foreign stations

which previously were just to. weak for you to, hear

will now be strengthened just sufficiently to be
audible. So that, altogether, you should find in your
L.F. amplifier a field of fresh possibilities, especially

if you take care to keep your aerial and earth
efficiency as high as possible.

POPULAR "WIRELETS" No. 9

It is, however, refreshing to find that
running in double harness with a collaborator has had the effect of moderating
the transports that we had come to associate
The " components " shown in this sketch are those
necessary for a one -valve " Chitos " receiver-which,

but I was wrong, for since using the short waves

single -valuers that ever first saw the light in "P.W."
Can you " wire up this circuit ?
(Look out for the answering diagram next week.)

what the old crystal set has brought, bid at
last we are going to have a low -frequency
amplifier to work a loud speaker.
At first, we thought the pleasure of

you will remember, was one of the most popular

WHERE DOES INTERFERENCE COME
.

FROM ?

" MICKY MOUSE " (Leicester).-" Does the

electrical interference on broadcasting come
down the aerial like broadcasting or does it
come straight -to the set itself ? "

Different kinds of interference affect the receiver in
different ways. Very often the aerial or the earth

lead picks it up (as may sometimes be proved by

disconnecting the respective lead. when interference
appears to cease).
Common instances of this kind of interference are
oscillation received from some neighbour's set, and

the crackling interference which is caused by leaky
ppwer or other electrical lines running near to the
replying aerial.
In a house in which there is powerful electrical
apparatus,or.eleetrie motors such he used on dentists'
drills, vacuum cleaners, or similar devices in which

sparking can occur, the interference may not be

coming via the aerial so much as direct through the
walls, floors or ceilings, or via any common wiring
which may be in use.
-In many. cases lighting or power mains in the house

are attached to powerful electrical apparatus not far
away, and disturbances from this are thus brought
near to the receiver and so are introduced to the set
neither from the aerial, nor directly through the air,

everybody hearing at once would be the

but along the wiring. It is because of the many
varieties of interference which exist in large towns

out the hope to me that we shall be able to

one.

height of enjoyment. But now a friend holds
hear FOREIGN stations as well.

" This is because on several occasions after

the London station has closed down I was

successful in picking up foreign stations on the

would have expected that something more

Baird.

speaker in fine style night after night (` Magic,'
of course !).

F. J. (Buckinghamshire).-" Nobody lotows
how much we have to thank the wireless -for
here. Although not thirty miles from London,
the place is terribly lonely.
"Nobody could be more grateful than I for

the joint authors, is, of course, Publicity
Manager to the Baird Company, but one

subject by saying too little about Mr.

S. T. (Brixton).-" On the ordinary wave-

L.F. AMPLIFIER FOR LONG DISTANCE. -

besides that of Mr. J. L. Baird are attracting
attention to -day. Mr. Moseley, one of

have furnished a wrong impression of the

lengths Rome has recently been a great
favourite of mine, coming in on the loud

the new Rome short-wave station. Operating with a
power of nine to twelve kilowatts, " Young Rome "
has been working on a wave -length of 25 metres and
80 metres, and we have rib doubt it was the former
transmission you picked up.

It is a pity, perhaps, that more space is
not devoted to other systems, for several

since in his introduction Mr. Moseley complains that American books on Television

ROME ON SHORT WAVES.

I am told thitt this Is.athirmortic, but wondered
if anybody else has had. a similar experience."
I am afraid you were misinformed. There is no
doubt that this was not a harmonic you heard, but

place daily from Brookmans Park.

The meagre amount of space given to
other systems is all the more surprising

reaction. Too much is far worse than too little.

.

to this aspect of the subject will find that
he has a clear conception of the methods
employed in the Baird process, which is
that used for the transmissions that take

Too Optimistic ?

that the knack of keeping the two dials in step is
really very easy to learn, especially if you do not
complicate matters by attempting to use too much

" Slackening off reaction, it came roaring
in as " Raadjio Roma "-the same lady, same
strength as 2 L 0, with hardly any fading !

NOT only the harassed old hand, but also
the comparative newcomer to wireless
will be interested in any book which
elucidates in simple language the methods
employed to -day for transmitting and
receiving the images of living, moving
subjects by wire and wireless.
The explanations in " Television To -day
and To -morrow,"* are very well done. Anyone who reads through the chapters devoted

the work of the Bell Telephone Company,
Jenkins, Mihaly and Alexanderson.

exactly how the set should be handled.
If, however, you proceed as indicated above when
the local station has closed down, you will soon find

carrier.

TELEVISION.

than mere passing reference in the early
chapters and a section of five pages at the
end of the book dealing with Television
in Other Countries " would be devoted to

neighbour's reception through not understanding

I got the surprise of my life. As far as I can
tell it was about 25 metres where I was
tuning when Ypicked upa tremendously strong

A NEW BOOK ON

Theoretically, a low -frequency amplifier does not

careful not to let the set oscillate, and do not listen
for foreign stations while the local is working, as not
only are they more difficult to pick up under such
conditions but you may easily interfere with your

" It has been so strong that I always said
I should never be surprised at what they did,

t

and of the many different ways in which these can be
received, that the problem of interference is such a big

In practically taill cases the characteristic noise
caused by the interference gives a good hint as to its
source. The best plan therefore is to advise the
B.B.C., describing the trouble as faithfully as possible,
when they will do all in their power to remove it.

with Mr. Moseley's writings upon Television ; in the present work he neither

answers criticism by invective nor indulges
unduly in laudatory superlatives concerning
the Baird system.
" Television To -day and To -morrow " is
a little too optimistic in stating that

the televisor in its present form is far

less complicated to handle actually than a
normal wireless receiver.

The televisor must be used in conjunc-

tion with a particularly good wireless receiv-

ing set ; it is to the eye what the loudspeaker is to the ear. Thus the wireless set
itself has to be handled (two wireless sets if

speech and vision are received simultaneously), and in addition there are the
controls of the televisor, which require
constant attention and delicate adjustment
in order to hold the image.
Some Useful Circuits.

A useful section of the book is that which
deals with the best form of receiving set to
employ with a televisor. Circuit diagrams

are given and the reasons why certain
points must receive particular attention
are clearly stated.
There are also highly interesting chapters
on Noctovision, Phonovision, and Colour
Television.

R.W.H.

* Television To -day and To -morrow,
by Sydney A. Moseley and H. J. BartonChapple.

Pitman, 7s. 6d.
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Amplification
withPerfe

Stability/

WITH THE

MAZDA

SC 215

Built in
v

1843

.

.

a

. by Mr. E. H. Bailey-

Nelson's Column has stool
the test of time for 87

The Telegraph
Condenser Co. built the
years !

now famous " Condenser
in the green case " over a
quarter of a century ago.
This famous cond enser and
Nelson's Column have one

thing in common- they
stand the test of time. Each

T.C.C. condenser is individually tested before it
leaves the factory. You

can be sure - when you

ask for a condenser of
a certain capacity, if it's
T.C.C. you get it ! -they

are accurate to a point
The Mazda S.G. 215 valve has an
exceptionally high mutual conductance and amplification factor
with very low inter -electrode
The cc mbination of
capacity.
these three features produces a

gain per stage of nearly twice that
of any other 2 -volt screened -grid
valve. The remarkably low inter electrode capacity is obtained by

almost of infallibility.
Don't put up with inefficient condensers in your Set,
there's no excuse now because the T .0 .C. condenser

costs no more. And re-

member, they are guaranteed.

the use of a duplex screen-two
screened grids operating in cascade.
The duplex screened grid also

results in a reduction of the screen

current consumption, giving the
H.T. battery a longer life.

The duplex screened grid is an
patented feature,
obtainable only in Mazda
screened -grid valves.
e.eclusive,

PRICE

22/6
RADIO VALVES
The condenser illustrated is 80o
volt D.C. test.
.
8,6
400 D.C. working .
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
Radio Division,
la, Newman Street, Oxford Street. W.I.

Showrooms in all the Principal Towns.

11

EDISWAN

V .2 7

ADVERT. OF THE TELEGRAPH (41

CONDENSER Co. Ltd.N.ACTON,W 3Nof
4.527.
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FOR THE LISTENER.

By Dr. J. H. T. Roberts, F.Inst.P.

TECHNICAL NOTES.

(Continued from page 198.)

COUNTERPOISE EARTH.

bursting instrument. And I knew the
Besses o' th' Barn Band. Yes, I can see
how the highbrows are raising their eye-

WATTAGE PDOBLEMS-RESISTANCE AND TEMPERATURE-SIMPLE
CALCULATIONS.

.4

brows -!

-

A Rare Talk.

MY remarks recently on the question of
the counterpoise earth have brought
me a number of enquiries from readers

who either have problems connected with
their present counterpoise earths, or who
desire to introduce a counterpoise owing to
a difficulty in making a satisfactory ground
earth.
In one letter in particular, which is rather
interesting, the writer describes his local
conditions as being very unsatisfactory
-

owing to the fact that the ground is full
of chalk, and that there is no water laid on
for a waterpipe connection.
Although these conditions are certainly
unusual, there are no doubt other readers
who find themselves in somewhat similar
difficulties, and this is clearly a case where
counterpoise earth should be, at any rate,
tried out.

As space is short, I will not repeat the
directions for making a- counterpoise, as

these were given in these Notes some few
weeks back.

equal to the voltage of the mains, multiplied
by the current in amperes, so that the watt-

hours will be equal to the mains voltage
multiplied by the :current in amps., multi-

plied by the time in hours.
Inasmuch as 1000 watt-hours constitute
one unit, all you have to do is to divide the
above -mentioned figure for the watt-hours
by 1000 and you have the number of units-.
Resistance and Temperature.

For example, let us suppose that the
mains voltage is 220 volts and the current
passing through the apparatus is amp.,

account of the Samaritan Passover, at

Nablous, the only remaining example of a
blood sacrifice among the Jewish race today. It takes place on a plateau at the top
of Mt. Gerizim, 2,000 feet above the town.
The burnt offering consists of seven lambs,

which are slaughtered and roasted amid

scenes of:most thrilling excitement. There
aie only about 130 Samaritans left ; they
are dying out by in -breeding, but they have

a tradition of 3,000 years behind them.
Captain Tweedy's account of this amazing

ceremony was graphic in the extreme,
and the total time during which current And
he managed to give us the atmosphere
flows is 5 hours, then the watts will be equal
extraordinarily
well.
to 220 multiplied by 1, that is 165 watts ;
since this is flowing for 5 hours we have a
total of 825 watt-hours, that is 0.825 of a
unit.
It may be useful to remark, in passing,

that if a lamp is used as -a resistance in
series with other apparatus its resistance
will be rather less than when_working under
normal conditions.

Wattage Problems.

One of the most interesting talks I have
heard for a long time was Captain Tweedy's

A small problem from another reader
relates to the use of different types of
electric lamps as resistances, and to the

The result is that the current actually
consumed in the lamp will not be quite
proportional to the voltage applied to it.
As you probably know, the electrical

to know whether two 50 -watt lamps in

Good-bye I

To the Naval Conference. Mr. Vernon
Bartlett was glad it was over. So am I.
He sounded almost frivolous, like a schoolboy running out into the playground for a
break.
1216010910ffilimmemameiMmimminimmiiimiiiiMes

NEXT WEEK

The forthcoming issue of " P.W.' =
will contain full details of

power consumption. In particular he wants

resistance of most substances, and particu-

THE

larly of metal wires, increases as the temper-

parallel will consume one unit in 10 hours.

ature is raised.
If the resistance of the lamp were absolutely constant and independent of temperature, then clearly the current consumed by

" ECONOMY " THREE

In 10 hours a 50 -watt lamp will obviously

consume 500 watt-hours and two such

lamps in parallel will consume 1000 watthours, that is, one unit. Of course, this is
on the assumption that the lamps are fully
illuminated ; that is, that the full -rate
voltage is applied to them.
My correspondent does not describe the

the lamp would be proportional to the
voltage applied to the lamp.
Current Consumed.

way in which he is using these lamps as
resistances, but it is very likely that they

The current consumed is equal to the
voltage divided by the resistance, and
therefore the watts consumption is equal

are used together in series with some other
apparatus. In this case, the actual consump-

resistance.

tion is best calculated from the current
passing.
The energy consumption will be expressed

in watt-hours and will obviously be equal
to the number of watts multiplied by the
number of hours during which the current
is flowing. Now the watts consumption is

to the square of the voltage divided by the

Three different ways of expressing the
watts consumption are, first, the current
multiplied by the voltage ; second, the

voltage divided by the
resistance and, third, the square of the
square of the

current multiplied by the resistance.
(Continued on page 218.)

DON'T MISS THIS FINE SET !

He was within an ace of telling us how he

bought a secondhand motor -car in Rome.
sold it again in a fortnight's time at a loss
of £60, and gave a dinner to celebrate his
getting rid of it !
No doubt that night he had had a dinner
to celebrate getting rid, for a while at- any
rate, of " globular tonnage and parity ! "
Entertainment.

Easter was rather depressing this year.

Stainless Stephen seemed to be feeling the
effects of it, and George Clarke had a thin
time. But I give full marks to Rudy Starita,
who played raindrops marvellously on the
xylophone.

I was able to compare it with the real

thing, for the raindrops were at the moment

E

HAVE YOU BUILT
THE " FEATHERWEIGHT " PORTABLE
Described in the MAY

==E

" WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR 7?
If not, you should certainly think seriously about it, for this remarkable

- SIMPLE

loudspeaker receiver is the ideal picnic companion for the summer months.

LIGHT

EFFICIENT.

It contains a unique circuit, and has a remarkably fine performance, and
you can carry it about with you without breaking your back.

Now on Sale.

The Wireless Constructor."

Price 6d.

playing equally marvellously on my windowpanes. Vivienne Chatterton sang a good
song, " Maypole," with harpsichord accompaniment ; but I couldn't hear all the
words.

I missed nothing, however, of Ethel
Lodge's Welsh Monologue, which was very
good. And Constance Wentworth can sing
to me (with a little less piano, please)

" Oh, pretty Polly Oliver " as often as she
has a mind.
Looking Forward.

I hope I may not miss Elena Gerhardt in
a song recital on May Day ; Fanny Davies,

playing Schumann's piano concerto in A
on the 2nd ; or Mason's " Four Feathers,"
produced by Cecil Lewis on the 7th. There
are lots of others, but I have put an asterisk
against these.
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MORE THAN
A MILLION

Dr. Sun and
Dr. Work as
Partners

LOWDEN
VALVES
are, at the present time,
giving the greatest satisfaction to users of wireless installations in this
country

The value of the Sun as a giver and restorer of health
was never more firmly held than at the present time.
Clinics for sun cure are to be found all over Europe, but
the difficulty hitherto has been the financial support of
the patients. The poor can receive charity, and the rich
can pay, but the middle classes, too proud, and often in-

At the low
price of

eligible, for free treatment, and too poor to be able to pay
the heavy charges, have been in difficulties. A great idea

has just been put into practice in Switzerland by the

founding of a clinic in which the patients, while receiving
sun treatment, can earn their own livings. In this week's

6'6

THIS and THAT there is an account of the interesting
experiment.

you can
buy for all
General
Purposes

LONG LIFE
GREAT RANGE
AND ECONOMY

IN CURRENT

LOWDE
N
BRITISH - MADE VALVE

with patent spiral -wound anode and barium coated
filament which ensure unequalled emission and depth
of tone.
Prices for other types range upwards to 17'6. Your Local
dealer can supply you. If any difficulty write to:

LOWDEN VALVE WORKS, Southall, Middlesex

CURRENT
FOR YOUR
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER.
The comparatively heavy

supply demanded by the pot
magnets can be very easily

obtained from your A.C.

Among other intensely interesting features in this issue,
too, there is

The Trials of a
Cabinet Minister's
Wife

by Mrs. J. R. CLYNES
Doubtless there are folk who envy Cabinet Ministers and
their wives, and think that they live in the lap of luxury,
with plenty of time for pleasure and recreation, and not
too much in the way of duty to perform. Vastly different
from this imaginary picture is the real life of those in high
places, and in this article Mrs. J. R. Clynes, the wife of

the Home Secretary, tells us vividly of the trials and

It is an absorbing
and intimate article, which is well worth reading. Make
sure of every issue of
difficulties of a Cabinet Minister's wife.

This andThat
On Sale Every Thursday

-

-

2d.

-

house mains with the aid of

A

Use the

WESTINGHOUSE

METAL RECTIFIER.

CVO
EC, TRADE

Full particulars, and circuits,

showing how to use all types
of Westinghouse Metal Rectifiers, are given in our 32 -

"CARRIER"

" The

The Westinghouse Brake
& Saxby Signal Co., Ltd.,
82, York Road,

on the running of moving coil
speakers from the mains.

King's Cross, London, N.1

All -Metal
It includes a
Way, 1930."
chapter of useful information
page

book

Send 2d. stamp for

a

copy.

suitable for 3, 4 or 5 Valves.

Oak 351- Mah. 39f.
CARRINGTON MANUFACTURING CO., LTD., 24, Hatton
Garden, Holborn, E.C.1.
Telephone: Holborn 82oe.
c7
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MICROPHONES

FOR DEAF AIDS,
DETECTAPHONES,
PUBLIC
ADDRESS,
AND FOR THE
TRANSMISSION
OF

SPEECH & MUSIC
All

Illustrated
Lists Free.

Simple Calculations.

These three very simple formulm show
how the wattage varies where the current

or the voltage or the resistance varies.

For example, if the current is constant,:the
wattage is proportional to the voltage, and
if the voltage is constant it is proportional

so that if we assume the resistance of the

throughout the musical scale, while
its sturdy British build ensures that

If the resistance is constant the wattage
is proportional to the square of the voltage,

its purity of amplification gives a
more vivid clarity of reproduction

lamp to be constant and we reduce the
voltage to half, this quarters the wattage

once it is fitted the words "trans.

resistance.
Again, if the current is constant the

JUST OUT

TELEVISION

TO -DAY AND TO -MORROW

wattage is proportional to the 'resistance,
whilst if the resistance is constant, the
wattage is proportional to the square of
the current. Therefore, in the above illustra-

tion, if we assume the resistance of the
lamp to be constant we see that doubling
the current produces four times the wattage
consumption.
This is easy to see, because to double the
current for constant resistance we have to

D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E. Foreword by John L. Baird.

double the voltage. We therefore have
twice the current at twice the voltage, that

A book for all amateur " Wireless " enthusiasts. Describes fully the methods used
for transmission of pictures, details of

L.T. Problems.

By Sydney A. Moseley ant H. J.. Barton
Chapple,

Wh.Sch.,

B.Sc.

(Hoes.)

apparatus used in the Baird Television
Studio and of receivers, and gives an
insight into the amazing future of this
development of broadcasting.
Illustrated.
7s. 6d. net.
154 pp.
Of a Bookseller, or PITMAN'S, PARKER
STREET, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2.

of Radio Apparatus, Lab.
oratory Instruments, H.T.

and L.T. Dynamos and
Motors, Experimental and
Laboratory Gear in this
Country.

Immediate delivery from
stock to any part of the
World.
Call and inspect
or send addressed envelope
for list. Tell us your wants
and we will offer something
suitable.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, Upper Thames Street, E.C.4.
City 0191.

Electradix, Cent, London.

EASY TERMS
We SPECIALISE in the supply of all Good
Quality Radio Sets, Components and accessories on Easy Terms. We will give you efficient service. Send us your list of require,ments and a quotation will be sent by return'.
LONDON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY
11. Oat Lane. Noble St., LONDON. E.C.2

----

NATIONAL 1977.

A reader wants to know why it is not

possible to use a low-tension charger as an
L.T. eliminator by simply joining its
positive and negative terminals respectively
direct to the positive and negative terminals
of the set.
Alternatively, he wants to join the posi-

The Rate for a one -inch Single
Column Advertisement is 30/ Minimum Space accepted :
Half -an -inch

.

15/.

Send Remittance with instructions to:

JOHN H. LILE, LTD.,
4, LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON, E,C.4

Nelson St.Worlts,
London, N.W.1.

BROWNIE
WIRELE SS
II

uiiil
113
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:If

positive terminal of a 2, 4, or 6 -volt accumu-

lator and then on to the positive terminal
of the set, and the same with the negative
terminal.

This is a question which often crops up

will not be satisfactory in practice because,
in the first place, the charger will probably
not deliver a sufficient current to light the
valves properly, whilst in the second place

there is no particular smoothing device
included in the charger.
You must remember that the output from

A Complete List of a//

4.11.1111.1FAYLIAIR

&Cc)

4 Radionouse. MACAULAY STREET.

HUDDERSFIELD. Phone 341.

REPAIRS

In the first place, as regards using the

charger directly connected to the set, this

ELIIAB II L-11-ITY
WIIREILESS GUIDE VI? 296

that is hest in Radio
at
/leanest Prices.
Trade Enguiive5 invited

and the answer to it is comparatively simple.

Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or Headphones repaired and despatched within

48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
with each repair. 4/- post free.
Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,

" Repairs " Dept.
214, High Street, Colliers Wood, London, S.W.19.

a charger is intended to be fed into an

KAY'S CABINETS

This Cabinet soundly constructed of
Oak and equipped with Baseboard
Runners. Fall Front, Hinged Top.
Polished rich Jacobean. 36" A /.
high. For panels up to 18" wide 'ku'i

accumulator, and it is of little or no impor-

tance whether this output is particularly

smoothed, that is to say, free from hum or
ripple.

Also made to accommodate any Popular
Set.Greatest Range of Wireless Cabinets.

ever, the question of hum or ripple becomes
of vital importance, and before the charger

R.

Illustrated Lists Free.
Cabinet Manufacturer.
Mount Pleasant Road, London, N.17

When it is fed direct into the set, how-

can be converted into an effective L.T.
supply unit it must have a very efficient

smoothing system, consisting of heavy
chokes and condensers, incorporated in it.

ADVERTISERS PLEASE NOTE!

BROWNIE
WIRELESS
CO. (G.B.) LTD.,

is, four times the wattage.

tive output terminal of the charger to the
We have the Biggest Stock

former troubles" can be eliminated
from your list of worries.

consumption. If the voltage is constant the

FREDK. ADOLPH,
'Phone : Museum 8329.

Make your new set a better set
with the Brownie POPULAR Transformer. Although it costs only 9/6,

wattage is inversely proportional to the

'Actual Maker,

TRANSFORMER

to the current.

TO ANY DISTANCE.

27, Fitzroy St., London, W.1

'POPULAR'

'Phone: WALTHAMSTOW 1625.

R91,9RWARIIRARIRATCARTIVAP'ARAVARARWARRFrVITA
11.Alti,M2tizitcrittzkLxIt(Attdh.11tilltix111.413..dtislhAtiAtt.eltc.dttli
ET,

E2

This makes it a much bigger and more
expensive job than a mere charger.

" Floating " Battery.
As regards the connection to an accumulator, however, this makes a complete
difference to the situation and the accumulator, which is sometimes described as
" floating " across the leads from the
(Confined front page 219.)

KAY,

F
ha!
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PLEASE be sure to mention
" POPULAR WIRELESS "

t,31

when communicating with
Advertisers.

THANKS !
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MCIMEERS!

Grit we get together`)

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from previous page.)

output of the charger to the input of the
set, acts as a " buffer " and tends very
largely to absorb any, irregularities in the
output.
As a matter of fact, a " floating " accumulator used in this way is often a much
more effective smoother than an extensive

system of chokes and condensers, and
the main objection to it is that it introduces
a " wet " element and one requiring atten-

tion, whereas one of the main desiderata
in an L.T. supply unit is complete freedom
from the need for attention.

All we ask

is

Question of Type.

the

chance to prove that
WRITE FOR THIS
BOOK TO -DAY

IT's (FRS r

Notwithstanding the very great smooth-

you can earn £300,
£400, £500 per year
or more. Other men

ing effect of a floating battery, I should
still point out that not all types of charger

are suitable for connecting to the set even
with a battery across. There are some
kinds of irregularities which are not

are doing it, and you
can do

the same.

smoothed out even by a battery in this

We have an unrivalled and world-wide organisation

waiting to help you whether you be novice or
Expert. If you wish for something more than a

bread and butter' job you owe it to yourself

way.

to

Niiiimiiiiiiiiiiininiumiliminflinlimmiirminniiiiimilip

investigate our Service.
Our handbook Engineering Opportunities" has

-4

pointed the way to Letter things to over 20,000 of
your fellows. It contains details of A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.C.E, A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.
Struct.E., London Matric., C. & G., G.P.O., etc.,

E-=

Exams., outlines home study courses in all branches

of Electrical, Mechanical, Motor and Wireless

NO PASS-NO FEES

in a brilliant lorewerd Pia. A.
clearla the chances sort are missing.

_.--

E

=

f= No. 8.-OHM'S LAW.
=
-ri
=
CAN YOU FILL IN THE MISSING

Engineering, and explains cur unique guarantee of

M. Low shows

=
=
=
=
=
=

stating Branch, Post or Exam. which interests you.

British Institute of Engineering Technology,

-

101, Shakespeare House, 29-31, Oxtord Street, W.1

=
=

LETTERS?

Ohm's law shows the relation between
and . . . .
If

.

.

-

E
=
E.

E-

of these factors are known,
always be calculated. =
,-"'-

The number of

E

.

.

.

.

equal to the number of
by the

4

Conversely, the number of
equals the
divided
in

is always =

. . . .

it is much better to adopt the well-known
method of having a double -pole double throw switch, with the battery connected
to the centre, the set to one side and the

ONLY 3d.

charger to the other, so that the battery
is thrown either on to the set or on to the
charger, but the set is never connected
to the charger. This system requires a
certain small amount of attention, but
apart from that itworks perfectly.

BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION
Advt. lio,lii,B.se,ttpoigsuic&r8L7_,;,e,;d,/,..Vic,ij3sugxer.istran

4

Set -Working Economy.

PLEASE be sure to mention
`POPULAR WIRELESS" 0

when communicating with

0

THANKS !

Write For your copy of 'Jest'deport & Illustrated Leaflet to
FONTEYN&Coltd.

2M6,Mandford Mews.

Baker Street.

I have been asked by a reader, who

describes his set in detail, whether I con-

sider that an anode current of about 30
milliamps (it is a three -valve set) is too
much and, if so, how it should be reduced.
As I have no diagram I cannot illustrate

TUBUS
CONDENSER

the circuit, but it is pretty clear that a

current of 30 milliamps is far too high and
one of the reasons is that a wrong type of
valve is being used in one of the positions,

whilst also the

.

and have found the performance far
superior to all others tested by us.
We were able to log forty-two stations at full loud speaker strength,

Simplicity itself to operate, the Lotus
3 -valve S.G.P. All -Electric Receiver
requires no batteries. Simply plug

If you wish to use a charger and a battery,

NOW

.

the

by

'Tlii11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111a

WANDER PLUG

.

the quality leaving nothing to be
desired." W. G. S. (Bristol).

La]

The World's Greatest

'

PROOF!

we have put the Lotus
All Mains Receiver to a severe test
".

divided

=
Last week's missing words (in order) E
= were Current, Excessive, Negative, Negative, Positive, Positive.

BELL INGLEE

Advertisers.

CONVINCING

-=-:

" Engineering Opportunities" and our advice are
quite FREE. Don t neglect this offer-give vent to
that
upward urge and send a postcard NOW,

4

TECHNICAL
TWISTERS
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grid -bias applied is in-

in to any A.C. electric supply.._ for
unfailing power for less than a ld. a
day. Cash Price £21, or 11 : 19.: 9
down and eleven similar monthly
instalments.

Hear it at your dealer's to -day, or
fill in the Coupon below for Catalogue.

10171DIS

mum=
ALL ELECTRIC

Gets the Best Reception

GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD.

Dept. P.W.8, Lotus Works, Mill Lane, Liverpool.

COUPON.
To GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD.
Dept. P.W. 8, Lotus Works, Mill Lane,
Liverpool.

Please send me, free of charge and obligation, the Lotus Sets Catalogue and details of
Hire Purchase Terms.
NAME
ADDRESS

sufficient.

VV- 1.

(Continued on next page.)
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. (Continued from. previous page.)

This emphasises once more the importance, which I have mentioned previously
in these Notes, of using the proper value
of 'grid -bias voltage. It is -a very simple
and inexpensive point, but one- which
makes for great economy in the working
of the et and which also contributes greatly
to satisfactory results.

FACTS
ABOUT

`SWITCHES'
No. I

Talkies.

I often receive inquiries from readers
with regard to the operation of talking
pictures, and many readers send me

suggestions as to liow-the talking pictures
could be - improved, -these suggest -tong -

mostly relating to improvements in the

SWITCH ON-SWITCH OFF-SWITCH

ON-switch off-and so day after day, week

after week, and year after year-a switch, the
hardest -worked component in a set-must
perform its work faithfully. Take a BULG IN
Switch note the resilient, pure nickel silver

contacts, and general superior sound engineering design, and you will see for yourself that every detail has been carefully

thought out, to make it without doubt

Perfect Push -Pull Switch." Illustrated here is the S.22, De -Luxe

"The

pla

Price
Each.
On " and " Off.OVER 60 OTHER TYPES AVAILABLE.

Ample stocks are available. In case of

difficulty, or attempts at substitution,
write direct.

I

A. F. BULGIN Sr CO. LTD.,
9-10-11, CUR S IT OR STREET,
CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, E.C.4
Telephones: HOLBORN 107_ & 2072.

loud -speaker reproduction system and the
pick-up from the film or record.
Film or Disc ?

Incidentally, the question often arises
as to whether the sound -on -film or sound on -disc system is preferable. Some people
seem to think that the sound -on -disc
system is superseded and is becoming
obsolete.
This view is based upon the idea that the
sound -on -film is' more convenient, owing
to the fact that the synchronisation is more

DOE
week's

EVERYDAY SINS
is the most outspoken journalistic feature of the year. In this
week's issue, too, there is a great
" open air " competition in which

a Morris Car, a B.S.A. motorcycle and Mead cycles, must all
be.won for phrases of four words
or less. Make sure of your copy.

(assembled in Oak Polish Cabi-

net, hinged lid), 2 L.F. Trans-

67,6

2

good slow
National
Regional
motion
Midland
Dials.
and
Ready to

Foreign fix
Aerial.

..:Programmes

.

to

Carr.&Packing,5/-

R. BURTON, ManTstaigurer,

72, Dean St., Soho, London, W.1.
(Next Door to Royalty Theatre).

HANDYMEN with WOOD or diETAL
A po-tcard to STROUD'S, 2, Market Terrace,
Chadwell Heath,- Essex, will bring something to
vour advantage concerning Materials an I Service.

-EASY PAYMENTS

The first firm to supply Wireless Parts on easy
payments. Five years advertiser in " Popular
Thousands of satisfied customers.
Wireless."
Send us a list of the parts you require, and the

payments that will suit your convenience, and we

H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,

Tested, guaranteed and ready
for delivery in 24 hours.

re -magnetised free.

Discount for Trade.
Cirri,entrell 9069.
E. MASON, 44, East Rd., City Rd., N.1.

FWET H.T. BATTERIES

For one thing, the

refractory photo -electric device as well as
a large amount of extra amplification.
The amplifier for this purpose also has
to be operated under the 'Strictest possible
precautions.

Troubles.

Solve all

SELF -CHARGING,

SILENT,

2r x it

ECONOMICAL

sq. 1/3 dos
JARS (waxed),
TINOS, new type 10d doz. Sacs 1/2 doz.

Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte. 411. post 9d,
Sample unit. 6d. Illus. booklet free.

Bargain list free.

AMPLIFIERS. 30/,

,ound-on-film system .but, apart, from this
slight advantage, it appears to have many
with sound -on -disc.

Ot. Portland St., W.1

-HEADPHONES REPAIRED 4 Transformers 5'-. Loudspeakers 4'-. All repairs

ence in regard to synchronisation in the

picking up of the, sound from the film
involves the use of a very delicate and

grand issue of
ANSWERS.

-wishes.

. .> formers,ns completeveo wiLthwd
Built for Battery mCords, Grid Bias,

indeed coming more and more into favour,
owing to the great manipulative and other
difficulties connected with the sound -on film system.
It is true that there is a certain conveni-

alist, contributes

this

3 - VALVE

uire. and see LOUD SPEAKER RECEIVERS
if our CASH_ A Waveirap is incorporated in
special PIM Coil 200/2,000
QUOTATION ametres.
Magic separation of
meets your stations Above Receiver

'Phone Museum 1414.

md, therefore, if there is a breakage, or
anything else happens to the one, it also
happens to the other.

very serious disadvantages as compared

the second article
of a trenchant
new series on
modern life to

Send List of
Parts you re-

will send you a definite quotation. Anything wireless.

Britain's lea ding

woman journ-

OUR

MONEY! MARVELLOUS

is registered on the same film as the pictures

As a matter of fact, the sound -on -disc
system is far from being obsolete, and is

JANE

'AND SAVE

or less autom.ltic, that is to say, the sound

A Ticklish Job.

Or

----BUY FOR CASH -

3 -VALVE SET, 65.

P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,
STOCKWELL. LONDON.

Let me make you an offer for YOUR OLD SET in
part exchange for any new Receiver. Please send
particulars of your present set and one
required. Send for free list of cheap components.
-E. BUTLIN, 143b, Preston Road, Brighton.
full

Make

THE DAILY SKETCH
YOUR Picture Paper

t

FOR THE'

-

CONSTRUCTOR.

SPARE OR WHOLE TIME AGENTS WANTED,
either sex. Sound proposition. sample and

particulaw

:

Sales K, " Everlast "

E Leather Matting Co., Wellingborough.

If your L.F. transformer has exposed. leads
to the windings remember that a break in one
of these or a faulty connection will give the
same symptoms. as a " burn out."
*

THE

STANDARD

*

Old variable condensers which have become
noisy in operation can be cured, if the trouble
is due to poor pressure contact in the moving
vanes, by fitting a flexible pigtail contact.

PLUGIN COIL
Sold everywhere from
DX COILS LTD., LONDON, E.8

Although sometimes used for the purpose of

ANSWERS
Buy YOUR Copy NOW - - 2d.

panels, slate is

a very poor substitute for

ALL APPLICATIONS for
ADVERTISING SPACE in
POPULAR WIRELESS"

ebonite, as its insulating qualities are variable
and often poor.
_

.

IMPEDANCE OF A.O. VALVES.

In the advertisement of Mazda All -Mains Valves in
last week's "P.W." the AC/SG type's impedance was
giN en as 00,000 instead of 000,000 ohets.

must
be made to the
Sole Advertising Agents,

JOHN
H. LILE, LTI).,
LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON, EC.4.

4,

',Phone

City 7261.
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HOW MANY STATIONS DO YOU GET ?
Europe has 200 broadcasting stations regularly "on the air" !
How many do you get? Why not hear more? You can quite
easily, if you build

THE STAR.TURN" THREE
This Super Set, at a staggeringly low price, contains a wonderful
new tuning circuit, and is extremely simple to build and operate.
It is amazingly selective, so that you have no trouble from interference from your local, while it will pull in stations by the score.

Only One Tuning Condenser-No GangingSelective-Sensitive-Superlative !

The "STAR -TURN" THREE is fully described in The MAY

MODERN WIRELESS
which also contains an extremely novel feature

THE WORLD'S PROGRAMMES
Specially provided for the listener who wants to hear distant
broadcasts.

It tells you all about those foreigners; how to get them; when
to hear them; it gives hints to enable you to get the best from
your set; and is

A MINE OF INFORMATION
The MAY MODERN WIRELESS is a
Now on Sale

Don't Miss Your Copy !

real D X Number.

Price 110

All Europe is Broadcasting for YOU!

Nay 3rd, 1930.
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100% better

performance than
any other screened
grid valve
Constant research for over two years has made

the Mazda A.C./S.G. Valve unequalled in
performance by any other A.C./Screened Grid
Valve, and it will give approximately twice the

amplification of any other indirectly heated
screened grid valve.

This remarkable performance is due to the.
Mazda equipotential cathode which gives a high

mutual conductance, and the duplex screened
grid which reduces the inter electrode capacity
to a negligible value. Both of these patented
features are only available in Mazda Valves.

CHARACTERISTICS.

The Amazing

Filament volts

4.0

-

Filament amps.
Amplification factor
Mutual conductance

1.0

1,200
2.0*

*At Ea, 150; Es, 60; Eg, 0.

411

PRICE 25/ALL -MAINS

VALVES

K-0-1-57 i

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
Radio

la, Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.1.
Branches in all the Principal Towns.
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By a simple action-a push of
the thumb-it is now possible

CI
-'41.

0111111

Ulf

,

May 19!h. 1930

!

;,16.,,,f etmz.

jelLif 4.1

with this marvellous new component to switch over from the
long wave to the short wave
band without changing Coils-an

ap,oh

irksome task at the best of times.

Ike

Just plug in your medium and

long wave Lewcos Coils (binocular

Lewcos

Binocular Coils
mounted on the

or super coils) on the Twin 6 -pin

base, and by the operation of

twin 6 -pin Ease.

the push-pull switch

either coil can be
brought into action.

Tests prove that the
London stations were

never more easily -and

The

quickly eliminated in
favour of stations on

ILEWC OS

the long wave band.

TWIN

Of course it is necessary

SIX -PIN

to also alter the tuning
condenser settings.

BASE
Rcf, T,S.P.B.

F RICE 1 C/,

Lewcos

Super

Coils mounted
on

the

Twin

6 -pin base.

"1'111 LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY' AND SMITHS LIMITED
Church Road, Leyton, London, E.10.
Trade Counter :

7, PLAYHOUSE YARD, GOLDEN LANE, E.C.1.
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OLD L.T.B's.

CAR RADIO.

HEARD THE' ELETTRA' ?

dipARNING NORSE.
WISTEN TO THIS !
SUBTERRANEAN CLUB.
-

RADIO NOTES & NEWS

in electrical. goods; 4.9 ; hardware dealers,

Where the Business Goes.

Car Radio.

FOR the first time in my life, I have
taken a trip in a car equipped with

a radio receiver. Not very favourably

I found that, while we were
passing through busy towns, and were
impressed !

inclined to sit back and listen, the purr of
our car and the noises of the traffic made
listening a matter of strain., Conversely, out in the country, I found

4-34.
The remainder of the trade was
for complaining that the radio trade secured by jewellers; druggists, and retailers
was in the hands of the plumbers, - in seventy-two other lines of business I
oilshops, and bicycle merchants. Every
Listen to This I
tinker. with a lean-to workshop, I said,
calls himself a radio engineer now !
JUST in case you may not have noticed
The U.S.A. Department of Commerce, ti it before, or as a reminder, may I

SOME time ago, I used to get into trouble

call your attention to an item which
is scheduled for 8 p.m. on May 23rd,
when Mr. Stanford Robinson is
to conduct Mendelssohn's " Elijah "

ROTTEN ROW ?

it difficult to concentrate on the
radio. When we were at anchor
and the lunch -basket was open,
music gave us a pleasing back-

at the Queen's Hall, the vocalists
being Stiles -Allen, Muriel Brunskill,

Frank Titterton, and Keith Falkner?

then, a portable
would have been more convenient.
ground ;

TROUBLE IN ERIN.
" TALKIE " MORSE.

but,

No " high -brow " matter in this,

but delightful, straightforward

(N.B.-I wish someone would invent a glass stopper for thermos

music with noble orchestral and
choral effects. Try that new loudspeaker on it !

flasks !)
Improving Fibre.

Combined Attack on Romance.

MUCH obliged to the kindly

IEXPECT that the news about

reader who sent me two fibre
needles. One got lost in the
post, but the other stood up to "
a Brahms' symphony and then
went through a Brahms' piano
Unprececoncerto excellently.
dented, in my short experience !
I notice that the fibre was darker
tDan that usually supplied. Is there
some dodge for treating these needles

Tintagel parish church will come

as a blow to many who have
visited there and dreamed dreams
of Sir Huon and the fairies. Not
sold to America ? No !

' petrol pump station " ? No ! Not
burned down ? No ! But it has
been equipped with a radio -gramophone and four loudspeakers! I
wonder why ? For the church has
an organ, and I believe that Cornish
folk cart still play and sing.

-some hardening process ? This
one looked as though it had been
soaked in oil and baked. Where
can one obtain this hardy type of

-.

needle ?

S

A Subterranean Club.
Learning Morse.

I

K. (Wallasey), who is learning

position for the key. Should it
be so placed that the elbow rests

Jude's, Old Bethnal Green Road,
London, E.2, to start a wireless
club, and give it a fitted workshop
in the cellar of his house, and it
deserves. appreciation in some

on the table, or.vice versa ? Matter
Of partiality, I believe, though it
seems to be a sound practice to rest
the arm, if 'possible: I advise the

elbow rest and a " touch " which
moves the forearm as little as

This enthusiast listens -in, even when on horseback. by means of
frame aerial and special set slung beside his saddle. But nobody

knows what the horse thinks about it

possible.

Have the key facing your breastbone and a foot or fourteen incises away, and

send from the wrist. Then he asks, " What

gap should be between the contacts ? "
There may be- some recommended - size,

but I would suggest one:sixteenth of an
inch- as' a Maximum.

HOPE that the " cellar " of St.

Jude's Vicarage is underground, for if it is not, then my title
is spoiled. It was a splendid move
on the part of the viear of St.

manipulate a Morse key,.
asks which is the correct

Carr some --of"the

telegraphic experts help us in these two
matters 1

Not being

pulled down to make room for a

-Practical form, I think.
' The club is short of millionaires,
and the available store of com-

ponents is just about exhausted,
if anyone will put himself out enough

in an analysis of the business there, 'states

so

40.5 per cent of the total retail

required for " Magics " or " Titans," and

that during the period reviewed only
radio

trade was transacted by exclusively radio
dealers. Furniture shops took 10.5 p.c. ;
music dealore; 9.98 ; departmental stores,
motor dealers (including petrol
stations and accessory dealers), 8.8 ; dealers
9.65 -;

to wrap up a few odds and ends not
send

them to the dug -out - mentioned

above, doubtless the blessing of the gods

will fall upon him and his tribe, flocks
and herds,'etc.

(Continued on next page.)
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its cage. Has anyone some clear evidence

NOTES AND NEWS.

that birds-or any living things-are caused
distress by feeling (as well as hearing)

(Continued from precious page.)

broadcasting ?

Old Accumulators.

THESE, as I said, would not be despised
by hospitals, who seem to live largely
on scrap metal. If you really have one
or more carcases of secondary cells whose
house -room you covet, Mr. A. Rubenstein,
A.S.M. 61st Hackney Troop, Boy Scouts,

More Trouble in Ireland.

ARISING in Aughnacloy ! The entire
body of listeners, numbering twenty,
have risen in revolt against the

powers who pump water into the public
reservoir, a

Farleigh Road, London, N.16, they will
be added to the collection of paper and

Rural Council that the offending pump

gently

lay them down-at 72,

metal made by the Hackney Rover Scouts
for the Red Cross and hospitals.
These human jackdaws have collected

no less than 800 lb. of foil, etc., in three

years. Thank you, sergeant !

shall be restrained from functioning after
six o'clock.
After all, what is mere water ? I wonder

what would happen if a distillery nearby
blotted out the programmes ? A frightful

New Worlds Wanted.

against the background
of his genius is afforded by Mr. D.
Marconi

Sarnoff, of the Radio Corporation of America.

The great man has a grumble.
The world, he is reported to have said,

Has the B.B.C. Failed ?

ACCORDING to " Callisthenes," who
writes a bit for Selfridges every day

in the " Times," British Broadcasting has failed. That is an assertion on
id11111111111111111111111111I111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

he said, " A chap like me hasn't room to
move." He complains that a short wave
hikes three times round the globe before
it settles down, and rings the bell every

time it ends a lap.
remains, and there

SHORT WAVES.

universe unoccupied yet.

quite a piece of

" Wireless telephony is to replace telegraph
and telephone wires in the South-West Africa
territory, owing to the costly damage done
by elephants, giraffes and monkeys," we read
in the " Evening News."

The Theremin Again.

THE " Theremin," the new " musical "
instrument which is simply a " howling " valve circuit, the howl " of
which is varied by approaching and withdrawing the hands, is being pushed to the
forefront in the U.S.A., and its sponsors
have actually succeeded in havina° it incorporated in a

vaudeville act

Would it not have been wiser to pacify
dote animals, rather than add to their
annoyance in this manner ?

First Father : " I'm spending a lot of
money on my daughter's vocal and instrumental music lessons."
Second Father : " That's foolish-a radio
is cheaper, and you can get just as terrible
stuff over it."-" Inverness Courier."

which

" features " two people playing the thing

solo and in duet.

" NOISES OFF."

It is said that the public shows con-

Grandpa was having his after -lunch seep

in the armchair, and emitting sounds that
might easily have come from a cross -cut saw.
As father entered the room, he saw little
Daisy twisting one of grandpa's waistcoat
buttons.
" What are you doing " he whispered.

siderable interest in the act. People will
gape at someone performing with a spoon
and a tin plate, accompanied by a barrel organ.

" Yon mustn't disturb grandpa, Daisy."

Heard the "Elettra " Yet ?
THEREis a good chance of your hearing

" I'm not disturbing him, daddy," explained
the child. " I was just trying to tune him in
on something different to what he'r giving us."

Marconi hard at work in his yacht,
pursuing

those

researches

-" Answers."

which

A CYNIC OF SYMPHONIES.

may mean so much to the world, if you

If I ask the B.B.C., do you think they will
have an announcer at their Symphony Con-

can but pick up the "Elettra." Somethivg to tell the children, eh ? " Yes, I
heard him working from Italy to New

certs to give out when the orchestra is tuning up and when it is playing ? We are finding
it very difficult to tell the difference. --G. E. H.

-" Daily Sketch."

Zealand."

C. (Birkenhead) has had the luck
to find the yacht, and hear Mr. Mathieu.
the inventor's assistant, talking to the
L.

U.S.A. He has also been getting the Sydney

telephony station regularly, but unfortun-

ately he gives no details of his receiver.
A

Magic," I suppose !
Wireless and Birds.
ACONTEMPORARY " daily "

numnammumunnumuumuniammumummummarT.

doubt, but the steady increase in the
number of licenses issued year by year is
very damaging to the failure theory, isn't
it ?

Moreover, it should be realised that the

whole business is now on a basis quite
has

been harbouring letters from people
who accuse broadcasting stations
of upsetting their feathered friends. One

lady had to destroy two linnets which,

she alleged, suffered acute distress during

the hours of transmission from a station

three miles away.
Another person is so sure that his canary
is being slowly electrocuted that he "earths"

&framer " Talks."

WITH an optimism which I cannot,
share, or with a lack of psychological

B.B.C. produces its programme of summa
talks." It is now too late to dislodge the B.B.C. from the position it has
season

taken up in relation to our minds ; - one
can but hope that some day this " r
titbits " idea will be discouraged.

" Digging up the Past "-sounds like

washing dirty linen in public ! "Bird
Watching and Bird Behaviour," " The

Behaviour of Apes ! " No ! I'll go and give
the lawn another rolling.
The Radio Theatre.

IN a new building in New York a theatre
has been opened on the scene of the'
former frolics of the Ziegfeld Follies.
The actors are really broadcasting artistes

at work before the microphone and the
" Bring wireless within reach of all," says
a heading. All I want is to be brought within
reach of the set next door.-" Daily Herald."

Never mind ; Mars

is

carriage of bacon -slicers in wheelbarrows !

which we could all talk fluently, I have no

is too small, and that's what's the matter
with the whole wireless situation. In effect,

set from one point to another by means of
automobile transport.
It is, however, incorrect to state that in
Snooper's Butte, Te., the law prohibits the

process which, they say,
interferes with the- reception of broadcast
programmes. They demand of the Clogher

fix for Aughnacloy !

AN interesting glimpse of the natural

permitted in St. Paul, Minn., where only
the police are allowed to move a short-wave

promises that if you will drop them-I
mean,

some truncheon -swinging, " gun -packing"
policeman. For such wickedness cannot be

different from that of 1922; radio is no longer

a novelty, and people are beginning to tire
of listening -in all the evening every evening.
There are other interests.
Car Radio Banned.

IF at any time you should visit St. Paul,
Minnesota-such things are done I-do
not take a short-wave receiver with
you in a motor -car lest you suffer arrest by

public watch them through a mighty sheet
of

glass which replaces the usual stage

curtain end which is necessary in order to
keep the murmurs of the audience off the
ether.

The spectators hear the proceedings
through loud speakers, and the connection

with the radio system outside is made
through twenty-two microphone outfits.
What on earth next ?
Popularity of Radio.

THE Union International de Radio.

diffusion, Geneva, in its annual survey
gives the relative numbers of receiving
licences held by listeners per 1,000 inhabi-

tants in 1929. Of the 18 European states
where licences are issued Denmark heads
the list with 87.93, Sweden being second
with 70, and Great Britaih third with 67-1.
Austria beats Germany with 56.2 as against
49.1. Italy, the fatherland of Marconi, has
2 ; compare this with Latvia's 15.4 or
Estonia's 13.8. Roumania has 1.7.
These figures. do not in themselves
indicate the number of licences held, for
Germany which is fifth had at the time of
compilation over three million licences
alive," and Denmark less than half
million.

Morse in Talkie.

have not yet heard the British
IF you
" talkie " film of " Journey's End," you

have missed what in my opinion is a
high-water mark production and a most

impressive little story which every lover of
peace should see. I was however, sadly
distracted by the sound of a buzzer which

occasionally burst into a chatter in the

" dug -out " scenes. Whether or not it was
genuine Morse I failed to detect because

my attention was elsewhere directed. Has
anyone read this buzzer ?
Further, I could not observe that anyone

in the play paid the slightest attention to
the buzzer. Is that a flaw in an otherwise
realistic and convincing piece of work ?
ARIEL.
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Our Radio Consultant -in -Chief was the prime instigator of the Regional

Scheme, so that it is particularly fitting that he should be the one to
review its progress for the benefit of " P.W." readers, who should

TAKING it by and
large, the technical
side of the Regional Scheme in
London can be definitely considered a

For years the opposition to the
scheme has argued that it would cause so
much " dislocation " that the outcry

success.

against it would result in failure.
Disadvantages and Advantages.

This sort of criticism comes from the type

of people who were taught to be cautious

but not to think, or dare anything new.
Piles and piles of correspondence exist
attempting to defeat the Regional Scheme,
but I, personally, at any rate, have received

no sort of apology from my critics now

find this article of especial interest.

waves

experience

embarrass-

ingly pronounced local shieldbenefits that the Regional Scheme should
convey to the majority, to ask people. after
all this time, to bring their very cheap sets
up to date by using such simple adaptations
as the " P.W." Brookmans Rejector. (Incidentally, those who tried to turn down the
scheme argued that a Rejector would cost
two or three pounds.)
I can feel more sympathy, however, for

those who find the transmission on 261
metres very much weaker than that on

365. *Wave -lengths below 300 metres are
unsuitable for broadcasting, but since the
bureaucrats, in their wisdom, have allocated

Probably the
people who opposed the scheme are too
that the scheme succeeds.

ing effects in large towns.

In one place we

may find the ratio of strengths of longer
to shorter as much as twenty to one in
favour of the longer, at others, two to one
in favour of the shorter.
Varying Field Strengths.

Places a few tens of yards apart may

represent wholly different field strengths ;
there is no rationality in behaviour of these
Nevertheless, so far
higher frequencies.
as my admittedly small experience goes, I
have never met a true blind spot, nor ever
found a position where a cheap but decently
designed set could not

separate the two ade-

TWO -WAVE TELEVISION.

quately, nor where the

strength was so
weak as to give noisy

busy turning down some new ideas to bother

field

obstruct an old one.
But, of course, the new scheme has its
disadvantages - disadvantages perfectly

background.
While one would wish
for better wave -lengths,

about the fact that they were wrong, to

for all sorts of reasons,
so close are Londoners
to the powerful 30 -kw.
station, that while there

well foreseen, but counted and weighed
against advantages. We may divide the

disadvantages into two definite classes, and
say that on the one hand there are a number
of purely local station listeners who cannot
get one or other of the programmes or who

may be a great disparity

in the strengths of the
transmissions, in
no ease I have met with

get them both together and, on the other
hand, those who want to reach out for
foreign programmes and find two overpowering local stations where only one

two

could the listener be
said to he denied service.

Looking at the matter a
trifle brutally one might
say that if people cannot
afford to get sets which
will get both transmis-

existed previously.
Taking the former class one sees that they
have to 'face the problem of separating two

very strong transmissions, and they are
given a frequency difference between these
transmissions of 200 solid worth -while

sions they at any rate

can get sets which give

Of course, the problem is
kilocycles.
ridiculously simple really, and one must face

clear reception of one
programme, and that is

the fact that it can be done with very simple
apparatus.
Use a Rejector.

The real question at issue is as to whether
the B.B.C. has the right to ask poor people
to spend, say, five shillings on their sets in

order to make them -conform to modern
Such sets are probably
requirements.

three or four years old, and .cost when
bought or constructed at most; a few
pounds, at least, a few shillings.

I think quite definitely that it is not
asking too much, considering the great

as much as they had
Lord Ampthill (left) and Mr. John Logie Baird listening- and seeing -in during
one o the double -wave television tests that followed the inception of double wave broadcasting from Brookmans Park.

these wave -lengths for the broadcasting
services, one can do no more than use them
and ask that some pressure may be brought

to bear so that eventually there may be a

more rational distribution of wave -lengths

among the claimant services throughout.
the world,

It is a fact, however, that these shorter

before.

Now let us turn to

the disgruntled

"reacher out," who up

to the opening of the Regional Scheme was

able with, say, a three -valve set to get a

choice of ten or so medium -wave stations

which all faded beautifully. He is now
denied the thrill of reaching out, and
complains.

But it is not the duty of the B.B.C. to
(Continued on next page.)
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USING A LEVER

A Hopeless Muddle

" Set Stresses,"an

seeing at work ; he started with his soldering
tackle arranged in a ivoikmanlike way on the

workbench, but within five minutes he had

HERE is an interesting example of lever
1 1 action. At one time or another you
might have wished to remove soinething nailed to a baseboard or another

piece of wood. The unmechanical procedure
is to take a screwdriver or some other such

tool and dig it into a crevice between the
two objects and wrench about until something happens.

DO IT SCIENTIFICALLY.

lost his solder, then .the file to clean his
iron had mysteriously disappeared, and,
lastly, his elbow became embedded in the
soldering flux and he gave up soldering for
a time.
Some few weeks later I suggested to him
that he constructed a small soldering plate
on lines similar to those shown in the photograph, and after a little persuasion he said
he would.
The result is that he can now concentrate
on his soldering, for he no longer worries
where the iron cleaner is, or to what remote

resting place the solder, or his flux, has
disappeared, while the soldering iron is

SCRE WOR, VER

really hot when he starts the actual soldering
operation.
The soldering plate consists essentially of a

...

(Continued from previous page.)

I can picture one constructor I remember

article which appeared in our May
3rd issue.

NNW

REGIONAL
SCHEME PROGRESS.

successful completion of the job.

Some interesting notes supplementary to

but merely that the methods they employ
are wrong, and are militating against the

block of thick wood to which are attached
three empty blacking tin lids, a large paper
clip, and a piece of broken file held in place
by four staples. The block can be screwed

FULCRUM,

down to the workbench.

In one of the tin lids all the odd pieces of

soldering are placed, and this is used for
tinning the iron, or small pieces of solder may

be picked up on the iron to make the joint.

Some people dig and tear away at such a job as

this, whereas it can be done cleanly and with much
less effort if the lever principle is applied as shown.

The job can be done much quicker and
much more neatly in this way. The screwdriver is prised between the two objects to

secure a firm grip and some hard article
forced down underneath the screwdriver and

In another of the tins a block of

sal

ammoniac is wedged for cleaning the ,iron,
when it only requires a slight rub to remove

the oxidisation due to the action of the
fire or gas flame on the tinned point.

In

the third lid the soldering flux is placed.

By placing brass screws through the

centre of the tins into the wooden blocks

held firmly to act as a fulcrum. Then as
the handle of the screwdriver is pressed

get into awful trouble with listeners in
Spain). However, if the Regional Scheme

made it definitely impossible in any circumstances for the. Londoner to get any
foreign stations one would see that there was

some basis on which to build a complaint.
An Ordinary Three-Valver

The listener would point out that the way
he amused himself was nobody's business

but his own, that he had spent a lot of
money equipping himself with an apparatus

to amuse himself with, and now all that

the desires of the inarticulate but great
majority, his claim might not be finally
considered as valid, but our sympathies
might be with him to some large extent.
But with ordinary existing three -valve
types of set hove has the Regional Scheme
affected him ? I took a typical three-valver
5 X X in wave -length. I took the same set

to the centre of London and got all the

London I was quite unembarrassed by
Brookmans Park.
So that the average
Londoner has a fair choice with an ordinary
three -valve set.
But what if he likes to set about building a
a really selective set ? I guarantee to design
a set which in any part of the Metropolitan
area will pull in stations outside ±
30 kilocycles from either of the Brookmans
Park transmitters, To save myself trouble,
I could copy an Ameri-

can set with three or

four ganged stages, or
use a
frame.

tion.

super and a

The Americans have
been confronted by far
worse problems than Brookmans

A Homely Example.

A lever does not have to be straight,

although it is shown in this form. Some
kinds of levers provide their own fulcrum
which, after all, is only the point of pivoting.

In South

good stations above 380 metres.

FOR YOUR WORKSHOP.

down the lever principle comes into opera-

Again, in the face of

money was wasted.

to within a mile of Brookmans Park, and
got three foreign stations above Daventry

That Extra Hand

Ai497

*
study the reacher -out. If it were, the logical
outcome of such a policy would be to shut
down all British stations (and one supposes

Park ever set any receiver de-

signer, and they have solved them.
Why isn't it done here ?

That job could be done with an

article shaped as in the lower illustration.
Any door will provide an excellent
example of the lever principle. Notice how

Plenty of DX

- It will be, in fact, but it never
would have been if Brookmans
Park had not made it necessary.

easily you can open and shut the door by
using the conventional knob. Then try
shutting the door by pressing it only au

Receiver design follows transmitter technique. So the reacher -

inch or two away from its hinges.

out to -day, with a typical set, is
not denied all foreign programmes,

f
+

A COMPACT
SOLDERING OUTFIT.
By J. R. WHEATLEY.

Your radio workshop may be nothing more than
a corner of the kitchen table, or nothing less than

a miniature factory, but whatever its size and

present equipment you will find the above gadget
most useful.

I

*

THE word solder seems to convey to the
minds of most amateur constructors
the greatest drawback to the successful
construction of a receiver. After watching

several unsuccessful constructors at work
with the soldering iron the conclusion one
comes to is not that it is beyond hope to
make them Experts in the art of soldering, -

it is possible to remove the sus when
necessary and replace them with new ones.
You will find that the piece of broken file is
invaluable when your iron becomes slightly
burnt. Lastly, the paper clip is as good as

that extra hand you have so often wished

you had.
As a rest for the iron. when not actually
in

use, a

large wood screw should be

screwed into the side of the wooden' block.

and he must be thankful to the
Sabbatarian policy of the B.B.C., which

him Sundays with lovely long
stretches of free ether stretching out
between Church services.
The reacher -out to -morrow must equip
gives

himself according to modern needs, and
with a suitable set can have nearly all the
ether for the asking.
In conclusion, I do not feel that the twin

wave -length policy is disastrous even to
minorities. What I do feel is that it may be
redundant if the two programmes each

continue with the sameness

of

B.B.C.

mentality behind them-but that .4 another
story.
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MODERNISING
Most constructors at one time or

another must have faced the problem

of choosing between bringing an
old set up to date and building a
new receiver. Here are some hints
on the subject by a noted set designer that will help amateurs towards a solution.
By VICTOR KING.

SOME few week-, ago an acquaintance
asked me, " What are the good makes
of L.F. transformers ? " I told him.

I met him again a few days after that
and he didn't seem too pleased with
himself.

- It turned out that he had built himself

a three -valve set in the rather earlier days
of broadcasting. This outfit had given him
excellent service. But, at last, someone
pointed out that many of the components
were badly out of date in their design.
In particular, the one L.F. transformer,
he was told, was hopelessly inefficient and
not capable of giving a tithe of the results
of one. of the really up-to-date L.F. transformers.

"New Wine in Old B ottles."
So he asked me the question contained in

the first paragraph and, in due course,

installed one of the makes I recommended.
But instead of improving his results

just the reverse happened. The quality

of reproduction went all to pieces and there
were howls and whistles that he could not
stop whatever H.T. and other such adjustments he made.

actionary
owners, is

a snare

and a delusion.

It isn't really stability at

all as we now interpret the condition. It

is merely the," puddenness " of inefficiency,
the antithesis of real stability.
A modern set that can truly be described
as stable will give you, if needed, enormous
magnification per valve without the slightest
tendency to " spill over."
The same sort of thinub that happened to

my transformer acquaintance can happen
to those who replace old valves for new.

Modern valves give much greater effective

amplification than valves of three or four
years ago. That is generally speaking and
type for type.

Supposing an old " first L.F." valve were

replaced by one of those now available.
The amplification factor for a similar

impedance would be higher, and its output

would, perhap3, be double or even triple
that of its predecessor.
If it so happened that the following

valve could before only
just cope, it is obvious
that in the new conditions it would be badly
overloaded.

Also it might quite likely happen that the
H.T. current would be greater with the new
valve if it were operated at its correct H.T.
voltage.

This could quite conceivably cause

core saturation in. an L.F. transformer of
not -too -new design.

This would further smash up the quality
of reproduction.
Should Be Rebuilt.

The point to remember is that modern
sets are designed for modern components
and modern accessories, just as those old

sets were designed for the parts and in-

cidentals that were then available.
retention
I am not much.in favour
of

one radio set for a long period-like

MODERN " MAGIC "

cars they must inevitably fall
behind the times. And haphazard modernisation of 1923

and 1924 vintages does not

Indignantly he handed me two L.F.
transformers-one was a most primitive

appeal to me.
Complete rebuilding, yes,

assembly of iron and wire, and the other

but this is a job only for the

was a glossy modern that seemed to exude

very experienced constructor.

efficiency.

I think constructors must

" When I put the old one back everything is O.K. That new transformer must
be :.hopeless ' dud,' " he said.
Actually, as I proved to him later on, it

expect to face a certain small
cost in depreciation, such as is
found in most other things.

" dud "-the new one was in perfectly good

will remain "-current " for a

was the old transformer that was the

Sets like the " Magic " Three

greater length of time than
sets produced in the earlier

order.

We get so many cases of a similar nature

years of broadcasting. And I
think such a set will be more
amenable to simple modernising in the years to come, as
the Magic, at least, is de .signed on scientific lines, and
has ample " margins."

brought before us that, although I have
briefly touched .upon this subject of new
accessories and new components that
"ruin " old sets before, I feel quite justified

in amplifying it a little now that " P.W."
readers number a respectable proportion of
a million.

But those early sets really
should be scrapped, for there
will not be much stuff in them
deserving a place in a modern

Too Effective !

It is not difficult to understand what

happened when that new transformer tried
to do its bit in that old receiver. It was too
effective ;

.outfit.

the amplification of the L.F.

* -4.-4040-41.-41.

stage in which it figured went up and the

.

.

---e-*

unable to handle the new input. Serious

is a source of pride to some of their re-

*

-4.-0.-

REMEMBER
THAT.

other parts of the outfit couldn't cope.
No doubt the following valve was quite

overloading occurred.
A further effect was the development of
L.F. instability. This caused those squeaks
and howls. Those old sets are not designed
to provide stable operation with high
magnification.
As a matter of fact their stability, which

-4*-0-

Lead -covered cable should not
be used for aerial leads.

One of the most important
points in the care of an accumu-

This is the L.F. end of the " Magic " Four receiver.

The " Magic "
Four will no doubt hold its own against all -comers for a very
long time.

lator is to obey the manufacturers instructions regarding the
rate of charge and discharge.
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tLATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

BU .Vs
UNPOPULARITY.
WEDGWOOD CELEBRATIONS +

j -WELSH CHILDREN'S PEACE
MESSAGE-" TURNING THE
TABLES "-HERE AND THERE
IN THE PROGRAMMES.

----

*

.including one in Welsh from children in
Hobart:Tasmania.
Two years ago the B.B.C. put out the
message from Daventry 5 X X as well as

Squires, and Charles Brewer who has been
responsible for writing and producing many
similar programmes, now blossoms out as a
writer of incidental music.

from Cardiff, and there was an even greater
response. Last year and this year, however,

Here and There in the Programmes.

mentary deputations, several petitions, and

An address by the Archbishop of Canterbury will be relayed from Southwark
Cathedral for broadcast throughout the
country. on Sunday, May 25th.

Savoy Hill would not include the long wave station. There have been Parliaall kinds of forms of pressure brought to

bear. Mr. Lloyd George himself is believed

to have intervened, but the B.B.C. was

*

THERE has been an alarming increase
lately in the unpopularity of the

B.B.C. This is mainly due to the re-

lentless pursuit of centralisation in the face
of overwhelming pUblic opposition -in the
Provinces. The demand for a Parliamentary
inquiry into the Working of the B.B.C. is
rapidly gaining ground, and is accelerated
by the persistent rumours of grave dislocation at Savoy Hill.
Meanwhile, there has been one important
change in the organisation of the Programme
Department. Mr. /f. l Eckersley has
handed over the administration to Captain
Cecil Graves, Viscount Grey's nephew.
But it is not expected that this change will
have any policy reactions such as followed
the handing over by Arthur 'Burrows and

adamant.

It is suggested in Wales that militarist

tendencies are responsible ; but not much
credence is given to this rumour in better informed circles.

Edith James, Mary Pollock, Edgar Lane,

Alfred Butler, Eddie Robinson, Harry
Sennett, Charles Herbert, Aerbut and

Gaertie, and Jack Venables and Philip

Brown's Domin;es Dance Band will take
part in another light feature programme,
entitled " Turning the Tables," arranged
for listeners to the Midland and London
Regional transmitter on Saturday, May
24th. The book and lyrics 'are by Graham

"DOG TIRED " ?

the Board of Governors is similarly pledge&
to fight public opinion about centralisation.
Wedgwood Celebrations.

Several important relays will be heard by

Northern listeners in connection with the
forthcoming celebrations of the bi-bentenary

of the birth of Josiah Wedgwood, the most

famous of all English pottery manufacturers. The celebrations will occupy a
whole week, beginning on Sunday, May

They triedto make him bark at the " mike," out
without much success, for he is the exclusive
and aristocratic Champion, Sirdar of Ghanzi.

18th, on which day a special bi-centenary
service will be relayed from Stoke-on-Trent
Parish Church.
On Tuesday evening, May 20th, listeners

Children's World Wireless Message will be
broadcast from West Regional Stations on

the afternoon of Goodwill Day, Sunday,
May 18th. It will be given by the Rev.
Davies, Vice -President of
Wireless League of Nations Union.
Gwilym

the

Goodwill Day is now celebrated in practi-

cally every country throughout the world
and messages are exchanged between the
children of one country and another. Last
year the Welsh children received no fewer
than fifty replies from different countries,

Sir Granville Bantoek for Lewis Casson and

Sybil Thorndike's production of Shakespeare's tragedy. The score is entirely for
wind instruments.
*

*

*

A particularly interesting relay has been
arranged for listeners to the National
programme on Tuesday, May 20th, when the

Samuel Pepys Commemmoration Service
will be heard at St. Olave's Church in the
City of London. The service includes the
unveiling of a wreath by the Lord Mayor of

For several weeks during the latter part
of May and June a series of talks, arranged
with the object of consolidating still further
the friendly relations between England and
America, will be included in the broadcast
programmes of stations " hooked up " with
the National transmitter. The series, which
is entitled " Stars and Stripes," is intended
to give British listeners topical Views about
the United States, and the talks will include

several relays from the other side of the
Atlantic.

A Specially Contributed Criticism of Current Broadcasting. Events.
" PHILEMON."
Who will long be remembered for those wise and witty broadcasts
entitled " From My Window."

Wedgwood

Welsh Children's Peace Message.
For the ninth year in succession the Welsh

*

The Midland Regional programme on
Sunday, May 18th, will include incidental
music to Macbeth, specially composed by

FOR THE LISTENER.

will hear a chronicle play of the life of
Josiah Wedgwood, specially written by
Edwin Lewis, and also a talk the same

May 22nd.

June 2nd, will be heard by listeners to the
National programme.

Tanner.

an even more ardent advocate of it than
Mr. Eckersley. It is also understood that

yet been decided, but it will most likely
take place on Industrial Day, Thursday,

at the Guildhall, London, on Monday,

London, and a special address entitled,
" Pepys as a Friend," given by Dr. J. R.

It will be a blow to the enemies of centralisation to know that Captain Graves -is

-

*

Conference Dinner, which is to take place

*

" Turning the Tables."

' Cecil Lewis.

evening by Mr. H. W. Maxwell on " Pre Potters in Staffordshire."
Arrangements have also been made to
broadcast the speeches from a luncheon at
the Town Hall, Stoke-on-Trent, when Sir
Oliver Lodge, himself a native of Staffordthire, is expected to be present.
The actual date of this luncheon ha,s not

*

Speeches by some of the British and
Overseas delegates at the Imperial Press

The Cup Final.

AGREAT Match, apparently, and a

great broadcast by Mr. Allison who,
as one of the Directors of the Arsenal
Club; must have been very excited about

Even in the most gasping moments
we missed nothing, his voice remained
it.

clear.

Triplets on the next occasion did not put
the resourceful fellow out ; he changed the
names once more, and called them Monday,

Tuesday-and so on. I think, after that,
he had to fall back on the months of the
year !
Road Sense.

revoir !

I am perpetually astonished by the daily
list of road accidents. Shall we never
learn ? The Earl of Cottenham drummed
the lesson into us again. Concentration,

Siamese Twins.

such was his formula for drivers.

He won't - be sorry that the season is

*over ; but thousands of us are very grateful
for the pleasure he has given us. Au

Deliberation, and Pride in driving-well,

La,dy Tree was in, command at the
children's hour. She told a good story
about a Siamese Prince who started the
family Bible with twins, whom he called
Day and Night. In due course, twins
again ! So he cancelled the first names,
and called the four
Autumn and -Winter.

Spring, Summer,

My barber that morning had given me

his view on the matter.
Hesitation is the
trouble," he said. Certainly he himself made

no hesitation in the matter of the pimple
that confronted him on the bend of my chin.
It must have been a pedestrian. It had no
chance.
(Continued on page 248.)
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TO me, the position that the British
Broadcasting Corporation holds to -day

is a source of perpetual amazement.

In this Year of Grace it stands as one of the
greatest wireless powers in the world, and

yet a brief eight years ago listeners num-

bered but a few thousands instead of several
millions.
In 1922, the B.B.C. had only four stations,

including one used for experimental pur-

poses at Writtle, Essex, and their headquarters at Marconi House consisted, I
believe, of only two rooms, a small office
and a studio.
Strenuous Times.

All the work of the place seemed to be
done by four or five people at the most-

S A very well -]mown singer relates-

..

A some of her early broadcasting
experiences, and has a word or ,
'4

f two to say about present-day T
studio conditions.

*4. -11-4.4.-

*

And now you will understand why encouragement and appreciation mean so

before the informal atmosphere of the studio
made me thoroughly at, ease. I soon felt

kindly listener makes a world of difference.
To -day, only the Children's Hour preserves
that fernier informal atmosphere to remind '

me than the audition, but. it was not longi

that I had been broadeasting.for years.
At that time nothing was cut and dried..
We were groping on the threshold of a new'

five o'clock until half -past ten, or there
abouts. Only the frequent intermissions,

I take special care to avoid all these

perfectly sure of myself and absolutely calm,

myself. Although I was one of the first
singers to broadcast, it is difficult to

This carefulness is probably the reason

why I have never had any of those escapades
of which other artistes sometimes tell.
Only once have I had a strange experience, -

remember the general conditions as they

really were. Yet some of my impressions of
those far-off times arc still remarkably vivid.

and this was no fault of mine, nor, was it

How well I recall my first audition, for
example. When I first heard of this won-

due to a slip on the part of anyone.
A Peculiar Experience.
Readers will probably

derful invention, it struck me that my voice
might be suited to the requirements of the
microphone, or that device might be suited
to me, so I wrote to Marconi House, asking
if they would give me an audition. There
came in reply a letter telling me to call and
undergo a test.

ing features of the Radio Exhibition. at
Olympia two or three years ago. Well, I
was one of the people who made a broadcast

from it, and my sensations were peculiar

My First Audition.

other

era, and although it was most enjoyable to
me I am afraid that some of those pleasant
people with whom I associated had to work
terribly hard.
There was one gentleman in particular
who seemed to me to do almost everything.
He acted as announcer, accompanist,

would-be broadcast artistes packed themselves away in a corner to await their turn.
Imagine my relief when I found the ordeal

engineer, and I believe that he even held
the auditions and conducted most of. the

factory,

days,

over, and when I learnt that I was satis-

remember the

Model studio which formed one of the lead-

A recent photographic portrait of Miss Kate Winter.

perhaps a dozen

one of the B.B.C. of other days. That is
why I always enjoy appearing in this
" Hour."
There is only one other fad of mine, and
it is that I always make a point of being at
the studio earlier than is necessary. This
is because I am a nervous creature, and

things by being ready at least half an hour
before the broadcast is timed to begin, so
that when I do face the microphone I am

With many of those early pioneers, the
memories of those early days are probably
dim and shadowy. I find this is the case

phone, whilst

much to an artiste. Even one letter from a

realise that the main reasons for trepidation
on the part of an artiste are forgotten words,
!ost music, or hustle.

and such admonitions to listeners as " Stand
by for fifteen minutes, please," revealed the
true state of affairs at the transmitting end.

office wallpaper-or was it paint ?-and at
the settee, and then one faced the micro-

The. Children's Hour.

My first actual broadcast took place under
similar conditions, and was even -worse -to

although there may have been many others
whom I never saw. Still, programmes were
broadcast for five or six hours daily, from

It was with the utmost nervousness that
I obeyed, and duly presented myself at the
studio. No waiting -room then. One just
walked in, stared for a moment at the drab

routine of the studio work of to -day. Of
course, I miss the visible audience, and can
never quite get accustomed to the depressing feeling of leaving the microphone and
going quietly home, wondering if my songs
have been heard and enjoyed.

correspondence.

Although we had happy times in the early
I much prefer the well -ordered

in the extreme.
Although the cabinet was exactly like an
ordinary studio, save for one glass window
on the side through which the public were
allowed to peep, one had the impression of
being on show in a glass case in a soundless
.

.

world.

Naturally the padding

of

the studio

prevented noises penetrating from the outside, and so; although I could see the con-

tinual stream of people peering in at me
and speaking one to another, I could not

hear a thing. The onlookers just floated by
in perfect silence.

.
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thing which is instructive, with an entertainment value. It only wants a third ingredient-interest value, and the recipe for

6-.4.

-40,4-4-1.-4. -40 -4-4.--0-4--4-40-

SIR JOHN REITH AND THE TALKS.

the subject of a Talk is complete. Remember,

a thing may be educative and it may have
entertainment value-but it may not neces-

Talks have come in for more criticism than any other type of item which

is broadcast, so all readers will be interested in our recipe for "really
popular talks."
By "TEE EDITOR.

*

sarily be interesting as a whole.
To paraphrase Mrs. Beeton "Take ten

*

o

Sir John says : " No one disputes tha

t

NO doubt many of our readers listened
the other evening to Sir John Reith's
talk on " Talks.'
Without exactly coming under the

the main function of broadcasting is to
entertain, but if we were only to ` enter-

John's broadcast had something of an

to fill up all the hours of transmission

tain,' and if the word were to be used in its
narrow sense, it would be quite impossible

classification of an apologia, the text of Sir

agreeably.'

explanatory character. ' It is interesting to
note that Sir John considers the Talks need

But why interpret the word " entertain "
in its narrow sense ? Words ! First " education," then " entertain." Does Sir Jchn
consider the word " entertain " only in its
relation to actual amusement ? And does

Of course," said Sir John " there is
always some criticism about the Talks,
perhaps more than about any part of our
work.

There is. There is also an old. saying :
" There's never smoke without fire."

he believe, in that case, that something
amusing cannot, at the same time, be
" educational ? "

" There are still, I think, some people

who say that there should not be any Talks
at all," went on Sir John ; and he added :

" There are certainly some who say that
broadcasting should not be used for anything that looks like ' Education.' "

palatable, and mix with ten parts of interest
to aid digestion." Voila !
Microphone Presentation.

After that comes the question of microphone presentation : voice, manner, general

appeal " of the speaker.

another story.

Those " Worth " !

"explaining.

parts of subject matter which will teach
listeners something of value, sprinkle it
with ten parts of entertainment to make it

But that is

With the latter half of Sir John's talk
we found ourselves more in sympathy,
especially when he pointed out that : ` The

great expert is brought to the listener's
home, that he comes as a very human,
understandable and understanding indi-

vidual. It is not because he likes talking

for talking's sake ; it is certainly not because of any fee he gets.
" He takes, I can assure
you," said Sir John, " end-

B.B.C.'s NEW MUSICAL DIRECTOR.

less trouble in the selection
and preparation of his
material. . . . He does

An Unhappy Word.

so because he is so interested

There may be ; but there are many,
many people who hold the opinion-as we
do-that the idea of Talks is good, but the
psychology and choosing and presenting

in his subject, because he
feels sure that thousands
of people are ready to he
interested in it, too, and

We agree with Sir John that " education " is an unhappy word, and " adult
education " still more unhappy. In that

he wishes them to share

because, for their own sake,

of them is not so good as it should be.

some

of

his

knowledge

and feel some of his en-

case, why use them ?

thusiasm."

cation which makes life so much more

pert " is brought to the
listener's home (via broadcasting, he really believes
himself to be a very human,
understandable and understanding individual. But

We feel perfectly sure
that when the " great ex-

Sir John wishes someone would invent
another word to describe the sort of eduinteresting and enjoyable than it otherwise
would be. But the invention of another
word is surely unnecessary. A new word
won't alter the policy of the Talks. " What's
in a name ? "
No ; the substitution of another word for
" education " is no remedy. A fundamental
change of conception is necessary if-as we
remarked in a recent article in the B.B.C.'s

believing oneself to be
and actually
being it is another matter.

something,

Thankless Task.

publication, "The Listener "-talks are to
become "progressively palatable for the

And that is why it does

multitude. '
Sir John says there is no positive desire
on the part of anybody (at Savoy Hill) to
"educate " listeners in the patronising and

Dr. Adrian O. limit, on the right of this picture, is the new musical
director of the B.B.C. He is here seen receiving a handsome desk,
presented to him after his last apPearance as the conductor of the
City of Birmingham Orchestra.

narrow sense of the term. We accept Sir

John's assurance-but maintain that the

Since we are splitting hairs over words,
let's introduce the word " interesting " into
this controversy-for controversy it is.

atmosphere of patronage is associated with
come of the Talks because of the very titles
used and the methods of presentation

" Entertainment pure and simple simply
grows tame," says Sir John. Surely this
can only mean that the entertainment he
has in mind is of itself unintelligent ; .and
surely, again, this is a tacit admission that
entertainment " pure and simple " broadcast by the B.B.C. is so " pure " (in the

employed.

Excellent "Intention,"

The intention may be excellent, and
the Talks Department at Savoy Hill
genuinely

free

from

the

desire

to

" patronise," but, nevertheless, there is a
good deal of public resentment-and Sir
John cannot be unaware of it-because of
the nature of the Talks.
The trouble is, partly, we think, faulty

Some B.B.C. lecturers simply
cannot rid themselves of the lecture -room
style. Both in the composition of the text
'of certain talks, and in methods of presentation and delivery-they are pedantic,
wearisome, and often exasperatingly dull.

classic sense of the word) and so " simple,"

that it becomes progressively duller and
duller, and consequently more and more
unintelligent ?
If so, that explains a lot ; and we suggest

technique.

that " entertainment, pure and simple," is
a poor recipe, just as " education," pure and
simple, is equally poor. Why not combine

the two ?
.

The recipe becomes quite a

different proposition. We then have some-

standing.

seem a thankless and rather
cruel task criticising some
of the estimable people who

broadcast these Talks, for
they really think they, are
understandable and underAnd there is no doubt that they

love knowledge for its own sake and genuinely

wish to impart it. And, equally, there is
no doubt that thousands and thousands of
people in this country find them satis-

factory, just as hundreds of thousands find
them unsatisfactory because, although they
have knowledge to impart which the
average listener welcomes, they present it
in a way which, to put it frankly, makes it
uninteresting and often tedious.

Sir John says these experts do not like

talking for talking's sake ; but some of them
certainly give the impression of liking talking

for talking's sake, and that is a fatal drawback to a successful broadcast. It is perfectly true, as Sir John points out, that the
great expert can have no ulterior motive
but we think it is exaggerating a little tO
(Continued on page 248.)
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Stoppin

Pickup
Scratch
DICK -UP scratch is the name usually
given to the hissing sound one gets
when using a pick-up, and is due to
the friction of the needle against the record.

One gets the same sound when using an
ordinary gramophone, but somehow or

other it seems to be more out of place
when a pick-up is being employed than
when a sound -box is in use.

Unfortunately it is not an easy thing to
cut out, for to eliminate the scratch altogether usually means that a loss in brilliance occurs, some of the high notes losing
their quality.
As you know, to reproduce music properly
one must reproduce the notes in their proper

proportions, and with their proper harmonics. Now the piano range only goes
up to somewhere about 3,000 cycles as
regards fimdamentals,but above this there
is the whole range of harmonics, and also

clarinet notes, violin notes and those of
other very high instruments, and, in fact,
to reproduce properly the whole of the
orchestra one would really have to go to

* 4.--.1.--0-4.--4.--4.1.-4.--4,- -4.--0.-4.-4.-0-4-4-.P.- 4.-44

iAre you troubled with needle

few, are not prone to scratch troubles,

scratch when you use your pick-up?

4

especially if one has a loud speaker which
is not peaky in the higher register.

If so, the hints in this article may
be of assistance.
By K. D. ROGERS.

Such pick-ups as the Lissen, B.T.H.,
the Woodroffe, the Magnum, to mention a

*

which give a note roundabout that par-

ticular band. Unfortunately, scratch does
not seem to have any particular freqUency,

so that in order to get rid of it one has
to get rid of, (or to reduce greatly) all
frequencies round about 3,500-4,500 cycles.

This can be done by means of a system
of chokes and condensers or a system of
resistances and condensers, or by condensers alone. It is worth while trying a
condenser across the grid and filament of
your first valve, say a value of .001 mfd. or
a little larger. This may help things a little,

Of course, if you have a loud speaker
which is 'inclined to over -emphasise the
treble to the detriment of the bass, then I
am afraid that your scratch troubles will
be more than usually accentuated. Similarly, if you have an amplifier which, will
reproduce the treble and forget about the
bass, your scratch troubles are likely to be
increased.

An all-round amplifier which gives good
quality on radio, and quite a good amount
of bass, and a speaker which does the same
is not likely to give you half so much trouble

from scratch as the type of amplifier and

speaker I have just mentioned.
A variable capacity control placed across
the secondary of a transformer, the primary
of which is connected to the pick-up, is also
very useful in cutting down the high notes
and therefore the scratch. I am afraid that

about 10,000 cycles. This, unfortunately,
is impossible, both in broadcasting and in

especially if you have a volume control
as well.

arts.

Filters Often Spoil Reproduction.

Limited Frequency Band.

myself, because I think they play havoc

you will not be able to eliminate scratch
without badly decreasing your high notes,
but it is worth while trying the simple
schemes outlined here.

A SIMPLE SCRATCH -FILTER.

Different Needles.

the record, in the present states of the

I am not very fond of scratch filters

Broadcasting is limited because of the

space available in the ether, and the
gramophone is limited because of the

mechanical difficulties of forming grooves
that would give a range of 10,000 cycles.
As a matter of fact, in the record very little
is recorded above 5,000, and notes above
3,000 are not recorded in their proper values,
getting weaker and weaker as we go up the
scale.

Voce/free

Cc, vnrac.
rapx.eo
RCS/.5 rAtvcaz
d/Ogoocs avms

It is remarkable what a different needle
will sometimes do. For instance, -I find that
spearpoint needles are less prone to produce

scratch than the ordinary type of steel

We find that we can get really good

reproduction not

easily

distinguishable

from the real thing, by reproducing up
to about 6,000 cycles. Unfortunately, however, in the pick-up system, which will

produce well up to that figure, we get this
trouble of scratch, which will accompany
the reproduction of notes of anything of
about 3,500 upwards, due to the composition

of the record.

This is the diagram of a simple form of scratch
reducer. The drawback to all such devices is,
however, that certain of the brilliance of reproduction is lost as well as the scratch

Wherever there is friction
there is scratch, and the more abrasive a
record is, the more scratch there will be. It
seems rather a hopeless business, doesn't

with the brilliance of the reproduction.

it ?

accompanying diagram shows one system

Now the cutting out of scratch is obviously the elimination of those frequencies
which cause the scratch noise, and therefore the elimination of any other frequencies

Those of my readers who want further
details concerning pick-up work should read
the Radio -Gramophone Supplement in
" Modern Wireless" each month.

The

of scratch reducer which you might like

to try, but I prefer to forget all about
scratch filters and " grin and bear it "
rather than " deaden " the reproduction.

needle or the Tungstyle variety.
Another needle which is quite good and
which is not prone to emphasise the scratch
is the Waltone graphite needle.
Fibre
needles can be used in some pick-ups.
A little experimenting in buying various
records may help readers who are troubled

with scratch, but I am afraid that they
cannot have it both ways. If scratch is
very much accentuated, and it really worries

you, then it is more likely to be trouble

with your pick-up than anything else, and

it is a sign that the pick-up should be

changed for another make. A small bit of
scratch in the background in speech records

and vocal solos must, I am afraid, be endured if good quality is to be obtained.
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Wireless is greatly affected by the weather, as " P.W." readers have
probably noticed, and in this interesting contribution some of the
curious phenomena underlying these effects are described.

By G. 11. DALY.
DURING the South African War-the

first time that wireless was ever used
in warfare, by the way-it was noticed
that signals were very much better after a
shower of rain had fallen on the veldt.
In the case of the veldt, the reason why

the signals were better after the rain than
before was because, dry ground tends to
absorb wireless waves and they are quickly

damped out, whereas when the ground is
covered with a layer of moisture this has
the effect of preventing the wave's from
sinking into the ground and they will last
longer.

In Wet Weather.

eaten t, yet

theoretically

they should be reflected by
the rain slightly, somewhat
in the same way as the re-

flecting wires of a beam
station reflect wireless waves
in one particular direction.

This reflection must occur to a slight

extent, but as far as is known has not
remarked upon in practical working.
Absorption Effects.

Anyone on the edge of a rainstorm might

expect, however, to experience a slight

increase in signal strength due to reflection,
provided the oncoming waves are arriving

fracted waves from the. Heaviside Layers,

from a suitable direction ; whereas a receiving station within the area of the rainstorm may experience a slight falling off in
strength from this reflection. We may also
expect the rain to atisorb a certain amount

this effect is not so obvious.

of the wireless energy from the ether on the

This after -rain effect is more noticeable
in the day -time, when the ground wave only
is received. At night, when reception is

accomplished mainly by reflected or reOther factors, of course, enter into this
phenomenon. For example, a beneficial
effect should not be so noticeable immediately after rainfall,
the

because

aerial

same principle that trees absorb wireless
waves by acting as aerials.

Then, of course, the type of rain has a

AFTER THE STORM.

at the
transmitting and reinsulators

the force of gravity ; so. that a rainstorm is
an electrical force to be reckoned with by

anything passing through the air such as
wireless waves.

After a shower of this kind of rain; the

atmosphere has been cleared of much of its

electricity, the rain has brought the ions

to earth., as it were, so that we might expect

the insulating properties of the air to be
more efficient, therefore clear and crisp
reception is likely.

Speaking tentatively

this may account for the clear reception
sometimes noticed after a storm, as if the
air had been cleaned up.

due to the electrical charges in the rain-

be -

drops energising the aerial.

conductor, so that
the high -frequency

So far we have only touched the fringe
of the effect of weather on wireless and

currents in both

vice versa-Professor Houllcvigue, of Paris,

will tend to
leak away to earth
over the wet insu-

claims to have proved, for instance, that
the mist surrounding a transmitting aerial
is dispersed when the station is radiating.

aerials
lators.

There is ample scope for research in ther,$)
A shower of rain seems to clear the air of vagrant electrical charges, and

clean and crisp reception generally results.

on the ground, then reception should be

great deal to do with its effect on radio.

_In some parts of the world wireless recepIn the case of reception during falling tion is impossible when it rains, owing to a
rain, conditions are different. The aerial continuous hiss issuing from the 'phones or
insulators are usually wet, and consequently loudspeaker. This is due to the electrified
there is a definite loss of energy over the rain energising the aerial."
wet insulators. More energy is, of course,
lost in the high potential aerial of the trans- Charged Clouds.
Rain is not the simple drop of water we
mitter than at the receiving end, and this
loss we may say will largely counterbalance used to think it was. Not so long ago rain
any benefit gained by the passage of the was explained as being due to the condensation of the air by cooling; when water
waves over the wet earth,
was formed and it rained.
Rain Reflections.
Within the last few years, however, we
There is also the fact that when the rain have learnt that the raindrop is a very
and usually is above normal.

is falling, a certain amount of "energy is
conveyed from the aerial to the ground by
the conducting rain. In other words, the
insulating properties of the aerial are still

further reduced, and more high -frequency
energy passes directly to earth without going
through the receiver.
Precisely what happens to wireless waves

when they pass through a rainstorm is not
definitely known.

charge on some raindrops is greater than

On the other hand, during such a rain-

.cause water is a

W hen, however,
a wind has dried the
wet insulators, and
the rain is still lying

Thus falling rain may be, and often is, a
widespread descent of atmospheric electricity, and it has been found that the electrical

storm, we may expect a slight background
of " atmosphere," a slight hiss or noisiness
which muffles reception slightly. This is

fore, are not up to
their usual efficiThis is

charged partielea.which we call ioas...

Around An Aerial.

ceiving stations are
usually wet and, thereency.

which it collides, so forming electrically -

In the usual way they

appear to be unaffected to any appreciable

complicated unit indeed, intimately connected with atmospheric electricity and
electrified dust. Every raindrop has a
material centre which is in many cases
electrically charged.

This centre is in fact an iou, and this ion

it may be added is due to the gas called

radium -emanation, which is given off by
the radio -active substances in the earth.
The gas spreads through the atmosphere

and breaks up the molecules of air with

directions by amateurs, as it is largely a
matter of observation with an ordinary
receiver.

-.4.- ---.-*
3""
1
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RADIO NOTES AND JOTTINGS.
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A good stain for darkening baseboards may
be made from a solution of permanganate of
potash.

If a cabinet has been scratched badly so as

to reveal the white wood, careful treatment with
a solution of permanganate of potash, will
often restore the colour, and enable the scratch
to be hidden.
It

is a good rule never to discharge an

accumulator at a rate of more than one -tenth
its actual ampere hour cr.pacity. (A
twenty actual hour accumulator should not be
called upon for more than two amps., etc.)
of

Owing to evaporation the level of the liquid
in an accumulator falls in time, but it should
not be allowed to go lower than a quarter of
an inch above the top of the plates, when loss
should be made good by adding a little distilled water.
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XtISTENING
A recent article in "P.W." on station searching proved so popular
that we are sure readers will welcome this further, more detailed
-article on the same fascinating subject.
By N. H. BLUNDELL.
of the wanted station and the local
and subtract the smaller from the

larger and divide by the result of

the previous calculation.

SOME years ago one had to wait for
definite " seasons " to obtain good

" D X," but nowadays modern broad-

casting enables anybody with a valve set

and a decent aerial and earth to receive
some foreign stations, at any time if only on
'phones.

In this article, it is proposed to go fully

into the calibration of receivers (very
secessaty for complete success), and the

identification of stations and also to give a
few hints on getting the best.out of your set.
First of all to give two methods for the

This gives you the difference
between the dial readings of the

wanted station and the local. If the wanted
station's wave -length is larger than that of
the local add the difference to the local's dial
reading ; if smaller subtract.
A Practical Example.

Here is an actual example taken from my

The London Regional comes in at
67 degrees, and the Midland Regional is
set.

received at 117 degrees.
Subtraction of wave -lengths 479 -356
=123 metres.

Subtraction of dial readings 117 -67=

50 degrees.
Divide 123 by 50 = roughly
21 metres to 1 degree.
Now if Frankfurt is the
wanted station, both his wavelength and that of London are

LOCATING YOUR STATIONS.
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Subtraction of wave -lengths

t

0

390 - 356 = 34.

Division : 34
= 14
(approximately).
How you can draw on one chart curves for two tuning dials.
Addition : 67 + 14 = 81
degrees.
Frankfurt ought to be found on 81 degrees.
calibration of sets. The first method is only
suitable for sets which employ square -law Actually he is received at 80 degrees.
tuning condensers, the second will suit all
However, one degree out does not make
much difference when considering only
receivers.
Tune in the local station, and note down powerful stations for,
279

WAVELENOTH MI METRES.

Langenburg, and the British relays on 288.5
metres. The way to do this will be given
rater.

Now take a piece of graph paper, and
along the bottom mark off wave -lengths
from 200 to 580 metres. Along the left-hand

edge mark off degrees from 0 to 180 (or
0 to 100, depending on the scales marked
on the dials).
Now plot off the identified stations. This
is very simple ; in the case of Turin, find
the vertical line along the bottom which
corresponds to 274 metres (the wave -length
of Turin when the chart shown was made),
and, at the left-hand edge find the line
corresponding to the reading you have noted
for this station.
Plotting the Graph.

stations join up the dots so that the line so
formed is a gentle curve with no humps.

.

aSS $74 305 040 375 4/0 445 4$0 SS

you can easily identify Turin, Toulouse.

larger than

London's, the result is added
to London's dial reading. If
it had been smaller the result
would have to be subtracted.

QK

This is not
an insurmountable difficulty, however, for

Follow these two lines along and make a
dot with a pen where they intersect. After

wave -length is

V

do under these circumstances ?

found, and the smaller subtracted from the larger.

The answer is then divided
by 21, and. since Frankfurt's

..

%you have not previously identified any
other stations except the local and maybe
5XX you will probably ask " What am Ito

r//s2

you have done the same for ,the other
The readings of all dials should be plotted on

the same graph, and there should be a

separate curve for each dial.
Having done this, if you want to find the
reading for, say, Bratislava, look along the
bottom of the graph until you come to the
line which corresponds to Bratislava's
wave -length, i.e. 279 metres, and follow it

upwards until it cuts the curves Draw
lines (or imagine them drawn) from the

points of intersection parallel to the bottom
of the paper to cut the left-hand scale you
can then read off the settings for each dial.
(Continued on next page.)

-

the dial reading ; if there are two tuning

by moving the condenser a little the
wanted station will

calculations for them. If there are three or
more, take readings for each in the same way.

soon be found.

Metres per Degree.

very useful.

dials (besides the reaction control) take
readings for each one and make separate

Next tune in to some other strong, known
station, and note its reading. Now subtract
the smaller of the two wave -lengths from the

larger and do the same with the

dial

readings.

AN ACTIVE SHORT -WAVER.

For accurate cali-

bration a graph is

To plot
calibration curve
note down the dial
readings (all tuning
a

dials) of as many
known stations as
possible. If you are

Divide the result of the first subtraction
by the result of the second and the final
result gives a rough approximation of the
number of metres to one degree on the

fairly near the local,
say, 10 miles from a

If you want to receive a certain station
you can now roughly calculate its dial

to get his reading

come

accurately, so it will

weekly notes have been a popular feature in "P.W'or several yers.

be best to leave it out.

W.L.S. is very well known in short-wave circles, and IL..egularly el.changeP

signals with amateurs all over the word

dial. This will not hold for condensers of the
straight -line -frequency or capacity type.
reading as follows. Find the wave -lengths

main station or 3
from a relay, it will
usually he very hard
.)t

the gea. aced

by

P.W .s "

hors -wave e per

W.L.b

who&

:11..S,77
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Nurnberg and Kaiserslautern are often re-

LISTENING.

ceived in this country, and can be recognised
by a five -finger exercise played On tubular

(Continued from previous page.)

bells during the intervals and followed by
a blest on a hooter.

"DX"

As soon as the sound of the latter has
died down the announcer says : " Hier
As more and more stations are identified,
the graph can be corrected by putting in the
readings for theite stations and Making the

curve pass through the dots. Do not be
alarmed if your graph falls off sharply at
the ends, or gradually curves, or has a little
hump in it.
The falling off at the ends is due to the
condensers, and a hump may be caused
by interaction between the coils and choke
or some equally obscure fault.
Identifying Stations by their Calls.

If some stations are only a little off the
graph line do not trouble to alter the curve

to pass through them, as it must not be
forgotten that the wave -lengths of stations
vary from day to day, as is clearly shown by

Deutseherstunde im Bayern -Munchen,
Nurnberg, Augsberg and Kaiserslautern.
The Use of Metronomei.

Berlin's interval signal is a fairly quickly
beating -Thetronome, followed by the
announcement- " Berlin "
pronounced
" Bear-leen." His programme is sometimes

heard on 283 m, in which case it is being
heard through either Stettin, Magdeburg
or the Berlin relay, or from two or even all
three of these stations at the same time.
Katowice announces himself as " Polski
Radio Ketovicer," but if relaying Warsaw,

as he frequently does, the call " Polski
Radio Varschara " is given. Here, too, a
metronome
intervals.

is

used

during the longer

each month by the

Brussels checking station of
the Union Internationale de
Radiophonie.
Now for the identification
of stations. When compil-

the more common ones is given.
Vienna is Wien (pronounced Veen).
Prague is Praha (pronounced as written).
Copenhagen is Ketbenhaven (pronounced
Kcr-pen-hauntz).
Belgrade is Beograd (pronounced Bay -o grad).
Posen is Poznan (pronounced as spelt).

Genoa is Genova (pronounced as spelt).
Finally there arc Berne and Luxembourg.
The former, being in French Switzerland, is

pronounced Bairn and the latter is an-

nounced in both German and French. The
French version is easier to understand, and
the accent is on the last syllable, the first
two being rather hurried.
Identification of stations by wave -length
is not complete in itself, and should never

be taken as irrefutably establishi g the
situation of a station. The only satisfactory method is to use the call in conjunction with a calibration graph.
Definite Identification.

For it frequently happens that stations

the frequency charts compiled

ent from the English versions. So a list of

HAVE YOU HEARD THEM ?

relay programmes from other stations

in which case the call heard will usually

be that of the station being relayed, not that
of the one to which the set is tuned. As an
example of this, when listening to Horby
the call is often heard to be " Stockholm-

you can find the dial readings

Motala."
By checking up with a calibration curve,

of Turin, Toulouse, etc., by
listening on approximately
the right part of the dial and

it is found that it cannot be either Stockholm or Motala, but that the set is tuned

to 257 metres which is found to be Horby's

following details.

station is established."
In this connection it must not be forgotten

ing the data for the graph

wave -length.

identifying them with the
Turin can be recognised
by its interval signal of the
singing of

that on special occasions stations relay
programmes
from entirely
different
countries. Thus, if you hear the announcement " Berlin," it may be Vienna relaying
an International Programme. However,
by consulting your calibration curve you

a nightingale,

followed by the announce-

ment (phonetically)
"Ehyar Randio Torino,"and

by the distinctive Italian

will find that there is no relay, of Berlin

language which is soft and

anywhere near 517 metres.

keeps an even pitch throughout.

Another way in which the graph can

prove very useful is when you har a new
station you can read off the wave -length
nearly accurately .and - can then look in a
list of wave -lengths for the most likely
stations, arid will then know which of two
or three -calls to expect.

Toulouse is usually loud,
and the quality of his transmission is on a par with that
of our own stations. He can
be recognised by a large bell
tolled during the interval=

and also by his wonderful
announcer who rolls his
" r's" and clearly and com-

paratively slowly enunciates
Ici Radio Toulouse," draw-

Thus the identity of the

smooth Reaction Necessary.
Some of the children who are on the permanent staff of the biggest
Berlin broadcaster, Zeesen.
The kiddies actively assist in the
children's hours.
The little boy here shown is actually broadcasting a fairy tale.

ing out the " lou " and pronouncing -the final " e"
almest as en."
Langenburg will probably be too near
Daventry for some people, but a decent set
should be able to separate these two stations,

and he

is recognisable by his guttural
German and his announcement " Hier ist
der Westdeutscher Rundfunk," and by a

carillon played during the intervals.
The British relays on 288.5 metres will
easily be recognised by the burbling sound,

although a programme may not be discernible ; but if one is it will usually be

the National. You will probably find another

burbling sound just below ; if so this is
made by the relays on the common band

of '283 metres.
From these details the graph can be made
up, but as there are many powerful

stations not inelnded in these few, others,
will be given now, Munich and its relays

The calls of most of the other stations are

more or less straightforward, but a list
of interval signals may prove useful.
Milan has a signal something like the
Greenwich time signal, but the " pip "'
is not so clear cut and is more musical;'
it occurs at intervals of seven seconds.
Budapest uses a musical box, which plays
a simple but rather charming tune. Ljubljana and Cracow have the unusual signal
of a cuckoo " in full blast."
A Question of Pronunciation.

Besides those mentioned previously the
following use metronomes-Vienna, Rabat,
Radio Vitus (Paris), Belgrade (deep toned),
Frankfurt and Breslau.
However, it should be remembered that
the native names of towns are often differ-

Sets which have ploppy reaction or reaction overlap will never give as good results
on distant stations as they should ; so here

are a few hints for getting rid of these
nuisances.

A cure can often be made by careful

adjustment of H.Y. and L.T. voltages on
the detector, and even H.T. on the H.F.
valve. A different value of grid leak and
size of reaction coil will probably help.

If it is a very obstinate case, much can

he done by using a potentiometer to control
the voltage on the grid of the detector. For

this job a baseboard -mounting potentio-

meter of 200-400 ohms is needed, and should

be screwed down to the baseboard as near
as possible to the grid leak.
The lead which goes from the grid leak
is

then disconnected from the filament

wiring and taken to the arm of the potentiometer (usually the middle of the three
terminals). The remaining terminals are
then connected across the L.T. wiring. By
adjusting the arm it should now be possible
to obtain smooth reaction.
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The MAZDA AC/SG is at least

TWICE as good as any other
screened grid valve.
The Mazda A.G/S.G. has the highest
amplification factor and mutual conductance of any screen grid valve, and
its performance in a H,F. amplifier is
absolutely unequalled.
The characteristics printed on this page
are conclusive evidence of the superior
efficiency of the Mazda A.C./S.G. and
prove that you will get greater amplification and greater stability than with

any other screen grid valve.

The Amazing
PRICE

25/ALL -MAINS
VALVES
4r/WIES

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
Radio Division,
la, Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.1.
Branches in all the Principal Towns.

11

EDISWAN

V.13.
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"IT'S THE TOBACCO THAT COUNTS"

RESTS
use?
you
do
MAKESHIFT
OR

MAKE SURE

PLAYER'S MEDIUM NAVY CUTCIGARETTES 1 Ofor6d. 20 for I

FIT

DUBILIER
AND

RESISTANCES

Today more than ever, the 4 years' old
Celestion C.12 is recognised as
Radio's Richest Voice.

The Celestion C. I2 is the one Loud-

With the Dumetohm you make
sure of absolute constancy, how
ever much the voltage and temperature may vary. All Standard
Values, each 2/6. Holder (Horizontal or Vertical) 1/-.
Filament Resister, any
Standard Value .
Holder
Duwirohm

11.

1/.
5/- to 11/6

Holder for Horizontal type -

-

1/6

Call at your dealer's on the way home

and get a copy of " A Bit about a
Battery."

Dubilier's free booklet.

SURE
OveiLtfq
If unobtainable from your

dealer write direct to us

giving his name and
address.

Dubilier Condenser Co.
(1925), Ltd., Ducon
Works, Victoria Road,
N. Acton, London, W.3.

speaker which has withstood four years'
competition and is actually selling today
in increasing numbers.
See and hear it for yourself and you will
realise why it is radio's greatest prize.
Oak £5. 12. 6. Mahogany £5. 17. 6. Walnut 66. 6. 0.
Hear also the new Celestion Z Models, from £7.15 0
Write for interesting booklet, on sound reproduction and particulars of the new Celestion
Electrical -Gramophone & Radio -Gramophone

CELESTION, LTD..
KINGSTON - ON - THAMES.
London Showrooms :106, Victoria St., S. W.1

CELIESTIO

The. Very Soul of Music

BC284/R

laaggaligagellWAMINSWINKI
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"PENTODE"
If a detector valve rectifies the H.F.
energy, how can there be any H.F.

ONE thing in radio .that seems to cause
More confusion than anything, else . is

the form of anode current in a de-

tector valve;

A detector valve " rectifies " the energy
handed over to it and " transforms "- high., frequency current effects into low -frequency
currents.

Where then is the H.F. energy that

is

handed back from the anode circuit to the

grid circuit for further amplification by
means -Of some reaction arrangement ?

These last two paragraphs consist, not of
words of My, own, but of extracts froirr- a
letter I have received. They represent the
essence of quite a lot of my correspondence.
- A Tricky Question. -

by this " grid tickling " are rises and 'falls.
that are exactly equal in value,.
Therefore, the average value of the anode
current remains unaltered. Ei7ery deerease
of, say, e milliampere. is immediately fob
towed by a return to normal and an -increase
.of
:Milliampere. The one effect is.; in a
sense, balanced out by the other.
Put a. pair of 'phones in circuit and you
hear nothing. The 'phones cannot follow
current fluctuations of such high -frequency.
And the same applies to a meter. The
meter's needle remains stationary, showing
average current. It cannot show rises and
falls occurring a million or more times per
--

second.

If its needle started to move -in accordance

-

It is a very tricky question and, although

it can be answered quite easily, I am not

sure that I shall be able to do. it in one

short article:. However, I will try.
The point have to get. over is that the
detector valve does Vary
anode current

at high -frequency; but the variations are

PLOTTING AVERAGES.

in the anode circuit to feed back
via a reaction arrangement ? That
is a question that seems to trouble a
large number of our readers, and
it is clearly answered in this in-.
teresting article by a popular
" P.W." contributor.

with a decrease in current occasioned by a
negatiVe impulse on the grid it, would not
get far before the accompanying positive

3),. obviously the average or the
current -would fall.
(Fig.
-

-

And a meter could show you either of

theSe new average currents.

rodulated
When the broadcaster's microphone comes
into operation and mod ulates the H.F. energy

the impulses get larger. and smaller over
periods corresponding with low -frequencies
cf the speech and music (Fig. 4).
Telephone receivers can; of course,
actuated -by a fluctuating average current
.r.1

THE L.F. IMPULSES.

tried to make if more an equal way upwards,
as this opposite effect would occur less than
a millionth of a second after.

An anode current that is varying equally
with negative and positive H.F. impulses on
the grid can be shown as at Fig. 1. A niilliammeter, would record the averageourrent, as

shOwn by the straight line, and a loud-

speakeror telephone receiver would remain

quite dumb with such a current- passing
through..

What Rectification Loes.

Now let ris see What happens when a
detector valve is at work_ Detection or

Rectification is carried out by one or -,other
of two '.well,known.- systems, viz., grid leak
and condenser, and anode bend. The effect
of either is that equal grid voltage variations

are no longer followed by equal anode
current fluctuations.

- There may be a- smaller decrease of anode
current accompanying, for instance, a 1 -volt
How the anode current average varies when
rectification takes place.

such that the average value of the anode
current swings up and down at low -frequency.

negative grid ..charge than. there

is an -

This being so, you can see thatJbe fluctuations in the anode current that are caused

But there are still H.F, variations present-,

.ponent of the current, although, as you will
know, you- must not interpose anH.F. choke
in series in that part of the circuit directly
constituting the reaction arrangement.

the anode current of your detector valve
more than the negative impulses were decreasing it(bottom bend rectification) the
effect would be (Fig. 2) to increase the

remember.

frequency.

H.F. variations, unvarying in, strength, such
as you get when you are -tuned to a station

Supposing there were a steady train of

energy developed in the aerial is impressed
on the grid. Now this H.F energy corn prises equal positive and negative impulses.
That is, its;pesitive impulses are ot exactly
the same intensity as its negative impulses-

they always are, and that is a point to

this kind, but an ordinary meter cannot

follow even these comparatively stow fluetuatioris. Its needle reads a. new average
current, an average current. represented
by the. " mean" . above
and below
which' our "-average " fluctuates at audio -

as you can now see. If you put an IL.F.

that is not,'at the moment, using its micro

The H.F.

fluctuations. occurring at High -Frequency.

increase When. there is a 1 -volt positiVe grid
charge.

An H.F, valve operates in this way-

when it is working properly.

The t` L.F. Impulses " in tte anode current are really variations in tire average of the current

phone.

choke in the anode circuit you tend to reduce

the - effective intensity of this H.F. com-

11 -the positive impulses were increasing

average of the current.

lf, on the other hand, the negative,im-pulses decreased the anode currem more

than the positive impulses increased it

READ
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THERE seem to be two quite different
points of view about the construction
of a wireless set. The majority of
set -builders appear to desire a job which
is as easy as possible, with ready-made
parts throughout, so that they can finish
the set quickly and easily, and then get it
into operation with as little trouble as may
be.

In other words, they do not find so much

pleasure in building the set as in using it

Simple as the design is, we have spent a
very considerable amount of care upon it,
because while we wished to appeal very
strongly to the keen constructor we wished

to arrange also so that anyone who was

a very economical
proposition should be able to make it
merely looking for

entirely from ready-made components if he
so desired. When you look over the

design you. will find that there is not
necessarily a very great deal of extra

when finished ; they do not regard the

constructional work involved, and such as

the pleasure which the completed set will
give them. This, no doubt, is the practical

methods, of construction.

constructional work as an end in itself,
but merely as a necessary preliminary to

there is can be omitted entirely by those
who so desire by the simple expedient of
using bought components and normal

point of view, and it is the one we have

Make Your Own.

certain proportion of our readers take the

constructional work really is before we go
any further. Well, first of all we are sug-

in mind when producing a large proportion
of our set designs.
However, correspondence shows that a

Let us just explain what this extra

opposite view, and regard the constructional

gesting that instead of the conventional
ebonite panel the set should be provided

natural Attitude for anyone who is fond of
handicrafts in general.

with a wooden one, a very pleasing appearance being obtained in this way if you use

work very much as a hobby in itself, a
Low -Cost Construction.

This type of constructor obtains much
of the pleasure he derives from the finished
receiver from the feeling that he has realty
MADE at least some part of it, rather than
merely assembled a lot of bought components. He finds real satisfaction in

some suitable plywood, especially if you
finish off the edge with a little beading all
round, and stain and polish the surface of
the wood. (A suitable varnish stain is an

*

This is a special " P.W." design for the economist. E
Research Dept. to keep down construction and main)
set. The outfit loses nothing whatever in the proces
trol, its smoothness of operation and its powerful D X
-4-4P-4-4.41.----.4-4- -4-4- 4s- 4,-4- -4b-411.-4-

the simplest possible type of circuit, and

then carefully arrang-

ing the set so that
inexpensive types of
components shall

ONLY THREE PANEL ITEMS

serve our pur pose
efficiently.

To do all this and

particular case, he takes pleasure in building

yet fully maintain the

the set and lingers over the constructional
work, rather than hastens it.
It is with the needs of this reader chiefly
in mind that we have produced the
" Economy " Three. It is fundamentally
a set designed to appeal to the man who
really likes constructional work, but it is
also something more. We have taken the
opportunity presented by such a design to
simplify and economise to a very consider-

efficiency of the re-

who may be looking for the best possible
set for a very moderate expenditure.

ceiver has been some-

A REAL

we have devoted a lot
of time and scheming
to it, and we feel confident that anyone
who builds the set will

"VALUE
FOR

succeeded.
Now about the home
construction of certain
of the components.
This affects what

DESIGN

thing of a task, but

agree that we have

able extent, and. the result has been to

very strong appeal not merely to the
enthusiastic constructor, but to anyone

-

for obtaining satisfactory results, choosing

actually making some of the parts for the
job, and if he is unable to do that in any

bring down the cost of the set to a remarkable extent.
As a matter of fact, the total cost of this
receiver is only just about the same as the
average two-valver, and it should make a

4.-4- -4-

Reaction-Tuning-On-Off. That is all you have on the panel
" Economy " Bet.

of

this

MONEY!

would have been
three separate com-

effective method of obtaining a good finish.)
Those who want to cut out all extra work of
this nature can, of course, adopt the obvious

THE PROGRAMME PU LLER

t

r------

ponents,

construction suggested for two of them,

expedient of using

they are combined into one unit, and so the
total is reduced to two. First of all there
is the grid condenser, and this is a particu-

The use of a wooden
panel, of course, is

-41111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111INIIIIr

economy, but it

=

just

the ordinary
ebonite panel.

something of an

is

THE PARTS REQUIRED FOR THE

not on devices of this

relied to get down the

cost of this set.

On

adopted a more
radical method,

work).
1 .0005 mfd. variable condenser

(Lissen or Lotus, Igranic, J. B.,
Ormond, Ready Radio, Polar,

thorough revision and
working out of every

Dubilier, Burton, etc.).

1 .0001 to .0002 mfd. differential

detail of the circuit
eliminate

every

component which is
not strictly necessary

Dubilier, Ormond*.

within the powers of the eon- 3 Plain. valve ho
structor who is fond of woodtype are not

the contrary, we have

to

1 Panel 12 in. x 7 in. (wood or

ebonite). See text.
1 On -off switch (J
1 Cabinet with baseboard 7 in. deep
lgranie, Benjamin, Lo
(a home-made cabinet is well
ite, Ready Radio

nature that we have

namely, very

You have ;:n excellent choice of programmes with a powerful 3 -valuer of the
calibre of the "Economy ?! Three.

but by the special system of

E

reaction condenser (Ready Radio
or Formo, Lissen, Lotus, Burton,

for the modern rim en
(W.B. or Burton, etc,)
1 .0003 mfd. fixed eonder.
made or commercial).
1 Baseboard - mounting
holder (home - made
mercial). See text.
1 Resistance -capacity co

Fill11111111111111111111111ffillill11111111111111111111111111111 11111111111111111111H1111111111111111111W11111111

EASY -TO -MAKE, INEXPENSIVE, SIMPL
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drill suitable holes in the lower piece of
ebonite.

This little condenser has only two plates,
each measuring 4 x 1 centimetres. These
plates overlap for a length of 3 centimetres,

the outer end of each plate being left
projecting outside the unit.

The plates are, of course, clamped between

the two pieces of ebonite, with a sheet of
thin mica between them, the correct
thickness for this mica being about .002 ins.

Connections are made to the condenser
by soldering direct to the projecting ends
of the plates, which should be of fairly
thin copper foil, so that they can easily be
cut to size with scissors.
Only Eight Baseboard Parts.

;very effort has been made by the "P.W."
:mance costs in this effective three -valve
s and its simplicity in assembly and con qualities are important added attractions.

just purchase the usual fixed condenser of

set.

described in " P.W." some time ago, and
the idea is that you should obtain a small
piece of /-in. ebonite measuring about 2 ins.

square, and mount upon this the metal

appreciate when you examine the circuit
diagram. You will find that the receiver
consists of a very straightforward arrange.'

ment of a detector and two low -frequency,

Reaction, as you will observe is of the
improved differential type which we use in

The " Magic " Three with advantages no

doubt well known to the reader.
A point to note here is that we have found

it possible in this design to dispense with
the usual H.F. choke, the necessary plate
circuit impedance to enable reaction to be
obtained being found in the anode resistance
of the resistance -capacity coupling unit
which transfers the signals from the detector
to the first low -frequency valve.

square, and to fit over

the top of this, one
U ins. x 1-1 ins. These

The second L.F. stage is transformer coupled, and you will note that there is

pieces of ebonite

II The circuit is perfectly straightforward. There is one stage of R.C.-coupled
L.F. and one of transformer -coupling, and the special " P.W." differential reaction scheme is employed.

space upon the baseboard at this end of the
set for the usual 9 -volt grid -bias battery, for

which you could provide a pair of clips if

together tightly by

means of four small brass screws passing
from the smaller one into the larger

single -coil holders you can get from many

one.

component which

piece of ebonite, you can at

saves a certain
amount of construc-

By the way, if you do not possess
means of tapping the holes in the lower
a pinch
use round -headed wood screws, if you

1111111111111111411111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111111111111IIIIIII

(Lissen or Dubilier, Varley, R.I.,
Mullard, etc.).
or Lissen,
tus, Wear- 1 Low -ratio L.F. transformer (R.I.
Hypermite, or Igranic type 3,
Varley Nicore No. 2, Lissen,
e sprung
).

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111r111111111111111111111111111111111111

you desire.
(Continued on next page.)

A 100% RECEIVER.

tional work in the

set, because it gives

you only one component to screw in

quire the correct

spacing betWeen the
various parts. Be-

tween the pin and

socket of each holder

etc.).

(Dubilier or Lissen, Igranic,
iser (homeMullard, Loewe, Ediswan, etc.).
See text.
two - coil 1 Terminal strip 12 x 2 in.
or cora- 9 Terminals- (Belling and Lee or
Igranic, Eelex, Burton, Clix, etc.).
upling unit Wire, screws, flex, G.B. plugs, etc.

The result is a very useful little

ponent you just re-

Telsen, Ferranti, Mullard, Cossor,

1 2-megohm grid leak and holder

dealers.

place instead of two.
To make this com-

"ECONOMY " THREE.

necessary

This severe economy of parts, of course,
results from a very careful simplification of
the circuit involved, a point which you will

stages, with a form of aerial circuit in

of- ebonite, one

Ted valves).

Circuit Economies.

which the tuning coil is also used for coupling
purposes.

measuring 11 ins.

so you arrange for
them to be screwed

and wiring them up, and in doing it we think
you cannot fail to appreciate the exceedingly

baseboard. (Of course, if you like you can
use just the ordinary two separate sockets of

we here repeat a condensed account of the
job. First, you require two small pieces

'"El 'simply form clamps,

forward job of laying out the components

ponents to be mounted, which must be
something of a record for a three -valve

March 30th, 1929, and

s

as well as for actual set construction.
The rest of the work is a perfectly straight-

which would be screwed clown upon the

RIGHT UP-TO-DATE

making it, however,
you will find that we
published full details
"in of one in " P.W." for

desire. Holders of this type are very
useful in carrying out experimental work,

will find there are actually] only eight com-

If you feel inclined

to try your hand at

obtain a ready-made specimen if you so

baseboard -mounting two -coil holder to
replace the usual pair of single -coil sockets

parts obtained from a couple of the cheap

.0003 mfd.

of Messrs Wright & Weaire, so that you can

simple and straightforward arrangement
we have adopted. On the baseboard you

A component of this type was fully

If you do not wish to make it you can

three -coil version. and it has since been
placed upon the market by the enterprise

The other home-made component is a

the ready-made variety.)
larly easy component to make for yourself.

centre to centre. (This latter is the space
from the centre of one coil to the centre of
the next when placed in the holders.)
By the way, this useful component was
originally described in the issue of "P.W."
to -which we have referred, together with a

E

there should be

a,

spice, measuring

from centre to centre,

of 9-16 of an inch.

Between the two

E

holders a suitable
spacing is -11 ins.,

again measured from

Y OPERATED AND POWERFUL

No efficiency has been sacrificed to achieve the attractive qualities possessed
by this fine receiver.

Popular Wireless, May 10th, 1930.
small _power or else super -power for V3.
There" are Only two H.T. positive terminals,
so the connections here are very simple.

THE " ECONOMY "
THREE.
f

(Continued from previous page.)

The remainder of the constructional work
you will find is so simple that just a glance
at the photographs and then at the wiring
diagram will be all the assistance you need.
We would just point out, however, that the
wiring is so simple and well spaced that you
can quite well use ordinary bare wire for the
connections if you wish.
Now for the necessary operating details.
The valves should be two of the H.F. type

with an impedance of perhaps 20,000 to

30,000 ohms for VI and V2, and

a

vary considerably in the grid bias they
require, and so y6u should be guided by the

H.T. and G.B.
44

watt from 6, to. 9-_ Volts negative for the
ordirlary power valve: Super -power types

makers' data slip:
Now about the coils. Carrying on the
idea of home constructed parts where desired, we are suggesting that you should
employ in this receiver the set of home-

Terminal H.T. +1 supplies, the detector,
and here you will want a voltage of perhaps
60. to 70, with a little adjustment to secure
tire smoothest possible control of reaction.

Terminal H.T.+2 supplies both the low frequency valves, and here you want some
100 to. 120 volts. The set will work with
considerably less, of course, but in the
interests of good quality it is not adVisable
to go much below 100 volts.

Grid bias is very much a matter of the
particular valves you employ, although on
G.B. -1 you will almost certainly want
volts negative, while G.B. -2 will usually

made coils -to be described in our next issue,

but you can just as well use standard commercial ping -in inductances if you
The Coil Sizes.

The sizes are as follows

L, will usually be somewhere about a

No. -35 or 40 for the lower wave -band, and

Li should be a No. 60 of the " X

type.

The long waves will need for L, a 75 or 100,

and for L, a 250X. The
flex lead from the inner
side of the aerial terminal, by the way, should
be tried first on one and

QUITE EASY TO WIRE UP.

then on the other tapping on the " X coil

12_ j3

to see which gives you

the best results with
your particular aerial.

There now,, you are

ready to put the set
into operation, and we
do not think there is
.

much doubt about your
verdict.
The receiver
put up a really excellent
performance on test,

T5wirch,

0:M *MO

and when you bear in

r

mind its extraordinarily

cost we do not

low

think that

any constructor can fail to be

pleased

thoroughly.
with it.
*-40-0.-0,-.11.

-4.----41

RADIO
ITEMS- OF

INTEREST. +
G

Although a small grid -

bias battery as used for

N7:1

H.F. stages has a very

long life, do not imagine
that it is everlasting, or
you may be troubled with

F 7:

a mysterious and hard -to define loss o: efficiency

G.B.

-2

and crispness.
*

One of the best methods
of reducing very bad local
interference from electric

machinery, etc., is to use

a frame aerial, but un-

fortunately owing to the
loss of pick-up an extra
H.F. stage will have to be

used in order to get approximately equivalent

strength.

.117imonnovit,

Although it does not
matter in the least which
way round a pair of tele-

phones is connected when

V/52

-

5.

,s4.

H.T-

-LT

The arrangement of components is such that their wiring is very greatly facilitated. as you can see.

used with a crystal set,
it Is important that the
'phone leads are joined
the right way round when
a valve set is used,

239
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ECKERSLEYte'-\

UV:W(0;MM

USING THE MAINS - INDUCTANCE
AND CURRENT-THE AERIAL SERIES
CONDENSER.

Under the above title, week by week Captain P. P. Eckersley, 111.LE.E. Late Chief Engineer of the B.B.C., and now our chief
Radio Consultant, will comment upon, radio queries submitted by " P.Vte." readers. But don't address your queries to Captain
Eckersley-a selection of those received by the Query Department in the ordinary way will be dealt with by him.
The the anode impedance varies with the value
of the loudspeaker.
trouble,- again,"is too much H.T. knocking of A.C. then Vg will vary. This woulO
about if your output to loudspeaker is not 'produce non-linear response,
through a transformer.
I think the best place is the earthing side The Aerial Series Condenser.
of your post detector stage, as shown. The
C. M. (Dulwich).-" I have been advised
impedance

Using the Mains.

(Foiest Hill).-" When using an all
mains receiver -from A.C. is it necessary to
'use an earth, or can the earthed side of the
mains be used ? "

Use an earth always, when an earth

'terminal` is provided. .1 mean, a separate
earth, and not the earthed side of the mains.
Working 'Phones at the Same Time as
Loud -Speaker.

M.D. (Accrington).-" I have a three valve set in which I wish to arrange a pair
of 'phones and a loudspeaker, the 'phones
to be used
in another
room in the
house- What
the best

is

method of

o A nection,

and. of controlling the
volumeinthe
'phones ?"
There are
The method of inserting telephone
which is recommended by Cap . two or three
Eckersley in reply to an Accring-

ton reader's enquiry.

ways to do

.

same applies if you have transformer

coupling, that is, put the 'phones in the
secondary of the transformer which has its
primary in series with the detector anode.

This has the .effect of cutting doWn the
volume in the 'phones and of not cutting
down the volume or changing the apparent

USING A POTENTIOMETER

PorENnomereet
Affix,r5boaws
ZivEs /2 AVIAAorts

potentiometer as in the diagram. By moving,

better.

R. S. (Portsmouth).-" With the inten-

tion of buying an L.F. choke for my set, I
approached a certain maker, who asked me
whether I desired a constant inductance
choke or one of an ordinary type, since he
made both.
" He mentioned that the latter decreased

in inductance as the current through it
inductance choke had a slightly greater
D.C. resistance than the other choke. Can
you please assist me in my choice ? "
If you want a choke -capacity output
you have a varying current in your anode
circuit, and so surely you don't want the
inductance to vary with this varying
current, otherwise the magnification may
vary with this varying current.
You see, a valve can be written down as
a generator of "alternating current with

internal resistance-we can draw it like

(AAPRolt )FRom

6 Yoza3

A #671

This illusttates the reply to ILL, or Wolyer.

hamaton.

type of aerial
circuit is im-

proved by

this (see diagram on right).
The voltage Vg will be determined partly
by the value, of the anode impedance. If

_

the insertion

of an aerial
series con-

denser as

shown at S.

Within
reasonable

and to that end, I suggest the use of the;

practically constant whatever the current
up to a specified maximum. The constant

b7LANIENT

The selectivity of this

some positive bias. Thus if you bring your,
grid back to the L.T. +, you put L.T. volts,
positive on the grid.
Sometimes, and mostly dependent upon,
the valve, one gets better results this way.
My advice to anyone is to try what is best,:

was increased, whereas the other remained
ANODE
GRID

a U001 ? "

You can use a leaky grid detector with

Inductance and Current.

You can put the 'phones in parallel with
the loudspeaker, but put the 'phones themselves in series with a very high resistance.

a greater
or lesser effect than

receiver circuit ? "

get shocks.

-

If a, -001 mfd.
is inserted,
will it have

H.K. (Wolverhampton).-" Will you explain why, in a leaky grid detector, sometimes the grid leak is connected across the
grid condenser and sometimes to L.T.-I- ?
Has one method of connection any advantage over the other, or does it depend on the

can put the 'phones in the anode of
the detector valve, but you get high

tension all over the place and you might

aerial lead to my set to improve selectivity.

The Grid Leak Return.

the slider you get from full L.T. volts -Ion the grid to 0 volts on the grid, and you:
can find out if any intermediate value is.

this. You

to insert a condenser in series with the

Series Condenser and Selectivity.

limits the

smaller

the

condenser S the better the selectivity. So
your 0.0001 is nearer the mark.
Yon see, you want to appreciate a
voltage V as shown. If we replace the aerial
by a generator (2), and assume the aerial
has no resistance, then V will never vary.
But if we put an impedance in "as in 3

then V will be proportional to the im-

pedance of the closed circuit-CL divided by
the sum of the impedance of I and that of C.L.

So the greater I, the more V will vary, as
the impedance of CL varies with frequency,
i.e., the greater the selectivity.

THE CORRECT CHOKE
A/73¢
/'ANODE imeED.4.rocc

GRal /PIPED/INCE

-4-'1' GENERATOR OP A. C
Vqz.vE
VALVE

" The voltage vg is determined by the anode
impedance."

-

01
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SHORT-WAVE

#

NOTES./
+

A discussion on current short-uave topics, stations, reception, and " the
eleven -year curve."

4

(:

......

W. L. S.

ONE' Correspondent his written to me
with the information that the station

is in reality G 2 1 D; and belongs to the

through a choke, and you will find a variable
feed to the screening electrode (by means of
a potentiometer) a help in controlling
reaction and general operation.

of 0 2 I v, G2GN, G 2 A A, and WOO

I note your remarks about 5 S W and the
Naval Conference.
Another reader in
distant parts was commenting on the excellence of the King's speech (via-the Dutch
station P H I !). He observes that on these

G'2 Lrthateveryone has been logging

"Majestic." Since this is the only letter out
of a hundred or so that questions, G 2 I V.
I think there must be a mistake somewhere.
At all events. I think we have heard enough
for a little while.
Conditions continue exceptionally poor

for this time of year, but we are hoping
daily for an improvement. A strange
feature is that throughout blank periods of
this kind there often seem to be one or two

Peculiar Cycle of Conditions.

I think I mentioned Q.S.T.'s remarks

through a 1-1 output transformer, and

"SOMETHING LIKE" A
TRANSMITTER.

about the only curve that Dr. Hoyt Taylor
has never plotted-the eleven -year curve
of that nature on the part of the Heaviside
Layer. Certain it is that, where amateurs

could work with United States, stations
wider good conditions on 200 metres in

It seems time to me that some of the long-

distance telephone services were made a
little more secret. I recently heard some
very intimate conversations being carried
out obviously in blissful ignorance of the
fact that numberless listeners were hearing

them all.

And a Luton reader reports

V K 2 M E (Sydney) asking for a Maida Vale

number in the most unconcerned manner.

A Welsh reader reports hearing a re-

broadcast of the National

Programme

" 7 degrees above the transatlantic telephony. As I don't know which transatlantic station it was, I am not able to say

an article on the station R A-97 at Khabarovsk, U.S.S.R.. which broadcasts Bolshevist propaganda on short waves and is
apparently rather a nuisance in the Anti-

1924, they would have their work cut out
to do it nowadays ; and even the 80 -metre
band is by no means what it was.

Possibly the 40- and 20 -metre bands have

podes.

reached their peak and will get steadily

In other papers I have seen several

poorer for the next five years or so, while
the higher bands improve. It makes
amateur radio seem quite futile as anything
but a hobby if even the higher -powered
amateurs are powerless to work over any
great distance periodically like this. On the
other hand, what a hasty one for the commercial stations ! They have faithfully

mentions of this station, but have never
heard it myself, and it does not appear to
worry us much in Europe. He says that
some of the U.S. stations now exclusively
occupied in spreading jazz and advertising
matter might be better occupied in combating this harmful propaganda. either by
" sitting on the offending station or by SO

followed the amateurs down and down, and
it will be mildly humorous if they find that
they have to follow them up again!
A reader in Ceylon uses the Shortradyne,
and wants to know how to add a screened -

crowding the ether that it passed unnoticed !
Empire Chain Wanted.

I am not criticising the B.B.C. or 5 S W
myself, since I can in a way see the various
points of view involved, but it does seem a

grid stage to stop undesirable effects due
to the swinging of the aerial. Well, N.., P.,
space is too limited for a circuit diagram,
but the arrangement is precisely the same
as that of a screened -grid stage before a
straight detector and L.F.

pity that we cannot eitablish a chain of

Empire short-wave broadcasting stations.
The stations in various parts would come
in at different times of day, and there should
always be a chance of hearing one or other
of them ; and one would imagine that when
the scheme was perfected the system could
be run much as the B.B.C. controls its chain

The S.G. " Buffer Stage.
Connect a 10,000 -ohm resistance or a good

of stations, as far as arrangements were

H.F. choke across grid and filament of the
S.G. valve, applying the aerial directly to
the grid, and take the anode, through a

and tap down the coil until you have got
things just right.
The H.T. is fed to the anode, of course,

14.00 -15.30 G.M.T. As a cure for threshold

whether. this was 7 L 0 of not, but I believe
7 L 0 is about the only station that does this.
My regular correspondent from Cincinnati
has been kind enough to send a copy of the
" New Zealand Radio Record," in which is

corresponding to a regular change in a cycle

small condenser, on to the top of the existing
grid coil. You can either use a variable
condenser to reduce the degree of coupling
or you can use a fairly large fixed condenser

working with Paris on 16.8 metres, from

Those Long -Distance Telephones

and heard V S 7 AP (old A 1-5 V X at
signals being reported the same strength.

Congrats on your log, G. Q. E.
Two or three people -seem to have heard
anew Siamese station (H S P) at Bangkok

wouldn't !
G 5 B D reports a remarkable occurrence

when the Dutchman is four times the
strength of the Old Country-well, who

finds that when he inserts an H.F. choke in
each lead he cannot move his hands or body
within two feet of the set without stopping
or 'starting oscillation. Blind spots and a
marvellous threshold howl are other effects

him without the least difficulty, my own

1 expect, the Hungarian amateur H A F9 A F. For some unearthly reason the
Hungarian Government seems to have
allotted the three letters .H A.F as prefix.

howl someone suggests winding flex all
round the four feet _of the cabinet (if any)
and earthing it. It doesn't seem very likely
to me. Why not build the set in a birdcage ?

that is, I think, worth immortalising as the
" G 5 B D effect." He feeds his 'phones

Colombo, Ceylon) coming in at a good R6/7,
and, switching on the transmitter, " raised "

A Harrow reader has been receiving a

number of interesting things, including the
'Graf Zeppelin early in April, on 60 metres.
(Incidentally, did anyone hear her during
her recent trip to London and Cardington 1)
Another station heard is the M.Y. Heroic,
2,000 miles out, Working with W E S. The
call sign H A F-O N A F you mention is.

occasions patriotism is all very well, but

isolated stations that continue to come

through as if nothing had happened.
For example, while home unexpectedly
one afternoon recently I put on the 'phones

arising from this. On removing the H.F.
chokes the set is its old self again.

concerned for " S.B." transmissions, etc.
A dream of the future, undoubtedly, but
if something of the sort is not in existence

by 1932 I shall be surprised and disap-

This) is the short-wave trammittc
by Marconi

employel
during his recent radio - control

experiments between his yacht " Elettra " and
Sydney, New South Wales. Many amateur trans-

mitters will no doubt wish they could use such
large " bottles."

pointed. With some really high-powered
telephony stations on correctly -chosen wave-

lengths I should have thought it a moder-

ately easy matter to relay a programme
half way round the globe.
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COMPONENTS

IGRANIC

KNOWN FOR QUALITY and PRECISION
IGRANIC RADIO DEVICES
are not manufactured by a mushroom

firm down some back alley, but are

manufactured by a firm having 30 years'
experience in the manufacture of electric
devices, with a Works occupying approxi-

mately six acres of ground, equipped
with the latest and up-to-date plant.

IGRANIC

PRE-SET CONDENSERS
Price from 2/-

IGRANIC

MIDGET JACKS, Ideal for Portables.
Price from 1.14

Behind every Radio Component stands
a reputation that has to be maintained.
Write to Dept. R.149 for literature showing
the whole range of Igrauic Components.

Use IGRANIC COMPONENTS

and be more than satisfied.
AlleenVICIOnaSt\

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
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IGRANIC

IGRANIC
,r2asehoaid Type MICRO CONDENSER
Price

J

4/-

Type L.F. TRANSFORMERS

Price 17/6

Works BEDFORD

YOU will get

Gi

Well! Who was right?

greater volume
and richer tone

D EIVEMBEg that terrific argument you had with John the

Ix

other night ? Neither of you would give in, and so it went
on for hours and hours. But who was really right after it all?
You don't knOw, do you ?

Don't argue-buy THIS AND THAT.

if you fit

And it will give you out-of-the-way information on almost

every subject you can think of.
It is a paper for men and women of all ages and all classes.
Bright, lively' and topical-it is the paper for the million.
Buy it regularly.

LOWDE
N
Improved

This and That

process

RADIO VALVES
AN

Out on Thursdays

entirely British -valve that gives you
the perfect reception

wound anode that gives

for the

write

direct to :-

LOWDEN VALVE WORKS,
SOUTHALL, MIDDLESEX.
IMMENINEENEMEME C.F.H. 2 MM.

Ai
1

2d.

CABINET
MULLARD MASTER TWO

Your local dealer can supply
you with Lowden Valves, or

SCREEN GRID 17/6
General Purpose,
H.F.
6/6
Power Valves
8/6
Super Power
Valves
10/6
(2, 4 & 6volts)

-

you have always hoped

you much greater volume
and perfect tone.

each

-

a

for. It has a special spiral
LOWDEN PRICES

It will tell youwhat

you want to know about everyday subjects.

Oak

11'6

Obtainable
Everywhere

CARR IN G T ON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LTD.,
Telephone : Holborn 8202.
24, Hatton Garden, Holborn, E.C.1.
4dcs
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

It is very unfortunate indeed that the

first model I tested proved to have a slight

fault (probably due to rough handling in

Tested 0,n

transit): There is now no doubt in my mind

that Messrs. Philips deserve all the good
things that are said about, their all -from -the mains receiver.

Found--

IGRANIC SWITCH ADAPTOR.

I have just received details of this latest
production of -the Igranic Electric Co., Ltd.

It is a device that enables any ordinary set

frequencies of the order of
3,(K)0 upwards.

immediately to be transformed into a

By the way, choke -capacity

You pull out the detector valve and

" Radio -Gram " outfit.

outputs now become a possi-

bility with the larger portables.

But this is only an incidental

-

ticular use, but -has a general
application to radio set con-

-E--

is not confined to any one parRADIO RESEARCH REPORT.

THE report of the Radio Research Board
was recently issued, and copies can be
obtained from H.M. Stationery Offices
price 3s. 6d. - It contains some very
There is a quite
interesting matter.
fascinating account of some investigations
relative to atmospherics, but I would warn
" P.W." readers that much of the material

struction o! a wide nature.

PHILIPS' ALL -MAINS SET.

In our March 1st issue I made a few pre-

needs a fair knowledge of the more scientific

liminary:remarks concerning the Philips
All -Mains Four -Valve set, an instrument
that has been very extensively advertised
and which has achieved some considerable
popularity and reputation.
I have now been able to give a further

understood.

sample a series of tests in varying conditions,
and find it excellent. Its sensitivity is above

aspects of radio before it can properly be

the average, and stations simply pour in at

A NEW L.P. CHOKE

The following is' n account by .the Radio

Instruments people of the evolution of
something of unusual interest and importance in connection with L.F. chokes;

" The successful application of -nickel iron in cores
of intervalve transformers and radio receivers

induced our Research Department to undertake a

line of research with the object of using nickel iron

for the cores of filter and smoothing chokes.
" The Hypereore ' nickel iron choke, which is,
we believe, the first commercial nickel iron choke to

appear on the market for use as a filter choke for
smoothing eireitits' and mains receivers, is a direct

result of this research.
" The chief advantages are the reduction in weight
and size for a given Inductance and D.C. resistance,

as against existing chokes employing cores built

from silicon iron lamina. The reduction in the
number of copper turns used in the -winding reduces
the self -capacity, and this, coupled with the lower

losses of nickel iron at frequencies between 3,000
and 4,000 cycles, makes this type of choke much
more efficient as a smoothing choke, in addition Lb
improving the quality of reception when used as an
output choke.
" The weight 'of the Hypercore ' is only 18 on,
es compared with the weight of 2 lb. 14 oz. of our
standard silicon iron model. The area Is also correspondingly reduced. so that the ' Hypercore ' will
enable manufacturers to reduce the weight and size
of the mains part of their equipment.
" In modern receivers a choke capacity coupler Is
sometimes employed between a final output valve and
the previous valve. The Hypercore ' used in this
position will give the uniformity of amplification

full loud -speaker; strength all round the dial
on the lower wave -band.

On a 30 -foot aerial only 20 feet high (a
badly screened aerial at that) the efficient

was possible to tune in to Konigswustehausen with only a very faint background
of 5 X X, even although, normally, these
stations heterodyne. The separation of the
Regionals and the lower wave foreigners

is an easy matter with this Philips set.
The smoothing is perfect and there is not

Grid leaks and condensers made by

the most reputable of manufacturers

E do not cost much, so don't save a penny
E or two and risk bad results by " picking

I up " such items from junk shops.
In some eases Grid Leaks and Condensers are combined and provided with
= only two terminals. Such combinations

do not suit some sets when the leak

and condenser require to be in series.

The three -terminal assembly is needed
E for such cases.

to records at will with the switch that is
provided.

Suitable grid bias can be applied. The
adaptor is described in the Igranic leaflet
No. 6,650.
THE DUONATOR.

This is a combined grid leak and condenser made by C. D. Melhuish of High bury. It retails at 2s., and comprises a
-0003 mfd. condenser and 2 megohm grid
leak. These elements are built into a neat
moulding with a. central fixing hole. There

3

are three terminals, and the leak can be

.

connected either in series or parallel. The
device is remarkably compact, and on test
I found the resistance and capacity sufficiently close to the rating.

M.

e

INSULATED CONNECTING LEADS.
of a radio receiver

IQ

The neat wiring

necessitates a certain amount of care and
time. If insulated wire is used there is the
fiddling process of baring the ends of the
leads, while- if " spaghetti " and bare wire
are employed there is the tricky business of
matching of lengths. On top of all this,

HyergeoRdociteuhm.

F .°

TOULWEli1,11,1CASE

CORE
.

tee

31431.0m.lew

10

0

MC

either neat loops. have to be formed or

t.

30

40

0

DC MAINETM0141 CURRENT IN

Hamm's

-This is a wonderful curve for an L.F. choke

the slightest trace of hum on an ordinary

ticularly noticeable in regard to the high

outstanding proposition, and one I can

notes.
There is a definite- increase in response at

a great deal of trouble.

insert the adaptor, and replace the valve in
this. You can then switch over from radio

I have very carefully tested the R.I.
choke, and- I find that it, is an excellent
proposition. Its use undoubtedly does
make for improved results, and this is par-

DENSERS

Remember that, while the values of
is a grid leak and a grid condenser can be
varied quite a bit without affecting the
operation of a set, a wide departure from
_ the specified ohms and mfds. may cause
E

The quality of reproduction is very fine
indeed, and the maximum undistorted output. on a large moving coil loudspeaker is
enormous. (A P.M.24A valve figures in the
last stage !)
° The set is wonderfully selective, and it

" The high value of Inductance shown in the

'

GRID LEAKS AND CON-

imunimulununinuumIMMIMUHNIHIMinuninimuis

accompanying curve is well maintained even at
maximum current. It will be seen that with a current
of 50 milliamperes the inductance is still 20 henries,
and these two values cover the ordinary commercial
requirements of most manufacturers- and. experi-

" It is mounted in a beautiful bakelite moisture proof case, which ensures efficient clamping of the
laminae and absolute freedom from mechanical hum.
" The production of this choke is a further example
of the enterprise and pre-eminence of British radio
manufacturers in modern research. This improved
nickel hoe choke will no doubt be the forerunner of
others, and for radio purposes will probably become
standard throughout the industry.".

WHEN YOU ARE BUYING(13)

volume control had to be used continuously
to keep the volume down to " room strength."

necessary with this coupling arrangement.

menters. The choke is designed to stand a maximum
current of 75 milliamperes...

Hifill11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111E

The " Hy-percore "

advantage.

cone speaker.

Altogether I consider the Philips set an

thoroughly recommend in any circumstances
to discriminating listeners.

soldering carried out.
A complete alternative is provided by the

insulated connecting leads manufactured
by- Ready Radio Ltd. These are supplied
in sets, at 2s. 6d per set. One set embodies

enough complete leads to wire up any

ordinary receiver. They are insulated leads
and are provided with metal eyelets which
you just drop over the terminal shanks and
screw down the terminal nuts to form excellent contacts. They are then every bit as
good as soldered leads.
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FOR THE

"MAGIC" 3

"TITAN" 3

"REGIONAL" 3 "REGIONAL" 4
Be sure of best results

/

Use the recommended

v

\A

T

200

COMPONENTS
S.

H.F. CHOKE

C

6

.
1
0
.
.
.
.
ON -OFF SWITCH .
SERIES AERIAL CONDENSER WITH SWITCH 2 3
WIRE -WOUND FIXED RESISTANCE
(25,000 ohms) 4 0
.
2
POTENTIOMETERS (200 or 400 ohms) .
4
VOLUME CONTROL (3 or 1 megohm) .
i
3 -POINT WAVE -CHANGE SWITCH
1
COIL HOLDERS (Real Low Loss) .
. 15
.
STANDARD " TITAN " COIL .
PAXOLIN PANELS AND TERMINAL STRIPS
(Mahogany or Black Finish)

6

0
G

6
0

For particulars of other Ifearile Recommended

Components, write for Special List and Illustrated
Booklet.

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.,
740, High Road, LONDON, N.17.
'Phone

Tottenham 3847-3S4S,

Wireless troubles
are less troules..

AN AIWAZI

MEW VALVE

f

COLLOIDAL CATHODES
for Duralfility ! Sensitivity !
Volume! Long Life!

iii

The cathode of the new Vatea valve is plated with
colloidal deposits for durability, sensitivity, volume
and an extra long life. A filament of colloidal
structure is a vast improvement on the now com-

mon " coated " filament, and the
colossal emission of which it is
capable means incredibly better tone
and selectivity.

Ask your dealer to show you these
amazing new valves. You will be
really astonished at their outstanding
performance.

FLUXITE

FLUXITE is sold in tins,

SOLDERING

price 8d., 1 /4 and 2/8.

SET Complete

Another use for Fluxite :

716

Hardening Tools and Case
Hardening.
Ask for leaflet on improved orLAMP
methods.

only

FLUXITE LTD. 2'6
(Dept. 324).
Rotherhithe.
S.E.16.

- IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

ATEA
STYVALVESLE
ABBEY RADIO,
ABBEY

47, Victoria Street, S.W. 1.
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with it. I have not actually seen his set, but

he told me the dimensions of the cabinet for
the unit and sent me a theoretical circuit to
wire up.

" I am enclosing this, and also thri layout,
as I have got it wired in practice. Why is it
that it will not work ? "

- Your trouble is due to the fact that you have

confused the screening grid and the plate terminal
of the S.G. valve. As you know, the anode output
from the ordinary three -electrode valve comes from
the plate pin (which is opposite the grid pin on the
valve holder). The S.G. valve has a screened grid "
as well as the ordinary grid, and it also has an extra
terminal on the top of the valve. You have wired
up on the assumption that the extra terminal, on the
top of the valve is connected Internally to the extra
grid of the valve. That is wrong.
The screen of an S.G. valve is connected to that pin

All Editorial communications should be addressed to. the Editor,
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis House, Tanis Street, London, E,C.4.
The Editor will be pleases to emiewei articles and photographs dealing with all sub frets appertainuig to wireless.
work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility for manuscripts or photos. Every care will be taken to return
5158. not accepted for publication A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with every article AC1
inquiries concerning advertising rates. etc to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John H Lile, Ltd.,
4. Ludgate Circus London, E.0 4
The constructional articles which appear from time to time In this journal are the outcome of research
and esperimental work carried out with a view to improving the technique of wireless. reception. .As much of

opposite to the ordinary grid pin, but you have .
treated this P or A valve -pin on the valve as its
output. To put matters right you must disconnect
the wiring which is at present joined to the plate
terminal of the S.G. valve holder, and take it instead,

by means of a flexible lead, to the terminal on the
top of the S.G. valve.
'The wire met present attached to this shbuld he
undone, and taken instead to the P terminal on the
velVe hOlder, and when you have changed over in
.

this way-. the arrangement you have submitted should
work well:

the Information given in the columns of thi' paper concerns the most recent developments In the radio world,
some of the arrangements and specialities described snap be the subject of Letters Patent, 'and. the amateur
and the trader would be well advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents before doing so.,

A LOSS IN SELECTIVITY.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.
ADDING H.F.

L. 0. (Hampton Court).-" Is it a fact that
adding a high -frequency stage to a receiver
tends to make it unstable and oscillate ? "

Yours is " rather a big question." It can be said,
however, that a properly designed high -frequency
:,tage added to a properlY-designed receiver will not
necessarily Introduce any tendency towards oscillation.
Yet it frequently happens that the effect of adding
a high -frequency stage to a set results in oscillation,
beeauss either the amplifier or the set of both have
!II It IIIIiIIIIiIIIllrIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIllJIIIilliuiliiiliiililL

WHAT DO YOU THINK
ABOUT THIS ?
A Southend-on-Sea reader altered
his old portable set to capacity -controlled
reaction by inserting a choke and

joining a small variable condenser between the old reaction coil and filament.
But found no reaction effects at all

when the condenser was rotated-until
he discovered an easily -made mistake
in the wiring. Can you guess
WHAT WAS WRONG ?

N.B.-There is no prize for answering
this, but from time to time we shall give a
radio problem (followed the next week by
the answer) in the hope that readers will
find them both interesting and instructive.

(Look out for the solution to above next week.)

=
The fault that puzzled the Small Heath
listener --as described last Week-was Jonas to
be due to the aerial swinging and touching an,'
iron gutter -pipe close to the landing winthw.

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

a tendency to instability. And this is increased by
further amplification, the common coupling due to
the use of the same batteries, or some similar factor.

If it is realised that every H.T. supply, whether

battery or mains unit, has internal resistance, it will
readily be appreciated that to connect an amplifier
across that resistance will result in a certain degree of
resistance coupling between the two circuits, and thus
instability may be evidenced which neither circuit
would show alone. If you have in mind a particular
instance and you let us know what amplifier is to be
used with what set, and what batteries, etc., are to be
employed,, we shall be pleased to give you the benefit

of our experience in estimatin, whether such an
arrangement would or would not be free from

C. L. A. (Eltham, Kent).-" I am up against
a curious trouble with an H.F. det. and L.F.
set, with which perhaps you can help me. I

built a set_ on these lines just a year
ago and it was so successful that I made
first

another one exactly like it.

" Both of these were excellent for long
distance reception, and also the quality was
everything that could be desired on the
speaker, so that I was not surprised, whop

another friend asked me to build one for him.
He had the cabinet and some of the parts, and
although the cabinet was a different size from

that I had previously used it appeared to be
ample for the purpose, and I readily undertook

WAS IT. THE CHOKE ?
R. S. F. (Cumberland),-" The set is a

straightforward detector and low -frequency
and gives good results on ordinary wavelengths. Reaction is rather like,the Reinartz,

but both the variable tuning condenser and
the reaction condenser have their moving
plates connected to' earth, which I believe is
known as the Schnell-Reinartz circuit.

In the 'plate of the detector valve is the
primary of the' LE.- transformer, with an
H.F. choke mounted between primary and
reaction coil. When I take the set down to
shcirt waves I get threshold howl,. and I have

tried practically 'everything I hate heard of

to stop this except a new H.P. choke. Would
that be likely` to affect threshold howl ? "
Yes. It is important to use a, suitable H.F. choke

and' We 'should CeititinV-otrY anOher, 4, if necessary,

to bpild him a set of the same design as the

two connected in series.

selectivity. It was quite' as good as the
others for purity of tone, and I think it is'qUite

should be spaced well away iroin each other, and

that the two London stations spread so far that
it is impossible to give the set a really thorough

ADJUSTING THE "NEUT."
L.. M, (GrimsbY)." As it will be run from
battCries I luive decided to use a neutralised
H.F. stage instead of an S.G. valve, and,
having a spare H.F. valve on hand, I knocked

If you have to. resort, to the .latter expedient,
don't forget iliac there is a strong magnetic field
" When finished, for some reason, it lacked ' around an 'H.F.. choke, .so chokes wired in series

other.

as good for long distance, but the trouble is

try -out for foreigners anywhere near 'their
wave -lengths.

" Both the other sets were based on exactly
the same circuit, they are still working, and
this trouble does not arise with either ofthem.
The wiring, although slightly different, is very

much on the same lines, and is followed as

closely as -possible in building this one. What
could possibly cause this lack of selectivity ? "
There rare so niiinycauses that really it is quite
difficult to list them, all, for " selectivity " is. not a
simple property' like, 'say, resistance, but is the
product of a number of factors in the design of the
receiver, its situation,.the aerial and earth to which
it is attached, the workmanship put into it, and the
material used.
Although you have followed the same circuit in all

the three. cases the fact that different aerials and
earths are probably being used, different components,
and possibly a slip in workmanship, would easily
account for a difference between this set and the
others.
We think the best thing to do is to indicate the
common causes of such a loss of selectivity so that
you will know where to look for the fault :
Incorrect spacing around coils
Long grid and anode ,wires ;

Poor contacts and low quality insulation ;

Inefficient coils, and
Badly placed screening
are some of the commonest causes.
In addition, you must watch for a badly -placed or
badly -constructed aerial-carth circuit, imperfect
aerial insulation, spacing of tuning coils from screens,

etc., and the degree of coupling, especially between
the aerial primary and grid secondary.

from other comP6nents.

it up over the week -end. It is extremely
sensitive, in fact, a bit too lively, and I am
afraid I have not neutralised it properly.
What is the best way of do* this ? "
The following method of neutralising is recommended for use in sets employing one stage of H.F.,
and provided with a reaction control.

(Continued an page 246.)
i9111111111111111111111111111111116111111111111111111111111111111111fil111115i

CAN WE HELP YOU
WITH YOUR SET ?
Perhaps some mysterious noise has appeared,

2 and is spoiling your radio reception P-Or
one of the batteries seems to run down much

faster than formerly ?-Or you want a Blue
El

problem may be,
E remember that the Technical Query Depart- =
merit is thoroughly equipped to assist our
= readers, and offers an unrivalled service.
g Full details, including scale of charges, can P.
be obtained direct from the Technical Query =
Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Steret, London, E.C.4.
A postcard will do. On receipt 01 this an
your

radio

Application Form will be sent to you free

.2

and post free inunediately. This application E
will place you under no obligation whatever,

but having the form, you will know exactly =
what information we require to have before =
us in order to solve your problems.

S.G. CONNECTIONS,.

A. P. T. (Portsmouth).-" I cannot get my

READERS PLEASE
NOTE:
Inquiries should NOT be made by 'phone, 01 =
in person at Fleetway House or Tallis House. E.
LONDON

S.G. H.F. amplifier to work. The circuit was

given to me by an acquaintance, who has a
set like mine, and he got wonderful results

E. -

Print ?

Whatever

E.

511111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111MHIN1111111111111111111a
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TWO NEW BOOKS for the
HOME CONSTRUCTOR
Sets for Every Purpose and Every Pocket
"BESTWAY " No. 367
Contains complete constructional details for the
following inexpensive and easy -to -build receivers.
All

have passed the most exacting ,tests before
being published.

A ONE-VALVER
Of novel construction, using a horns -made cabinet,
Covers ordinary and long waves.

and plug-in coils.

A TWO -VALVE ALL -WAVE -LENGTH SET

(Det. and L.F.)
Capable of loud -speaker results under good conditions
on both short and long waves. Uses standard parts
and plug-in coils. Easy to operate.

THREE -VALVE RADIOGRAM RECEIVER
Circuit is Dct. and a L.F.Viry selective

an..1

gives

high quality reproduction either at radio or of gramophone records.

FOUR -VALVE "POUND -PER -STAGE" SET
Costing about (4.

Uses

hOMC-Mad2

employed being H.F., Det., and

a

coils, CirCltit
L.F.
Highly

selective.

These Super sets are for MODERN CONDITIONS,
and will enable constructors to take full advantage
of the dual programmes under the Regional Scheme.

A SUPER -SELECTIVE ONE -VALVE SET
For
and

Easy
and long waves.
Includes
simple operation.

ordinary
very

wave -change
the famous

" Brookmans Rejector " to cut out interference.

A TWO-VALVER (Det. and L.F.)
For all waves including short.
switch
enables wave -range to
changing coils.

Special wave -change
be altered without

An UP-TO-DATE THREE-VALVER
Using S.G., Det. and Pentode.

Highly selective ; employ;
plug-in coils and has volume control and switch for the

reproduction of radio or of gramophone records.

An "ALL -FROM -THE -MAINS" FOUR
A powerful set for A.C. mains, which comprises }IF., Det.,
and a L.F. stages with the, special new A.C. valves.

Covers long and ordinary waves, and
operate.

is

very easy to

6D. each from a Ncio,rgents and Booksellers
everywhere, or 7d. post free (Home or
Abroad), from " Best Way," 291a, Oxford
Street, London, W.L.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
(Coni inued from page 244.)
First, set the reaction &introl at'nfinimmail and
likewise the neutralising condenser. Now; oik setting
the tuning eondensers.so that the two tutted' erroints
are " in step " with each other it will probably be
found that the set is oscillating.
(Tb test for 'osculation, touch one or -Other of the
sets of plates of the tuning condensers-that may be
either the fixed or moving, according to the particular
set.)' You will probably find that the set will only
oscillate. under the' above conditions, when the two
circuits are
time with each other, and this can be
used as an indication. It is convenient, to perform the
operation -at -some -point- near the middle of- the
tuning range.

stop oscillating at the point where- it started,
but has to be taken back about five degrees
further ? "
This trouble is known as " overlap," and is so

called because instead of the reaction condenser dial
reading remaining the Same Fur both_advancing 'and
retarding reactiOn7..the- latter is different from the

POPULAR "WIRELETS " No. 9
20,000 OHMS
A PPROx)

-

Next, increase the capacity of the.neutralising condenser. (In t he ease of sneheondensers as the Gambrell
" Neutrovernia," this means screwing downwards,)
Test at intervals for oscillation; as-thisis.4one, and
you will presently find that the, set. has terfsed 'to

a
a

oscillate and will not recommence, even when the .
tuning dials arc slightly readjusted. Now, increase
the reaction a little, until the set once more oscillates,
and again increase the neutralising condenser setting
until oscillation ceases. Slightly readjust the tuning condensers again,
to make sure that the set is completely stable once
More. Proceed in Lids way until it is found that the
correct adjustment of the neutrodyne condenser
has been " over sh it.
-

1

MEd

Once this point has been passed it will be observed

that further increases of the neutrodyne condenser
setting no longer -stop oscillation tint -cause it 4.a become stronger. The- object is to find such an adjustment of the neutralising condenser us .will permit
the greatest setting of the reaction condenser to be
used without producing oscillation.
It will then be observed that when the two tuned
circuits are hi -step-and the Fet is brofight,do the
verge of oscillation, a slight ;movement in : either
direction of the neutrodyne condenser will cause the
receiver to break into oscillation. This intermediate - non -oscillating position is the correct neutralising
position.

It Is to be understood that in the preceding notes,
where a reaction condenser is spoken of, any form of
reaction control may be understood.

TROUBLE WITH REACTION.

D. T. (Blackburn)-" What is the matter

with reaction when the condenser does not

PENTODE CONNECTIONS.

E. G. (Johannesburg).-" I am thinking of
inserting a pentode instead of the power valve,

but do not understand how the two extra

connections- should be made to it. Where are

it, extra grids or plades connected ?"-

The - ordinary three -electrode power valve has
flues internal "doings," homely filament, grid, and
plate. The pentode, as its name implies, has five,
but of the two extra ones you need only take account
of 'one; because connection to the other is made
internally by the makers of the valve.
The relativb position of the -different electrodes
is unaltered so far earths pins om the valves go, so
he grid socket on the valve -holder will still correspond
with the grid of the pentode; and' the plate socket
with its plate. The pentode, however, has one extra
terminal (which is connected internally to the
screening grid), and this terminal must be supplied
with an H.T.'positive voltage, generldly the same as
that on the plate of the valve. If the voltage required
is the same, you can simply connect the extra terminal to the -plate terminal on the valve holder.
If a somewhat different voltage is required for the
screen, all you need is a flex lead from this extra
terminal to a plug on the H.T. battery or mains unit.

HAD HE PAID ?
A week or two ago we mentioned in these
columns the ease of a Falmouth listener who
made a set -for his fiancee, tested it at home
and found it worked splendidly, fitted it up

with nice leads, spade tags, etc., proudly
The dotted lines show the connections of the 1 -valve
" Chitos," the " components for which were given
in last week's Wirelet.

The circuit

is

both sensitive and powerful when

reaction is properly handled, but can cause interference if unskilfully operated.

former, and the, critieal position for reaction " overlaps " several degrees of the dial.
Common causes are H.T. or L.T. batteries
running down, insufficient bypassing or H.F. choldng,

fa --high-resistance- H.T. supply causing coupling,

v-f-onnfr size of reaction coil, unsuitable detector salvo,
1,1,, liftable

,toe.

grid'. leak, and incorrect H.T. on the

installed it at his fiancée's house, and switched
on. It wouldn't work !

Everything looked all right-the valves lit,

aerial and earth were O.K.-but yet there
Vira.s'fiot a sound in the speaker !

Readers were asked what was wrong, and
the following week the real explanation was
given. (It was a case of reversed H.T. leads.)

But a Wedmore (Somerset) reader-with

a sense of humoursent the Editor a postcard
saving : " What was wrong ?
Perfectly
ol;vious ! His fiancees father hadn't paid the
meter -rent for the last quarter, and consequently the eliminator would not function ! "

Combined Model for D.C. Mains.
3r.
INPUT VOLTAGE. zoo z5o Volts. SIZE. o'
H.T. OUTPUT. 13o Volts at zo m;'a.
H.T. TAPPINGS. Two Continuously Variable & One Power.
(One Variable is specially compensated for
Ser'eeened Grid or Anode Bend operated valves,
SPECIFICATION.

and may also be used in - the fistot Manner):
L.T. OUTPUT.A specially constructed adaptor is provided

which allows the use of an ordinary electric lamp for
charging the accumulator. This lamp may be used at
the same time for lighting purposes, without any alteration
whatever to existing wiring.

By this means 2-, 4-, or 6 -volt accumulators may be
charged at a rate of from amp. to r amp., according
1:

to the lamp used.

PRICE

Z4 : 5 :

Write for leaflet giving full particulars, and for Free
Art Booklet, " Radio from the Mains."

Fits inside any Portable
-and is equally suitable

for all popular 2,--3,-and
4 -valve receivers

REGENT 3tADI 0 "SUPPLY CO. .2/, BortlettS B/dqs Ho/born Circus, London, E.C4 telephone. Centrol874577"

:47
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The ideal power

detector.,

I")

MPZNG INVENTION
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

SPEAKER UNITS

NOW the marvellous " Undy "

8 -Pole Dynamic Loud -speaker

'Unit giving more satisfaction
yet costing far less than any

Moving Coil Speaker. A revoluMarvellous
tion in radio.
Volume. Amazing Sensitivity.
Wonderful Tone. Perfect Reproduction. NO MOVING COIL.
Works on the smallest set. Re (Mires no battery' for ordinary
purposes. Amplification of I
watt a.c., and the volubie
given is ample for a large hall.

Lilo

50
INCLUDING CHASSIS
OBTAINABLE FROM YOUR WIRELESS SHOP.
ASK FOR DEMONSTRATION.

With the large increase in
the power of several of the
B.B.C.

... mu]

All

FOR MAKING SETS Ce SPEAKERS

VPAGE'S
LULLS 67

mi /41 I

L,C ,,CCS CLL.: CO LTD 4I)

1

C

upon for all-round efficiency
and long life.

Sole
2.5

The Amazing

'Phone : City 7261.

y " 0 S 7i3 OR .N "
This

READY -TO -ASSEMBLE
FIGURED OAK

RADIOsc

A. BINE, Pr
for £1 15/O
/

Carriage paid.
Machined Parts ready for assembling - 51 15 0
Cabinet, assemiled ready for polishing £2 7 6
0
Cabinets Finished ready for use
Carnage paid.
3 ft. high, 2 ft. wide, 1 ft. 4 Ins. deep.
-

D

Panel size 21 ins. x 8 ins. (or smaller).

Four doors opening top and front.

(Model No

III.)

CHASA
OSBO
'11we

Omit to 7.30 p.m Sat., 4.30 p.m.
cierlicioecii 51i30

PRICE

10/6

E.C.4.

SUNDAY GRAPHIC
FITE

the

Agents,
JOHN H. LILE,
Ltd., 4,Ludgate
Circus, London,

The Picture Paper with the MOST News

CHEAPF

valve for this purpose and,
in addition; can be relied

inputs without distortion.
The Mazda L.210 is an ideal

Advertising

...........

the

Popular

to

IG ME

and

capable of handling large

must be made

AWARDED

I,

Applica-

Wireless "

LIQUID
GLUE

SC/ t EY.
STATIONERS
AND STOLES

Stations,

tions

for
Advertising
Space
in

THE. IDEAL CLUE

-

knowledge that further increases will take place in
the future, it behoves you to
use a detector stage that is

Send3du. in

t:t1?"'Csal..fosStt-1).age

(Dept. P.55.). TOE REGENT WORKS,
ARLENOTON STREET LONDON, N 1
Telephone: Olerkenwelt 5095.
And at 21 Essex Rd., Islington. N,1.
4,11011 until g n m
sat . 9 p

RADIO VALVES
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
Radio Division,
la, Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.I.
Showrooms in all the Principal Towns.

EDISWAN

V.36
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FOR THE LISTENER.

(Continued fi:om rage 228.)

Technique.

An ugly, useful word ! Sir John Reith
was speaking about the " technique " of
broadcasting talks. I don't think there's
much in it.

Sir Oliver Lodge broadcasts perfectly,
but I don't think technique bothers him.
Sir Alfred Yarrow, at the first and only
It's common
sense more than technique.
If a man will talk into the " meat -safe "
as easily and naturally as he would across
the hearth or a siphon, it's a " go." That's
all the technique he wants. Few have it.
time of asking, got well away.

t3e.st Way

to All
Stations!

NEWEST TYPES

Enormous Range
BIVOLT .15 amps.
FORVOLT .075 amps.

Happiness.

Mr. Harold Nicolson and Miss Sackville
West talked easily and naturally enough in
their discussion of Happiness. Their

trouble was that they were rambling and
discursive and vague in their minds. It
sounded jolly; but the success of these
broadcast discussions depends upon an
appearance of informality which conceals

SUPERBLY SELECTIVE

the world.

pended upon our ability to adjust ourselves
to society,which may mean almost anything.
His wife agreed ; but not, I think, for any
reason except that the time was up !

Celebrated by a performance of " Henry
V " in 17 episodes, some good, others not

well, the effect rather ragged. Llewellyn was

listeners, the number of those who grumble
gets less and less."
We ask Sir John to quote figures in this.
respect. Of what nature is this " overwhelming testimony " ? If, as Sir John

says; talks are irritating to some but are
can he say whether' 50% of the average
information he receives about talks indidegree ?
The Listener Must Decide.

But after all, it is a matter for the broadcast listener to decide ; and, in entering
into this Talks controversy, we have done
so, because we receive at this office weekly

But the men

NEXT WEEK
Look out for the " P.W."

Shakespeare successfully without using a

-15 amps.
FORVOLT
.075 amps.

wider range of voice than these actom used.

" SAFE- POWER " SUPER

Vaudeville.

The last word in D.C. Mains

Below the mark, lately, I have felt. The

weather may have had something to do

9/6

with it. Layton and Johnstone, in a relay
from the Palladium, suffered by an excess

UNIVERSAL
RESISTRON

5'6

SUPER POWER 7'6
and the Super Poweriat

NTODION iv

DARIO
L.F. TRANSFORMER
A little marvel. Guaran-

for two years.
shrouded.
Completely
designed
Perfectly
teed

and perfectly made.

sang some charming songs charmingly ;

large numbers of letters expressing dissatisfaction with the Talks and, on an analysis,
we have come to the conclusion that,

to be feeling the cold. But he had his
bright moments. " If you don't like your
baby, why don't you change it ? "
We've used it ! "

" Can't.

Downing Street.

After the Chancellor's Budget broadcast,
it was up to No. 11 Downing Street to do

something to take the taste out of our
mouths. So we had a pleasant concert

given from there by members Of the English
Covent Garden Company.

I particularly enjoyed the songs of Noel
Eadie and Heddle Nash. It was a kind of
hors -d'oeuvres to Die Meistersingers.

5-1

fiec Folder

or 3-1

!o

IMPEX ELECTRICAL LTD.,

Dept. B, 538, High Rd., Leytonstone,
London, E.11.

SILKY, SAFE AND SILENT

OUT ON THURSDAY

but Will Hay, usually so irresistible, seemed

rectifi-

Units for H.T. Supply.

of piano, as if the microphone was badly
placed. Wish Wynne for once in a way

was not at her best in the variation on
" The Forty Thieves." Yvette Darnac

'15 amps.
FOR VOLT '075 amp,.
A super sensitive detector for anode -bend
BIVOLT

Write for

extraordinary increases in the number of

BIVOLT

HYPER POWER
Bivolt
amps.
Forvolt '15 amps.

PE

directly and indirectly.... And, despite such

so good; and, unless you knew the play
Their voices were too monotonous. No-

cation.

whelming testimony which comes to us

cates that talks arc satisfactory to that

thought out beforehand.

body can render the longer speeches in

look y -grid

' In concluding his talk, Sir John said

" Please do not think I am apologising for
the space the Talks Department claims in
programmes. Even if the talks are irritating to some, they are highly interesting and
entertaining to others. There is no question as to their justification. This is drawn
not merely from conviction but from over.

Mr. NicolsOn said that Happiness de-

been

on the whole were unhappy in their delivery.

or

sion that the scale of payment for talks had
improved lately. Perhaps, however, that is
a little joke of Sir John's !

highly interesting and entertaining to others,

has

a success and so was Kate.

S

say that it is certainly not because of any
fees he gets ! We were under the impres-

carefully

an argument that

St. George's Day.

The best Screen Grid in

SIR JOHN -REITH- AND

THE TALKS.

(Continued from page 226.)

FORMO-DENSOR PRICES.

We regret that a printer's error crept

into the " Formo " Co.'s advertisement
recently. The cost of the Formo-donsor

Type "H"(.001-.002 mfd.) was given as
" 2/- " instead of 3/-, which is the correct
market price of this well-known component. Types "F," "J" and " G " Formodensors are all sold at 2/- each..

although there is reasonable ground for
criticism that the subjects of some of the
talks are not of a nature which will make a
wide appeal, the main trouble is with their
method of presentation and, in short, the
lack of appreciation of the psychology of
" putting a talk across."
We can only wish that there were more
broadcast talkers with the technique of Sir
John Reith himself. His recent talk on

" Talks " was a little masterpiece of its
kind because one felt oneself being per-

suaded, as one listened to him, not only of

his sincerity-and we need no persuading
as to that-but of his complete and unas-

sailable case for and on behalf of the Talks
Department.
But, reading over his talk after his broadcast, and uninfluenced by his personality,

we feel that there is still a considerable
need in the Talks Department at Savoy

Hill for a more complete understanding of
the value of the recipe which we have quoted

in this article.
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Can't we get together ?
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TECHNICAL
NOTES.
By Dr . J.H.T.ROBERTS,F.Inst.P.
I am taking this opportunity to thank you for the

Pick-up Troubles.
MANY readers seem to have experienced
trouble from the resonance or natural

"Magic "Four kit of parts
which arrived all O.K. I
built the receiver and had

perfectly marvellous results.
Speech and music were

frequency response of pick-ups. Un-

wonderful, and in a little

fortunately it is not easy to suggest how

I
All we ask

the

is

you can earn £300,
£400, £500 per year
or more. Other men
are doing it, and you
can do the same.

its rine,
BOOK TO -DAY

stations.

As you know, the pick-up acts in a

chance to prove that
WRITE FOR THIS

over a quarter of an hour I
had logged more than 20

this trouble can be avoided unless, of course,
a different type of pick-up is used.

,

similar way to the ordinary soundbox, in
that a part of it, called the armature," is

set into vibration by the action of the
record moving under the needle.

T. O'R.

KITS OF PARTS.

In the case of the pick-up the vibrations
of this armature induce electro-magnetic
effects in the windings and these effects

1930

are amplified in the receiver and repro-

Again I thank you.
Yours faithfully

MACIC FOUR

duced in the loudspeaker.

1930 MAGIC THREE

waiting to help you whether you be novice or
expert. If you wish for something more than a

Resonance.

1930 TITAN THREE

investigate our Service.

we have to deal in the first instance with
Any vibratory
mechanical vibrations.
system must have a natural resonance frequency which depends partly upon the
mass of the vibrating part and partly upon

We have an unrivalled and world-wide organisation

" bread and butter " job you owe it to yourself to
Our handbook " Engineering Opportunities " has
pointed the way to better things to over 20,000 of
your fellows. It contains details of A.M.LMech.E.,
A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.
StrucLE., London Metric., C. & G., G.P.O., etc.,
Exams., outlines home study courses in all branches

of Electrical, Mechanical, Motor and Wireless

Engineering, and explains our unique guarantee of

NO PASS-NO FEES

In

a

Brilliant foreword Prof. A. M. Lou,

shams

clearly the chances you are missing.

" Engineering Opportunities " and our advice are
quite FREE. Don't neglect this offer-give vent to
that "upward urge" and send a postcard NOW.
stating Branch, Post or Exam. which interests you.

British Institute of Engineering Technology,

101, Shakespeare House, 29-31, Oxford Street, W.1

-HEADPHONES REPAIRED 4/- Loudspeakers 4/ -. All repairs
Tested, guaranteed and ready
for delivery in 24 hours.

Transformers 5!-.

re-magnetiseal free.

Cierkenmet1 sorS.
Discount for rade.
wr A anN. 4T4. East Rd.. City Rd.. Ni..

WET H.T. BATTERIES
Solve

all H.T. Troubles.

SELF -CHARGING,

SILENT,

ECONOMICAL

JARS (waxed), 21" X 1i" sq. 1/3 doz.
MRCS. new type 10d. doz. Sacs 112 doz.

Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte, 4/1, post 9d,
Sample unit. 6d. Illus. booklet tree.

Bargain list free.

AMPLIFIERS. 30/-.

3 -VALVE SET. S6.

P. TAYLOR. 57, Studley Road,
STOCKWELL. LONDON

IMPERIAL

SCREW SWITCH

But although the amplification is electrical,

No. 37330/29

Ll
411MH4p

IMPROVE YOUR RECEPTION
AT LAST A SWITCH THAT LASTS

2;'- Post Free.

NORELAXATION OF SPRINGS
MORE BAD CONNECTIONS

the vibrating part into its zero or mean

position when it is displaced.
If the restoring force is considerable

(that is, if the action is " stiff," to use a

more popular phrase) the natural frequency
will be higher.
Uniform Response.

Of course, many attempts have been

made to design the pick-up in such a way

that the natural resonance occurs at a

frequency which is either above or below
the frequency range which it is desired to
reproduce.

If the natural frequency is well outside

this range, then the response over the

actual required range may be sufficiently
uniform for practical purposes ; there will

not be, at any rate, marked " peaks " of

response occurring within that range.
Generally it is easier to design the pick-up

so that the natural frequency occurs at a
point considerably above
frequency range.

the required

Record Wear.

159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET,

LONDON BRIDGE, LONDON, S.E.1
Telephone:1101' 5553 (Private Exchange)

JUST OUT

TELEVISION

-

TO -DAY AND TO -MORROW
By Sydney A. Moseley and H. J. Barton

Chapple, Wh.Sch., B.Sc. (Hons.)
A.M.I.E.E. Foreword by John L. Baird.

A book for all amateur " Wireless" enthusiasts. Describes fully the methods used
for transmission of pictures, details of

apparatus used in the Baird Television
Studio and of receivers, and gives an
insight into the amazing future of this
development of broadcasting.
Illustrated.
7s. 6d. net.
154 pp.
01 a Bookseller, or PITMAN'S, PARKER
STREET, K1NGSWAY, LONDON, W C.2.

EASY PAYMENTS

This can be done in one of two ways,
either by increasing the restoring force,
that is, by making the armature more

The first firm to supply Wireless Parts on easy
payments.
Five years advertiser in " Popular

by reducing the- mass of the armature to the
smallest possible amount.
If the movement of the armature is made

H. W. - HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET
Gt. Portland St., W.I
'Phone Mumma 1414.

very stiff, then obviously there is extra
reaction upon the record and it means, in
fact, that the sensitivity of the pick-up

will tend to be reduced whilst the wear and
tear upon the record will be increased, both
of which effects are undesirable.

On the other hand, if the mass of the

armature he reduced, this does not impose
any further load upon the record ; in fact,
it has the opposite effect.

Also IMPERIAL DETECTOR, 2/6

This method, therefore, is much the
better one for getting a high natural
frequency of the vibratory system of the

E. LYONS. 39, Charles St., LONDON, E.C.I

"ontinued on next nage.)

LONGER SUBJECT TO VIBRATION

Lists on application.

the restoring force which tends to put back

difficult to shift from its main position, or
Prov. Pal.

ETC., ETC.

Cash or Easy Terms

pick-up.

Wireless."
Thousands of satisfied customers.
Send Us a list of the parts you require, and the
payments that win. suit .your convenience, and wo
will send you a definite quotation. Anything wireless.

HANDYMEN with WOOD or METAL
A postcard to STROUD'S, 2, Market Terrace,
Chadwell Heath, Essex, will bring something to
your advantage concerning Materials and Service,

USE YOUR

ELECTRIC SUPPLY. I

Build a Pel-Ectric Eliminator, giving 120 volts
at 15 m/A.'s, for 36/- complete, including
valve. NOTHING ELSE TO BUY.

Send for booklet which explains, from-

FEL-ECTRIC RADIO,

56 HARDEN STREET, SHEFFIELD.
PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS "
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
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BUY FOR CASH

(Continued from previous page.)

SAVE MONEY

SPECIAL

Please send full

OVER

CASH

QUOTATIONS
(Where possible)

25f

of your

list

radio requirements for a
SPECIAL CASH

in Value

PRICE.

Quick

delivery.

Built for National
MARVELLOUS
3 - VALVE LOUD Regional, Midland and
Foreign Stations, and
SPEAKER
GETS THEM !
RECEIVERS. Magic
Separation of Stations.

A Wave Trap

is incor-

porated in a special Panel
Mounting Dual. Range
Coil, 200 to 2,000 metres.
A simple switch effects
the wave -change.. Latest
Slow "Melton
Design.
Dials' Agstmibled, in Oak
Polished Cabinet, Hinged
parts
enclosed,
Lid, all
Transformer
Plc.,
Complete with 13 Tangs. rani Valves 11 Power),
Battery Cords, Grid Bias
Ready to use.

CASH
67/6
PRICE
Carr, and Packing, 5/..
1I.T., L.T. and Speaker
extra.

The Needle Armature.

It is for this reason that pick-ups have
recently been designed with the. so-called

" needle armature;" in which the needle

and its necessary holder together constitute
the armature.
Some remarkably good results can now
be obtained with the needle -armature type

of pick-up, and this seems to be ,quite a

step in the right direction.
With some of the older types of pick-up
the natural resonance occurs even so low
as around a frequency of 2,000; to be clear
of 'the desired range the natural frequency
should be very much higher than this.

It is true that the principal speech fre-

(Next Door to Royalty Theatre)

quencies are considerably lower even than
2,000, but at the same time there are many
higher frequencies which enter into speech
sounds, and still more into the sounds. from

REPAIRS OR TESTED. LOW CHARGES.

al1111111111111111111111M11111111thill111111M11111111111111M11111111M2.

R. BURTON RadioApparatus
72, Dean St., Soho, London, W.1.

SETS RE -WIRED, REBUILT,

TECHNICAL
TWISTERS

EVERY CONSTRUCTOR
NEEDS

10t1.01
itaiiiistititti

TULSENVERE

5.S.21
l II, DALTON

we SPECIALISE in the supply of all Good
Quality Radio Sets, Components and accessories on Easy Terms. We will give you efficient service. Send us your list of requirements and a quotation will be sent by return.

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY
11. Oat Lane, Noble St., LONDON, E.C.2
NATIONAL 1977.

rGiEt.irklifI0191-KrOWE

at a quarter shop priers, or buy

-''''t3',=

-

Cabinets for Wireless. OrderSet as
shown, British spring motor, vel-

vet turntable, swan arm, metal

sound box, amplifier, needle cups,
for £111713 p.p., and build
your own Cabinet. Portable Gramo-

phone from 1916, postage 1/6.
Motors from SIB. Lists free.
64 -pp. Catalogue Drawing and
How to Make Gramos, 3d.

REGENT FITTINGS CO. (P.W.), 120, Old St., London, E .C.1.

_= LOOK, 1-for6d .
H
r-.
7=7

To prevent frivolous enquiries and unneees- E
nary correspondencesen

entitled

orcio1111gieliinZat%toitiliei Battery"hi,,

ecelontTiunildth71:,rou'e'ITZ.. valuep

.

= is a genuine offer to advertise our goods. -

=
E'

Write now to

THE LEYTON BATTERY CO.,
305, Church Road, Leyton, E.10

"=-

LETTERS?
L.F. transformers should

have . .
Usually the primary

.7;

=
F-

WiRELE S 5.

turns than the
The object of the core is to increase

the
E'

windings,
winding has

interlinkage.

A STAMPED ENVELOPE

It is often advantageous to
the shroud of an L.F. transformer.
well

to avoid

MAY BARGAIN LIST

from other components,

Electrical Gear
Radio Apparatus
Measuring Instrument

Last week's missing words (in order) E
were :-Volts, Amperes, Ohms ; Two,
E-

Third; Ohms, Volts, Amperes; Amperes,
Volts, Resistance. Ohms.

r...

E-

certain types of musical instruments, which
have an important effect upon the quality

Many Bargains at Sacrifice Pric, ,.

figure I have mentioned.

218, Upper Thames Street, E.C.4.

L.F. Howls.

I frequently receive inquiries from readers
of these Notes with regard to the cause and
cure of low -frequency howls, and as these
noises may proceed from various causes, it

is not possible to say what the cause may
be without knowing the circumstances of
any particular case.
A plan which is generally recommended
in cases of this kind is to reverse the connections to one of the windings of an L.F.
transformer,. but as a matter of fact this is
often not successful.

A common cause of the howl or squeak
is undue resistance in the H.T. battery or

the H.T. supply unit, and this should

properly be overcome by the use of a large
capacity bypass condenser.
Hit and Miss.

The reversing of the connections to the
low -frequency transformer sometimes has
a damping effect-I call it " damping "
effect for want of a better term-which may

achieve the desired result, but it is really
(Continued on next page.)

it&

will bring you our great

L.F. transformers should usually be E

ELECTRADIX RADIOS

and which are very much higher than the

EASY TERMS

WI lS

F

looks of that new set you are building.

BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G.B.) LIMITED
NELSON STREET WORKS
LONDON N.V/.1.

LOW FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS
CAN YOU FILL IN THE MISSING

Efficient

your
unit into Radio
perfect
Build a inains
receivestations.
and.
set, alternate
V 1 C1SN'T
from
NO 14101. no new
SCONONLICALf.F
renewals,batteries
and no constant
toto buy
So expensive
Always way to
down.
1.14-to TOD.
Ihe perfect
VIAJG ALL.
voltage. "adio.
0141--Itlta'S
-Modern
6, combined
SWITC1-1 £2 : VI £5 12 16.
Irani
Isom
I -1.T and L.
CO.,
1-1.T
N1VG.
STREET,

E_

No. 9.

Only Brownie's huge production enables
them to offer this really splendid dial for
2/6. The special non -backlash design
makes hair -breadth tuning a matter of
delightful ease, while its handsome appearance (black or beautifully grained
mahogany bakelite) will add to the good

City 6I91.

Eleetradix, Cent, London

IBUILD
YOUR OWN ELIMINATOR
colopt,t Rita. for A .C. H.T. Eliminators, 120-v.,

60-v., 15 m.a., 30/-; Mains Transformers, 1216;
Chokes, WO. England's Cheapest House for All Mains Equipment. Send for free diagrams. "How
to Built! an Efficient H.T. Eliminator."-Liverpool

Radio, 64, Myrtle Street. LIVERPOOL.

DH

2D5

SPADES and PINS
HOOKS and EYES
6 Colours ..

2DP

2d.

each.

Write for List T.99
J. J. EASTICK & SONS.

2D1

118 Dunhill Row,
London, E.C.I.

THE

STANDARD.
PLUG.IN COIL
Sold everywhere from 1;
DX COILS LTD., LONDON, E.8

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS "
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
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DEAF AIDS

(Continued from previous page.)

only a hit-and-miss method at best and is

(INEXPENSIVE)

not really reliable.

A better method is to use a choke -

capacity output, which will generally have
the effect of keeping the high-tension supply
circuit sufficiently free from L.F. currents
to prevent the trouble in question.

YOUR DEALER

HAS THEM-

Adjusting Volume.

fitted
with
MIDGETPHONE

as illustrated, including

a

We all know the importance of keep-

f1-10-0

£1.2.6

light

ing variable resistance elements clean and
free from grit or dirt, which may get between the element and the sliding contact

instead of earpiece
with headband.

headband for the
earpiece.

and so cause irregularities and trouble.

Aid comprises the latest sensitive
SUPER-MICROPHONE (to be fas-

TIsi
tened to

chest

part of Coat or Dress,

conveniently concealed), a SMALL BATTERY

(for the pocket), and a SMALL EARPIECE

which Gan be held to the deaf ear by hand
or by a light headband supplied with the
Aid. All speech and sound reaching the
Super -Microphone is loudly heard in the
earpiece. The battery can be switched off

This is bad enough in all types of variable
resistance, but it becomes particularly important in the case of the resistance used

for volume control in connection with a
loudspeaker.

When you bear in mind that a resistance
of thousands of ohms is sometimes requited

for distortionless volume control and that
an amplification of thousands of times may
take place before the loudspeaker is reached,

when the Aid is not in use.
Full particulars post free.

it stands to reason that the slightest un-

FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,

Many sets produce sounds like thunder
whenever the volume control is adjusted.
In the case of pressure variation (that is,
non -wire resistance devices) noises may
arise from uncertain or poor contact in the

27, Fitzroy St., London, W.1,

certainty of contact in the volume control

Phone: Museum 8329

POWERS
guaranteed

twelve

substantially built, for smoothing circuits
in eliminators dealing with currenlu

zoo to 30o milliamperes,
inductance 3o henries,
post free.
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REPAIRS

of

to
L.F.

any make

Transformer,

I.oudspeaker or Headphones.
All repairs dispatched within

48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS GUARANTEE
with each repair.
4/. Post Free. Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.
214,

Dept. W.,
High Street, Colliers Wood, London, S.W 19.

SPARE OR WHOLE TIME AGENTS WANTED,

either sex.

Sound proposition.

Leather Matting Co., Wellingborough.

EVERYTHING
WIRELESS on

EASY

TERMS

THE MOST FAVOURABLE OBTAINABLE
in

ALL COMPONENTS, KITS OF PARTS

IS

tor all Circuits, MULLARD ORGOLA,

O

II
III

MELODY MAKER, etc.
COSSOR
Complete SETS, H.T. UNITS, LOUDSPEAKERS, etc.,
etc.

The P.D.P.
CO. LTD.
(Dept. P.W.),

to

N

.
.

By enclosing the wire windings and the
contact member in a suitable cover, dust
and dirt are kept out and, as these are the

most common causes of noises in this particular connection, the best types of volume
control are now enclosed so that dust and
dirt cannot reach the working parts.
Communal Receivers.

I mentioned some time ago the American
system for providing radio reception for a
block of flats or " apartment houses," and
described how this was accomplished in a
very simple way with a minimum of expense
and without any interference of the various
occupants one with another.

paratively small signal input (equivalent to
that from a good aerial) to each of the flats
in the building.
This signal input is then amplified in the
usual way by means of a local amplifier in
each flat. The total number of valves used
throughout the building in the various local
amplifiers
dozens.

runs,

of

course,

into many

The flats arc fitted up with " points " to
which the local amplifier can be connected.

a
E

These are exactly similar to electric light
or power points. The loudspeaker volume
can be controlled by the individual users.

MI

E
MI

IN

CALL or SEND A LIST OF YOUR a

6 REQUIREMENTS ; a Quotation of
our BEST MONTHLY TERMS will
be sent BY RETURN.

resistance materials employed.

Your dealer can now supply you with

Tungsram Indirectly Heated A.C. Valves.
They are among the Tungsram range he

stocks. They are valves of better quality-the
secret is the famous Barium Filament. And,
with all their better quality, they cost nearly

5o per cent less than Association Valves.

Indirectly Heated Valves, 9,6
4 v. A.C. Power Valves .. 8/TUNGSRAM

One Programme at a Time.

The master set is' capable of receiving

practically any

European station but,

a owing to the fact that a single set is used,
a

46, WATLING STREET, LONDON,E.G.4
'Phone City 9280 19111111115,1
19111111111

it means that all the tenants in the building
must have the one programme at a time.
Of course, there is nothing in all this to
prevent tenants from having their own sets
(Continued on next page.)

PHOTO - ELEC.

TRIC CELLS (3 Types)
4'2:10:0
£2:17:6

STANDARD
NAVA E
NAVA R

It is interesting to note that 'a similar
arrangement is now being installed in
largo block of flats in the West End of
London. The master set has four valves,
and the output of this set provides a com-

Sample and

particulars 2d.-Write: Sales K, " Everlast "

ffirti

may cause tremendous noises in the speaker.

,

.C2:17:6

G 0 TO YOUR
DEALER --HE
TUNGSRAM

HAS THEM

TUNGSRAM
BARIUM
Valves
TUNGSRAM ELECTRIC LAMP WORKS

(GT. BRITAIN) LTD., Radio Dept.,
Commerce House, 72, Oxford Street,
London, W.1.

Fru-tones in Austria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary,
Italy and Poland.
Branches : Belfast, Birmingham, Bristol,
Cardiff, Glasgow, Leeds, Manchester, Newcastle,
Nottingham.
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from previous page.)

for reception, either in addition to, or instead

of, the broadcast provided throughout the
building. It has been found by actual tests
that individual sets in the flats do not suffer
in any way from the proximity of the leads
connected with the master set.
A similar system is being adopted now
in a number of large hotels, and arrangements are being Made for two or even more

programmes to be " on tap " at a time, the

'dads being connected through to the various
bedrooms and sitting -rooms.
Important Components.

EVERY YAM SET

USER NEEDS A

WATES

VOLIAMP
liLA.D I 0 TEST METER

as their protection against every contingency
and an aid- to better reception. It gives three
readings on- one dial-L.T. and H.T., volts, and
milliamps. Amazingly accurate, well made, handsome crystallized black finish. Fully guaranteed.

Sold by all good dealers, Ilalford's, Curry's.
or direct.

AVAILABLE IN THIS

ATTRACTIVE CASE
Handsome mottled black finish,
smart appearance, substantial
fittings, Plush base and satinette
Supplied

lath or without case. 8,6
Price, meter only

Case 26 extra.

0-8 volts.
0-30 milliamps.
Resistance 5,000.
PAT. 322558.

STANDARD BATTERY
COMPANY

Eliminator
readings can
also be takeninstructions
provided

One of the most interesting of these is
the ballast or automatic line -voltage control, which provides a variable resistance in
the circuit, this being automatically adapted
or adjusted. according to fluctuations in the
mains voltage.
Thus, when the line -voltage is high, more
resistence is automatically introduced into
the circuit ; whilst when the line -voltage
drops to. normal the resistance is automatically reduced. In this way the actual

If the voltage varies appreciably

advance to a well -paid
post in any branch of
engineering 1.1.0.5.
home - study training
offers you the surest
means of achieving the
success you desire.

ENGINEERS

Dual Control.

Another interesting type of variable
resistance is the dual resistance, in which
two variable resistance elements are used
in tandem, operated by a single control.
Any desired combination of resistance
values can be obtained over a very wide
range, say from 100 ohms up to 50,000 ohms,

and one resistance may be decreased whilst
another is increased, or the two resistances:
may be increased or decreased together.
Amongst the various uses for dual resist-

oh

1:4
PACES

This 124 -pp. book furnishes the most complete information
ever published about the many professional qualifications
open to engineers, such as A.M.Inat.C.E., A.M.I Mech.11..
A.M I.E.E., A.M.I.A E., etc.; describes nearly 200

Courses, the widest selection of engineering courses

tile world; and is crammed with matters of 'interest to

engineer. If- you are ambitious, The
T.I.G.B. can help you-write' TO -NIGHT. for
your FREE copy of " The Engineer's Guide
to Success," stating branch, post, or qualifi
cation that interests you.
The Technological 'Institute of Great Britain
Established 1911.
26, Temple Bar House' London, E.C.4.

37 Newman Street, W.1
Telephone: Museum 2645

Line -Voltage Control.

important to keep the current supplied to
the valves as nearly as possible constant.

If you, too, wish to

every

LOUIS HOLZMAN

this affects the sensitivity, volume, and tone
of the radio set, and consequently it is very

15,000
SUCCESSES
the record
The T.I.G.B.

to this type of component and have brought
out various models to meet every conceivable requirement.

former.

(Dept. PAN.);

34-188 Shattesjury Avenue.,
London,
W.0,1.

is

the friends of thousands.

more or less constant.
This type of automatic or ballast resistance is particularly useful when A.C. valves
are used in a set, heated of course from the
low-tension winding of a step-down trans-

I)-150 volts.

(195

ance that keeps them.
For years past Hydra
Condensers have been

pany with an international trade, have

voltage applied to the apparatus is kept

,nple

friends, but it's perform-

devoted quite a large amount of attention

Hundreds and thousands of listeners now use it

lined lid.

You would scarcely think there was much

opportunity for research and development
Work in connection with such an apparently simple thing as a variable resistance
of the type used in a radio set.
Some of the leading manufacturers, however, and particularly one well-known com-

Promises may get

ance control are such combined huictions
as aerial and grid -bias control, screen grid
potential and grid bias, shunting aerial
earth circuit and varying screen grid
potential, shunting aerial earth and varying
grid bias, shunting aerial earth circuit and

shunting the secondaiy of the first L.F.
transformer, maintaining constant impedance in multiple speaker circuits and,

YDRA
RADIO -GRAM CABINETS

MAKE YOUR OWN

with our guaranteed R.T.A. Furniture Sets.
Send P.C. for Free Catalogue and Price List,
Dept. P.W., London Woodworkers Supply Co. Ltd..
199, High Road, Lee, London, S.E.13.

PATENTS, TRADE MARKS.

Inventions Advice Handbook and Consultations FREE.-B. T. KING. C.I.M.E.,
Regd.Patent Office (G.B., U.S. and Canada),
146a, Queen Victoria Street. London, E.C.4.
43 years' references.

'Phone: Cent 0682.

The simplest,
neatest aid
to selectivity

Connect

the

/

Belling -Lee

" Spadenser "
to
your
aerial lead. In every case
it will greatly increase the

selectivity. and in most
eases it
will entirely
eliminate_ thu unwanted

station.
This new idea combines in
series condenser with a
Belling-Lce clip -on Spade
Terminal.
On occasions

when the extra selectivity
is not required the `Spa denser " is reversed.

Writi for Bellina-Lee Handbook, " Radio Connections

on/y2

A pp/ re,l

1 ur.

BELLING -LEE

finally, matching loudspeaker impedance,.

FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

-GUARANTEED REPAIRS®

Advertisement of Belling do Lee. Ltd.,
Queensway Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.

Headphones, 3I-; Loud Speakers. 4f-; Transformers,
4/-; Oone finite and Flck-ups, 4/6. All repairs re magnetised and returned next-post.-YORKSHIRE

-RADIO SERVICE;' 21;.Haltiday Be., -Leeds.

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS''
WHEN REPLYING -TO ADVVPTISPMENTS
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ALL EUROPE ON YOUR DIAL !
Get the Best out of the Ether with

THE "STAR -TURN " THREE
This Super Set, at a staggeringly low price, contains a wonderful
new tuning circuit, and is extremely simple to build and operate.
It is amazingly selective, so that you have no trouble from interference from your local, while it will pull in stations by the score.

SELECTIVE-SENSITIVE SUPERLATIVE
The "STAR -TURN" THREE is fully described in

The MAY

MODERN WIRELESS
This issue also contains a New Feature for DX
Listeners, entitled:

THE WORLD'S PROGRAMMES
Specially provided for those who want to hear distant broadcasts

It tells you all about the foreigners; how to get them; when
to hear them; it gives hints to enable you to get the best from
your set; and, in fact, is

A MINE OF INFORMATION
The MAY MODERN WIRELESS
Now on Sale

is

a

Don't Miss Your Copy !

real DX Arumber.

Price V.

FETCH IN THOSE FOREIGNERS

POPULAR WIRELESS

May 10th, 1930.

Oa

lin the most Powerful-,

most Silent-

Challenge me if you will

H.T. BATTERIES.
For 2 -valve Sets (6 m.a.) :
" WINNER " Series, 60 volts, 7/" POPULAR " Series, 60 volts, 9/6

Ii

Fora -or 4 -valve Sets ( o-16 rn.a.) :
"POPULAR "POWER Series,
60 volts - 13/6

For Sets with Pentode Valves :
HIGH -POWER
SIXTY,
60 volts - 15,6
-

REGO.TRADE MARK

TA ; WS BEST B ATTE Rt

Send for List of Standard Sizes suitable for every set.

-
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HIGHEST RADIO CIRCULATION IN THE WORLD

.popular

Every Thursday
PRICE

3d.

Wireless

No. 415. Vol. XVII.

INCORPORATING "WIRELESS"

MAKING

YOUR OWN COILS

FADING
By Capt. P. P. Eckersley,
M.I.E.E.
MODERN
SELECTIVITY STANDARDS

"WOTTEN BWOADCAST
PWONUNCIATION "
By Tommy Handley

May 17th, 1930.
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REJECT INTERFERENCE
LOCAL STATIONS ELIMINATED
DISTANT TRANSMISSIONS SEPAR-

ATED WITH THE LEWCOS
REJECTOR WAVE -TRAP.
THE LEWCODENSER
Type " 0 "

Capacity '00015-'001 MIL
Type " W "
Capacity V0002-1002 MN.

Price 216 each

The advent of the new London
Station radiating 30 Kw. from
Brookmans Park, as compared
with 3 Kw. from the old Oxford

Street station, has emphasised
the necessity for really efficient
Wave -traps.

With the Lewcos Wave -trap
fitted in your set you have razor -

keen selectivity at your finger-

tips-local stations are easily
eliminated, and either of the
two Brookmans Park programmes can be cut c,ut at will.

Where the extreme conditions
necessitate, a Rejector Wave trap can be used in conjunction
with an absorption Wave -trap.

For further details write for
Leaflet R.60.

THE LEWCOS
REJECTOR WAVETR AP
Reector Wave -Trap. Refer-

7/6

Price
ence R.W.4.
each
235'425 metres.
Absorption Wave -traps. Reference
A.W.5. 235/550 metres.
1Price 6
Reference A.W.20.
each
1,0(0/2,100 metres.

THE LEWCOS REJECTOR
WAVETRAP

IS

SUITABLE

FOR EITHER CRYSTAL OR
VALVE SET.

DUCTS FOR BETTER

REGD.

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY
AND SMITHS LIMITED.
CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON, LONDON. EA)
Trade Counter:
7 PLAYHOUSE YARD, GOLDEN LANE, E.C.1
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DIRECT ACTION.
MODERN MARVELS.
TRICKLE -CHARGING.

ELIMINATING HUM.

RADIO WINS.
NEWS FROM PESHAWAR,

RADIO NOTES & NEWS
too

Beginning to Flutter.

MY wings are beginning to dap because

very soon I am going to disappear
from the ken of all except inn-

Officially, we will say that I am
to inspect aerials in the Cotswolds ; really,
I am, going to tramp about in dreadful boots
and make friends with meditative kine. I
keepers.

never yet saw the pedestrian who had the
hardihood to carry a radio set in his
kit ; very handy, but its room is to

be preferred to its company and

eager

to

correct

me,

though

testify that most of them administered the
dose in the sweetest possible manner. I
have received quotations galore from books,
torn -out pages of makers' instructions and
treatises on the chemistry of primary cells,

but in nearly every instance the subject of
the sermon has been under -charging. Now,

who - said anything about under -charging

a rate less than the normal eventually

" sulphates " the cell, and I regret to infer
that " trickle chargers " are, therefore, not
the unmixed blessings one has imagined
them to be. Conscientious research in the

interests of science and " ENV." finally
rewarded me with the sight of a battery
which has been " trickle -charged " for two
years, and which showed a while deposit on
the floor of its container. No doubt

LUNDY ISLAND'S LINK WITH LAND.

weight. Therefore, farewell, a ,long
farewell 'to the ether. For me, the
mundane sounds of wind, woods and

Iceland to Join Up.

" Direct Action."
T T is difficult to suggest any greater

up with the world's radio system,
both telegraph and telephone, and

source of provocation, of the

minor sort, than the task of having to listen -in for several hours, to

to discard the cable Iink. Good luck
to the hardy Norsemen, and may we
have many a relay of Icelandic pro-

the " howls " from the set of a
neighbour With more zeal than

grammes.

knowledge. Nevertheless, the action
of a manliving at Ardwick-le-Street,

Bliminating " Hum."

who just took an axe and chopped
down his neighbour's aerial pole
because of " howls," strikes one as

(Thornby) says that he
J.M.hasS.eliminated
" hum " by
connecting the primary wind-

pure barbarism. And yet there is
an inner voice which applauds it.

ing of a discarded transformer, in

the negative mains (D.C.) lead,
between the lamp socket and his
eliminator, " in series," of course.
Very sound idea ! But let us not
overlook the fallacy which lurks

So direct and efficacious ! He is to
pay costs and repair the damage, but

I'll wager he does so with a light

heart. That little play with the axe

did him a world of good.

(Oh,

around it. The introduction of inductance into the negative lead of
a D.C. supply provides "smoothing;'
it is true ; but all the smoothing is

Ariel ! You dreadful man !)
Modern Marvels.

supposed to be provided by the
" eliminator." Hence this trans
former dodge is merely a way of

RADIO - TELEPHONE services
are now cropping up all over

the world and not the least

wonderful of these is that between
Great Britain and Australia. Not

supplying something which J. M. S.'s

eliminator " happens to be short
of, and it does not introduce any

until you have travelled between the

two countries can you appreciate

fully how this service has abolished
distance. Somewhat more attractive, because of its novelty, was the
recent demonstration of telephony,

of it-sulphate !

latest convert to the way of
THEradio is Iceland, fabled island
of " Eric Brighteyes." At present connected to the Shetlands by
a cable, Iceland plans to link itself

-most probably-rain.

I

A STAR ISSUE.
SPACE AND TIME.

new principle.
transmitter and receiver are installed at Hartland Point,
N. Devon, to keep Lundy Island in touch with the mainland.
This

The owner of the Island, Mr. Harman, runs a similar set on Lundy.

when someone in London held a

radio conversation with a person who was
seated in a Canadian train travelling at 60
miles an hour. Is it possible for scientists
to astonish us nowadays ?

Not I !

My note was about the rale of
charging ; charging at a low rate may be
wicked, but it is certainly not the same as
undercharging, is it ?

What Causes " Sulphating ?"

Trickle Chargers,

T THINK that many readers of my first
I note under this title were just a shade

THERE does, however, appear to be a
general belief that chronic charging at

The Theatre at Home ?

MR. D. SARNOFF, who has a
profound faith that television

will develop to a stage in

which the reception of images will be as

simple and as effective as radio reception is
now, predicts that the- hOme theatre of the
future will present pictures possessing
sound, colour, motion and perspective. If

the price is right, the theatres might then

just as well shut up. Sarnoff points out that
(Continued on next page.)
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from previous page.)

of the 20,000 theatres in the U.S.A., only
one half are first -raters, the remainder being
second- and third-rate. Well, it may take

longer than he thinks, say, 25 years, but
when I consider how radio has developed in

the past quarter of a century I am loth to
say that television will not similarly re-

spond to research. Many scientists are now
making a massed attack upon this subject.
Radio Wins over Conductor.

IN contrast to some well-known musical
conductors and artistes, who pretend

it again." I picked up a copy of the May
issue, just to glance hurriedly through it,
and half an hour later realised with a start

several hundred miles was

the Regional Amplifier, the " Tune -All "
Four, and the " M.W." " Cornacone." In
addition this number -contains articles 'by

with these to maintain contact with Bangkok

that I was absolutely embedded in the thing.
Complete descriptions are given of the
" Star -Turn " Three, the " Iso-Tune " Two,

Sir J. Reith, Capt. P. P. Eckert -ley, the
Hon. J. M. Kenworthy, R.N., M.P. and

panies-the famous conductor, Leopold

Stokowski, is a strong supporter of broadcasting, and has demonstrated the fact by
undertaking a course of radio engineering
with the object of being better able to advise

on the broadcasting of large orchestras.
Thus, instead of " crabbing ' radio, he is
willing to lend his musical genius to the
service of broadcasting technique.
Is This a New Idea ?

ON May 20th the Samuel Pepys Commemoration Service, at St. Olave's
Church, is to be relayed in the

National programme. On June 5th, the
ceremony of the unveiling of a monument
to the memory of General Wolfe, the hero
of Quebec, will be broadcast. As I pon-

dered on these announcements the idea
came-" Would - not s listener's diary,
giving

impressions

his

and

emotions,

together with comments in general about

the speakers, etc., be a most interesting

and possibly valuable work in, say, ten or
fifteen years ? " I present you with the

notion and hope that some of you may
execute it.

Sublime to -?
angel were to visit Earth an American

would try to sell a new pen to him,

and even try to interest him in loose-leaf
books. Strength is added to this conviction by the news that Americans are petitioning the astronomers to christen the
newly -found

planet

" Arkays."

Now,

" R.K.O." is short for the " Radio -Keith
Orpheum " Circuit of " talkie " theatres.

Mr. Ford is sure to have purchased the
new planet alreadyfor a gift to Edison !
News from Peshawar.

GT. H. B., writing from far-off PeshaLY

war, 800 miles from Bombay, the

nearesf broadcasting station, adds his

testimony to the increasing chorus from
overseas,

which clamours for

a good

British short-wave station. He points out,

as so many others .have done, that the

excellence of certain foreign S.W. stations
render their proprietors' names household
words. Of course ! And so far as my
information goes, the B.B.C.'s sole idea in
extending the use of 5 S W is to issue news
bulletins !

SHORT WAVES.
The sleep we get before midnight does us
most good, says a doctor. Still, the B.B.C.
needn't carry the idea too far.-" Daily
Herald."

" A portable amplifying set costing £350

will

provide music in Ilford parks in the

summer," we read in the " Sunday Express."
A most novel way of settling the question
of congestion in London's open spaces.

" Is your set stable P " runs a headling in
the " Wireless Constructor."
We don't know ; but it's certainly a little
" hoarse."
Boko was a member of the monkey house at
the Edinburgh Zoo. and a popular unit of the
Children's Radio Circle. Now he is no more.
It would be invidious to suggest the obvious
person to fill his place.-" Vox."
" Do you think people who listen -in to their
loud speakers on Sundays can expect to go to
heaven F' "
" Well, they might; but I'm afraid they'd be
risking their next-door neighbour's chances."

" R gramophones were confiscated, and the
B.B.C. shut up for the holidays, I wonder what
our reaction would be," we read in the
" North Eastern Daily Gazette."
Some suggestions put forward for filling up
spare time are flute and cornet practice, piano
playing, or filling up one's income-tax form!
RADIO TRAGEDY.

I once was a Radio Fan,
And I lost my heart to a man
Who sang very exquisitlee,
" 0. for the Wings of a Bee ! "
" Alice, Where Art Thou ? " I cried;
His voice was so youthful and clear.
I answered, " Thine Alice is here ! "
But quick to extinguish the Same,
The " Wireless Weekly " came,
And, with a dull, horrified stare,

I beheld my love's photograph there!

My set no more " Hullos " will call.
I don't read your paper at all ;
And I hate to remember, young man,
That I once was a radio fan.
" Wireless Weekly."

condensed and helpful feature all about,
" When, Where and How to hear Those
Foreigners."
A Mighty Industry.

THE figures which are quoted from the

for publication or for comment in these
Notes.

We thank also the gentleman who
explained how the world is going to end on
July 17th and him who sent us the wire
puzzle-or was it meant for a patent coil ?

Anyhow, the office -boy says that he " did "
it in six minutes !
Conquest of Space and Time.

AS a test of what cable and radio telegraphy can do the Associated Press of
America sent a message which went
round the world twice in 2 hours 5 minutes,
including the time for stops during which it
was copied and relayed at 22 important news
centres.
Nothing but natural thought transference

could beat that ! And only some 27 years
ago,

if my memory, is not at fault, the

Times " had a leading article to celebrate
the publication of its first press message
received by wireless from the U.S.A.
An " All -Mains " Danger.

T HOPE that if you discard batteries, or
I even the H.T. battery, in favour of the
mains, you will not thereafter find
yourself in the present position of some
Burnley listeners. It is estimated that there

are about 8,000 lieencees there, 4,000 of

whom use battery eliminators on the. D.C.
supply.
Now the Corporation is going to change
the supply to A.C. and the 4,000 luckless
ones are asking awkward questions about

compensation, of which the Corporation
people do not like the sound. They think
that if all the D.C. cases were compensated
the cost would add another sixpence to the
local rates.
broadcasting Items.
having no broadcasting

PORTUGAL,
stations to maintain, has generously
Department of Commerce
decreed that its people may listen instatements are large enough to drive to other countries-free of tax, provided
a British trader crazy with envy, I their aerials do not cross roads and other
should think. Just fancy ! The huge' public property.
aggregate business of 135,845,635 dollars
The Indian Government has undertaken
was reported for 1929 by 10,455 dealers, and
to pay about 02,500 for the Indian Broadthese dealers are only about a quarter of the casting Company. Pity, in view of what is
total number at work in the U.S.A.
happening, that they didn't boom broadBetween them they sold 862,599 " mains "
casting years ago, tax or no tax.
sets and 35,197 battery -driven sets. Shows
It is reported that in Luxembourg a new
which way the wind blows, doesn't it ?
Long-Distanee Ship Telegraphy.

IN the words of the newspaper placards

WIRELESS pioneers dating back to the
days when for a ship to communicate

Camera. " Modern Wireless "has " done

S.H.J. (Hornchurch), and C.A.B.) Burton on -Trent) kindly accept our thanks for their
letters which, although of great interest to
all and sundry here, do not lend themselves

U.S.A.

A " Star " Issue.

I when they refer to Jack Hobbs or

Acknowledged.

WILL F.J.G. (Birmingham), A.C. (North fleet), C.A.J. (Harlesden), G.A.M.
(Wakefield), A.G. (Huddersfield),

...11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111r:

What audacity ! However, I consider that

the petition is doomed to failure because

of only 100 watts and works on the 40-60
metres band.

I must not forget the fascinating new
,feature, "The World's Programmes," a

When he sang in the evening -tide,

IT is fairly certain that if the recording

from the Red Sea all the way to Siam,
some 4,000 miles. The set has an input

numerous other popular contributors. And

to feel positively ill at the mere mention

of radio-though they are not averse from
being " recorded " by gramophone com-

considered

excellent work, will revel in the news that
Prince Purachatra of Siam, while returning
home from Europe, carried with him in the
M.S. " Fionia " a British -made short-wave
transmitter and receiver and was enabled

with the shore over a distance of

law has been made, under which private
persons may erect transmitting stations.

Let us hope this applies only to low -power
" amateurs."
ARIEL.

Por.zzTar Wireless, May 17th, 1930.

AT one time or another we have all

listened to programmes emanating
from far -away stations. Tf we have

* -s- -4--4.- e- ÷
f Every long-distance

listener will
be interested in this subject, which,
as dealt with by " P .W.'s " Chief
Radio Consultant; is extremely

been allowed to listen to a station for more
than a few minutes we have been likely to

notice that, without the receiver being
touched, the strength of reception dies away
slowly to almost zero. During this " fade "

the quality all goes bad and is almost unrecognisable as music or speech.

This

phenomenon is called " fading."

1
5p,ce

WAVES

-

walks over the carpet unnoticing its irregularities, but tires himself on ploughed land.
The seven league boots of the fairy story
took such long strides that its
owner laughed even at moun:AT
tains. The longer the step
the less irregularities matter.
and so the longer the wave-

length of the electric wave
the less it loses energy in
moving away from its starting point.

GROCwe, IVO vc.7

Two waves, one of length

Fig. 1.

How the wireless waves leave the aerial.

My attempt in this article is to give you
a picture of what happens when " a distant
station fades."
Look at Fig. 1. The horizontal line is
supposed to represent the earth's surface.

passed over ordinary
English country, the longer wave may be
20 times the strength of the shorter The
A1758

fascinating.

e
1

50 miles, having

2,000 metres, the other of
200 metres, may start with

the same strength, but at

4N), SPACE
WAVE
LONG
WAVE
5i -ocher
WAVE

VEar .5;ww r
WAVE

0/5 rAlvce FROM 4ERIA
Fig. 2.

Showing relative strengths.

shorter may die out nearly completely at
50 miles, the longer may still be appreC'ontinued on next page.)

WIRELESS AND THE MODERN LINER

The vertical line is a representation of a
transmitting aerial. The angular dotted
lines are intended to represent the paths of
rays of electric waves being sent out from
the aerial when it is energised by high frequency currents.
" Ground " and "Space " Waves.
Certain waves travel along the ground ;
certain waves fly +upwards and outwards

into space. We call the former " ground "
waves or " direct " waves, the latter " space"
waves or " indirect waves.

The ground wave meets with all kinds

of obstacles to its progress. It must, as it
travels, step on trees and houses and telephone wires, it must find its way over hills
and forests, over mountains and lakes. in
doing so it loses energy and gets tired more
rapidly than if the earth's surface were, to
it, perfectly smooth.
The shorter the wave -length the shorter,
as it were, its steps, and the more frequently

it gets entangled with earth surface obstacles.
A child with tiny tottering steps finds a soft

carpet enough to tire it, the bigger man

Some of the radio gear on the German liner "Europa," which has a magnificent wiremes
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FADING.
(Continued from previous page.)

tY

ciable at 500 miles. So much for the
ground ray. It dies away in strength as
it moves away from the aerial. It dies
away much more quickly as its wavelength
lessens. Any ground wave dies away more

rapidly if the earth over which it travels
is

back earthwards again, at the inner surface
of the Layer.
At points S6, S7. Sg, etc., they may be

There is supposed to be above the surface

of the earth an electrified layer called the
Heaviside Layer. Never mind what it is at

broken," i.e. mountainous or hilly.
But what of the space ray, the rays shot

off at an angle to the earth's surface ?
Obviously these do not fret themselves

against any material object, and they only
die away like all energy dies

away according to an inverse

assumed to he about equal in strength to

present, but imagine " the inverted bowl we
call the sky " is really composed of myriads of billions of

myriads-and so on-of little
electrically -charged particles.

The space waves shoot off

at an angle to the earth's

surface, and they must then
come

in contact with the

underside of the bowl. The

Fig. 3. What happens when the waves meet the Heaviside Layer.

bowl reflects them down again :
(once more I have no space to explain how,

At points Si, S etc., they
are much feebler than the direct ray, or
the direct ray.

please take it that it just does).

So really we have a state of affairs as
shown in Fig. 3. The ground ray A-G

the direct ray is much stronger than they are.

Now the space rays have travelled over
different lengths of paths from
that followed by the direct ray.
At a point S, S7, S8, etc., they
may therefore at any moment

UN CLE SAM'S "RADIO -POLICEMAN

distance law. (Note : even though

the space waves do not lose

interfere and annul the direct
ray. On the other hand, due
to the ever changing state of
the electrified layer, they may
at points S, S7, S8, etc., aid
the direct ray. This makes a

energy by contact with material

things they do get feebler as
they get farther away, To make
this clear by example if not by
explanation : there is practically

no matter between us and the
sun, but we don't get the full

disturbance

momentarily twice

strong as when the direct
ray alone operated. So at

radiant heat of the sun, nor

as

should we even if there were no
atmosphere.)

points Se, S7, Sg, etc., we may

get very severe fading indeed.

How Intensity Varies.

The point to appreciate

Always "Shifting."

is

At points Si, Se, etc., the
space rays are never strong
enough to make much' fading
effect. At points S12, S, S55,
etc., however, the space rays

that the space waves die away
very slowly compared with the
ground wave. But the space
waves, not having their feet on
. the ground, as it were, die away
at a rate independent of -wavelength ;

the wavelength is short or long

for the
signal, and there is no interference between direct and inalone are responsible

it does not matter if
This elaborate gear is installed at Washington. and enables the U.S. Government

when the waves do not touch any to keep a watch on radio transmissions and to prevent "wavelength wobbling." direct rays. There is some
fading, however, because it must
material objects.
To make this abundantly clear, see goes along the earth and, with a given not be thought that the Layeris a fixed

Fig. 2 with curves, which show the intensity of waves at different distances. The

upper curve shows the intensity of the

space waves at distances measured along
the ray, the lower three curves show the
intensity of the ground wave at distances
measured along the ground.
Now what happens- to those strong space
rays ? Do they eventually entertain the
beings on another planet ? No ! They

don't, so we can keep our shame to ourselves.

THE chief difficulty that anyone who
wants to listen to any of the various

amateur short-wave bands has to
contend with is the fact that a normal

earth, and a given strength of initial radiation, and a given length of wave, we will
say that its strength is sensibly zero at G,
gaining strength as we move from G to A.
But see the space rays. These reflected
down again impinge on the earth at
points Si, S2, S3-S15. At points S10 and
Su and S, etc., however, they can be much

stronger than the ground ray; they are
far from zero strength because they have

not wasted their energy on the ground, and

have only wasted a little in being turned

and stable mirror for the waves.
It is an uneasy, shifting thing, turning

over in its sleep, altering its shape and con-

sistency, and so greatly changing its properties.

The last point to remember is that the

Heaviside Layer only forms solar as broadcasting wave -lengths are concerned at
night.
I shall continue a discussion of the theory
in a further issue.

The circuit and tuning table of the set
which was eventually constructed to these
specifications may be of interest. As will
be seen rom the sketch, the circuit is quite

MY IDEAL

*

SHORT -WAVER.

THE CIRCUIT CHOSEN.

straightforward,

By A " P.W." READER.

the only unusual part

being the two condensers C, and C3. By
means of a push-pull switch, these condensers may be thrown in series or in parallel.

gether, making it hard to separate and read
weak signals.

When in series, the total value of the

construct a receiver which would he capable

shown below :

An attempt was therefore made to

condenseis is very small indeed.
The settings for the different bands are

of :

(1) Use as an ordinary shortwave broadcast receiver.

Band

C.
Dial

C. and C. in

Coils

Re -

Series

2

2

PI

4

6

9,

9

6

All in

30
30
30
90

Parallel

,, s,

50

,,

9
30

25

C,

(2) Tuning to any amateur

Easy wave -change, ordinary waves as well as
short, and ease of control were features regarded
as essential.

short-wave receiver covers these bands in

a few degrees of the dials of the tuning
condenser.

This bunches the stations to -

short-wave band, and so spread-

ing the band out that it would
cover at least 70 degrees on a
10Q -degree dial.

(3) The receiver should also
be quite easy to operate.

10 metre f in
20
all in
40 ,,
80 ,,
160 .,

1 in

series or par. Tuning action

6
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WOT TEN
BWOAD CAST
WONUNCIATION
BY TOMMY HANDLEY

It's so difficult to tell who's right and

AFAST sports car swished to a standstill, and its languid occupant drawled

This cheery article deals with the
rather doleful business of B.B.C.
pronunciation in characteristic
Tommy Handley style.

out a question to the village idiot

regarding the signpost.
Aye, soirrr," said the old man. " Thet
be the roiwd, way up over t'ill. But do 'ee
come fra' Lunnon, soirrr ? "
" Yaas," replied the surprisedk driver.

" Whaa do you say thaat ?

" Well, soirrr. You speak like t'woireless
hannouncer ! "
And there you have the broadcast English
business in a nutshell ! As a radio man I
am concerned about it. The way in which
English will be spoken in England is so tied

up with broadcasting that anyone with
a nodding friendship with the microphone

must feel responsible.
The reason is that for the last seven years

radio has been an invader into people's

nomes, and is having an influence just where
any difference such as a difference of speech

is most noticeable. It means that folk
all over the country are learning how
London speaks, whereas previously their
knowledge of pronunciation was limited
to that practised within a circle of about
ten miles.
The Standard Committee.

There is, of course, a standard B.B.C.

committee on Broadcast English, and it is

a good thing to have when it comet to a
question of whether we shall say " awto-

mobeel " or " ohtomobyle." George Bernard Shaw said recently that the only way
to pronounce " automobile " is to call it a
motor -car !
And the joke is that G.B.S. is on the B. B.C.' s

committee, and has sanctioned the correct

"DO 'EE COME FRA LUNNON ?"

i

pronunciation of " automobeet" ! So where
are we, please ?

What the committee can never do, and

what it would be difficult for anybody to do,

is (a) to bring out a standard language for
broadcasting in England ; (b) to ensure
that the same language is always broadcast ; and (c) to arrive at a pronunciation
which will please everybody.
C. B. Cochran's View.

I nearly wept over this thought until,
just recently, I heard the well-known
producer, C. B. Cochran, talking about
good English. He said something to this
Beautiful speech, like charity,
begins at home.
" We English should see that our accent
and the melody and rhythms of our speech
are not corrupted by imitations of popular
vaudeville artistes, arbitrary dons, or
affected social leaders.
" We must keep our speech simple, remembering that a wireless announcer's
effect :

refaned ' influence may be just as dan-

gerous as the nasal squawk of some Lithuanian -Chicago darling of Hollywood, and

that the fruity, supercilious drawl of a
country parson has only the warrant of

false snobbery to back its claim to superiority

over the rich tonality of the peasant speech
of East Anglia or Gloucestershire."

Personally, I'm very fond of the way

" vulgarisms " of Ulster pronunciation were
being attacked. And I was reminded of

the fact that a broadcaster from Belfast
recently gave a talk in which he said that

these " vulgarisms " are part of the history
of the English language, and are, in fact,
a survival of the English spoken at the court
of Queen Elizabeth. In her time words like
learn, servant, please, and speak were
pronounced " lam," " sarvint," playse,"
and " spake."
I think you will notice that, though you
may not agree with my pronunciation on all
points, I do

at least "HULLO, FOLKS ! "
speak English, and not

American.

I deplore the

onslaughts

of Broadway, backed
up by the
advent of

the talkies.
American
twang has
done

more

than anything el se
to make

"talkies"

unpopular

with thinking English
people, and
the

Mr. Tommy Handley, the happy B.B.C. favourite, who writes
B.B.C. voiced
this article specially for "P.W."

has had a

understand Mancunians, yet we all speak
what we call " English "-though strictly,
I suppose, I speak " London."
If broadcasting will eventually mean
the extinction of the pleasing dialects
we shall be the worse for it. Though there

The trouble is that while we, and various
pronunciation committees, are standing

brogue is pleasant, and I can't properly

stray coins from inquisitive tourists by
saying " Aye, aye, soirrr. Thet it be ! "
A " Standard " Inevitable.

In just the same way the fisher -girls on
the Dutch coast wear their fancy costumes
and " ear -eyes " to please the fashionable
bathers at Scheveningen, and walk down
Klaverstraat in Amsterdam for the same
recognises anuouncerEnglish

said by a Northern Irishman that the

Cornish women " sing " their words, I
admire the broad Highland tongue, Irish

will always be old villagers anxious to earn

Even the village idiot

who's wrong. Only the other day I heard it

purpose.
Broadcasting is bound to hasten the arrival

some standard kind of pronunciation,
no matter how unsatisfactory it is.
of

hard task to steer clear of a similar Yankee

ramp on the " mike."

still and asking, " What kind of English
shall we broadcast ? " the machinery of

still going on, and the
innocent announcers, who have to say
broadcasting is

something, say it in their natural tongues.
They may be disagreed with, but at least
they're understood. And the poor artistes
have to do the best they can.

For myself, I am heartened by the fact
that a recent talk from London was attacked in letters on the following grounds :
(a) that it had a Communist bias ; (b) that
it was Fascist propaganda ; (c) that it was
anti -clerical: (d) that it was sectarian
twaddle ; (e) that it was frivolous ; and (f)

that it was too highbrow.
Silence is indeed golden now that speech
is so slipshod !
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Broadcasting House, Edinburgh.
LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

MRS. PHILIP SNOWDEN

AND B.B.C.

CHAIRMANSHIP.

THE NORTHERN " PROMS."-

QUEEN'S HALL TOO-THE
TEST MATCHES-ETC.

IN view of the fact that Mrs. Philip
1.

Snowden is herself a strongly -backed

candidate for the post of Chairman of
the B.B.C., shortly to become vacant, her
views on the essential requirements and
conditions of the job are of special interest.
Mrs. Snowden characteristically insists
that a salary of £3,000 a year carries with

Work at the new Scottish Broadcasting

House at Edinburgh which, as recently

announced in these columns, is soon to be
the headquarters of broadcasting in Scotland, is proceeding so rapidly that it will
not be long before one of the studios is ready
for use.
The main studio, however, a roomy affair
with a gallery to accommodate an audience,
will not be ready for some time yet, neither
will the smaller studio, which is to be used

The Aldershot Tattoo.

The Aldershot Tattoo will be broadcast
from the National transmitters on Tuesday
evening. June 17th. As in previous years,
the relay will be in two sections, the first
taking place between 9.45 and 10.20 p.m.,

and the second between 10.50 and 11.30
p.m. Further details of this broadcast will
be published in our columns in due course.
Two Interesting Announcements.

The song of the nightingale appears as an

for talks and the broadcasting of gramophone records. During the next few weeks
the Edinburgh staff will take up their new
quarters, but the main body will have to

item in the broadcast programmes during
the week between Monday. May 26th, and

remain in Glasgow for some months.

depends on the state of the weather, which
affects the singing of the birds. However,
the outside broadcast engineers will be on
duty in the woods at Pangbourne, in

NOT A CONJURING TRICK-

Saturday, May 31st. It is of course, impos-

sible to give precise details as so much

Berkshire, each night during the week,
ready to switch through to the control room at Savoy Hill at any time between

it an obligation to work, not merely to

10.30 p.m. and midnight. The song of the
nightingale is now an annual institution in
the programmes which few listeners would
like to miss.

attend rare Board meetings. In her view
the chairman should have his own office at
Savoy Hill, and be in attendance at least
half of every day. Other points in Mrs.
Snowden's requirements are as follows:
Chairman should visit stations regularly,
and attend advisory committees.
He should be of firm character, above
suspicion of bias, and capable of maintaining the balance of opinion and taste with

For The Old Folks.

Another programme for Old Folks will

be given in the Birmingham Studio on
Thursday, May 29th. It will begin at
6.40 p.m., a time calculated to be most
convenient to those for whom it is intended,

strict fairness.

and will consist of items by H. G. Crews,
and James Coleman, bass.

seventy.

The Test Matches.

The Northern " Proms."
Both the National and the North Regional

Arrangements have been made to broadcast eye -witness accounts of the forthcom-

Automatic retirement at the age of

ing Test Matches between England and

transmitters are to broadcast the first of

Australia, it having been decided, as a result

the series of Northern Promenade Concerts
which is to be given by the Halle Orchestra

of past experience, that cricket does not

lend itself to running commentaries. These
eye -witness accounts will be given from

under the conductorship of Sir Hamilton
Harty at the Free Trade Hall, Manchester

on Monday May 26th.
The whole programme, of which listeners

6.30 to 6.40 p.m. each day during the
-But the " internals " ci a Mansbridge type condenser, consisting of tin -foil on a paper strip.

will hear the first part between 7.45 and
9 p.m., will be orchestral, and will consist
entirely of works by Wagner. Part of each

FOR THE LISTENER.

of the remaini g concerts for the same week

will also be broadcast, except that on
Wednesday, May 28th.
The concert on Tuesday, May 27th, will

be heard by London Regional listeners
between 9.15 and 10.15 p.m., when, in
addition to the orchestra, there will be
items by Jelly d'Aranyi, the well-known
violinist. and Reginald Whitehead, the
Manchester baritone.

Thursday's concert will be broadcast in
its entirety, the first half from the North
Regional transmitter and the second half
as part of the London programme. Olga
Haley (soprano) is the solo artist, and the
orchestral pieces include Schubert's Unfinished Symphony and Brahms' Symphony in D, m the first part of the pro-

gramme. and Dvorak's Fifth Symphony in
the second part.
Queen's Hall Too.

Millions of listeners will welcome the
news that the B.B.C. is arranging another
season of Promenade Concerts at the
Queen's Hall this year. It will last for eight
weeks, namely from August 9th to October

4th, and many of the concerts will be

*

A Specially Contributed Criticism of Current Broadcasting Events.
By " PHILEMON."
Who will long be remembered for those wise and witty broadcasts
entitled "From My Window."

"Peep-Bo-Hemia."

ITHOUGHT this was a very good show.

1 Leonard Henry is a host in himself ;
he seems to be relying less upon his
" business " and more upon the wit and
humour of his talk, and improves all the time.

There still, however, remains a big gap
between the " stars " and the lesser lights.

You have to get through a lot of tissue

paper before you come to the threepenny -

bit ! Tommy Handley, the other night,
was in a very gay and spring -like humour.
Mr. Hehnsley's " Elsie " was as precocious

and amusing as ever ; and I quite liked
Art Fowler with his ukulele solos. Not that
I am tired of the old stars, but I should like
to see new ones rising ; for, after all, the
Vaudeville Hour is almost the only entertainment provided for us now !

broadcast. Sir Henry Wood will, of course,

The Talking Machine.

the programmes as soon as these are

the talking barometer rises ! It is difficult
to keep track of the new series which have

conduct. We shall print further details of
arranged.

progress of the games, and are to be relayed
from the actual ground.

As the entertainment barometer falls,

been started. " Architecture To -day and
To -morrow," " The Study of the Mind,"
" The Making of a Personality," etc.

Personally I like talks. I like Vernon
Bartlett. I am not nearly so frightened
about India after hearing him discuss the
situation there. He has a very steadying

effect, with his clear mind and his quiet
voice. I shall also follow very closely

the series on " Research and Discovery."
Mr. Gerald Heard, who gives this series,

said quite rightly that almost as many

people want to know what is going on in the

world of science as in the world of books
or the cinema. The discovery of a new
planet is more exciting than the discovery
of a new film star at Hollywood.
Birds.

This is another series of talks which rather

intrigues me-Professor Julian Huxley on
" Bird -Watching." I watched a woodpecker the other day boring into a
(Continued on page 274.)
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Where Construdors
GoWison
The tale of a reader's " Magic " set-and a moral, interestingly related
By G. V. DOWDING, Associate LEE.
BEFORE I get down to the main subject

of this article, I must say that it is
obvious that a lot of constructors

don't go wrong at all!
This is proved by the enormous number

of " Magic " enthusiasts who really are
Magic " results.
getting
There can't

THE ORIGINAL -

" tried everything " and had "rewired the
whole set several times."

We reproduce a photo of this particular
set on this page, together with a photo of
the original " Magic One. They don't
seem to look quite the same, do they ?
Now I am not putting out this particular
example as being the " worst ever," it

isn't by any means-it is quite an average.
And I am not particularly cross with the
constructor for fashioning such a poor replica

of the " Magic " One because I don't sup-

pose he realises the vital importance of

sticking rigidly to specifications and carrying out the wiring neatly and efficiently.
But this particular " Mhgic " One -is
full of trouble (as are most of the really bad

cases), and " P.W." readers may find it

interesting and instructive if I run through
the various faults that
our Research Depart-AND
ment located.
The set was declared
bad constructionally
on two general counts.

This was found to be short-circuiting
over a large part of the movement of the
moving vanes, while over the remainder of
their travel there was a low resistance leak.
Practically Everything Wrong !

It should be mentioned, however, that

this particular differential reaction condenser was of foreign manufacture, and was
not one of the recommended British makes.
The moving vanes of the tuning variable
of this particular set had got slightly bent,
and short-circuits were also occurring here !
Taking all these things into consideration,

I do not think that we can be blamed for
this " Magic " failure, do you ?

There is little that has been done in the

making of this set that is right ; practically
-

(Continued on page 274.)

A READER'S REPLICA.

(1) The lay -out differed

a great deal from the
original ; and (2) the
wiring was very poor.
Next it was discovered that for some

reason, the grid conThis is the original " P.W." " Magic" One receiver.

be much wrong with a three-valver when
it manages to pull in over 50 stations on
the loudspeaker !

And this is the sort of thing that is happening all over the country.
Now and then we get queries from readers
who have met with trouble. Generally, the
Queries Department can very quickly put
these people on the tight track. But sometimes we get a case that does seem almost
hopeless.

He Had " Tried Everything ! "

denser had been

shorted with a- short
length, of wire. (This
is clearly visible in the
photo.)
Further, connection

had been made to the
wrong Screws on the

condenser. These
screws hold the- foils in

position and make

contact with them.
Unscrewing them may

interfere with the

In such circumstances, we often try to
borrow the actual set concerned, (But I

operation of the com-

accept uninvited sets.)
And when such a set actually comes alonr,

of the technical staff
spent about an hour

builder !

carefully testing the
components in this set,

must hastily point out that we cannot
-what a tale it generally has to tell of its

A week or two ago we came across a
" Magic " One set that " simply wouldn't
work properly," although 'the owner had

ponent.
One of the members

and the major fault
located was in the differential condenser.

The short-circuited grid condenser can be seen clearly in this plate. Note
the very untidy wiring and how the layout of components has been seriously
varied front the specification,
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SIR THOMAS BEECHAM
TILTS AT THE B.B.C.

.....

By THE EDITOR.

* -- 44.-00444,-

THERE seems to be little room left for
doubt that Sir Thomas Beecham and
the B.B.C. have severed " diplomatic

relations." And as a result we wonder what
will happen to the National Orchestra and
other interesting schemes, about which we
have heard so much in the past.
The ostensible cause of the rupture of the
amicable relations between Sir Thomas and
the B.B.C. seems to be this : that the B.B.C.

Does this mean that Dr. Adrian Boult,
Mr. Percy Pitt, and others who have done
so much to develop the musical side of the

B.B.C., do not know their job'? We can

hardly think Sir Thomas means that.
" The time is coming," Si Thoma,s says,
" when broadcasting, no longer a novelty,
will fall into a pretty insignificant- position
so far as music is concerned.

" The good musicians will no longer

grammes shall be given ! Amazing !

have never given a farthing's worth of help.

Sir Thomas, it will be remembered, has
been " billed " several times just recently
to conduct at B.B.C. concerts, but has not
done so ; he was to have conducted at the

" Broadcasting has done a tremendous

amount of work in popularising music and
developing public taste. The B.B.C. has
broadcast Covent Garden performances of
opera for several seasons. Transmission

and reception have in most cases been

proved year by year, and -there is no doubt

broadcast. Many do not as it is, and
Schnabel refuses to make gramophone

"Those Concerts Were Mismanaged."

little tilt at the. B.B.C.

excellent. Our box-office results have im-

is not content with the great honour of
finding the money to arrange special
symphony concerts for Sir Thomas to
conduct, but, incredible as it may seem
(to Sir Thomas) the Lords of Savoy Hill
even insist on deciding what musical. pro-

you consider his views on Sir Thomas's

records.
" Wireless

and

that a good proportion of the increased
receipts is due to broadcasting and the
resulting wish of listeners to see the great
singers on the stage.
Covent Garden Broadcasts.

" In the recent tour of our English company in the provinces we found that a large

part of our audiences had been attracted

by earlier broadcasts from Covent Garden.
My, own opinion is that in thus promoting
public interest in operatic music, broadcasting, so far from being parasitical, is doing
invaluable service to composers and performers and to the cause of music generally:"

the

gramophone are

the merest parasites on the body musical.
In the essential art of making music they

That, we think, pretty well answers Sir

Thomas' condemnation of broadcasting. If
the managing -director of the opera season

at Covent Garden candidly admits that

broadcasting has
had beneficial
effects on his boxoffice, because of

PROGRESS AT PORTLAND PLACE

the musical propaganda effects of

the work of the

Mahler Symphony Concert, but decided not
to at the last minute. According to press
reports, Sir Thomas did not approve of the
programme of music
So Sir Henry Wood conducted instead.

B.B.C., Sir Thomas

ought to send up

a prayer of thanks

that, at long last,

And now Sir Thomas, back from Coloa6ne,

something is being

done-and done

has treated himself to another tilt at the
B.B.C.

effectively-to

concerts last winter," he said, " was, typical.
Those concerts were mismanaged in every
possible way, and naturally people would not
go to them.

widely appreciated
in this country.

" The failure of the B.B.C. symphony

make music more

" Most of the seats that were not empty
were filled with poor relations and housemaids.

NOTEBOOK

" Of course, people will not go to hear an
orchestra, no matter how good, called ' the
B.B.C.'

And, of course, a collection of

players, no matter how good, is not turned
into an orchestra without someone at the

head whose job it is to do the turning.
The B.B.C. imagines that because it has

money, therefore it can dispense with the
arts of concert organisers-arts which are

the result of long experience."

" Without Knowledge or Talent."

The B.B.C. does not, of course, imagine

anything of the sort.

It has excellent

musical advisers-of the high -brow, middlebrow, and low -brow calibre, and naturally,

as it finds the cash, it reserves the right to
decide how it shall be spent.

-

It is not so long ago that Sir Thomas

was bewailing the fact that no one would
put up money for British musical enterprise, but now, when the B.B.C. offers a
heaven-sent opportunity, Sir Thomas is
still not satisfied. A pity.
" The B.B.C. has mistaken its function,"
says Sir Thomas. " It should be a client
of the music -makers. It should not attempt
the running of musical performances itself,
for that is a business for which it has proved

itself, and very naturally, to be without
knowledge or talent."

NOTIONS. f

The steel skeleton of the future home of broadcasting is rapidly taking shape.
as you can see by this recently -taken photograph.

No artist has ever got from them a particle
of stimulation he gets from a real audience."

Very pretty; but, apart from wireless,

the gramophone has given the artiste a good

*

Usually the more screening -grid volts applied

to a pentode (within the maker's limits) the

better its performance, but the greater the H.T.
current required for it.

deal of stimulation-in the form of world-

wide publicity and hard cash from royalties.

Sir Thomas, we believe, has also made
gramophone records.

Sir Thomas concludes his little tilt at the
B.B.C. by saying : " As for the B.B.C.,
it simply squanders money in a muddling,

blundering way, without a policy (on its
musical side) or a future."

Really ! We begin to think Sir Thomas

would do very well in the House of
Commons !

But listen to the other side of the question.
Listen, in fact, to Colonel Blois, the manag-

ing -director of the Covent Garden Opera
Co.-the man who, from the early days of
broadcasting readily agreed that excerpts

from' Covent Garden operas should be
broadcast. Why-you can realise, when

Although other valves are occasionally to
blame, it is generally the last or output valve
that causes distortion.
*

*

*

Super -power valves should be worked at the
maximum rated H.T. voltage with the correct
negative grid bias specified, if the best possible
quality is to be obtained.
*

*

*

Correct grid bias is particularly important
for the last valve in a set, and too little grid bias
will inevitably shorten the valve's life, introduce
distortion, and waste H.T. current.
*

*

*

The chief disadvantage of using wood for a
panel is that panel -mounting components are
designed for panels of a quarter incli or less
in thickness, and that wood of this thickness is
not usually sufficient rigid.
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odernSeledivity
Standards
Being a clear description of the various methods of
obtaining sharp tuning with satisfactory quality, incluiing some details of the Radiostat methods.
By CARDEN SHIELS.

BY using the principle of electric

re-

sonance, Sir Oliver Lodge first made

it possible to separate or select any
one of a number of wireless signals transSince then the
mitted simultaneously.
problem of selectivity has in practice been
limited to a search for new and improved
methods of tuning.
The product of capacity and inductance
in a circuit determines its natural " tune,"
i.e. causes it to respond more energetically
to oscillations of one particular frequency
than to any other. This is the " alpha and
omega " of all selective systems of recep-

has largely disappeared since the introduction of other methods of stabilised
The super -regenerator circuit is an even
more ingenious method of increasing both

beam of the short wave -lengths originally
used by Hertz.
Recently, for instance, there have been
signs of a revolt against the use of sharply=
tuned circuits. It is now generally admitted
that a receiver which is very highly tuned
is often deficient in quality.

STOPPING "RINGING."

loss of a large proportion of the modulation
or side -band frequencies which spread

high -frequency amplification, such as the
neutrodyne circuit and the use of modern
screened -grid valves.

range and selectivity, though it, too, has

A sharp resonance curve involves the

out on each side of the carrier -wave, and
a corresponding falling -off in true musical
response, particularly as regards the higher
notes.

tion.

Band -Tuning.

Usual Methods.

For this reason many makers now favour

The usual way of improving selectivity
by tuning is to try to reduce the damping

what is called " band -tuning," where the
input circuit and intervalve couplings,

due to ohmic resistance. This can be done
either directly by using low -loss coils and
condensers, or indirectly by applying
" negative resistance," i.e. reaction from a

instead of being sharply tuned, are deliberately designed to accept a definite " band "
of frequencies so as to include the side -bands
as well as the carrier -wave.

back -coupled valve.

There are also one or two striking in-

stances where inventors have departed from
what may be called mere improvements in
tuning. The superheterodyne receiver is

one example, and the super -regenerative
circuit is another.
In the superheterodyne receiver the
frequency of the signal wave is reduced by

CIRCUIT PERSISTENCE.

Here is a circuit invented by Dr. Robinson which,
by phase reversals, prevents distortion in sharp Y.
tuned circuits.

fallen out of favour now that the cost of
valves is so much less than it used to be.
A super -regenerative valve is one maintained at the point of maximum efficiency
by means of a local oscillator, which con-

stantly urges the valve beyond and then
" quenches " or thrusts it below the
threshold of self -oscillation. The net result

that, in operation,
the valve works at
is

More recently still, the whole theory of
side -band transmission has been brought
into dispute by one of the foremost authorities on wireless science. In the opinion
of Sir Ambrose Fleming, the modulation
of a carrier -wave by microphone currents
cannot truthfully be said to produce side -

band frequencies in the sense that such
frequencies actually exist and are transmitted bodily through the ether.

On the contrary, he regards them as

merely a convenient mathematical fiction.
(Continued on next page.)

PICKIN G OUT THE STATIONS.

higher efficiency than
is otherwise possible.
As previously stated,
these exceptional types

of circuit appear
This diagram helps to explain Sir Ambrose Fleming's

theory of why a sharply -tuned circuit gives more
ba-s than high notes.

means of a locai oscillator which " beats "
with the incoming wave. The resulting
" difference " frequency, when separated
out by, means of a detector, is of a lower
frequency, and is therefore more easily
subjected to intensive H.F. amplification
than the original signal wave.
It must, however, be admitted that this
peculiar advantage of supersonic reception

already to have outlived some of their
original
advantages.
At the same time, fresh
points of view are con
tintially arising.

The standards of to

day may be " back
numbers " to -morrow,

but occasionally they
again return to favour

-as witness the
revival in the modern

Here is the

elaborate laboratory
model ot the Radiostat. It is capable ot tuning -in stations that are being
heterodyned, without any interforenes being heard
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the oiylinary type of receiver cannot respond

faithfully to rapid changes iii the intensity
of a single -frequency wave. They swing
or oscillate too frequently under the im-

t MODERN SELECTIVITY
STANDARDS
t

-

pulse of the first impact

(Continued from previous page.)

to be able to follow

subsequent changes in

lie agrees that a " band " of frequencies

may be created in the circuits of the
receiver, as is the case in supersonic reception, but apparently attributes this to a
peculiar property shared by all highly -tuned
circuits.
Free Oscillation.

The very fact that a circuit is highly

tuned means that it is readily set into free
oscillation. If a delicately pivoted, pendulum is struck one sharp blow, it will continue to oscillate at its own natural "fre-

quency for a considerable time. Similarly,
a tuned circuit tends to oscillate at its own
inherent frequency for some time after the
impact of the first signal impulse.

This is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the
curve A shows the time during which a
sharply -tuned circuit oscillates in response

to a single impact. The curves B and C

Ifs effect is to cause the valves 1 and
to " take charge " alternately, and in
rapid succession so that the transmitting

aerial is energised first by the circuit A,

A 10-VALVE -STENODE SET.

the amplitude of the
incoming wave:

Dr. Robinson of the

Stenode Radiostat
Comparky- has recently

protected a system of
wireless transmission
and reception designed

to prevent a tuned
circuit frtun persisting
in free oscillation, and

in this way he increases

its selective action.
Broadly speaking,
the method he adopts

is to use a

carrier -

wave which is con-

tinually reversed in

The first five valves of this circuit roan a superhet amplifier, the sixth valve
is a crystal -controlled Stenode detector, and the remainder form a spftfal
L.P. amplifier.

phase at very short intervals, so that in

and then, in the opposite phase, by circuit
B, so that the radiated carrier is subjected

age and then, when the phase reversal

to Eli phase -reversal 20,000 times each second.

reception the circuits first build up in volt-

HARD AT WORK IN THE " LAB."

Instead of reversing the phase of the

carrier -wave, it is possible to secure an

equivalent effect at the receiving end by
the circuit shown in Fig. 3.
The received signals are applied to two

1, 2, arranged in push-pull and
coupled to an output circuit comprising

valves

a piezo-electric crystal timed to the carrier frequency. A 20,000 cycle local oscillator 0
is coupled at L to a circuit shunted across the
valves, so that during one half -cycle of the
local oscillation the valve 1 is in operation
on the crystal, whilst during the second half cycle the valve 2 is effective on the, crystal

in opposite phase so as to damp out the
first series of oscillations.
Ingenious System.

The action is illustrated more clearly in
the diagram of, Fig. 4, where the local

oscillator 0 is shown coupled to two
Months of intensive research are necessary to produce something really new in radio. Here we see
members of the Radiostat Laboratory hard at work.

illustrate the

corresponding

effect

on

circuits which are less sharply tuned, or,

in other words, more highly damped.

Now, according to Sir, Ambrose Fleming,

the'effect of modulating a carrier -wave is
simply to cause the amplitude of the
carrier -wave to vary, so that the incoming
signal consists of a single wave of constant
frequency but rapidly changing amplitude.
But, from the curves shown in Fig. 1, it
is clear that the tuned circuits now used in

AT THE RECEIVER.

occurs, the original oscillations are damped
out.

For instance, referring back to Fig. 1,
a receiving circuit having the resonance

properties of the curve A is allowed to build
up in amplitude to the point X, and is then

rapidly damped so that the response falls
off, as shown by the dotted line curve.
As the .phase reversal takes place some
15,000 to 20,000 times a second, the net

effect is to prevent the circuits from falling
into sustained or " free " oscillation.

coils L1, L2, reversely wound, but both
coupled to the selective circuit L, C comprising the crystal Q.
When the key K is in the upper position

-i.e. when the valve 1 of Fig. 3 is " in

charge," the coil L1 induces signal voltages
into the circuit L, C. Immediately after
(when the valve 2, Fig. 3, is effective),
voltages of reversed phase are induced into
the circuit L, C from the reversed coil L2,
so as to damp out the original oscillations,

PHASE REVERSAL.

How it Works.

Presuming that this can be done, such a
receiving set would be better adapted to
respond to the amplitude variations of a
single -frequency carrier -wave than the
ordinary type of tuned circuit,
The method of imparting a succession of
phase reversals to the carrier -wave is illus-

trated in Fig.

With this circuit at the receiving end it is possible
io tune very sharply without the usual bad effects
of very sharp tuning.

2.

The valves 1, 2, are

coupled in push-pull relation to .a source of
radio -frequency oscillations through an
input transformer T.
The output circuits comprise a main coil,
L, and two circuits, A, B, both tuned to the
desired carrier -frequency. A local generator
0, oscillating at a frequency of, say, 20,000
cycles a second, is coupled to the main coil L.

This simple diagram will help you to follow the
principle on which the circuit of Fig. 3 works.
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Own Coils
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Here are details for making a set of coils which can be used in any

receiver that requires coils of the two -pin type. You will be
surpr! ned how easy they are to make, and their cheapness renders them

eminently suitable for the Economy " Three which was described last week.
By THE " P.W." RESEARCH AND CONSTRUCTION DEPT.
THERE is no more efficierft form of coil
than the simple solenoid-at any rate
for the medium band of wavelengths.

touching and the process repeated until
fourteen turns in all are wound on the

only calls for a very moderate expenditure
on materials. A set of coils can be made
in an evening.
To cover the medium wave -band a set
of six coils will prove ample for simple sets,

by means of two pierced holes as were used

This type of coil is simple to wind and

and will serve the needs of both aerial
tuning and reaction. The coils can be
made the equivalents of Nos. 25, 35, 40,

50 and 75, the sixth being a No. 60 X.

former.

The winding is held fast at the finish

at the commencement.

The wire on the

coil can be cut from that on the spool
Connecting The Mounts.

and the coil finished off in the usual way.
The coil is not then, however, complete.

One of the coil mounts is then taken and
prepared for attachment to the coil. Lay

Now, keeping the ,coil .mount
in the position indicated , above,
arrange' the coil on the mount _so

that the winding (starting at the

end you have just connected), runs
in a . clockwise direction, and connect up the other end of the coil.
A permanent fitting of, the coil

to the mount in this position is
then achieved by binding them
together with the surgical tape,
A " double -bank " winding is used for the larger coils, and
here you see bow the split outer former is gated over the
inner one. The coil mount is also seen in this photograph.

lengths. The reason for the need
of eight formers when only six coils are to be
made will be explained later.
1 -in.

Winding The Coils.

One of these small formers is taken and
the construction of the No. 25 coil commenced.

First of all two small holes should

be pierced near one of the edges of the
former. They should both be roughly
in, in from the edge and about in.
or a little less apart. The wire is reeved
through these holes a couple of times so

that a " free end " of wire about 2 in.
long is left for making connection to one
terminal on the coil mount.

Winding is then commenced by making a
complete, turn round the former. The next

tarn is laid on so that the two turns are

Another should be made' at the tenth

turn. Twenty turns in all are wound on

before the cut former is sprung on: A
further twenty turns are wound on this,

through the small hole provided.

former 8 in. long.
2. 6 coil mounts.
3. 3 oz. of No. 26 S.S.C. wire.
4. A roll of surgical tape.
The former is first of all cut in to eight

inside the coil.

so that another 2 -in. " free end " is left.

this coil mount on the table with the pin
and socket towards you, and with
the pin on the right. Next conEFFICIENT, SIMPLE AND INEXPENSIVE.
nect one end of the 'coil to the
socket contact after threading it

The material required for the construction
of these six coils is as follows :
1. A length of 2i in. diameter coil

pierced in the former so that it protrudes

It will be found that twenty turns do not
fully occupy the available 1 it -01'0f winding
space..

There will be a half inch or so to

In this space, at the top of the coil,
two small holes are pierced and fitted with

spare:

small terminals, as shown in the photograph.

The two " extra free ends " occurring at
the sixth turn and a half and at the 'tenth
are then soldered one to each of the shanks
these terminals.
Note should, of
course, be taken of which terminal goes to

of

the tenth turn, and which is the lower

tapping.
When connecting up the ends of the " X "
coil, the end which you join up to the socket
should be the end nearest to the two taps.

HOW THE COILS LOOK

which should be about in. wide.
When this has been done, the coil
is completed.

Too much stress cannot be laid

on the importance of strictly adher-

hug to these instructions as, only by' so
doing, is the correct winding direction
achieved which is necessary for obtaining
reaction effects.

The Double Formers.

The Nos. 35, 40 and 50 coils are made

in exactly the same way as described above,

except that they consist of 22, 30 and 35

turns respectively.
For the No. 75 coil a " two -bank " winding has to be employed. First of all, one
of the four remaining formers is cut so that
it can be sprung over one of the others. An uncut former is wound with 25 turns
in the manner described before, and when
these are completed the cut former is sprung

over this winding and another 25 turns

wound thereon in the same direction.
The 60 X coil is constructed in a similar
manner to the No. 75. That is to say, the
" double -bank " method is employed. When
however, 61 turns have been wound on the

uncut former, a " bight " should be taken

in the wire and then twisted together. This
should be regarded as an extra." free end."

and it should be passed through a hole,

It you follow the simple instructions Careluaq,

not only will your home-made coils look as good
as professionally made ones, but they will be quite
as efficient.
-

-
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

metal gauze material held in a stout
wooden' frame.

This is fixed to the side of the house or to

the chimney stack, and the stout lead-in
which is supplied is led into the house in the
usual way.
By the way, it is said that a " No -Mast "

is used at Windsor Castle, and this surely
is an interesting combination of the historic
and the modern !
LIIIIIIHIT111111111111f11111111111111111111111111111111111111,111111111111111LE

WHEN YOU ARE BUYING-

insulated top, at right angles,

you have a fair idea of the

But the great
feature of the " Springscrew "
is that the metal spiral spring

(14)-TELEPHONE RECEIVERS.

-_

"Springscrew."

has a solid end, and so does

not tend. to open, if it catches
the side of a socket.
It makes a very nice fit with,
any average size of socket. As
AMPLION TWO -GUINEA CONE.

OUD speakers undoubtedly are getting
1--4 better and better. Also they are
getting cheaper, which is the sort of
progress that appeals to the average constructor.

Messrs. Graham Amplion, Ltd., have

the lead comes out at right angles to the
plug there is less strain on the device, and
the result is a somewhat neater battery
connection.

The

Clix

" Spingscrew '

wander plug costs 2d., in either red or
black, and you get it engraved with lettering at zd. extra.

always been well in the van in these respects,

and their latest loud speaker, the Amplion

ILL-USING A BATTERY.

Two -Guinea Cone, is a fine proposition.
For 42s. you get a cabinet model that has

If " P.W." readers could have watched
me at work with a little two -volt accumu-

a first-class appearance. You will be able

lator the other day in the Research Department, I am sure a good many of them would
I short-circuited 'it,
have shuddered.
banged it about, and then sent enough juice

through it to run a small broadcasting
station. The little accumulator
smiling.

It is filled with " Jellacid," which is a
speciality of Standley & Company, of

442, Mill Street, Liverpool. Otherwise it
is of quite normal construction. " Jellacid "
is a jelly -like substance so that a. battery
in which it is used instead of ordinary acid
solution is completely portable.
The claims made for Jellacid " are that

The " High -Resistance " types are
needed for most ordinary purposes.
E Those that are of 2,000 ohms each m-

.

a-17-

piece are most generally used, and are
quite satisfactory for crystal sets and

one-valvers.

The " Resistance " as such is not a
it is inci-

particularly useful quality,

dental to obtaining the sensitive response
of the devices.

Telephone receivers should be light
F- and should sit comfortably and without
-7-

weight or noticeable pressure on the
head, otherwise they will cause head-

Li

The cords should be stout and anchored
securely at the ear -pieces, otherwise they

--=,=

aehes.

= will quickly develop faults. Also, the
It-- cords should be long enough for cornfortable listening.
Telephone receivers ought to be tested

for selectivity and quality before they
are finally purchased. A crystal set test

is as good as anything else-it is an
14-

Er

eminently practical test.

..511111111111111111111111111.1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111117

The complete " No -Mast," costs 24s., including full instructions for fitting.
I tested it thoroughly up against a
standard aerial of normal dimensions, and

found its pick-up to be very good. It is
certainly an excellent device and one that
should prove increasingly popular.

when it is used, an accumulator can be
over -charged, under -charged, or, in fact,
completely ill-used without ill-effects.

The real test for anything like this is the

test of time, and of careless usage over long
periods of time, for many ordinary batteries

filled with ordinary battery solution will
stand up against over -discharge and undereharge for limited periods. Nevertheless,
in that it displaces that nasty ordinary acid

The Amplion "Two Guinea" is a handsome
cabinet model.

solution and makes a battery quite a port-

to gather some idea of its appearance from
the accompanying photograph.

able sort of thing, without affecting its

indeed and has none of that overwhelming
box resonance that mars the performance of

operating abilities, " Jellacid " lays claim
to serious attention.
I must see how the sample cell stands

so many of the less expensive cased -up

up to period tests. T. Standley & Company

cones.

can supply any type of accumulator with

their special filling, and, I can say offhand,
that it is every bit as good as ordinary acid
solution, though how much better, if any,
it remains to be seen.

Also the instrument works very well

There is an adjustment knob at the back
with which the sensitivity of the speaker
can be adjusted ; and, by the way, its sensitivity is well up to standard.
I would advise all those " P.W." readers
who are interested in new radio accessories

GOLTONE " NO -MAST " AERIAL.

An aerial can be a rather unsightly affair,

to search out and hear one of thgse new
Amplions in order that they themselves

and the usual suburban variety generally
is: Also such an erection requires a certain
-1,mount of maintenance, especially during
the windy months.
Messrs. Ward & Goldstone offer an attractive alternative to the usual suspended

can sec what excellent value for money it is.
CLIX

SPRINGSCREW " WANDER PLUG.

Lertro-Linx Ltd., have produced some-

thing that is quite new in the way of
wander plugs. If you can imagine an
ordinary wander plug with its metal part
removed and screwed into the side of its

wire type in their Goltone-NolMast Aerial.
'

This is a quite simple affair, and consists
essentially of a specially arranged sheet of

The" No -Mast '

of a house, or tc
and a ddwn-lead
usual way. The
joined

to

" No -Mast,"

the
as

this

is fixed to the side
a

chimney -stack,

taken in in the
down -lead is
the
centre
of
can be seen In
photo,
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EPO-PADIO
INVENTION

A NE

RADIO has rendered still another signal
service to aviation. ' It is " signal "
in two senses of the word. For the

last few years one of the most persistent
of the problems which have faced airmen
has been that of knowing exactly their
height above the land. During heavy rain-

storms or fogs, as well as during night
flying, the peril due to this uncertainty
has been very grave.

Here are the interesting details of a
wonderful new radio device which
tells an aviator exactly how high he
is flying.
From A SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT,

*-4--4--*--*--.--4--4-4.--4---*-..-*
The echo or reflected signal was picked

A Wonderful Instrument.

Various instruments have at one time

or another been devised to

*4-4-4-4.-4.--..---.4-.....-.......--------*

overcome

the difficulty, but in no one case did it
appear that complete satisfaction was given.

At last, working on the theory that the

interval of time required for a radio impulse

to travel from an aeroplane to the earth
and back again to a receiving set on the
'plane might afford a solution, Dr. E. F. W.
Alexanderson, one of the ablest of America's

research engineers in the service of the

General Electric Company of New York,
set about making experiments with a series

up on the same receiver which sent out
the wave. Dr. Alexanderson then discovered that, every time the aeroplane
changed altitude by half a wave -length

a whistling note went through a complete
tone cycle, from low pitch to a high pitch
and back again to a low pitch. By counting

the cycles of the tone it was possible to
measure the altitude, the measuring stick
being one-half the wave -length of the aerial
oscillator.

Thus it comes about that by means of

the meter, graduated from 3,000 to 200 feet,

the pilot may read his altitude within those
limits at any time. The echoes indicating
height are periodic, becoming stronger as
the 'plane approaches earth. The periodic

character of the echo, and the chance

that the pilot would not see the instrument
at the instant an echo was 'recorded, presented a problem which Dr. Alexanderson
met by developing a memory meter.
In this instrument the echo is recorded as

altitude when it occurs, and the meter
continues to hold that reading until a
stronger echo indicating a lower altitude
occurs.

In approaChing the earth the

memory meter gives a continuous indication
of altitude.
Depth -Sounding..

If ' depth sounding is desired when
climbing, in which process the echo is

becoming weaker, a push-button may be

used to eliminate the memory features

of the meter, and each succeeding reading
is an indication of the- next
echo. Thus a depth -sounding

of wireless -echo altimeters.

may be taken at any time
during the flight, whether
the 'plane is ascending or

After many months of patient investigation and ceaseless experimenting Dr.

Alexanderson has at length devised an
instrument which appears likely to meet
the necessities of the case. It is a small

descending.

instrument which can conveniently be mounted on the cockpit panel
of an aeroplane in full view of the pilot,
recording

FOR YOUR
NOTEBOOK.

It consists of a meter on which earth

distances up to 3,000 feet may be recorded.
'It is in the lower regions, however, that

the greatest danger lies, and it is in the
recording of levels down to 50 feet that
the new device has proved most serviceable.

If you
you assemble your own
batteries from dry cells do not
forget that good insulation be-

" stop " as heretofore, but elevations of

tween the rows is even more important than insulation between
the individual cells.

pilot immediate warning of his position

Although tap water is some-

Three coloured lights-green, yellow, and
red-indicate not " go," " caution," and
250, 100, and 50 feet respectively, and the
flashing of ari.'y of these lights gives the

*

times used successfully to renew
the level of the electrolyte in an
accumulator, its use is decidedly
risky, and distilled water (obtain-

with relation to the ground.
Accurate Measurements.

Because the time interval between the
outgoing and the reflected radio impulse

able at a chemist's for a few
pence) is far better.

is so short, radio waves travelling with the

speed of light, an indirect method of
making such measurements was adopted by
Dr. Alexanderson. In his experiments he

The requirements of an efficient L.P. chokefor loud -speaker
coupling are different from

used an oscillating receiver, one of the type

which sends out a wave which may be
picked up on- other receivers as a squealing
note or beat.

Dr. E. F. W. Alexanderson demonstrating the use of his wireless echo altimeter.

those of a choke used for valve
coupling, so that an lntervalve
choke is usually quite useless
for an output circuit
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IN the course of this series we have
pointed out that it is impossible to
suit more than a proportion of our
readers with any one mains unit, and
hence we have found it necessary to produce
a whole range of " Safe -power" units. So far,

we have had the Junior model for small
and some medium sets, the Senior model
for general use with medium and some
large receivers, and now comes the turn of
the owner of a really large outfit, particularly of the S.G. valve type. (All these,
of course, are for use on D.C. mains. We

shall be starting another series for A.C.
mains very shortly.)

to build, but it is the sort of
unit that you can snake with

the certainty that it will never
get too small for your needs.
This last is a point which we

regard as very important, for
lack of understanding thereof
leads to much disappointment
in mains work. You see, when you

make a mains unit you necessarily lock
up a good deal otmoneyin components,
and if you only make it big enough for

your present set, it is by no means
unlikely that you will soon want to
build a bigger receiver, and feel yourself unable to do

111t11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

WHAT YOU WILL REQUIRE.
1 " Safepower " Senior metal base and cover, etc., with panel
10 in. x 8 in. (Wearite or Ready Radio, Keystone, Paroussi,
Magnum, etc.).
1 0-250 or 0-300 voltmeter (Ferranti, or Sifam, Holtzmann,
Weston, etc.).
1 10,000 -ohm power potentiometer (used as plain variable resistance) ( Varley or similar type).

6 Terminals (Belling & Lee, or other insulated type).
1 15,000 or 20,000 -ohm potential divider (Igranic in unit).
but the figures given elsewhere for the voltages at the
tappings will no longer apply exactly.)
1 Heavy-duty H.F. choke (Wearite, or similar type).

Wire, metal screws and nuts, Systeflex sleeving, plugs for
potential divider, etc.

model,

which is really a last -

word instrument capable of running the
biggest sets, with plenty of separate voltage
taps, elaborate smoothing and anti -motor -

boating devices, and all the special safety
features characteristic
of the whole series.

Of course, it
costs more

same time.
We should, therefore, like to impress

upon our readers that
it is a wise policy
always to make a
mains unit a little

little more at the time,
but in the end it is far
cheaper than having

to scrap and rebuild
in the future ; it is
really no extravagance

but just sound
business.
Therefore, we should

like to give some very

definite advice about
making a choice from
the three " Safepower "

units for D.C. mains.
If you are at present
using a comparatively
small or simple receiver, such as a twovalver or a very simple three, and you
feel quite confident that you will be
content with this for some considerable

time to come, by all means build the " Safe power" Junior unit. If, on the other

SCIENTIFIC BUT
SIMPLE

assure

that you are likely
to be content with
your present outfit

If, again, you

are already using a fair-

needs.

Di v/OER

Here is the circuit of this " last word " iu
and resistances are so arranged that coupli
place in the un

MINIMUM NUMBE

want the more

elaborate instrument.

So much for

inaries.
let us

Now

take a

"de Luxe"

model, and see
what it is all

about. A convenient point of
reference here is

the circuit diagram, in which

model, such as a

model bears a
general resem-

the Super

advanced

type
of three-valver like the

blance to t h e

" Magic " Three, or a

type of fourvalver, you should certainly ask yourself how long

but with
certain addi-

If you

PorEndr,

EARTH iTo.7-5 2MFO.

build it and then
time you really

C4

H7-

would be a pity to

find that in a
few months'

2 M,-0
25.000 01-6.15.

2AfF0

model would serve
your present needs
perfectly well, it

the use of the Senior

something bigger still.

H.rt/

Although

you will see that

it will be before you want

Hr.e2

the Senior

receiver, which
would normally call -for

simple

HT -F3

the one for your

sized

fairly

Rri-1®

for some considerable time, then the
Super model is

look over t his

choose the

A SAFE, SILENT

yourself

thusiast who is merely
waiting until he can
spare the time or afford
the extra parts to build
a bigger set, then you

mind of the average en-

model.

choke can be seen in this photograph.

By THE " P.W." RESEARCH AN,

general prelim-

" Safe -power " S en ior

addition to L.F. smoothing to ensure really silent working. The special H.F.

ever descri

hand, you are in just
the normal frame of

should

An H.F. choke is used in

This is the third of the series of Safe -Power " D.C. m
modern lines after considerable research into the theor
tended for multi -valve sets employing S.G. valves,

called for at the cannot honestly
moment. It costs a

2 Smoothing chokes, inductance about 20 henries (R.I. 28x'14
and Ferranti B1 in unit). (Equivalent types are available in
other makes also, e.g., Varley, Wearite, etc.)
1 25,000 or 30,000 -ohms wire -wound resistance and holder
(Ready Radio, or Ferranti, Varley, Lissen, R.L, Igranic, etc.).
4-mfd. condenser, working voltage rating 250 or over (T.C.C.,
or Lissen, Dubilier, Hydra, Ferranti, Mallard, etc.).
3 2-mfd. condensers (Lissen and Dubilier, or other good makes
as above).
1 1-mfd. condenser (Lissen, etc.). (Note : This can be of the
ordinary receiving type, likewise the one connected to the
2 tapping. All others must be of high -voltage type.)

Super

snake a I a rg er
mains unit at the

bigger and more
elaborate than is

(Other good makes, such as Bulgin and Climax, can be used,

For this reader we are presenting the

because you
cannot afford to
so,

Senior one,

tions. These are

intended to

make it suitable

for the biggest

A super unit for Super sets. The unit is capable o
matter how mans valves it has, or how

RUN YOUR SET FROM THIS SU
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have the smallest of sets now.
Now let us return to our circuit diagram, and go over things
in detail. First of all, you will

observe that there is a double
or cascaded filter circuit, com-

posed of two L.F. chokes in

series and two main smoothing
condensers. Just as in the
Senior model, the tapping
for the L.F. and power

stages of the set is taken from
the intermediate point on this
cascaded filter, since a lesser
degree of smoothing is sufficient

de -coupling effect is obtained.
As you will see, the anode current of the L.F. valve or valves

You then only require to know how to

choke, and the various
reservoir condensers.

bed.
0 CONSTRUCTION DEPT.

' SUPPLY
LFC2

L

circuit

they are you will

OH,15 R,

rc ,

see as you go along.
0

Before we start,
however, may we

just clear up one

point

)0- 250

otherwise

liable to be a little
confusing to the be-

L

ginner? It

HFC
Y1287

D.C. mains units. The chokes
ng effects cannot possibly take
it.

R OF PARTS

is

electrode terminal (H.T. +2), and this is a
very simple matter. These voltages aro

YOU CAN WATCH THE VOLTAGE

three more

for the detector and
the H.F. stage, two of

them supplying the
latter, namely, one

for the screening

electrode of the usual

S.G. valve, and one
for the plate of this
You will note

stage.

that two of these
positive terminals

are not suitable for
working small sets,

voltage by mean/ of
a potential divider,
these being for the

orate mains units

have an adjustable

give too big an

because they

detector and the

have not g o t

the plate of the H.F.

output and

units, but not
the " Safe power " series.
By virtue of
of

their special

screening

electrode.
The other (the one for
valve)

has a

L.F. tapping.

This is normally the correct

procedure, since the modern S.G. valve
requires just about the same anode voltas the ordinary
power or super - power

age

even the biggest

scheme, which the reader

of them is. perfectly suitable

for working
even a twovalver if de-

sired. Hence, if
you want to be
very far-sighted

indeed, there is
no reason why
you should not

build the

" Super " version right away,
even if you only

drilling diagram.

voltage which is the same as that of the

type.
The special " Safe power" voltage measur-

measurement,

You do not have to work in the dark, because the voltmeter enables you
to tell the voltage of each of the four positive taps, seen to the left of this

fixed

tage control and

system of vol-

much current it requires.

get the correct voltage on the detector
terminal (H.T. +1) and the screening

positive tappings are
taken off, these being

sometimes thought
that large and elab-

suitable con trots. This may
he true of some

t working any normal receiver, no

VOLTAGES OF TAPPINGS

On the output side
of the complete filter
and most elaborate
sets, and just what

/0,000

the same voltage will be applied to the

plate of your screened grid H.F. valve via
the appropriate terminal ( H.T. + 3).

is thereby prey ented from
getting mixed up with those
of the other valves in the set
by the second L.F.

and is the most efficient unit of its type

get the correct 120 or 150 volts which your
valve requires. You then know that it is
obtaining exactly the right figure, and that

for this tapping, and by taking

it in this way a very valuable

,ains units which are designed on absolutely
y and practice of mains units. This one is in -

and L.F. valves. The idea is that you
shall adjust this voltage to the correct
figure for the particular power valve you
are employing while the unit is actually
delivering current to the set under working conditions, the control being found
in the variable resistance on the panel .
which is marked " R5." You just turn
the knob of this control, starting with it fully turned to the left, until You

ing and adjusting

controlled by means of plugs to be inserted
in the sockets of the potential divider inside
the unit, and we will now consider the adjustments that
have to be made.

SUPER IN NAME

(Continued on
next page.

AND

SUPER IN POWER

has already seen in the

two previous units, is of
course, incorporated in

the Super model.

It
is actually in just the

same form as it was in
the

Senior version,

and you will have no

difficulty in following it r
out on the circuit diagram.

First of all there

is a voltmeter connected

right across the whole circuit,

so that it reads the voltage on
the taps which supply the H.F.

PERLATIVE D.C. MAINS UNIT

It is impossible to remove the cover until

the mains are disconnected by
undoing the lamp socket which
engages with the adapter at the back.
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*

THE " P W."
" SAFEPOWER "

I"

0
++

2"
H.T+4

SUPER.

0/ACRAM .

(Continued from
previous page.)

H.T.+3
weleg)t

/0.000

Turn on the filaments
of the valves in your

OHMS.

VOLTA/1E77ER

set, place the resistance
R1 with the knob turned
fully to the left and

e

0- 050 VOLT.")
R1

switch on the mains.

Now turn the resistance
111
gradually - round
until the xoltnieter
reads either 120 or 150

volts. If you get no
reading, reverse the
mains plug.
Having got the maxi-

mum voltage correctly
adjusted, it is just a

FLEX MAINS

plugs controlling the
voltages on H.T.d- 1 and

HOLE IN

Posirive

matter of placing the

BASE

H.T.+2 in the correct

sockets on the potential

divider and this

TO MAINS

INPUT -at

is a

Poovr

very easy operation.
The voltage on H.T.+ 1
is controlled by the Ong

on the end of a flex

lead from the resistance
H3; while the plug from

one side of the 1 mfd.

OlivE0 TO CHASS/S.
a-ARTH)

condenser C3 controls
H.T.--F 2.

Cs

With the maximum

set to 150

volts you

will get the following

2 MPD..

approximate figures

from the various sockets
of the potential divider :,
No. 3, 40 volts ; No. 4,
45 volts ; No. 5, 60 volts ;
No. 6, 75 volts ; No. 7,
90 volts.

FLEX TO
POTENTIAL.
DIVIDER.

With 120 volts on the
meter these are the
figures, again approxi-

mate (they vary a trifle
with the load) : No. 3,
30

volts ; No. 4, 40

volts ; No. 5, 50 volts ;
No. 6, 60 volts ; No. 7,
volts ;
volts.
73

No.

8,

85

rEbi

Note that the voltage

on the detector valve

will be dropped a little by

the ant-imotor-boating
resistance R3. To allOw
for this, insert the plug

HOLE IN

0

one socket higher up

BASF

H.F.C.

than the voltage you

would otherwise select.
You will observe that

there is a special earth

terminal upon the

0

instrument and you

00

NEOArn/E TO

lead to this and not to
the old earth terminal

should now be left quite
free.

el

4 MFD

FLEX /11.4/"15'

must connect your earth

on your set, which

I.

.

MA/N.5' //VP/Jr
WS

POINT.

The dotted connections go to the " adapter " which is mounted in the base and forms part of the safety lock.

0
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RADIO

NTO

COMPONENTS
AF3

TRANSFORMER

OUTPUT
RANSFORMER

ANODE FEED RESISTANCE

Or

PORTABLE

RADIO METER

FERRANTI LTD.

'".

PUSH-PULL
TRANSFORMER

HOLUNWOOD

FIXED

CONDENSER

Find those
&ovally/
motaitimints
In the Watmel Binocular H.F.

VALVE TESTER

LANCASHIRE

BEAN
Turntable
...... ...........

with Folding legs

is unique

AA NEW ball -bearing turntable combining several new features,
'olding legs, which can be opened
out for outdoor use, considerably
reducing capacity of set to earth, and
folded up for indoor use. Fitted with
-

rubber buffers-preventing damage

Choke, every detail in designhas
been carefully investiggted with

to the polished receiver or article on
which the receiver is placed. The
smooth running ball bearings make
" direction finding " easy.

a view to obtaining the greatest
possible efficiency in high -fre-

quency work.
The Choke is of the inverted " V "
windings type, having an extremely restricted field.
It is of very low minimum selfcap4city, with special low -loss

Price 7'6 complete.

formers and terminals mounted
on top
Inductance always remains constant.
It is mounted on a moulded Bake-

lite base, and over all measures
only 2 in long by in. high

WATMEL A
BINOCULAR 11.
11.F.CHOKE Type DX2
Type DX3 - 6,'*Send for our Folder No. B. 90

showing you how to make up a

fine loudspeaker; also folder

and Blue Print for building
a modern 3-ualue set.

WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD.,
Imperial Works, High St., Edgware
Telephone: Edgzenre o323.

N.C. 8.

1111111

°I+

IlYrIte

107

Itrated leaflets on
,all Benjamin!!
radio products. e

BENT
Atol! N
and buy the Best/
THE BENJAMIN_ ELECTRIC LTD.
BRANTWOOD WORKS, TOTTENHAM, N.17
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One night I tuned in about 40 stations, 30 being at

THE " REGIONAL " FOUR.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Having failed to see any correspondence

in your excellent paper regarding the " Regional "
Four, of which you published, a blue print a few
weeks ago, I thought perhaps I might venture to
write you and give you my experiences with this
set.
I built this set according to your blue print, and
followed it very carefully. It is the third set I have
made, and alt I can say is that it knocks the other
two into a " cocked hat." I can get the following
stations, all at full loudspeaker strength : Huizen,
Konigswusterhausen, Lahti, Radio Paris, Daventry,
Eiffel Tower, Warsaw, Motala, Kalundborg,' Hilversum, and on the medium waves : Budapest, Vienna,
Milan, Oslo, Prague, Midland Regional, Langenhurg,
Rome, Madrid, Bucharest, Toulouse, Hamburg,
London Regional, Graz, Barcelona, Goteborg, Turin,
Bratislava, Konigsberg, Barcelona (E A J 13),

Momvska-Ostrava, London National, Horby, Gleiwitz. At good loud -speaker strength I can get : Riga,
Munich, Brussels No 1, Lyons, Paris (P. T. T.),
Belgrade, Katowitz, Berne, Frankfurt, Wilna,
Algiers, Bergen, Stuttgart, Brno, Brussels No, 2,
Leipzig. Toulouse. There are about ten others which

are unidentified.
In conclusion, I should like to thank you, and your
paper for a really good set, wishing POPULAR WIRELESS and its staff the best of hick.
Yours truly,
A. H. MCKENZIE.
Kent,
.

,

L.S. strength, and had the satisfaction of listening
to a dance band at full strength 2° from 356 metres,

/ CORRESPONDENCE.

and another band at 14° from 261 metres. The circuit
IS as shown. The condensers are of the Formodenser
J type. The coils consist of about 50 turns of 24 D.C.C.
wire wound on a 2 -in: diameter cardboard tube. The
switch is for cutting out the rejectors if needed.
I was also surprised to find that S.W. reception was
greatly improved when the rejector was in circuit.

"REGIONAL" FOUR.
MELBOURNE ON THE" WAVE -CHANGE "

III-TWO BROOKMANS REJECTORS-

" MAGIC " OF COURSE !
Letters from readers discussing interesting and

Using a 9 coil in aerial and a 6 reaction, I found
that the whole dial was alive with stations at 8 p.m.
I tuned in 20 stations in a few moments.
I would add that whether I am on tap 1, 2 or 3 of
the Lewcos coil, the rejector functions just the

topical wireless events or recording unusual
experiences are always welcomed; but it must
be clearly understood that the publication of
such does in no way indicate that we associate

ourselves with the views expressed by our

same.

correspondents, and we cannot accept any responsibility for information given.-EDITOR.

Thanking you for a delightful paper.

I am,

Yours faithfully,

TWO BROOKMANS REJECTORS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

63 ON THE SPEAKER I-" MAGIC," OF COURSE !

Dear Sir,-I made up the " Magic " Three as soon
as your paper published the diagram, and, although

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I .feel ashamed for not writing beforeof course, re " Magic" Three. I made it just before
Christmas, and since results have astounded me and

the results were good, I found that on using a Lewcos
triple -tapped coil 60X (aerial 'on tap 2) the volume
was terrific ; and, although I could separate the three

locals, I could not get foreigners on account of the
background of the locals.
I tried a Brookinan's rejector (when I could obtain
a Formodenser I) and found I could cut out one local

HOW 2 REJECTORS WERE
CONNECTED.

MELBOURNE ON THE " WAVE -CHANGE " THREE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
Dear Sir,-Having constructed The " Wave -

'

all my friends, of which three of them have made
it up.
It may interest you to know that I receive 63 sta-

tions on the Speaker (I have no 'phones) on an indoor
aerial. Like another of your readers I find a 100 coil
is better than a 40 for reaction. I am using all Lewcos
coils; 'and 2 -volt Mullard valves, and an old transformer in first stage. Some of the stations I receive
are Munich, Prague, Madrid, Dublin, Rabat, Glasgow,
Frankfurt, Hamburg Algiers, Stuttgart, Breslau,
Aberdeen, Bordeaux -Lafayette, Leipzig,
Gleluitz, Toulouse (P.T.T.), Belfast, Cork, Nurnberg,
Cologne, Flensberg. Some of these are weak, 'but
others are too loud and have to be detuned, not having
a volume control.
Cardiff,

Change " Three. and getting good results on the

London Stations, I thought it might, interest you to
know that it also performs on the short -waves. On
Friday morning, 25th April, at 7.30 am. B.S.T., with
a 2 -turn P, 4 5, 4 R, I picked up a very good trans-

Wishing your paper every success, and thanking
you for an excellent circuit.
Yours sincerely,

mission on 'phones which was, I presume, a test
from Melbourne, Australia.
I first heard a lady calling Hello London I

S.W.I.

W. H. BUTCHER.

than favourably impressed by the general

standard of amateur telephony on this wave.
Generally speaking (leaving out the
horrible exceptions of " mike in the earth -

lead " and absorption control of various
kinds), the quality of gramophone records

THE BROKEN FLEX.

Terence problem.

but still get a background of the other. So I made up

two rejectors, and, adjusting them so that each

individual local was cut out, I joined them in series

and found that both locals were cut out simultaneously

with the old 5 G B still coming through at normal
strength and settings.
I then readjusted the rejectors until both locals
came in and covered about 1i° on the dial.

I

SHORT-WAVE
NOTES.
By W. L. S.

Among those putting out good telephony
at the time I listened most, were G 6 N F,
G 2 A X, G 5 Q H, G 6 A M, and half a

dozen others whose calls I did not log.

Miniature 2 L 0's.
One or two of the best examples were quite

G 6 S F.
" A. M. S." writes on the subject of
differential reaction control for short waves.

up to 2 L 0's standard as far as gramophone
records are concerned, and at least one was
better. The amateurs working on this wave

are on the whole, quite as keen as the
" DX -merchants " that comb the 20 -metre
and 10 -metre bands, but in a different way.

Instea, of being thrilled by sending any
old signal to a vast distance, they take a
pride in sending the best possible signal

The best examples of 1930 signals in the
C.W. class were G 2 C W, G 2 H P and

In connection with my recent remarks, he

points out-quite rightly-that whereas

all that I said about the fact that there is
already sufficient capacity in the average
short -waver to by-pass all the H.F., the
differential method has the other advantage
of controlling oscillation smoothly without
varying the tuning.

over comparatively short distances.
Those working on C.W. cover quite good
ranges, and in the morning I heard G 2 C W

The fact is, " A. M. S.," that I very
seldom have trouble in obtaining these

strength in South London and was received
at a good R.6 on one valve when I changed
over to another receiver,

cases differential control would be an advantage for short waves.
Short-wave conditions, by, the way,

(near Bath), who was at thoroughly good

Dear Slr,-I recently experienced a peculiar difficulty in tracing a fault in a variable condenser.
When In the set it would not work, when taken out
it behaved like a lamb.
Finally, I cured the fault by replacing the bit of

Here we see bow " Helpful " solved the inter -

and speech falls very little short of the
average broadcast transmission.

GRI3IES.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

AFTER a day's intensive listening on

the 170 -metre amateur -band,
equipped with a receiver comprising a
screened -grid stage, detector and two L.F.,
the last stage using two big valves in pushpull. and a moving -coil speaker, I am more

A. F.

Warwick,

Then

a Mr. Brown holding quite a long conversation, in
which he stated that the time was half -past four on
Thursday afternoon. In all, I was listening for an
hour and a half, and reception was entirely free from
statics, but faded a little. Otherwise reception waswell, I consider it marVellous, as I am only a novice,
and know very little about the technical side.
With regard to the aerial, my main outdoor aerial,
45 ft. high, was earthed and I was using 10 ft. of flex
round the room. I had not altered the set from the
original, and the condenser dial was not of the slowmotion type, although I have since fitted one. I
have also received the ss. Leviathan, Zeesen, 5 S W
and three foreign stations.
Many thanks for a good set.

" HELPFUL."

Dunstable, Beds.

conditions with ordinary throttle -controlled

reaction, but I quite agree that in some

-

rubber -covered flex used as a pig -tail by a hair spring
arrangement.
An autopsy was then held on the bit of flex, which
was found to be broken off short through every strand
of wire. Verb sap, don't use rubber -covered flex for pigtails.
Yours, etc.,
V. W. DELVES-BROUGHTON.

changed completely round with the coming
of the new moon on April 27th. Instead of

the few South Americans usually audible

after dark there was the usual pack of
" W " stations, and from what I have
heard during daylight, conditions have
changed just as much.
In the early mornings one New Zealander
and quite a number of West Coast Ameri-

cans have been heard, and Asiatic signals
have been better in the.early evening. One
of the lustiest from this quarter is VS 6AB

at Hong Kong. V S 7 A P at Colombo is
another very consistent signal.
G.P.O. Van Wanted.

One of the peculiar noises that' often

comes on late at night in my locality, and
that I have always put down to the thermostat in an electric bed -warming pad, apparently is located much further away than 1
suspected..
A fellow -transmitter quite five mile
away reported that he was getting the same

noise at the same time as I mentioned it.
From this it would appear that it is caused
by something far more powerful than an
ordinary domestic accessory !

It may possibly be at the power station
or at a sub -station on the electric railway.
When shall we have a G.P.O. van available

for the detection of this kind of inttzference
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rfik GPT. EC KEPSL EYt
UEIZYCORNER
WHEN YOUR NEIGHBOUR'S SET
" TUNES " YOURS - INTERFERENCE
FROM THE BELL-H.F. IN THE L.F.
STAGES.

Under the above title, week by week Captain P. P. Eckersley, M.I.E.E., Late Chief Engineer of the B.B.0 , and now our Chief
Radio Consultant, will comment upon radio queries submitted by " P.W." readers. But don't address your queries to Captain
Eckersley-a selection of those received by the Query Department in the ordinary way will be dealt with by him.
When Your Neighbour's Set " Tunes " Yours.

M. E. W. (Bow).-" Unfortunately, it is
necessary for me to erect my aerial parallel

and extremely close to my neighbour's

already got the specification), asking them
how to make up a rejector for this wavelength.

I find that when my neighbour is
receiving the 356 -metre transmission that
I also receive it, irrespective of my aerial
tuning.

Interference from the Bell.

" My set consists of a detector and 1 L.F.,
with a directly -coupled aerial circuit. Do
you think that the use of loosely -coupled
aerial circuits in both cases will eliminate

an electric bell operated from the mains.

aerial.

this fault I "

It is very difficult to make authoritative
and hard and fast ruling on the -matter of

picking up the second transmission, because

your neighbour is tuned to it with his
n early -touching aerial, but I should say

SIMPLE
SWITCHING
An ordinary filament
switch

will cut out a

rejector if wired across

the rejector circuit, as
shown.

G. L. M. (Dulwich).-""Just recently

I have had installed some additional

electrical apparatus at my home, including
" Previous to the installation of the above,

H.F. in the L.F. Stages.

L. M. (Barkingside).-" My receiver is
`honestly, truly, faithfully' intended for

I now find a continuous hum takes place
which is increased tenfold when the bell
is actually ringing. Why is this ? "

found that if you put any electrical disturbance inside a complete shield of metal

AN H.F. FILTER.

Dcr

/sr. L.b:-

all the disturbance stayed inside. Thus
see my Fig. 2.

So if you have the ordinary electric

wiring of a house as the centre of disturbance

and it is connected to the mains, the alternating currents set up ether waves. If you
tie on a bell or an electric motor the waves

SHIELD AS SILENCER

.4,762

Keeping H.F. out of the low -frequency stage.

indoor aerial, and the circuit arrangement
is

S.G. H.F., anode detector, and two

resistance -coupled L.F. stages.

" The last valve is of the L.S.5 A class
with plenty of H.T. and G.B. There
is a milliammeter permanently in the plate
circuit of this valve to check over -loading.

The object of the rejector is to present

a high impedance to frequencies of a certain

" I notice, however, that the needle of
this metre gives a violent kick when the
aerial and H.F. tuning circuits are brought
into resonance with the transmitter wave-

defined, value + and -a small band width
of neighboming frequencies. The rejector
can easily consist of an ordinary tuned
circuit, with a fairly low -resistance coil
connected in the aerial, as I show in my

length.

A friend tells me that this indicates

diagram.
This could be set to reject the 356 -metre

that H.F. is getting into the L.F. side of the
receiver. Can you tell me if this is so, and

wave -length when you are listening to
another wave -length. If, of course, you

if it matters

want to receive the 356 -metre wave -length

Maybe it is high -frequency ; but it seems

you will have to short-circuit the rejector,

an awful lot to be pushing your needle
about like that. If it's H.F. you can only

and this can be done as shown by a shorting
switch.
As a reader of POPULAR WIRELESS you

will know that there is a device which is
superior to the one illustrated, called the

you have not

reception of the two Brookmans Park programess only. It is operated from an

Bell wire, I think. You see, if you make
an electric disturbance of any kind and tie
art unshielded wire to it the device makes
electric waves. Thus see My Fig. 1.
This is the principle of all wireless transmission, and you can do " wireless " with
an electric bell quite nicely. But Faraday

series with your aerial.

" Brookmans Rejector," and I should, write

So it radiates electric waves, and these get
picked up by your set.
Cure-"
" all wiring and apparatus.

mains when receiving wireless programmes.

than the alternating current by itself.

to POPIMAR WIRELESS (if

But I'll bet your bell and so on
is wired up with unshielded wire which
allows it to radiate. Or the bell may be
exposed, or part of the system is exposed.
shielded.

I had no interference whatsoever from the

are intensified by the fact that the bell
or motor makes more abrupt changes

that better than loose coupling in both
cases would be to connect a rejector in

But if the mains are run in metallic
radiate-they are

conduit . they can't

This sketch shows how the interference can be
confined by a metal screen.

get rid of it by discouraging its series path
by air -cored chokes, and encouraging its
path away to earth by parallel condensers.
Thus see my diagram: L is an air -cored
choke and Cl and C are condensers ; but
C1 and C2 must be very small indeed.
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carefully from information gleaned from
P.W.' Before actually commencing coil-

struction I should like you to look over it."

It is fortunate that you let us have the diagram,

foe; although each stage would in itself be an efficient

stage, the finished receiver would have been utterly
disappointing.

The chief trouble with it is that you have aimed at

getting far too much amplification per stage, with
easily overload the detector, and the further high
amplifications suggested by you would result, in
the result that even the louder foreign stations would

murderous distortion.
Honestly, it would be a waste of time and money
to build it up as it stands. If you will let. us know
exactly what you are aiming at in the way of results,

and where the set is to be used, we shall be able

to recommend a set correctly designed for the purpose

you have in mind
L.T. CHARGING.

W. R. F. (Hartlepool).-" I am thinking

All Editorial communications should be addressed

to the Editor,

POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis House, Tallis Street, London, E,C.4.
The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to wireless

work. The Editor cannot accept responsibilitY for manuscripts or Photos. Every care will be taken to return
MSS. not accepted fur publication. A stamped and -addressed envelope must be sent with every article. All
inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be addressed, to the. Sole Agents, Messrs. John H. Lile, Ltd ,
4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.
The constructional articles which appear. from time to time in this journal are the. outcome of research

and experimental work carried out with a view to improving the technique of wireless reception. As much of
the information given in the columns of this paper concerns the most recent developments in the radio world,
some of the arrangements and specialities described may be the subject of Letters Patent, and the amateur
and the trader would he well advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents before doing so.

6, 7 or 8), should be removed so that you can tune a
little lower.
We suggest that if you have any difficulty, you let
us have a sketch of your circuit, as it may he possible
to obtain the same effect by decreasing the condenser
capacity. instead of decreasing the inductance by
taking turns off the coil. Possibly you will never

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS
TOO MANY TURNS?

E. (Ealing).--" Ever since Brookmans
began, I get the London Regional perfectly;
S.

receive the National programme quite as strongly
as the Regional, but it should be very much better
than at present when you are able to " tune
through," as at present your circuit does not tune

about installing a charger for my L.T. battery.
What are the chief points to watch ? "
If you are going to do your own charging, you

should purchase a hydrometer as well as a voltmeter,

so that a good check can be kept upon the battery.
Although the outlay on top of that for the charger
may seem excessive, It should be remembered that
with a suitable charger working properly the L.T.
battery problem no longer exists, and as a very long
life is obtained from the apparatus, replacements and
renewal costs are almost negligible.
Batteries can be charged only from direct current,
so that if your supply is A.C. you will need a rectifier.
You must, of course, always connect the battery the
correct way round, i.e., positive to positive main
supply, and negative to the negative.
:11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111'.
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CAN WE HELP YOU
WITH YOUR SET ?
Perhaps some mysterious noise has appeared,

WORKING TWO LOUD SPEAKERS,

and is spoiling your radio reception ?-Or
one of the batteries seems to run down much
faster than formerly ?-Or you want a Blue

will not turn back far enough.
"The London Regional comes in at 61 and I
lose all trace of this at about 35; when I begin
to pick up very faint National at 25. Going

F. R. '(nr. Rugby).-" At present the set is
in the dining -room, and I take the loud

Whatever your radio problem may be,
remember that the Technical Query Department is thoroughly equipped to assist our

but I do not seem to be able to turn down far

the flex lead there or do I have to have a

but I am -not so successsful with the National

on 261 metres. It seems to be that the dial
.

back right to zero, it gets stronger as I go ;
enough. My neighbour suggests that I have too

many turns on the coil.
" Is this right, do you think ? "

Undoubtedly. If the coil is one of the plug-in tyre,
use a size smaller than the present one ; but, if it is
a home-made coil, a few turns of the winding (say,

WHAT DO YOU. THINK :;.
ABOUT THIS?

down to the National wave -length.

speaker on a flex through the kitchen into the

I want to get a second loud
speaker to work in the kitchen. Do I break
d.rawing-room.

separate wire ? If the former, which wire ? "
All you have to do' is to break one of the leads
going to the loud speaker (it does not matter which),
and join up the new' loud speaker in series with it..

Although it does not matter in which lead you put
it, there is a right and a wrong way of connecting
it to the lead, unless you are using an output filter.
If you examine the loud speakers you will notice
that they each have a positive terminal which is
marked. -1,-, or coloured red, and a negative (or black)
terminal. Your set also has one positive "loud
speaker" teminal,' and one negative, and the final
connections for the two loud speakers should be as
follow :

" P.W." reader wrote from
Edinburgh to say that he couldn't trace
the cause of a spark which occurred
when he plugged in the H.T.+2 lead.

Direct from the positive loud -speaker terminal on

One

the set to loud speaker No, l's positive terminal.
From this speaker's negative terminal to the positive
terminal of loud speaker No. 2. To complete the
wiring the negative terminal of this latter speaker

(No. 2) should go back to the negative lead on the set.
If one loud speaker is wanted when the other loud

The H.T. battery lasted well, and quality

etc., was O.K., but he was worried by
this little spark when the +2 plug was

speaker is not, the latter cap be cut out of circuit
by connecting a wire across its terminals. If you
require to do this frequently, it is a good plan to wire
up a switch across the speaker's terminals.

moved to a different tapping on the
H.T.B.

In the " on " position it acts as a shorting switch
and cuts out the loud speaker.

A new 2-mfd. condenser had been

connected from H.T.- to +2 to remove
a slight hum, and this was taken to the
shop and tested-insulation O.K. All
other components and wiring were
sound, and results seemed perfect, but
the little spark persisted when the condenser was put back again to get rid of
the hum. Could you have told this

OPERATING THE "ANTIPODES ADAPTOR."

D. W. (Paddington).-" I am thinking of
making up the 'Antipodes Adaptor,' but do

not understand how a set with long -wave coils

in it can tune -to short waves. How does the
unit alter the tuning of the ordinary set ? "
It does not 1 What the " Antipodes Adaptor" does
is to put an entirely new tuning unit in place of the
old one, which is cut out of circuit altogether.
On the longer waves you tune on the ordinary condenser, and coil and when you plug the " Antipodes
Adaptor " into the detector valve socket you disconnect (automatically) the ordinary tuning coil and
condenser, and join up those in the unit Instead. In
fact, when the unit is plugged in you simply ignore
the ordinary tuning controls, and use the unit

puzzled reader
WHAT WAS WRONG ?

N.B.-There is no arias for answering this,
but from time to time we shall give a radio
problem (followed the next week by the
answer) in the hope that readers will find
them both interesting and instructive. (Look
out for the solution to above next week,)

instead.

Last week's puzzle (fro m Southend) was the
terminals.

E The
E
E.

reaction e.dnserhaoneeagingterminal,

and this was at first joined
circuit in mistake for the fixed plates !

EE

;
=--
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Point ?

readers, and offers an unrivalled service,
Full details, including scale of charges, can
_ be obtained direct from the Technical Query
Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway
E- House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
A postcard win do. On receipt of this, an
Application Form will be sent to you free
and post free immediately. This application
will place you under no obligation whatever,
but having the form, you will know exactly
what information we require to have before
:4
tr.

us in order to solve your problems.
= LONDON READERS PLEASE NOTE:
= Inquiries should NOT be made by 'phone, or
= in person at Fleetway House or Tanis House,
71- 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111Fi

The charging current supplied must he within the
limits laid down by the accumulator makers, and as a
general rule rather slow charges are better than fast
charges at a higher rate. In fact, a " trickle " charger
is very suitable for most wireless batteries.

With ordinary chargers some form of resistance
is required to cut down the current to the necessary
degree, and In many cases this can conveniently be
a lamp ; or, indeed, with D.C. mains, the whole of

the lamps in the house may be wired in series with the

accumulator, so that whenever a light or vaciium
cleaner or electric iron is used. the current passes
through the accumulator and helps to charge it.
An experienced electrician will be able to advise
on the practicability of this for any particular case,
and as inexperienced persons should not intketere,
with the mains, lie should carry out all the wiring,
allowing for fuses, safety covers, etc.
With direct -current mains it is usually. much the
best plan to insert the charging apparatus in that
wire which is earthed. You can find whether the
negative or positive is earthed by joining a flexible
"

lead to a tap or other large earthed object, connecting
it to a lamp of the ordinary household supply voltage.
with another flexible lead coming from the other side
of the lamp.

If this second lead is touched alternately on the
positive and negative mains, one will light it but
the other will not, and the one which does not light,
of course, is the main- that is earthed.
This is the main in which the charger and battery
should be connected.

'A CURIOUS FAULT.

HIS NEW SET.
H. M. (Croydon).-" I am enclosing a
circuit of my proposed five-valver, all the
components having been -worked out very

D. A. C. (Eastbourne).-" For some time

reception had been spoilt by a curious crackling sound in. the speaker, which I have been
(Continued on gage 274.)
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A
good
set
1930 MAGIC 3
deserves

THE SUCCESS OF THE YEAR
PRICE £LIST
OF PARTS.
s. d.

Drilled ebonite panel, 18"
1 Hand - Polished solid oak
1

cabinet, with baseboard
1 Ready Radio 0005 variable condenser ... ... ...
1 J.B. slow-motion dial ...
1 Bulgin BIM neutralising
condenser ...

...

...

-

.-

1 Ready Radio .081175
" Brookmans " condenser
1 Ready Radio Differential
condenser
... ... ...
2 Ready Radio on-dIf
switches . ... ...
1 Igranic volume control ...
3 W.B.sprung valve holders

-

60

1

10 0

46
56
50
36
50

... ..26 0

3 Ready Radio single coil
holders
- - .. .. ...
1 Lissen sugar 'L.P.. trans-

6

39
26

1 R.I.

-001

compression

type condenser ... .- 1 Dubilier 0003 -mid. Axed
condenser
... ... ..'.. ._
1 Liasen 2-lueg. grid leak
with holder ._ ... ...
1 T.C.C. 2 -mid. 3tanshridge
type condenser ... .., ...
1 Igraine 400 -ohm potentiometer _ ...
... ...
1 Ready 'Radio .25,000 -ohm
'resistance with holder _.
1 Drilled terminal strip,
.

a.

£-

'

-

,
-

.

.

18 in. x 2 iu.

310

...

...

d.

26
26
16

...

10 Belling -Lee engraved ter ._ _. ... ... ...
mivals
1 Set Ready Radio connect -

iug links ... .. _. ... ...
3 Valves, as specified il. 1
5 Lewcos coils (2 No. 50).
former
... ... ... -.
(1 No. 60X), (1 No. 100).
19 0
1 R.I. " Hy.p-ermito " L.P.
(1 No. 250X) ... ... ... 1
transformer ... ... ... ...
12 6 1 Set Atlas short-wave coils
1 Keystone H.F. choke ...
5 0 Screws, plugs, flex, etc-.
TOTAL (INCLUDING VALVES, eto.)_ ... A9
i

18
25
18
26
26
13 6

EDISWAN

batteries

29

10 0
15
19 8

.1 NY or TILE ,1ROVE COMPONENTS SUPPLIED SEPARATELY IF DESIRED.

leascr
KIT orA12 equal
cabinet £6:16:0
monthly payments of 1 216
valves Ea-.
Q
KIT B with
iv . a
less cabinet
or 12 equal monthly payments of 15'9

KIT C with
and valves
cabinet £9-196
or 12 equal monthly payments of 18;6
-

All kits include special Ready Radio connecting links, also officialBluePrint.

NC) Bt1G11ERIP 0..

REQUIRED.

==.1.01MIIIMIMMIIMPr

1111

159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.1.
TELEPHONE

HOP 5555.

FOR THE

LINEN -DIAPHRAGM
SPEAKER
THE "HOLDFAST"
A good set works better with Ediswan batteries, giving

stronger and clearer results free from unpleasant crackling.

Ediswan batteries give faithful service, too, and will
" stand up to it " long after another battery would have

1/ -

been discarded.
Super quality only-obtainable from all high-class
Wireless dealers.
BY POST
EXTRA

3D.

PLEASE STATE THE TYPE OF
UNIT THAT THE " HOLDFAST "
IS REQUIRED TO FIT.

CATALOGUE-FREE

ilsk for

E
DI
SWAN
DRY BATTERIES

WILL DAY LTD.
19, LISLE STREET,
LEICESTER SQ., W.C.2.
'PHONE : REGENT 0921-22

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
123/5, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.
Showrooms in all the Principal Towns.
II.69
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
(Continued from page 272.)

for your purpose. An extra 20 or 30 volts on the
anode would probably do no harm, but if still insufficient when used with its correct negative grid bias

you will -have to be content with a smaller input
strength, or get a larger valve-i.e., a super -power
valve instead of a power valve.

quite unable to trace. As it was perfectly
fine outside, it did not appear to be due- to
effects of poor insulation of the aerial. The
H.T. battery was a new one, which had been

working perfectly well ; the L.T. battery had
been recently charged, and everything in the
set appeared O.K.
" After wasting some considerable time in
searching' for a fault, I found that I cured it

COILS FOR THE " MAGIC " THREE.

The mention of "Tunewell DX " coils on
page 208, " P.W." May 3rd issue, really referred
to Tunewell D.R. coils. (" DX-" coils are not

made- by Turner & Co.' but by DX Coils,
Ltd., of 542, Kingsland Road, E.8.)

by lightly knocking the side of the L.T.
battery. Whatever could have been the

SHORT WAVES AND EXPLORERS.
" EXPERIMENTER " (Ipswich).-" Although
only 154 I am already pretty good at the Morse

It is almost certain that you had either a loose
or dirty contact on the top of the accumulator (if

words a minute. Plain language faster. I am

cause of that ? "

this was a built -Up four- or six-volter, comprising
two or three two -volt units) or else there were bubbles

of gas on the plates themselves.
In the former case it may happen that when you

gently knock the accumulator you corrected the
poor contacts and brought two clean surfaces into
contact wills one another, so that satisfactory
connection was obtained ; but if gas bubbles were
causing the trouble it is probable that the gentle
shaking released these and enabled the set to function
properly again.

CARE OF THE L.T. BATTERY.

code and can take down anything up to 26

very interested in the short-wave working
from the Byrd expedition to the South Pole.
Are there any others like this to listen for ? "
There are several interesting expeditions working

on short waves at the present time, including the
s.s. " City of New York," which is Commander

position of one component might upset
things.
Now it is quite a fact that we have come

across " Magic " Two's and Three's that
have been quite as bad as the " One " I
have been referring to. And there wasn't a
chance that they could work properly.
100% Successes.

I have singled out this " One " quite
haphazardly, and I trust that the con-

structor concerned will forgive me-no one
need ever know his name for I trust that the
" evidence" has been dismantled by now !
A radio set is a scientific instrument. and
you have to obey certain specific scientific
laws when you build one-if you want good
results.

That the vast majority of constructors
realise this is, I repeat, proved by the

enormous success achieved by the " Magic "
range of receivers.
It is to the minority that I have addressed

Byrd's Antarctic expedition, homeward bound from
Dunedin, New Zealand. The vessel left Neiv Zealand
on April 1st. and works on 34'05 metres under the

these few words in the hope that we can

In addition there is I P H working on a wavelength of 41 metres. This expedition is exploring the
jungle and expects to return in June. It works

of successes.
There is no reason at all why we should not.

call -sign W F B T.

get pretty close to the ideal of 100 per cent

S. M. J. (Coventry).-" I have had the

L.T. battery over twelve months, and it has
never given the slightest trouble. I notice,
however, that the plates are now showing
just above the level of the water (acid), and a
friend tells me that this should not be per-

oS

4%6,

mitted, and I ought to put more acid in.

Coe

If you have not spilt any of the liquid from the
cells, but the loss is due to evaporation, it is not

against them many times a day ! I feed

you what the exact specific gravity should be,
and with the hydrometer you can always be sure
of keeping an eye upon the electrolyte. The plates
should be kept covered by the liquid, and (apart
' from spilling) the loss should always be made good
with distilled water, which is obtainable at any

this kicks down I wanted more grid

f
cr
a, a., 5 peemo
jiao-

bias,

and if it kicked up I wanted less.
" But unfortunately it kicked both ways!
What can one do about that ? "

You have all the symptoms of overloading, and
we should try the milliammeter in the plate circuit
°tile last -but -one valve, to discover whether it is
perfectly steady there, or if the loading is only in the
last stage. If you get slight kicks in the last -hut -one
stage, your input is too great, and you should introduce some form of volume control to enable the
signals to be reduced to the point where overloading

I really mean Puccini's " Gianni Schicchi"

Here are the " components " for an S.G.. H.F.
stage, with switch to change the wave -band. Can
you " connect up " the circuit?
(Look out for the answering diagram next week.)

regularly with Los Angeles at 6 a.m. and 6 p.m

P.S.T., which is eight hours slower than Greenwich

ceases.

If the kick is taking place only in the plate circuit
of the last valve, you can either use a valve with a
bigger grid swing there, to handle greater volume,
or else increase the volume -producing power of your
present valve by increasing its H.T. (and negative
G.B. to correspond).
Suppose, for instance, you are using a powervalve

with H.T. plugged in at 100 on the battery. The
makers of your valve may .show on its characteristic
curve that 120 volts may be applied to its anode,
which usually means .that the battery plug can go
up to about 150 (as a certain amount of voltage is
dropped across the output).
Be sure, however, to increase the negative grid
bias correspondingly; or you will damage the valve.
lf, on the other hand, you are already using the
maximum voltage recommended by the Junkers of
the valve in question, you must not increase this

greatly, although a small increase !Wight be sufficient

Another expedition is the yacht " Betty R." which
has been in the vicinity of the Bahamas, but whose
movements at present are somewhat uncertain. It
works on 541 and 87'8 metres. Call -sign IC D T F.
Another American expedition is the plane No. 476,
call -sign W 2 B Q, wave -length 40 metres. This 'plane

is on a trip from New York to Columbia, Equador,
Peru, Chili, Argentine, and Brazil.

*`NIA 0.
t WHERE CONSTRUCTORS
GO WRONG.

1

-

'

sic ----4-----4.--*
1

(Continued from page 259.)

birds all the winter, and they rob me all the
spring ! It is enough to destroy one's faith
in the Moral Order of the Universe.
Happy Music.

o.diriDa9

time.

H. W. (Solihull. Nr. Birmingham)." Although very powerful, the tone of the
speaker did not seem to be too clear-cut, so a
milliammeter was tried in the plate circuit
of the last valve. I have been told that if

But

I love bullfinches, and think murder

shillings), and find with this the specific gravity of the
acid in each section of the accumulator.
The makers of the accumulator will inform

MILLIAMMETER KICKS.

tree, and it was mighty interesting.

beds in the garden, and keeping their bright
eyes on my rows of peas.

arid you will have to put back in the cells but
distilled water. Your best plan would be to purchase
a hydrometer (which can be obtained for a few

container), so if you have a reliable service station
which will undertake the job, we should be inclined
to ask them to do this. Then maintain the level
correctly with distilled water, and with the hydrometer keep a check upon specific gravity and charging.
If this is done, you can be sure of getting very
long service from your accumulator.

(Continued from page 258.)

I'm bound to say that the birds I am
mostly watching just now are the little
devils who are battening on my seed

NT

f/

Is that a fact ? "

chemist's for a few pence.
It is not a bad plan to have the electrolyte renewed
every couple of years or so (or oftener with a celluloid

FOR THE LISTENER.

POPULAR "WIRELETS" No.10

t

everything is wrong-choice of some of the
components, lay -out and wiring.
Of course, this one-valver wouldn't work

-and there are few " P.W." readers who

would expect it to. But a one -valve circuit

is a simple sort of affair and, generally
speaking, one can take a few liberties with
it and still get good results.
Had the " deviation from specification "
of this " Magic " One stopped at a slightly
altered lay -out all might have been well.

But it is a very different story with a

multi-valver, where there is a little group of
inter -connected circuits all playing their

parts in the general scheme. To after the

which I cannot pronouce but thoroughly
enjoyed. It is a jolly story of how Gianni
impersonates a deceased relative and makes

a.will in his own favour, that his daughter
Lauretta may wed her lover and be happy
ever after.
The sort of story that could only come
from Florence where Boccaccio wrote his
tales. And the music is so gay and bright,
and bubbling over with fun and laughing
triumph. And in her song recital, Elena
Gerhardt sang divinely ; and I loved her
because she sang first of all my favourite
song, Schubert's " An die Musik."
Too lovely ! And every night, save
one, I have listened to Kathleen Murray
and Phyllis Macdonald playing Haydn's
Sonatas for violin and piano. That is

I have listened also, of
course, to the Covent Garden Opera, and
had my soul deeply stirred ; but I don't
think much of my soul now, and it's happy
happy music, too.

Music that pleases me !
Gas.

Mr. A. 3. Alan's story had, the weird title

" CO2, C2H4, 02, CO, CH4, H2, N2."
You heard it, of course. It was about

gas, and attempted suicide and attempted

murder, and all through running after a
cat into a neighbour's garden.

Not perhaps one of Mr. Alan's best,

but good enough to satisfy his innumerable
" fans." " Ladies and Gentlemen, Mr. A. J.
Alan," said the announcer-like am
auctioneer introducing the prize bull to the
(Continued on page 276.)
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The circuit
Es'\

0

T4mre

E000

R.

I CW

40 H.

The ideal power
detector....

for awhich
high-tension
eliminator
will give 3o milliamps at 18o volts, or 5o
milliamps at 15o volts, with full -wave rectification.

It is built up round the
oloWESTINGH(:lj)510
METAL RECTIFIER
STYLE li.T.4.

which

has

been

specially

designed to obtain full benefit

from the valuable " voltage
doubler " principle.

The price of this rectifier is only 37/6
Full details of this and other circuits are
given in our new 32 -page book, " The All Metal Way. 1930." Send 2d. Stamp for a

With the large increase in
the power of several of the

The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signsl

B.B.C.

copy to :-

Stations,

and

the

knowledge that further increases will take place in

Co., Ltd., 82, York Road, London, N.1

the future, it behoves you to

use a detector stage that is
capable of handling large

Buy your boys this week's CHUMS
Every boy likes CHUMS, the grand old
weekly paper that his father liked before
him. It is always packed with thrilling
adventure stories and the sort of articles on
games and hobbies that every manly boy
likes best. Buy this week's issue for your

boy and see for yourself how good it is.
Here are a few of the features it contains.

The Term of Thrills

inputs without distortion.
The Mazda L.210 is an ideal

valve for this purpose and,

in addition, can be relied
upon for all-round efficiency
and long life.

The Amazing

PRICE

10/6

byHYLTON CLEAVER

One of the most entertaining schoo:
stories this famous author has written.

Keeping the Seas by
Rear -Admiral E. R. G. R. EVANS

RADIO VALVES

The Riddle of the Forests
by
ERIC TOWNSEND
A thrilling serial of adventure and explora-

tion in the heart of the Amazon forests.

CHUMS
The Paper for Manly Boys.

Now on Sale

2d,

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
Radio Division,
la, Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.I.
Showrooms in all the Principal Towns.

EDISWAN

V.36

li
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Now for the =results. Stuttgart was
separated from the 356 Brookmans Park

FOR THE LISTENER.
(Continued from page 274.)

buyers ! He shall have my money, anyway.
I wouldn't miss one of his quiet sharp little
thrills, not for ninepence ! _

transmission, and Manchester was received
free of interference from Toulouse. There
was no trace of the bad heterodyne whistle,

A SELECTIVE
SYSTEM.

which could be heard on a second 2 H.F.
receiver in use in the laboratory.

Grand Slam.

The B.B.C.'s itch for instruction runs

now to Bridge. You have to sit up rather

late for Mrs. Stafford Northcote, but she's
worth it. She has been worth precisely
eighteen -pence to me so far ; and it would

have been twice that if only my partner
had had the sense to listen -in !

I hope now that we may have a series
of " Golfing Tips " (one on " How to get
out of a Bunker " would lend itself to noise
effects !) And what about Betty Nuttall
I see she is to appear in the " Week's Good
Cause " department, which seems a horrible
waste of talent ! I don't object to B.B.C.

instruction nearly so much when it's a
matter of games.

" Separated With Ease."

SOME few months ago an announcement

was made in this journal and in the
press generally concerning a new -

development in radio science, namely, the
Stenode.
The claims made were that the selectivity
of a receiver could be enhanced to a degree
hitherto unknown in wireless reception. We
are now able to place before " P.W." readers

the results of a practical test made at the
Stenode Radiostat Corporation's Laboratories.
The Circuit Used.

The receiver used for the demonstration
consisted of a sensitive super -heterodyne in

Entente Musicale.

Listening to the " vaudeville of many
countries " the other night, I concluded
that German is the perfect language for

The selectivity of the Stenode was such
that many other badly heterodyned transmissions on the medium wave -band were
separated with ease and brought in without
a trace of interference.
In another test, a small transmitter
laboratory was operated to give an imitation
of an oscillating next-door neighbour. The
violent howls could not be heard at all when
the Stenode receiver was tuned to 2 L 0, but

on the second receiver, which was of the

normal broadcast type, the interference was
indescribable.
There is no doubt that the Stenode
equipment used for the demonstration was

capable of giving a wonderful degree of

which a condenser bridge arrangement

selectivity and a freedom from interference
of an exceptionally high order. The quality

was adjusted so as to pass only a very

speaker was distinctly good.

incorporating a quartz crystal immediately
preceded the second detector. The circuit

of reproduction on the moving -coil loud

syncopated songs. Greta Keller, with her

narrow band of frequencies. The output
from the second detector was then led into

She was new to me. Savoy Hill might do
worse than keep her until she is old !

a specially corrected L.F. amplifier, arranged

to amplify the high notes to an unusual

The particular arrangement of the
Stenode used for the demonstration was not

into fixed stars. The Bayan Singers
(Russia) are a wonderfully balanced group
of voices.

upper musical register, produced by the
selective filter, was corrected in the L.F.
amplifier, and the proper proportions of

listener can afford. The combination of
super -heterodyne, quartz crystal and correction amplifier is necessarily somewhat

ran."

The loud speaker was a first-class moving coil unit.

low snoozly voice, was very attractive.

I would like to make these meteors

Wish Wynne stood for us
among this international galaxy, so we
weren't by any means among the " also

degree, thus an apparent falling off on the

high and low notes preserved.

Very Convincing.

of a typo which the average broadcast

complicated and expensive.
However, as a laboratory demonstration
the results were very convincing.

SCRAP YOUR OLD AERIAL and
fit theIGOLTONE: NOMAST AERIAL,'
A WONDERFUL INVENTION.

No pole or mast required. Gives greater selectivity and wipes out
interference. No " assembling" necessary; can be fitted i

half an hour.

THE STRONGEST GALE CANNOT BLOW IT DOWN.

Your signal strength can be nearly doubled, selectivity
vastly
improved, and stations hitherto unobtainable
Come in at loud -speaker strength with the " Goltone "No -blast Patent Aerial.
" No -Mast Patent Aerial
Price: No.
" GOI t
548/22.

complete with insulated down lead wire and

full instruc- 24/.

No other Aerial Wire required. From all first-class Radio Stores
A postcard brawls 111110.
trated Pamphlet (grind
extracts I rom testimonials
and technical Press reports.

and Go1dsf

PENDLETON.

Who was

MANCIIBIER

A well-known

NO -MAST -

AERIAL
o

WHAT USERS
SAY.
Mr. W.

Broadcast ing Official 123rdBritish
February

I

"GOLTONE"
PATENT PLATE.

193

assure you I am more
than satisfied
the 'No
Mast ' Aerial. Iwith
have erected
it in an attic

at the highest
Glasgow, 5XX, I can tune lin
Paris. Toulouse, 5GB, 2L, Os o,
in fact almost Budapest. Rome,
Possible point

anYtholg _..4.1e
wishes.
My and
set is tktric Three,
All p;1_
Mast ' Aerial to with the .No -well, I am sure it complete it --to beat for good reception,"
will be hard

D., Brian Avenue, Marino,

" I am veryDublin.
pleased with the

Goltone No -Mast Aerial.
obtained
increased
I have

selectivity
and
snore volume,
ceived
and reforeign stations
which were
unobtainable
with old polo aerial.
I shall recommend

it to my
Wireless friends."
Mr. G. J.. R. T., Shorts Garden,
London, W.C.2.
"Many thanks for aerial. Rather
Sceptical,
but

all you
have claimedresults
it to be."

--

"M"?

That was the question Buddy Drake asked himself. Asked again and yet again, but could not answer.
"Dearest," the note had run, " I must see you. Let me know where and when. It's awfully urgent.M." Meant for his twin brother, Atherton, of course. But then Atherton was dead, and he, Buddy,
had taken his place. Just as he had taken his betrothed all those years ago. Well, he must see it
through. Yet he felt afraid. You must read " The Shorn Lamb,"

A NEW NOVEL by W. J. LOCKE in the

LONDON MAGAZINE

For JUNE. Now on Sale

_
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TECHNICAL
NOTES.
By Dr. J.H. T. ROBERTS, F. Inst . P.

*-..-4-4-....--4-41-4-0----*
Long and Short Waves.
I HAVE been asked at different times why

it is that a distant long -wave station

can sometimes be received at quite good

strength whilst a nearer medium or comparatively short-wave station is subject to
fadin
Be ore giving the generally accepted
explanation of this effect, I should say that
all such effects are still somewhat im-

perfectly understood, and no really hardand-fast rule or even complete explanation
can generally be given.
The commonly accepted view, however,

is that the variations in strength are due to
reflections of the waves from ionised regions

in the upper atmosphere. It is in accord-

ance with this theory that longer wave-

lengths should be less affected than medium
and short wave -lengths.

The effects in question will vary from
night to day and, in fact, will vary from
hour to hour. One of the advantages of
long -wave transmission, in fact, is its com-

parative freedom from variations of this
kind, and this has to be off -set against the
well-known advantages of short-wave transmission.
How Talking Pictures are Made.

There are two main systems of talking
pictures, the sound -on -film and the sound on -disc systems. There are advantages and

disadvantages of both systems.
One of the advantages of the sound -on film system is that the synchronising is automatic, in the sense that if the film is broken,

or if any portion of it is cut out, the sound
is automatically cut out with the pictures
and it is impossible for the sound track to
shift in relation to the picture.

nctIE IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY-MAKE WIRELESS
BATTERIES-IT IS A PAYING PROPOSITION !,
Whether you are a Wireless Enthusiast or not, you know what an enormous
demand there is for Wireless Batteries-a demand which is ever increasing by
leaps and bounds. If you are a Wireless Enthusiast you know also that you and
millions of others are constantly on the look out for BETTER Batteries.

You Can
Do This:

Here is a way in which average worker can complete a 60 -volt H.T.

YOU can meet the demand
for BETTER Batteries,
and Profit Financiallymake them yourself in your
Spare Time by means of our
Patented Method and Formula I By making your
own batteries you can

SAVE money-by supplying your friends and others
you can MAKE money ;
and you may make up to

things - always regarded

You may know nothing

As a matter of fact, slight adjustment of
synchronisation is possible by the shifting
of the photo -electric pick-up in relation to
the " gate," but once the correct position is

We will tell you how

with the convenience of the producer in the
studio ; but it would take me a long time
to go into these and it would involve a more

or less detailed description of the way in
which different types of " sets " are filmed.
I may say that amongst professional film
pii:oducers the sound -on -film system is more

in favour than the sound -on -disc,. mainly

for the reasons I have just indicated, and
therefore it may be expected that for fullscale professional work sound -on -film will
hold the field.
Question of Cost.

But when we come to the question of the

smaller cinemas the position is entirel
different. Here the question of " producing " does not arise, and in any case the
talkies can be made in the sound -on -film
system in the first instance and, if desired,
the sound can subsequently be re-recorded
into the disc system.
(Continued on next page.)

1

too !

PROFITS GUARANTEED

them as something " mys- Your market is unrestricted-it can never
terious."
become overcrowded-you sell where you
The exact opposite is the like and when you like. If necessary we will
case. Study the pictures purchase sufficient of your output to
on the left and you will see guarantee you a Weekly Profit providing it
how really simple it is.
reaches the required standard of efficiency
You will need no expensive which is easily attainable. We will continue
" plant " or machinery- your training FREE until you reach that
only a few simple tools and standard-that's fair, isn't it ?
hand presses. You need Don't hesitate-if you have never seen a
live no special accommo- battery before you can MAKE Money this
dation-a start can be way. Let us explain this GILT-EDGED
made upon your present HONEST PROPOSITION fully. Write
kitchen table. The children AT ONCE ! Make Your SPARE Hours
can help you.
GOLDEN Hours !
WE WILL TELL YOU HOW Send this Form for Particulars TO -DAY.

tricity-it doesn't

There are other advantages connected

and get BETTER results, but directly your
friends know of them they will want some,

crossed your mind before. are energetic and anxious to get out of the
You have thought of bat- rut ! What could you do with £300 a year ?
teries as
" Technical "

about Wireless or Elec-

tained indefinitely.

MAKE YOUR FRIENDS' WIRELESS
BATTERIES-AND MAKE MONEY I
Consider what this means to you. Not only
can you SAVE money on your own batteries,

Thus, you can begin to build up a
Profitable Spare -Time Business and reap a
Golden Harvest from the Wireless and
£300 a year per Licence !
Electrical Market. Many men are already
making comfortable EXTRA incomes in
ANYBODY CAN DO IT ! this Pleasant, Easy Way.
It has probably never There's MONEY in it-big money if you

Photo -electric Pick-up.

found the synchronisation should be re-

Battery in 2 hours at a cost of Z 3 approximately ! Compare this with Shop Prices !

matter in the slightest.

to do it-FREE. After

instructions you can start right
receiving our

away to manufacture !

And the work is in- g

as ;

tensely interesting
well as easy ; more

fascinating than making
your own Wireless Set I

The saving is huge-an

COUPONpriea

To Mr. V. ENGLAND-RICHARDS,
THE ENGLAND-RICHARDS CO., LTD.,
123, King's Lynn, Norfolk.

IA

In

r

Sir,-Please send me at once, and FREE.
full details as to how I can Make Money at
home in my spare time. I enclose 2d. stamp
for postage.

a

Print your name and address boldly in
capital letters on a plain sheet of paper

al

and pin this coupon to it.

" Popular Wireless," 17/5/30.
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TECHNICAL NOTES.

gNCINEER

BUY FOR GASH!

(Continued from previous page.)

GM we get together 44

Sound -on -disc, so far as the reproducing
machines go, is very much cheaper and

simpler than sound -on -film, and that is
why it has a very great deal to recommend

it for use in the smaller cinema theatres,

halls, and so on, where expense is an
important consideration.

Of course, as I have said, it is quite a
simple matter to retain the advantages of

All we ask

is

the

chance to prove that

you can earn £300,
£400, £500 per year
or more. Other men

WRITE FOR THIS

are doing it, and you
can do the same.

BOOK TO -DAY

iTt mot

We have an unrivalled and world-wide organisation

waiting to help you whether you be novice or
expert. If you wish for something more than a

" bread and butter " job you owe it to yourself to
investigate our Service.

Our handbook " Engineering Opportunities" has
pointed the way to better things to over 20,000 of
your fellows. It contains details of A.M.LMecb.E.,
A.M.LE.E., A.M.LC.E., A.M.LA.E., A.M.I.
Struct.E., London Marie., C. & G., G.P.O., etc.,
Exams., outlines home study courses in all branches

both systems, where they have advantages,
because the original recording can be made
in the sound -on -film system and then, when
the picture has been cut about and reduced
to its final form for release, the sound may
be re-recorded into the disc system for use
on existing sound -on -disc machines.
Anode -Bend Detection.

I suppose there are a large proportion of
experimenters who regard the leaky -grid
method of detection as being in the nature
of a standard, and the anode -bend system

as being by way of a variation not to be
regarded too seriously.

It is true that often enough the anode bend detector cannot be made to operate
as well and as reliably as the leaky -grid.
and this causes many people who try it to
revert to the leaky -grid method, with a

NO PASS-NO FEES

In a Brilliant foreword Prof. A. M. Low shows

I-- SPECIAL

101 Shakespeare House, 29-31, Oxford Street, W.1

5/-.

Cux.

Transformers

Loudspeakers 4/-.

All repairs

Regional, Midland and
Foreign Stations, and

GETS THEM!

ROPated in a special Panel

Mounting Dual Range
Coll. 200 to 2,000 metres.
A simple switch effects
the wave -change. Latest
Slow Motion
Design.
Dials. Assembled in Oak
Polished Cabinet, Hinged
Lid, all parts enclosed,
Transformer Coupled,
Complete with 3 Tungsram Valves
Power),
Battery Cords, Grid Bias

Ready to use,

Tested, guaranteed and ready
for delivery in 24 hours.

re -magnetised free.

Discount for Trade.

Clerkenwell 9069.

E. MASON, 44, East Rd., City Rd., N.1.

All -in

Plug & Socket;

All up-to-date receivers
incorporate this Clix
device which entirely

supersedes the old type

panel terminal. Entirely
insulated whether connected or disconnected.
Perfect contact always.

Prot
Pat.

Write for the Cleo Folder M
containing full details of the I

ge ALL -IN PLUG

MI& SOCKET

PRICE

Compiete4U1

d

CLIX 21 VARIETIES
LECTRO LINX, LTD.,
254, Vauxhall Bridge
Road, London, S.W.1.N

MSINNINN111111INENSINN10
H.T. BATTERIES

Solve all B.T. Troubles.
SELF-CNARCINC,

SILENT,

JARS (waxed). 21' X

ECONOMICAL

sq. 113 doz.

ZINCS, new type 10d. doz. Sacs 112 doz.

Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte, 4/1, post 9d.
Sample unit, 6d. Illus. booklet tree.

Bargain list free.

AMPLIFIERS, 30/,

3 -VALVE SET.

P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,
STOCKWELL. LONDON.

.-'

THE "STAR-TURN"III
A new circuit, amazingly
selective, easy to build, and
staggeringly sensitive I

-

PRICE

BURTON9

2718

zaManufacturerth°

(Next Door to Royalty Theatre).

SETS RE -WIRED, REBUILT,

REPAIRS OR TESTED. LOW CHARGES.

rconezr
1KABILOK"
0/41-171011%

SPECIFIED

for the
" MILLARD
MASTER TWO."

THE SPECIAL

" KABILOK "

COLLAPSIBLE
CABINET.
Assembled in 10 minutes.
IN OAK, 12/- COMPLETE,
PRICE

Write for
FREE Cataloaue.

W.
& T. LOCK, LTD.
BATH.
ST. PETER'S WORKS

21 MODERN WIRELESS
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CASH

Carr. and Packing, 5f..
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APPar","
72, Dean St., Soho, London. W.1.
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25f.

SPEAKER

SEEN IT ?
=

your

RECEIVERS. Magic
Separation of Stations.
A Wave Trap is incur-

clearly the chances you are missing.

--HEADPHONES REPAIRED 4/ -

of

radioet

3 - VALVE LOUD

As a matter of fact, it may be that the

British Institute of Engineering Technology,

list

regui,eTPL'Aif.°L311
I QUOTATIONS
PRICE.
Quick
i n Value
(Where possible)
delivery.
l
MARVELLOUS
Built for National,

anode -bend method of rectification has not
been properly tried out, because you want

Engineering Opportunities " and our advice are
quite FREE. Don t neglect this offer-give vent to
upward urge" and send a postcard NOW.
that
stating Branch, Post or Exam. which interests you.

Please send bill

OVER

CASH

determination to stick to it.

of Electrical, Mechanical, Motor and Wireless

Engineering, and explains our unique guarantee of

SAVE MONEY

London

11,

Red Lion. Square, Holborn. will.

EE
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EXACT TUNERS
250 to 2,000 metres.
Thousands of these tuners are in use, and we
can strongly recommend them. NO further
coils are required. Send P.C. for particulars
and circuits -FREE.

There are many other special
features in the MAY

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,
Croft Works, Priory Place, Coventry

MODERN WIRELESS f:
PRICE 1/-

F111111111111111111111111191111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111F;

to make sure first of all that the valve which

you use is a suitable one for the purpose.

SPARE OR WHOLE TIME AGENTS WANTED,
Sound proposition. Sample and

I either sex.

I particulars 2d.-Write: Sales K, " Everlast "
. Leather Matting Co., Wellingborough.

There are many valves which are unsuit-

ELM PALMS

able for this purpose, and if you happen
to try the anode -bend method with such a
valve you may well get the impression that
it is inferior to the leaky -grid system.

Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or Headphones repaired and despatched within

Anode -Current Grid -Voltage Curve.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,

If the curve which shows the relation of

48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
with each repair. 4/- post free.
Terms to Trade.

" Repairs " Dept.

anode current to grid voltage has a short
curved part, the valve may be suitable for

214, High Street. Colliers Wood, London, S.W.19.

anode -bend rectification, but if the curve is

ALL APPLICATIONS for
ADVERTISING SPACE in

long drawn out at its lower part, the valve

'POPULAR WIRELESS"
must
be made to the
Sole Advertising Agents.

will be unsuitable.

If you are not able to obtain the curve

from the manufacturers it is quite a simple

matter to plot it out by experiment.

JOHN
H. LILE, LTD.
LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON, E.C.4:

4,

',Phone : City 7261.

Variations in Valves.

E L-11AB II ILMY
or-"PWIIFEELE355 CUIME X° 296
.4

Complete List of all

that IS best in R.
at Keenest Prices.
Trade Encalries Invited

J.1)11.1FAYIL©fk &Cc'
4
MACAULAY STREET,
1,417.7E65Fi E

Phone 341.

eS.

The curve as given by the manufacturers
will, of course, be the same for all valves
having the same specification, but in practice
you will find that they do not by any means
all have the same characteristics, and

they may vary considerably from the
specification.
(Continued on next page.)
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However, having got a valve which is
more or less suitable you can, as a rule,

COMPONENTS

PRICE

get satisfactory results by careful attention
to the value of the grid -bias and the hightension voltage applied ; in fact, this
precaution is necessary no matter how well
adapted the valve may be.
The point I want to make clear is that you
should not condemn the anode -bend system

7/6

trials with any old valve which you happen

SUITABLE FOR THE

"P.W." SAFE -POWER
SUPER
IN THIS ISSUE

of rectification merely from one or two

to pick up ; in order to make a reliable
comparison you want to be sure that you

EACH.

THE

BULGIN

20,000 OHM
POTENTIAL DIVIDER
A sound engineering production, fitted
with air-cooled perforated metal case and
terminals. Wound on bakelite former.

Will give an excellent range of useful
tappings and has fully satisfied the
critical Radio Engineers of this Journal.
'

4/4

In case of ,
difficulty, or attempts at substitution, s
Ample stocks are available.

write direct. Send Yd.stamps for catalogue

A. F. BULGIN & CO., LTD.,
9-10-11, CURSI TOR STREET,

CHANCERY LANE, LONDON,E.C.4
Telephones : HOLBORN 1072 & 2072.

...,,.9

We SPECIALISE in the supply of all Good
Quality Radio Sets, Components and accessories on Easy Terms. We will give you efficient service. Send us your list of requirements and a quotation will be sent by return.
LONDON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY

11.0atLane,NobleSt.,LONDON, E.C.2
NATIONAL 1977.

A STAMPED ENVELOPE

will bring you our great
MAY BARGAIN LIST

Many Bargains at Sacrifice Prices.

218, Upper Thames Street, E.0 4,
Electradix, Cent, London

currents, an important point arises which

is often overlooked by experimenters, some-

I refer to the voltage output of the

transformer under partial and full loads.
The load will consist, of course, partly of the

H.T. and partly of the L.T. currents, and
you must remember that if either of these
loads is removed, the voltage on the other
circuit will rise to a greater or less extent

Therefore the conditions should be
adjusted so that the correct voltage output
is obtained when both circuits are in opera-

tion and care should be taken that no
" Regulation."

These transformers are only very small
ones, as transformers go, and as you know.
it is not at all easy to ensure good " regulation " in a small transformer.

Regulation is the property of the transformer by virtue of which it maintains its

output voltage at a constant figure irre-

spective of variations in the load.
With large power -transformers, " regula-

tion " is as a rule exceedingly good, but

In 6 colours, and 40 indicating tops, red
and black. Hold securely spade, pin, eye,
or piain wircs. (T2LC) 4 id. each. (T2LN)
plain top, 3d. each. Write for het T.99.

J. EASTICK & SONS.

-

the " Master Two," the Lotus

Panel Assembly consists of
a combined single drum dial
and condenser and a separate reaction condenser, all

mounted on a handsome

finished aluminium
panel, with silver oxidised
escutcheon plate.
black

the same when the load conditions are

Insist upon the Lotus Panel
Assembly, as it is only in
this way that you can obtain
the perfection of results that
the Mullard " Master Two"
is designed to give.

varied.

Although people often criticise the quality

transmissions which have
been sent from one station to another via
of broadcast

lines are designed to carry a very wide

THE PICTURE PAPER WITH THE

Specified by the makers of

Cash Price 21 ?pi

missions, which mean, in effect, that the

Eelexiliouse, 119 Bunbill Row, London E.C.I.

THE LOTUS
PANEL ASSEMBLY

with very small ones it is often rather poor,
and consequently the output voltage varies
considerably with the load.
So long as you bear this in mind and take

land -line, it should be remembered that the
land -lines used for the purpose were never
intended to be put to such exacting tests as
those which are involved in broadcast
transmissions.
In some of the new land -lines which are
being laid, special provision is being made
for high -quality speech and musical trans-

TREBLE - DUTY TERMINALS

-SUNDAY GRAPHIC

supply of both the H.T. and the L.T.

Land -line Transmission.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS

MOST NEWS

In all -mains sets, or those in which a
single power transformer is used for the

the necessary precautions no harm need
result, but it is not sufficient just to test
the output voltage in certain conditions
and then to assume that it will always be

Electrical Gear
Radio Apparatus
Measuring Instruments

J.

Power Transformers.

excess voltage is thrown upon either circuit
due to the other one being idle.

EASY TERMS

city 0191.

have each of the two methods in operation
under the appropriate conditions.

times with unfortunate results.

Heavy -Duty H.F. Choke .. Each 7/6
12/8
20 Henry Smoothing Choke
2 mfd. Bakelite Condensers
3/-

4 mid. Metal Case Condensers

SPECIALLY
DESIGNED
for the
MULLARD
" MASTER TWO "

range of frequencies.

Before the advent of broadcasting the

Post Office engineers had to consider
merely the "
" of speech, and
(Continued on next page.)

IMMO'
S
PANEL ASSEMBLY
Garnett, Whiteley &Co.Ltd.,
Lotus Works, Mill Lane,
Liverpool.
Cua,to
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The CLEVER.aytohhouse T

YOUR SET!
SPEAKERS
and BATTERIES
Patent Speaker
Sound Chamber

Prov. Patent
No. 8123.

For ALL Sets or Radio - Gram

The sort that people desire to possess end keep.
Graceful design-sound construction-piano finish,
adding to the life of your set.

(CoMinued from previous page.)

provided intelligibility was obtained, they
naturally did not go to unnecessary expense
in obtaining the last fraction of " quality."
However, when the lines are to be used
for the transmission of radio programmes,
an entirely new set of conditions arises and
" is not sufficient ; the
mere "

" Popular" £3. 15. 0

and therefore very special precautions have

De Luxe Models £5. 5. 0 to £1 1. 1 1. 0
Cash or Easy Payments.

Sent ON APPROVAL-direct from the makers.
RADIOGRAM

Outfit for
YOUR SET
Photographs and full particulars FREE I

PICKETT'S, Radio Furniture

Makers,

(P.W.) Works, Bezleyheath, KENT.

PUBLIC ADDRESS
anti Broadens tiny

MICROPHONES
The Ideal Instruments for addressing an

Audience through Loudspeaker (via Valve
Amplifier or L.P. Stages of Wireless Set).
and for relaying Speech and Musical Entertainment to any distance. Powerful Loud sneaker Reproduction with perfect Purity.
Hand Type,

highly distance -sensitive, yet guaranteed entirely free from distortion or microphonie
noiaes, absolutely silent background; tar
superior to ordinary Microphone Transmitters; for use with 'Valve Amplifier or Val4e
Set (through leads of Gramophone Pick-up
if desired) at Open-air Meetings, in Cinema,
Theatre, or Concert Hall. Operates from 2.
YOU tapping of L.T. Accumulator, through
Microphone Transformer. Current consumption one -tenth Ampere. Provided with detachable Sound
and
Collector, handle, hook
suspension, and a 9 ft. silk
connecting cord

extremely important.

Furthermore, the sounds which are to
be transmitted are of almost every kind,

Over 3,000 delighted Clients:

to be taken to ensure the faithful carrying
of the wide range of acoustical frequencies

'4,A

involved.

as illustration ... 16/6

Importance of Quality.

It has long been known that the main

frequencies involved in intelligible speech
are somewhere below 1000 vibrations per

1930.

NEW

question of " quality," in fact, becomes

(Used by Radio Press-by W. James, Percy Harris. etc.)

ireless, May 17th,

Ty_pe.
Highly Pedestal
Sensitive
Microphone

no above described, provided with de-

taehable sound collector and a 9 ft.

silk connecting cord, but fixed by
rubber -cord suspension in nickel -plated
frame on pedestal 11 in. high; for

'firt:IA

7(4,4
,
'

"'

'
I

mounting on Speaker's Platform. in
Pulpit, on top of Camera stand, or
for suspension from ceiling, 25/
..,..,
as illustration ... ... ...
The above Microphones are rendered Directional
by attaching the Sound Collector.
ipsMicrophone Transformer,
I

I

,

Established at the beginning of Broadcasting.

.

IBUILD
YOUR OWN ELIMINATOR
Complete Kits for A.C. H.T. Eliminators, 120-v.,

TECHNICAL

60-v., 15 m.a., 301-; Mains Transformers, 12/6;
6/6. England's Cheapest House for All Mains Equipment. Send for free diagrams, " How
to Build an Efficient H.T. Eliminator."-Liverpool
Radio, 84, Myrtle Street. LIVERPOOL.

TWISTERS

Chokes,

No No 10.

THE GRID LEAK DETECTOR.

IS THE NEW PLANET
INHABITED
The new planet beyond Neptune was
only discovered a few weeks ago, but
already all sorts of speculations and
discussions are taking place round it,
and one of the latest is the question of
whether it can be inhabited. '
In to -day's issue of THIS AND THAT,
Mr. George F. Morrell, Fellow of the
Royal Astronomical Society, discusses the

For ordinary G.L. detection the leak's

" return " should be connected to the

end of the filament.
Although two megohms is the usual

= value of grid leak, for very sensitive,
long-distance work the resistance value

can be much . . .
Changing the value of the grid leak
will often improve the working of the

matter, and gives some very interesting
facts bearing upon it.

A FUTURE BRITISH
NIAGARA
The Government has decided to undertake a further investigation into the
question of setting up a huge power station

worked by the tides in the mouth of the
Severn.
There

are many who advocate this
scheme, and believe that if it were carried
out power could be produced far more
cheaply than it is at Niagara.
The whole question is discussed and
many interesting facts are given about

CAN YOU FILL IN THE MISSING
LETTERS?

E

of a

but to the

Last week's missing words (in order)
were :-Low, Capacity ; Fewer, Secondary ; Magnetic ; Earth ; Spaced, Interaction.

E

second, but even for reasonable quality
it is desirable to early frequencies up to,

This
and That

even up to 10,000 and the special lines

.

finds faults in your set
'Write for Illustrated, Leaflet to

FONTEYN
& CO. LTD.
2 to 6, Blandford Mews, Baker St.,W.1

The first firm to supply Wireless Parts on easy
payments. Five years advertiser in " Popular
Wireless."
Thousands of satisfied customers.
Send as a list of the parts you require, and the
payments that will suit your convenience, and we
will send you a definite quotation. Anything wireless.

H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
'Phone Museu-, 1414.
Ot. Portland St., W.1
Make
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YOUR Picture Paper.
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" POPULAR WIRELESS "

when communicating with
Advertisers.

THANKS I

which the Post Office are laying are designed

with this object in view.

In the future, therefore, it should be
possible to transmit programmes by land line over long distances, and eventually to

broadcast them from local stations, with
virtually the same quality as though they

had been transmitted direct by radio
link.

NEXT WEEK

BELL ING.LEE
The World's Greatest

WANDER PLUG

NOW

ONLY 3d.

THE "C -T" ONE

A fascinating little single-valver
with a really novel circuit.

Order YOUR Copy NOW
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For broadcast purposes, however, it is
important to carry frequencies of 5000 or

without the intermediary of any land -line

C.F. Radio Controller

-EASY PAYMENTS
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perhaps, 3,000.

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS "
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS.

Of

grants of connections free. Goods by return post
FREDIL ADOLPH, Actual Maker,
Mtnieum 8325
27, Fitzroy Street, London, W.1.

control.

A wrong value of grid leak is sometimes indicated by a regular
=
In short-wave sets the G.L. return is
generally taken not direct to filament,
7-E

the possibilities of the great scheme, in
a grand article in to -day's

Every Thursday - 2d.

special design to obtain beat possible
results from sensitive Microphones
when connected to high -resistance
phones, Loud Speaker, Valve,Set. or
Valve Amplifier; best Transformer
made for clear speech with volume, IsmBo:INuElatlon,
speech and music transmission, Public Address
Microphones, etc.; Prim. And See. terminals fitted:
full directions for use of Microphone and dia- ,L

FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

Advt. of Belling 3 Lee. Ltd., Queensway
Works, Ponders End. Middlesex.

may 17th, 1930.

F OP (AAR WIRELESS

ON SALE TO -DAY!
The JUNE Number of

THE WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR
Contains unprecedented value for the set -builder, including full
constructional details of

The 66 EXPLORER "THREE
A Victor King Design
Which is undoubtedly one of the most attractive three-valvers
that have ever been designed.

By a simple wave -change scheme all

Wave.lengths are covered and the set is Easy and
Cheap to Build and Simple to Operate.
Also this month is described a very novel two-valver-

THE " CROWN" TWO
It Costs Only Five Shillings !
and is a first-class receiver capable of superb quality and

excellent sensitivity and selectivity.

Don't miss these Two Splendid Sets !
Fully described in

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
Price 6d. NOW ON SALE !

Price 6d.
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Im the most Porwerful-v

most Silent -is'
Challenge me if you will
H.T; BATTERIES
For 2-ijalve Sets (6 ni.a.) :
" WINNER"
60 volts, 7'" POPULAR " 2 60 volts, 9.6
For3"-or 4-2,1ve Set; (i-O-s 6 in..a.) :

wit

"POPULAR"POWER

- 13,
60 volts For Sae with Pento,7c Valves :
HIGH - POWER

60 volts ;

-

- 15,'6
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,SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
S PS THE THRONE OF

601
Radio Products
receptiontter

Dead and gone are the days of Magic.
The inventor works no longer with the old-time elements
considered necessary in the art of creation-those
unknown qualities which were assumed to be the stock hi -trade of magicians...
In these days the basis of invention is scientific researchdefinite know -ledge of every small detail; every element
which ultimately constitutes the finished article.
It is on. this basis of scientific research that the work of

the Lewcos Laboratories is carried on-hence this
firm's World-wide reputation for " perfection in every

detail."

The Leweos Dual Range Binocular Coil, illustrated
above, is designed to meet the demand for Iiigh efficiency
astatic or field -less coils, having wave -length ranges of
z35/550 metres and 1000;2000 metres, the wave -length
range being selected by a simple push-pull switch which

protrudes through the teceiver panel. Three types 'ate

manufactm-cd,. as follows :
Aerial Coil without reaction (Reference D.B.A.).
,
n.F, _Transformer for mentralised 3 -electrode -valve with

Reinartz reaction (Reference D.B.P.).
H.F. Transformer for screened grid valve with magnetic
reaction (Reference D.B.G.). Price 17/6 each.
A special switching mechanism can be supplied so that
one or more coils can be mounted on the baseboard of
the receiver with switching mechanism parallel with the
panel. Price 3/- (Reference
A specially -written leaflet on this marvellously efficient
Coil will be sent on request. Please quote Reference No.
R.55.
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LEWCOS DUAL
RANGE BINOCULAR COILS HAVE
BEEN SPECIFIED

FOR THE " REGIONAL 4" DESIN THE
MARCH 1st ISSUE

CRIBED

AND FOR " TWIN

WAVE 3" DESCRIBED IN THE
JANUARY 11th
ISSUE OF THIS
JOURNAL.
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REAL RADIO THRILL.
HELPFUL HINTS.

RADIO NOTES & NEWS

The Opening Shot.

THE place of honour this week goes to
R. D. (Truro) for his letter about the

" Magic " Three. It is a model-the
sort of thing that causes an editor to relax,
and allow the wraith of a smile to play for

a few seconds over his granite features.
On reading the letter, one of the Research
Department fellows became positively

hilarious-for a Research man-and, I am
sorry to say, even went to the extent of
asking Mr. Rogers a riddle, " When is a
door not a door ? " Absolutely drunk with
joy, you might say. though such displays of
de -control are rarely seen in our office. If
these Research people cannot

maintain a firmer grip of their
emotions, all I can say is

Needles, etc.

Exide Service Convention.

HOW one solitary service agent, represent.
ing the Exide pec.ple in 1920, grew to
be a convention of 581 is the story behind the banquet which is to be held on May
28th, at Edinburgh, when the Exide Service
Convention will celebrate the occasion.
Many people imagine that the " follow up "

diamond -studded specimen. I am trying
some of them with discretion, but none has

been found to be scratchless-like fibre.

I want to be let into the secret of hardening
fibre needles, please. I feel sure that there
is a secret practice amongst users of them.
S. M. F. has given me a few more stories of the

"experts," for the truth of which he vouches.

service idea was imported from America,
but it's hard to think of something sterling

which has not already been practised at
some time or another since the days when
we became a nation. " P.W.'s " best wishes
go with the Exiders on their little jaunt to
Auld Reekie.
How the Others Do It.

ALL READY FOR THE BIG BANG !

THE other week I gave a few
examples of how the radio
critics in India get to
Australian : " May Foulder
warbled -a violent tremolo on -

FIRST of all, R. D. says that
he feels he cannot hold back

the constricted high note which
coincided with sunroise.' The,
interlocutor made talk between
items in the hope of eventually

any longer his opinion of
the wonders of the Magic "
Three. Quite right, too. We
don't want an explosion in

making

He had never before

K
gave a
poor account of the ' Sea Gypsy,'

to try the " Magic " as a start.
Something uncanny about that.
Of course, the thing practically
made itself, and has brought in

and his ' Casey the Fiddler'
was not sung by my request."

" When listeners tune in to

a ' Classic Hour ' they do not
expect toheara saxophone playing a- Chopin nocturne. to a harp
accompaniment."

fifty stations of which forty were

Here is the " effects " department of a German station getting ready to put
over an earthquake !
In the foreground is ati ear-splitting rattler, and
behind it the revolver -and -bell -ringing man.
Three people are holding

boulders to hurl down the wooden chute, and the others are standing by
ready to make a little more row, if required !

Many Inventions.

THAT little monthly,

The Inventor,"
is really a stimulating morsel, though
as its Editor is a heaven-sent target

for every mad inventor in the world, I

feel sorry for him. In my own editorial days
some of the letters which I received caused

me to break into a prickly perspiration at
the thought of their writers being at large.
One amusing " invention " referred to is
" bringing the dead to life by machinery."
By the way, Marconi's Genoa experiment

is made the subject of an article called
" Marconi's New Invention." Let our
esteemed contemporary beware of sensational journalism. What new invention
doekClklardoni claim ?

_joke.'

" Mr. 0

made a set, and his luck led him

Trelawney will live for ever.

Now here is the

work.

Right First Time.

received at good L.S. strength.
Finally, he thanks those researchers for a " very selective
and inexpensive set,' and signs
himself. " Your very satisfied
reader." Good man. I hope

A=TION.

Mt kind Dover correspondent, S. M. F.,
in order to seduce me from my allegiance to fibre needles, has sent me
a fine collection of steel " pins." An
amazing variety of shapes. Some apparently gilded, too ; I looked in vain for a

Oh, about this letter. Well

Truro.

AMOK CAR

Birmingham is a suggestion

by L. W. (Airdrie) for the for-

A Portable " Earth."

Q M. F. states that a local expert told

L./. someone who asked about. " earths "
to fill a wooden box, 2 ft. by 2 ft. by
1 ft. with earth, and stand it not less than

4 ft. away from the receiver, connect a

piece of 18 S.W.G. D.S.C. wire from " E "
terminal to the earth in the box, and keep
the mould in the box moist. As the novice

was unable to procure the correct size in
boxes he has had to give up radio. The
same " expert " is said to have told another

customer to knock a copper nail into the
bricks of the house wall in order to get a
better " earth " than that provided by the
water -pipe. He seems to have had grave
doubts as to the conductivity of lead.

A Boycott Club.

A RISING from our recent
Editorial about the row in

'

mation of a club out of whose funds would
be paid. the fines, of, members who refuse
to pay their licence fees. Fascinating,
but not feasible. If the members pay to the

club ten shillings per annum they might

just as well pay it to the Post Office ; and
in any case, that would not be enough to
pay all the fines,- which invariably exceed

ten shillings each-and who are to be the
favoured ones who are to be allowed to defy
the law at the expense of the club ?
The Awful Truth.
blinking the

T'S no use

fact that
many people are still willing to risk
the, disgrace of, a prosecution, and the
1.

(Continued on nth page.)
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NOTES AND NEWS.

Helpful Hints.

UROM the " Daily Herald " : " How long

(Continued from previous page.)

should an accumulator last ? " asks

possible penalty of conviction, for the

pleasure of trying to dodge a tax of 10s. per

annum, though they will cheerfully listen

to the " broadcasting " for hours daily,
probably having declined to buy a set and

having made one up without a thought

about patent rights. A sad picture !*
The B.B.C. reveals the striking fact that

the number of " pirates" successfully
prosecuted by the Post Office for the
evasion of the licence fee works out at
three per weekday since October,

A.B.C., Wandsworth. " You should
get 80 hours' use from your battery before
-it needs recharging." From the Derby
Daily Express " : "The flow of electric current through copper wires causes chemical
action, and this in turn causes the surface of

the wire to become coated with a deposit
that acts as an insulator." Can any one say
what chemical action is set up in a copper
wire by a flow of current through the wire,
please ?
Six -Pin Coils.
S. R.

1925,

REFERRING to Mr.

to the present time !

Phillips'

letter in " P.W." for April 12th
concerning six -pin coils for the

Club Note.

AM pleased to devote a few lines to a

I. notice about that progressive body,
- the Croydon Wireless and Physical
Society, which is as healthy as ever. Par-

ticulars of its membership, etc., may be
obtained from its Hon. Sec., Mr. H. T. P.
Gee, Staple House, 51/52, Chancery Lane,
London, W.C.2.
Visitors are cordially

" Magic "Three, we have received a number

of inquiries about the windings of these
coils: Woidd Mr. S. R. P. oblige other

readers by

data to the Editor ?

" Broadcasting is not what it was."

The Common Plight.

*

'7E7

expensive set, who was finding it
difficult to get valve renewals, I have re-

together they would form a valuable collection. Will all concerned accept my hearty

thanks and forgive me for declining to act
as curator-or purchasing agent. On my
advice my friend has decided to write off '
his set and invest in a modern receiver, but

he is charmed to know of the army- which
hastened to his assistance, and so am I, ml
Real Radio Thrill.

THOUGH not of such heroic timbre as
others we have heard, that S.O.S.
requesting the lady not to take the
granulated powder was in my opinion
fundamentally the most thrilling of all.
Think of that lady with a packet of deadly

everyone knows it for what it is.-

No ;

E. -

**

" Pictorial Weekly."

Little dock Horner sat in a corner,
Eating his Christmas Pie.
He put in his thumb
And pulled out two Synthetic Crystals
And a Patent Terminal,
And said : " This is what comes of having
A Publicity Agent for a cook."

-" Wireless Trader."
It is stated that the Americans are un-

doubtedly the best broadcasting announcers.
Broad-ly speaking,
yes.
*
*

*

hear it, or some relative in Egypt-yet again
she takes up the spoon . . .
!

my wife says that if I ever tell another story
like that one, we won't be invited again.- " Radio News."
" It is interesting to reflect that the B.B.C.
will undoubtedly one day have its museum.
What will it contain " we read tin the
" Daily News."
We understand that so many scathing
replies have been received to this query that
it was impossible to publish them.

" We learn that many radio clubs are
the draught ' owing to lack of
That
must be those wireless " fans " at work
feeling

mitting station wilt have to be absolutely
unvarying. I hope, however, that I am in
error.

-

very sharp with the- rejector in use."

M. G. (Dalston) suggests the use of the.
" Brookmans Park Rejector." His

plan is that Mr. Hennequin should

fit two of these in series, one being adjusted

for the " Nat." and the other for the
Reg." If this scheme fails, M. G. says that

all he can recommend is a portable- gramophone ! But what about the " Twin Wave ' Brookmans Rejector described in
" P.W." No. 398 ?
The Wonder Yacht.

MARCONI-HUNTING is becoming a
select cult nowadays, and I am sure,

that all ears aboard the " Elettra "

-

the amount of concentrated searching which
is going on in the ether with the yacht as its

up whilst she was working with New York
26 metres. I suppose that many of you
heard the American re -broadcast of-

Marconi's speech which he made to New
York by means of his new radio -telephone
equipment ?
America and Oil.

THE U.S.A. authorities have decided to
encourage the search for oil by giving
facilities for radio oil prospecting to all

responsible applicants. The Federal Radio

are followed and pounced upon by our

dynamite explosion. 'By measuring the
time lag between the reception of the radio.

with the detonation of a subterranean

readers. After all, ` P.W."-ites are really
nothing but a jolly Radio Club-the
biggest in the world !

signal and the sound of the explosion, it

" Magic " Wave Changing.

in this matter, which was dealt with
in our issue of April 19th, and much
ingenuity has been displayed by readers

function properly the frequency of the trans-

Remember, however, that the tuning is

the keenness with which technical matters

new type of receiver which is said to be

that, apparently, for the Stenode R. to

the set and you will find the foreign stations.

this work. In the exploration for oil a
radio signal is transmitted simultaneously

QUITE a lot -of interest has been evinced

examination by commercial engineers-the
acid test-for the results at which it is:aimed
arc most beneficent. What worries me is

reaction the 356 may be heard slightly
in background, but you will be able to
tune him out. Now turn to the dials on

It is most gratifying to us to observe

Stenode Rashest -at.

far more selective than any ever before
designed, and it is interesting to find that
quartz crystal is employed as a frequency
filter. I hear good reports of the demonstrations and I sincerely hope that the
invention will live through the ordeal of

356 transmission disappears. On increasing

Commission has allotted five frequencies to

.F,Thintaiiiinalannummueimminiimiewenaluuntiniiff-

T is now possible to examine the theoreti-

cal diagram of Dr. James Robinson's

Now fit the rejector and slowly
screw down C3 about three parts of the
way in. Next, screw down C4 until the

objective. J. 0. (Leith) reports picking her

SHOCKING.

again.

body, becoming known to thousands helpless
to help her. Her friend in Germany might

tune by raising the reading 3-5

degrees.

Bartlett : " Why don't you electrify your
set ? "
Smartlett
" Oh, Heavens, I did f But

and- spoon-and then being diverted from
the job by some trivial matter. And all the
rushing overhead, passing through her very

and note the dial reading ; then de -

would burn if their owners were to realise

support," writes a contemporary.

while the Truth, like a flood, seeking her out.

Working the Rejector.
"TO set the rejector, tune -in 356 metres

EXPOSED WIRING IS SOMETIMES

poison, the intention to take a dose in
ignorance of the danger ; getting the glass

O'0005 rnfcl. fixed. The method of operating
is, says S. E. D., as follows :

Another Suggestion.

SHORT WAVES.

members confidently awaited.

ceived offers of valves of so many types that
if these museum pieces were brought

constractional

his

L.11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111L,

invited to any of its meetings and new

AS a result of my note about the unfortunate possessor of an obsolete but

sending

him to try the rejector portion of "Thew
the Nat.' (see " P.W.,' Febrnary 8th).
S. E,. D.'s coils consists of 55 turns on a
21 inch former 3 inches long, 24 D.C.C.
wire, Formodenser, G type, and Lissen

can be determined whether oil deposits are
present between the transmitter and
receiver.

Checking Up the Czechs.

ACCORDING to the latest returns there
are in Czecho-Slovakia approxi-

That is all to the good, and we are happy

mately 284,000 radio receiver licenses
in force ; this represents 2.4 per cent of the

vention.

that 67 per cent of the sets in use are

in producing

variants of the scheme.

to be able to stimulate the spirit of in-

J. G. (Newport, Mon.) deserves
a special word of acknowledgment for his
device and letter, for which he has our
thanks.
Cutting 'Em Both Out.

MR. HENNEQUIN'S appeal for a
method of cutting out 356 and
261 metres brings a letter from
S. E. D. (New Barnet), who recommends

total population. It is astounding to learn.
" crystal.' However, this little country is
up-to-date in the way it issues free licenses
to the blind, the totally disabled, and certain schools ; all quite right, no doubt, but
if the world encourages the " conscientious

objector" I foresee the application of the

principle to the payment of taxes and
licence fees.
ARIEL.
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my last article I showed a picture of
1N waves leaving an aerial. I reproduce

the picture in Fig. 3. There is a ground
ray A-G and space waves hitting the underside of the electrified layer and coming to
earth again. The ground ray gets feebler
more quickly than the space ray, and gets
feebler quicker as the wave is shorter. In
Fig. 3, it is supposed to be practically zero

at G.

We draw from this theory some

interesting facts :
What Happens ?
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In this concluding part our Radio
Consultant - in - Chief summarises
causes of fading, and discusses the proposals he has laid
the

before International Committees
regarding the re -allocation of wave-

lengths to commercial and broadcasting stations in order to improve
conditions for listeners.

good service (albeit it sometimes fades a
little) in Madrid, whereas to my knowledge
it gives the most dreadful variable service
in Southampton. The 356. metre London
station is quite fair in Scotland, but worse
in Manchester. 5 G B is good in Northern
Scotland, but hopeless in North Wales, and
so on and so forth. This all goes to prove
my theory.
Change Over With Ships.

But the job before the wireless broadcasting engineer is to get the widest possible

never goes to zero. A to SO, represents the
service area limit in one direction.

(7). As the direct ray for a given wavelength gets feeble quicker as the ground is
more broken (i.e. more mountainous), the
service area is determined not by power -

service of the direct ray. He cannot do
more than attenuation lets him. He is
entirely dependent upon the wave -length

where intolerable fading sets in, due to com-

ground over which the waves must travel.

nationally to the broadcasting services are
much too short. We need waves between

(1). From A-S6 we get the direct ray
predominating, and therefore the signal
(2). From S6 to S8 we have a section

plete eancellation of direct ray by space
ray.
-

(3). Nest S8 we get pure indirect ray

reception and less, but some, fading.
The points (1), (2), (3) show why, if not

listening to the local station, it is better if
perfect reception is wanted to listen to a
very distant rather than a moderately distant
station.

but by wave -length, and by the type of

I was responsible for working out the
above theory quantitatively. It is all set

allocated to.him by international convention.
The present wave -lengths allocated inter500,and 2,000 metres. Broadcasting depends

upon the direct ray, a fading service is not
true service. The direct ray service can
only be extended as the wave -lengths are
made greater; high power is
no solution to our troubles.
AERIAL:
My proposals, which have

out in a pamphlet called " The Calculation of
the Service Area of Broadcasting Stations,"
published privately by the B.B.C. The

LEAVING THE

been long before the Inter-

(4). The distance at which intolerable

fading starts is independent of the power of
the station. Because if we were to quadruple

national Committees, involve
the swapping of wave -lengths
between the ship and aircraft
services and the broadcasting

double the strength of the waves, we should

services.

the power of the station, and therefore
double the direct ray and double the indirect ray, and these would cancel each
other at the same distance from the station,

whatever their strength. On the other
hand, a higher -power station produces a

As to ships, they transmit their waves over the

The space -waves go upwards, strike the Heaviside Layer and are

reflected down again to earth. The Ground Ray traverses the
surface of the earth.

sea. The sea is, to a wire-

less wave, a smooth surface.
The electric waves do not fret
themselves away on, the sea,

pamphlet is based upon several papers I
have read as author or part author before
the Wireless Section of the Institution of

waves !

(5). The distance at which intolerable

Electrical Engineers.
It is perhaps interesting to call attention

fading starts is directly dependent upon the
wave -length, because the point of intolerable fading is the point where the indirect
ray equals the direct. Thus, since the direct
ray gets feebler much quicker, i.e. attenu-

to various qualitative verifications which
must be part of the direct experience of

pastoral land. It would seem reasonable to
swap, since the ships would be as well off
and broadcasting infinitely better off.

many of my readers.
Firstly it should be made plain once more
that the Heaviside Layer, responsible for the

The Case of Canada.

shorter, the direct ray will only be equal to

between 200 and 2,000 metres, forms only
at night. This at once explains why night
time reception is better than daytime.
Furthermore, every one has noticed fading and is probably aware that this is worse
from a station, say, 150 to 100 miles away
than one much further away. For example,

stronger indirect ray, and so is heard further
away, due to an absolute gain in strength.
Dependent on Wave -length.

ates more rapidly as the wave -length is

the indirect much nearer to its point of

origin, as the wave -length is shorter.
(6). Since we define direct ray listening as
service area listening, the service area limits
are directly determined by the wave -length
(for a given type (hearth), whatever the power
of the station, and the service area is less as
the wave -length is less.

earthward reflection of waves of lengths

the new London station, working on a wave-

length of 261 metres, gives a wonderfully

Thus a 200 metre wave passing
over the sea is as good as a 2.009 metre
wave passing over quite ordinary open

This theory is correct. It has been proved

qualitatively and quantitatively countless
times. There are, owing to the complete
unsuitability of wave -lengths allocated to
broadcasting, vast tracts of land all over
the world where broadcasting cannot penetrate. In Canada, where they are forbidden
to use any long waves, only about eight per
cent of the total area of that country can be
covered by service area broadcasting. It is

time technicians wete allowed to settle
these matters in terms of technicalities.

?5t
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burgh correspondent is this : if you " stand

A GROUSER'S GROUSE.

We receive hundreds of letters a day from our readers, and amongst

them are a few which indicate that sets made some years B.C.
are still in use !
By THE EDITOR.

* - -- -----

-- ..... - ........ 4.4.*

LETTERS from readers of " P.W." are
always welcome in this office-especially when they are constructively
critical. And, as in most newspaper

offices, it is the Editor's particular job to
keep a pretty close watch on such letters.

Taking it " by and large," we probably

receive a thousand letters a week from
" P.W.' readers. A good many of them
are, of course, requests for technical infor-

mation, and these are dealt with by the

Others
Technical Queries Department.
are letters giving details of results obtained
with " P.W." sets, and week by week you
will find a selection of them in our corre-

spondence page.

-

Just Grousing.

.. Now and then, however, the Editor's
correspondence includes a letter from a
reader who, more often than not, signs
himself " grouser." Such letters are put

built and obviously knows nothing about,
the criticism he offers becomes rather
ludicrous.

Still-the letter we have quoted from is

interesting and instructive for this reason :
'from the details given about the reflex set
our correspondent has built --and allowing
for its hoary antiquity-we can realise

why many listeners in this country are
finding the Regional Scheme so exasperating, and why some people complain that
no progress has been made in broadcasting
technique, both from the transmitting and
reproduction point of view.
No doubt some one who bought a motorcar in 1900, and has driven it ever since,

still" in radio you are going to be bored.
There's nothing like marking time for
monotony.

The chief joy in radio is that the art

never stands still. It steadily and persistently progresses, and although some

readers may wonder at the large output

of " new designs " which regularly appear,
and although, on cursory examination, they
may wonder where one new design differs
from another, the fact remains that almost
month by month there is definite advance
made in set design.
Steady Improvement.

Perhaps the improvement in a June set
may not seem so important as to justify
the scrapping of the set you made in May,
but nevertheless the improvement, the
advance, is there.

Not a " revolutionary " improvement,
perhaps, maybe a very small, almost insigni-

ficant alteration in layout, or perhaps a
slight variation in the design of a coil, or
But it all helps, and the improvements made in, for example, a 1930 three valve set compared
a choke.

with a

AT A TELEVISION DEMONSTRATION

quite an important
size.

Keen amateurs who

realise the steady

complaints are carefully studied and ana-

progress of radio and
who love the game for
its own sake, and who

offer really

helpful suggestions-others, of course, are
just-well, just " grouses."
But really, all letters which contain

are not content with
a set six or seven
years did-made from

evidence of criticism are extremely useful ;

cheap foreign junk,
know this, and appreciate the value and

by studying them and noting the ideas of
readers, much can be done, and is done, to

the joy of handling

P.W."
The other day we had a long letter from
an Edinburgh reader who took us to task
for not producing more "inventions." Our
" new designs," he went on to say, showed
no great improvement on sets which were
improve

an up - to - date

Perhaps our Edinburgh correspondent
will realise
day.

finds the 1924 reflex design beats all other

*

Our critic then went on. to say that he

sets-ancient and modern. He uses a
valves.

In fact, everything theory tells

him he shouldn't do, he does !

"Bluff in the Wireless Trade."
Indeed, he rather glories in the admission -

that he uses cheap foreign transformers,

" old stock " variable condensers, and other,
junk." And he claims that he has never

built an " all -British " set, or a set with
high-priced components, but has stuck to
his reflex set.

I think the best of the British -made
sets is not in the sets themselves, but in

the advertisements. Profiteering is the
Briton's art, unsurpassed by any other
nation. ' Rings' and associations to keep
up prices-that's Britain : and Bhiff in the
Wireless Trade."

Well-that's a fair specimen of the nonsense written by this particular correspon-

dent, whose ideas of radio seem to be about

on a par with his knowledge of the radio
industry. And that's putting it pretty low.
Having built his reflex set, our friend has

stuck to it for years. No great harm in
that, of course, but when he starts giving
his views on modem sets which he has never

all -

British set.

popular years ago !

short indoor aerial, gas-pipe 'earth,-foreign

three -

twelve months, to

on one side and, when the pressure of other
business of the day relaxes, " grouser "
lysed.
Very often , such letters

1929

valve set, total, in

#

Progress, in radio, as in all scientific matters, must for the greater part
be gradual. From week to week you may notice little advance, or little
that is new, but consider the progress made over a whole year and you will
be surprised at the strides made. Television forms a good example of this.

without ever trying out a modern car, would
hold similar views to those given tongue to
by our Edinbargh correspondent, although

we doubt whether a 1900 ear would have
lasted as long, and given as much satisfac-

tion as, apparently; has the reflex set in
question !

The "Stand -Stills"
Still, just as there are people to -day .who

think no progress has been made in music
since the days of Gilbert and Sullivan, so

there are probably some radio fans who
still think the coherer the finest detector
ever invented.
One day they will get really daring and
purchase a ficl. crystal and then the fat will
be in the :fire ! And we dare not think

what would happen if the coherer fanatic
suddenly went all out " and purchased a
valve !

But joking apart-the moral tO'be found
in the grousing " letter from our Edin-

it-one

Radio
Wrinkles

One advantage of the screened -grid valve is
that it makes for a great simplification in wavelength changing.

When checking H.T. voltages with a high resistance voltmeter, remember that the tests
should be made after the set has been working
for an hour or Iwo, and whilst the batteries
are still supplying current, as otherwise the
readings will be misleading.

The term " shelf life " as applied to a dry
battery is a reference to the fact that such a
battery deteriorates in time, even when not in
use.
*

*

*

Even a " new " H.T. battery has a high

internal resistance if it has been kept in stock
by the dealer for a long time.

If any of the cells in an H.T. accumulator
are sulphated, or if the connections between
cells are poor, this type of H.T. supply may give
rise to battery coupling and L.F. instability.
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OVDOWDING
ASSOCIATE I.E.E.
households from electrical incidents and

D w " has had one of its most
.

successful seasons.

The

country must be very

thickly dotted with " P.W." " Magic" and
" Titan " sets, and with " P.W. " Brook mans Rejectors and " Safe -power" Units !
But there is one tiny fly in the ointment !

The " magic " simplicity and " titanic "
results given by the first three wonderful

:4!11111111111111111111111111111111H1111111111111111111-11H111IMIIIIIIIMM

If you are using or are going to use
=
= any kind of mains device, you should

E read this practical article, which
deals with the dangers of mains
I working. But it also shows you
= how easily these dangers can be
avoided and units and mains sets

E-

-=

.7--*

F..

operated safely and effectively.

items has swept a wave of construction

over the youngest members of the family,
the " Safe -power " units, and brought in
its train numbers of constructors who
'seem to regard radio set assembly as
nothing much more than grown-up toy brick building.
Now you can take liberties with " Magic "

sets and Brookmans Rejectors and not do

much more harm than get very poor
That is harm enough in all
conscience, but it does not amount to

much in comparison with what can happen

O 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111liF

may be dozens that do not get nationally
chronicled.

And I would hesitate to guess at the

number of fires and serious shocks and burns

that are due every day to similar causes.
Mind you, it is my opinion that the vast
majority, if not all of these would be quite
avoidable if people would always bear in
mind the potency of electrical power when
they use it for any purpose at all.

if a mains unit is haphazardly strung up

accidents.
However, there is one measure of protec-

tion and that is that you break all sorts of

Board of Trade and local bylaws, and incur

no end of penalties if you tamper in any

way with the mains wiring. I hope that is
widely known. You mustn't even .remove

a light fitting or change a switch unless
you are a qualified electrician.
But there don't seem to be many restric-

tions on the external use of the power.

That is to say, it seems that you can connect
any tuppenny -ha' -penny electrical gadget
to one of the power or light points. Here

the wise man uses a very big slice of
discretion.
Flimsily -Built Devices.

Personally, I cannot see that it is any
more dangerous to cut into the actual
power wiring than to stick on some of those

flimsily -built devices you see selling at
bargain prices.
The radio amateur
should always re-

DESIGNED ON SOUND LINES.

and carelessly used.

member that what-

ever is joined to a

Plain Words.
The " Safe -powers " are safe enough when

light or power point
becomes, in effect,

they are built and used in accordance with
the directions accompanying the constructional articles. Depart from those and you
are heading for trouble. I am speaking, or
rather writing, plainly because plain words
are very necessary, judging by some of the
so-called " P.W. " Safe -powers " that I

an extension of the
electrical power system.
When a mains

unit is coupled to a
radio receiver the
whole radio set must

have happened to come across-" Safe -

be regarded as part
and parcel of the

powers " built by " P.W." readers.
I have seen, them made up in wooden
boxes instead of in metal cases and without

borough

council
power scheme,

the special safety plug arrangements.
Actually, of course, such travesties are no

In some cases the
high tension is confined to those points

more " P.W." " Safe -powers " than arc
mouse -traps !

of the set that are

It must be remembered that once you
leave ordinary set assembly and start to
tackle mains units you enter the realm of

at high tension when

the ubiquitous dry
H.T. battery is used.

electrical power engineering.
You are quite safe so long as you " keep

There are other circumstances w hen

io the book." Wander away from your

guide and you may fall over the precipice.
:Familiarity breeds - contempt and the
electrical equipment of the average house' is

so completely domestic, often so entirely
docile that one is apt to grow into regarding
the " juice " as a quite innocuous, benevolent and tractable fluid.
Trouble. That Is Avoidable.

-

.

I don't want to be alarmist, but I must

point out that this is a very wrong attitude
indeed. Now and then we hear of deaths
occurring through, the use of fatiLty domestic
electrical apparatus. But for every- onezlof

these about which you happen to read there

This is a photo of the" Safe -power " Senior model with its metal case removed.
All

the " Safe -powers " are designed on " safety -first " principles, and

enable constructors to use their mains effectively and withoutrisks of any kind.

Domestic electrical apparatus could be
made much safer-very much safer. When
I see power point sockets with their live
metallic parts- naked to the air, and electric
irons with "'phone cord " connectors, and
electric fires with unprotected or practically
unprotected elements, vacuum cleaners
with " ten-milliarap." switches -and wiring,

and so on, I wonder what the Board of
Trade does with its enormous staff'!

And I
marvel at the apparent immunity of many

practically the whole
set is lifted to a high

and maybe dangerous potential.

This is likely to occur where there is a
three -wire system D.C. supply. If your
house happens to be served with what is
known as a "neutral " and a " negative "
lead, even your radio aerial is likely to be
given a dose of H.T. when a mains unit is
in use.
If you are not sure about the kind -of dis.

tribution peculiar to your -district it is lust
as well 'to act as though this is the case.
(Continued ott page 304.)
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LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

day, and an eye -witness' account of the
proceedings will be given at 1 p.m. and
again at 6 p.m.

4

TELEVISION
DEVELOPMENT

T

f
f

These accounts will be relayed direct

from Hoylake. On the same day a running
commentary on the senior T.T. Races will
be relayed from the Isle of Man.

MR.

British French Week In West.
Several special programmes in connection

LOOKS BACKWARDS-LONDON

with British French Week, which is to take
place at Bristol between May 31st and June
7th, are to be included in the West Regional

ECKERSLEY AND MR.
GRAVES-SIR OLIVER LODGE

REGIONAL VAUDEVILLE- 1

41 DERBY ARRANGEMENTS-ETC.

programmes.

important people from the other side of the
Channel.

The arrangements include an exhibition
of modern French art in connection with
which several afternoon programmes by
the Lockier String Orchestra will be heard
by listeners ; an Entente Concert relayed
from the Colston Hall on Sunday, June 1st,

at which the Rouen Municipal Band and

several French artistes will appear; several

concerts of band music relayed from the
Zoological Gardens, Clifton ; an AngloFrench programme in the Cardiff Studio on

Thursday evening, June 5th, in which the

The Week has been arranged to promote
a closer friendship between Great Britain
and France.with a view to the expansion of
trade, industry, and commerce between the
two countries through the ports of Rouen
and Bristol, and the event will attract many

National Orchestra of Wales will take part :

The B.B.C., too, seems to be taking tele-

MAKE YOUR TUNING

vision a good deal more seriously than it did.

SHARPER.

nearly thirty years as principal of the

THERE are several fresh signs of renewed
activity in the television world. Since

the reorganisation of the Baird Companies under Mr. Napier, which took place
last month, more attention has been paid

to the practical problems of reception.

Club on Tuesday, June 3rd. In addition
there will be several appropriate talks.
Sir Granville Bantock's Anniversary.
Sir Granville Bantock has completed

Birmingham and Midland School of Music,

and the occasion is to be celebrated on

Mr. Eckersley and Mr. Graves.

Tuesday, June 3rd, with a special concert
at the Birmingham Town Hall.

The denial of the story that there has

The Midlands are very proud of Sir

been any change in the organisation of the
Programme Branch of the B.B.C. has been
the cause of a good deal of amusement at
Savoy Hill, where the changes referred to
were formally notified to all members of the
staff some time ago.

Granville and the fame he has brought to
his School of Music by successful artistes
and composers, among them Frank Mullins,

Julius Harrison, Rosina Buckman, Arthur
Cranmer and Walter' Hyde, who have
graduated from it.

Sir Oliver Lodge Looks Backward.

It is, therefore, only fitting that listeners
should hear this concert which, while being

The seventeenth and last talk of the

interesting series entitled

and a production entitled " Daphne in
Paris," presented by the Bristol Drama.

'the annual students' concert, is so much
more important on this occasion. The
principal work to be performed will be

Looking Back-

ward," will be given by Sir Oliver Lodge
next week.
London Regional Vaudeville.

Delius' " Appalachia "
Orchestra.

Kathleen O'Regan, who took the part of
the schoolmaster's wife in the broadcast
version of " Young Woodley," and also

Relays from. Summer Resorts.

that of the heroine in " The Four Feathers,"
a few weeks ago, is to act as announcer in

a vaudeville programme for LondOn Regional listeners on Friday, May 30th.

The programme will include a sketch

." Six Little Ballet Girls," by Harold Simpson and Stanley Holt, which incidentally

would hive been heard before but for a

serious motor accident to Mr. Holt, and also
items by Dorothy Dickson, Ronald Frankau
and Mr. Flotsam arid Mr. Jetsam.
Derby Arrangements.

They say that the " Tote " has brought

increased interest'in horseracing, by which
we -may, perhaps infer that the crowd which

swarms to Epsom Downs for the Derby on

Wednesday, June 4th, will be the largest
ever.

But for every person who is likely to see

the great race there will be fifty whose
interest in it, and particularly in the
winning horse, will be just as keenly

anticipated.
The B.B.C. is, of course, broadcasting a
running commentary on the race as usual,

the commentators again being Mr. R. C.
Lyle, the well-known sporting journalist.
and Mr. Alan Howland.

Previous to the race itself there will be
a short introductory talk and descriptions
of the runners, the draw and the parade.
S;orting Broadcasts on June 20th.

Friday, June 20th, will be a great day

for sporting broadcasts from the National
transmitters. The final games in the open
Golf .Chamiponship are to be played that

One of the best ways of sharpening tuning is to
use a separate aerial coil. If your set hasn't one,
you can easily roll 20 turns or so of coil wire into
a hank, as shown, tying it with string (not wire)
to form an aerial coil. The method of using is
shown in " Captain Eckeraley's Query Comer "
on another page.

* ..... 4 -4.

The summer season of relays from health
resorts in the North begins after the Whitsun
holidays,when regular afternoon and evening
concerts are to be broadcast throughout the

Region. This year concerts will be beard
from Morecambe, Buxton, Blackpool, Harro-

gate, Scarborough, Bridlington and Whitby.
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FOR THE LISTENER.
4

A Specially Contributed Criticism of Current Broadcasting- Events.
By " PHILEMON."
Who will long be remembered for those wise and witty broadcasts
entitled " From My Window."

--- .....

Eaves -Dropping.

WHILE waiting for the

Budapesth

Choir' to begin, the other night, 1
overheard the following conver-

sation in undertones through the loud
speaker : " Did you really ? " " She *as in
blue." " Was Jack with her ? " " Not
Jack ! " " Are you sure ? " And, being a

nosey -parker of the deepest dye, I won-

dered, even while the Budapesth Choir was

singing entrancing music; who was the
Lady in Blue, and who was it with her who
ought to have been Jack ! Scandalous
" The Bat."
How Covent Garden enjoyed itself ! How

the jewels glittered on the shaking chests !
I do not know enough German to be able to
follow dialogue from the stage, and I think
that the B.B.C. might have devised some

-4.-4.-.4.40.-4.-4.-41.-4.-4.40.--4,-*-41.-41.40.-4.40.1.41.*

way of helping me in this ; but the music of
" Die Fledermaus " was altogether delight-

ful-a joy for ever.

Covent Garden was " low -brow " for once

in a way, and sounded almost human ! Of
course I love "The Ring "-the "Rhinegold" -

is a bright flashing name, and " Gotterdammerung

is one of the best swear words

I know !-but after the success of Johann
Strauss' gay music I hope Covent Garden
will give us every season " The Ring " and
"The Bat ! "
Jazz.
Lord !

what salty things Mr. Edward

Newman said about it ! " Jazz is dead,"
he said. " It was never an Art," he said,

" but simply a Business." And he said, " It

began among the musical illiterates, and
(Continued on page 304.)
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IN BERLIN WITH A
FERNEMPFANGER"

The first of a special series of articles describing the radio
adventures, in various countries, of our spEcial correspondent.

Of course, the increase
HERE'S a tip. If you intend taking a
portable set with you on a trip into of the Berlin transmitter
Germany, then make sure that the to. 12 kilowatts will make
set won't go wrong. May the kind fates.. a difference to local re help you if something " gangs agley " and ception, and there may
you have to ask for spare parts at a radio be a mild form of the wipe-out London
shop !
listeners have had from Brookmans Park ;
These long words look bad enough in but, in the meantime, reception is really
print, but when you come to mouthing the the goods.
German equivalents of such harmless words.
I needed the.directional properties of the
as " dry H.T. battery," " fixed condenser," portable's framet to separate some of the
or even " grid -bias battery," you'll want to bigger fellows.; but I had twice the number
take a breath in the middle.
of full loud -speaker stations in one evening
.

A business man with whom I came in
touch invited me home to his flat on the
outskirts of Berlin, for an evening's radio

entertainment. He had no set, but -only a '
moving -coil speaker connected to the flat's
communal radio system.
This is. a very common idea, although we
in -England think it curious. My friend paid

I won't give the equivalents of these here

in Berlin than I can get at-home, eight miles
from London.
Thanks to a coincidence, there was

for his radio in with the rent for the flat.,
the telephone, and so on ; virtually it cost

because if I did there'd be no room for this

German radio enthusiast who had a portable-a commercial job known as the Seibt

moving -coil speaker windings.
Cone speakers are generally -used, but we

Stations Everywhere!

-not because I don't know them (I found
them out after patient investigation), but
article.
But what of Berlin itself, where I recently

spent a short while in the company of a
portable ?
One would never think,
four -valve

looking at Berlin, that
Germany lost the war.

staying in the same hotel as myself a
-and this was the Only portable I saw
during the whole trip.
The Seibt was a nice -looking little job,
-

POTSDAMER PLATZ.

Berlin looks much
icher and cleaner than
Paris.
It never shuts, night

too much bass, and most of the cone speakers
I heard sounded high-pitched.
I was told that some of the flat communal
radio systems used a kind of wired -wireless
system on the electric light wiring, and that
the Telefunken people were responsible.

allowed to make sets. The trade is, therefore in a rather peculiar position, and the

so-called gay French
capital: and wireless

result seems to be good. At least, the general
standard of quality is high ; the complete

forms a big part of the
jollity ; at least, so far

sets are quite efficient, American -looking
outfits.

as the average German
citizen is concerned.

Programmes Very Poor.

The strange thing is that one sees very
little of the junk which is, on our radio

On the average set,

and on my portable,

there are stations,

market, and which is generally supposed to
be " Made in Germany." Gadgets, and little

stations, everywhere ;
all over the dials.

fittings which I saw in the Berlin , shops
were all very sound, and good value for

There is a much greater

than in England, and

have much better instruments in England..
German listeners do not appear to favour

The Telefunken concern, by the way,

It is a great
gayer than the

choke of programmes

of buying an accumulator to energise the

holds most of the chief patents in Germany,
and only about twenty-five firms are

or day.
deal

him nothing, but he had gone to the trouble

In the heart of Berlin on a bright and busy spring morning.

reception is easier because of the high

power which the giant stations such as
Langenburg and Zeesen are using.

Where Germany lost at Verseilles, she
won at the Prague radio conference ! Of
her twenty-nine main stations, twenty-four
have exclusive wave -lengths.

Only Norddeich and the much smaller Augsburg and

Freiburg have not been allotted wave-

lengths under the Prague. Plan. Only three
small stations, Stettin, Magdeburg, and
Berlin (the 0 -5 -kw. station) have common
wave -lengths.
So, you see, Germany has.
a very fair slice cf the ether to herself ; and
she has certainly well filled it with stations.

Moreover, the country is surrounded by

other nations who are also putting up

money.

The strange thing in receiving was that,

and its owner was keen to compare notes
with me. The set had one screened -grid
stage, with separate aerial and H.F. controls, a frame aerial in the lid of an attaché
case, wound round the loud speaker, dry
H.T., non -spill accumulator and so on ;
but my modified P.W. " Regional " Four
easily beat it on performance..

for the first time,.I really did feel away.from

Communal Rad!o Popular.

seem to have to us in England.

The Seibt's screened -grid stage did not
seem very effective. A thing I liked about
it-and it is a feature to be found in many
ordinary household sets in Germany-was
the fact that the actual receiver was built
up on a metal chassis which could be drawn

out of the suit case for inspection, leaving
bigger and bigger transmitters. The middle. the batteries, frame and loud speaker beof Europe is now the hot -bed, as it were, of hind. The metal chassis idea, popular in
radio giants, and the average German America, is being copied more closely in
Germany than in England.
listener benefits.

home. The B.B.C. stations seemed so disstant,, and the guttural locals roared in at.
about every five degrees on the dial.

Old friend 5 X X was often not good

Radio
Paris was always loud. The medium -band
British stations. were there, but thby had not
enough- for loud -speaker. working.

the strength that the German mediums

I should like to pay a tribute to ' the

quality of German broadcasting.

Once

upon a time they used to over -modulate to

cater for the crystal user; but there are
precious few crystal users now, and the
transmission- quality is every bit as good as
the B.B.C., at its best.
But the programmes were poor. They
have either hours of talk (some very highbrow talk, too), -or .hours of opera or hours
of light music. There is too little variety-.

,
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YOUR LOUDSPEAKER,
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I have just read with great interest the
article on " Your Loudspeaker " by Victor King.
For some years now I have advised disgruntled
listeners to specialise on solo items, quartets and
sextets, and to leave alone the large volumes of sound
that the B.B.C. try to inflict on us.
The only successful reproductions of symphony

T. G. STODDART.

WHA2 DO YOU THINK ABOUT THIS

pays for the slightly higher price of this valve.
With the usual good wishes,
I am, sir,
Yours very truly,

topical wireless events or recording unusual

experiences are always welcomed : but it must

ourselves with the views expressed by our

,

correspondents, and we cannot accept any responsibility for information given.-EDITOR.

* ----------e-

A NEW BOOK ON TELEVISION.
The -Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Iyy

too high " ? It is worth noting that no distortion
was noticeable and no vibration experienced on any

other musical instrument or on speech received-

only on pianoforte.
My constructional experience is purely amateur

and has been gained only -with the help of your
valuable paper, " P. W." Good luck and long life
Yours faithfully,
W: J. (BEDFORD).
TECHNICAL EDITOR'S Rm.-This is a good instance

"

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
Dear
" receiver " developed this (rattling)

fault, but only on the octaves of piano near centre of

keyboard. See "P.W." April 12th, page 120.
The misbehaviour of the instrument puzzled me for
weeks, and after " testing " for loose wires, damaged

coinponents, etc., etc., or run-down batteries, I gave
it up. I wrote the B.B.C. in the hope of getting a
clue. Their suggestion was "too much reaction,"
or try " fixed condenser in aerial lead." Neither of
these points affected the vibration.

As I only use (let. and one L.F. for the three power :el medium -wave British stations, I suspected trouble
in the slet. circuit and therefore concentrated on that
h,rtion. Nothing could be found to cause the trouble,
hero.

One night the G.B. plug got knocked out and,
and the " vibration " was very much reduced. I
waited for piano music and then adjusted the G.B.
on reception of same, and now found that all the
When replacing, a lower voltage socket was selected,
trouble had vanished. (Of course, I switched off while
making adjusting movements of G.B. plugs.)

On Sunday last I wrote the B.B.C. giving the
information in case a similar enquiry should be
eeeived by them, from other listeners suffering from
what has been termed " piano blasting " by myself
i.nd others.
[ am wondering whether the answer to the above
query will confirm that trouble was " G.B. voltage

of how different faults provide virtually identical

symptoms. In both cases there was a rattle on certain

piano notes, hit the other reader of " P. W." found
that in hIs ease the trouble was a loose nut on the
loudspeaker's cone.

THE " TINY " TWO.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS;

Dear Editor,-I am writing to thank you for such.
a perfect little portable, that is, The " Tiny" Two,
deseribed in "P.W." No. 410, April 12th, 1930. f
took the set to some allotments near my home and
connected up a small wire fence, roughly 15-20 ft.
long and 2 ft. from the ground, for aerial, and using
no earth.
Results were astounding ! I -received National on
1554 metres, Midland Regional, London Regional,

and National on 261 metres at very good phone
strength, enough to work a Lissen Cone speaker in a
quiet spot. Cardiff and Bournemouth and several
loreign stations came in at ordinary 'phone strength.
I have built it in the small cabinet described for
the " Holiday" Two, " P.W." No. 356, March 30th,
1929, this having room for two pairs of 'phones.
Thanking you again. I remain,

faithfully,Yours

J. T. MANNING.

P.R.-I have also had good results from " P.W.'s
"Everybody's" Three and "Screened Grid ShortWave"Three.
Wilts.

flUITE a long time ago I remember

*

Vie

4

mentioning, in connection with the
well-known " NV. A. C." certificate

that graces the room of the transmitter
fortunate enough to have worked all
continents, that there should be a similar
institution for the British Empire.
I have known for some time that plans
were going ahead for something of the kind,

but I was very pleased to see just recently
one of the new W.B.E." certificates that
are now in full swing.
These are issued to R.S.G.B. or B.E.R.U.
members who have been in two-way communication with a British possession in each
of the five continents, and certainly make a
handsome addition to one's " den." The

British Empire Radio Union, incidentally,

is growing apace, and has quite an imposing
membership roll.
Creating Friendships.

Probably there has never been anything

quitsl -like amateur transmission for the
creating of friendships between a body of
workers all enthusiastic . over the same
subject.

Whether the man.`" at the other end " is
away in a far corner of the Empire or three
streets away, one wants to meet him after
having exchanged greetings with him over

the ether, and very often pleasant little
gatherings of transmitters are arranged
from time to time, at which all are old
friends, though none have ever before met
in the flesh

" ETHERCO3IBER."

Gloucester.

be clearly understood that the publication of

such does in no way indicate that we associate

very reason.

Yorks.

-THE " TINY " TWO-THE " MAGIC "
Letters from readers discussing interesting and

As Mr. King implies, a slight resonance from the
loudspeaker can be very pleasing to the average ear,
enormously Increased in popularity by the inclusion
of more solo items in the programmes.
Yours faithfully,

" WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THIS ? "

TWO-A NEW- BOOK ON TELEVISION.

The big disadvantage to the one -act play (or any
play, for that matter) is that the majority of the words
are spoken too quickly and the point is missed by the
listener, The jokes of one of our most successful
broadcast comedians failed to " get over " for that

THE " MAGIC " TWO.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Sir,-I have built this set, and am in entire agreement with the letters you 'have already published
concerning its DX capabilities on broadcast wavebands. The ,Lissen pentode adds a punch to the
signals which, in my humble opinion, more than

YOUR LOUDSPEAKER.
+4

music, and big bands are from the gramophone record
via a mains amplifier, plus a large moving -coil speaker,
minus a cabinet.

and can transform a nasty " noise " into a very
pleasing ' sound."
Finally, I am convinced that radio would be

....... 4. *

CORRESPONDENCE.

Sir,-I was interested to notice that you had given
the job of reviewing " Television, To -day and Tomorrow" to my old bated rival, R. W. H. I must

say that in the circumstances he has done the job
well-that is. within his limitations.
Seriously. it is a fairly fair review.
Now, -there are two - points upon which I must
comment. He says :
" It is a .pity, perhaps, that more space is not,
devoted to other systems," and justifies his contention by adding :
. " The meagre amount, of space given to. other.
-

systems is all the more surprising since in his introduction Mr. Moseley complains that American books
on. Television have furnished a wrong impression of
the subject by saying too little about Mr. Baird."
If It. W. H. had read the introduction from which

he quotes a little more carefully, he, would have
seen that it was because other works that crime from
the American side have paid altogether insufficient
tribute to Mr. Baird that I stated as plainly as
possible :
" It is only correct, therefore, that we should

rbalanceNision matters by telling the story of. Baird Tele-

In other words, the book I have written -for the
British public is openly intended as a full tribute to
a British inventor.
The second matter is of more importance to myself
personally. It. W. H. raises the point of my associa-

tion with the, Baird Company. I should like to
state that I am Chairman of Television Press, Ltd.
and Director of Programmes and Liaison with the
B.B.C. for the Baird Company ; but above all I am
POPULAR WIRELESS, in an editorial note some time

ago, used -the right word in this connection. That
word was " chivalrous." I entered into this tight
in that spirit. The tight, so -far as I am concerned,
is won, for we are on the ether. So far as the com-

mercial side is concerned, I am not so interested,
but I gather that matters in this direction are proceeding very satisfactorily.
Yours sincerely,

SYDNEY A. MOSELEY.

4. 4.4.4.-0.00-0 0 4.
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SHORT-WAVE
NOTES.
By W. L. S.

Also, as a friend remarked very cynically,
the feeling of brotherhood amongst hams '
is so strong that one never visits the domain

to find out more about it before attempting

to start. Various articles on the subject

have appeared from time to time in " P.W."
and its sister journals, and such publications

as the A.R.R.L. Handbook, to which I
have often referred before, give fuller and
more technical information.

notice that atmospherics have been
rather strong during the last week or so,
even on 20 metres, where they are usually
completely absent. I have never, in any

of another without going away with his

circumstances or any weather, heard
atmospherics on 10- metres or below.

In some cases it is never returned, but as

" Man-made " Static.

pockets and hands full of borrowed " junk."

the " give " and " take " are generally about
equal, it does not matter much !
Continuing my remarks on the 150 -metre

amateur band, I am very pleased to note
that still more are making use of it for
Sunday work, when all the shorter waves
are hopelessly crowded out.
I have been doing some interesting work
on this wave myself for a few Sundays now.
and it is such a complete change from the

real " D X " work on the shorter waves

that I quite look forward to it as a weekly
treat.
Readers of " P.W. seem to take quite an
interest in low -power transmission work
on the short waves, judging by the letters
I receive, but most of them make the fatal
mistake of being in far too much of a hurry
to apply for a full licence, put a transmitter
on the air, and make a noise !
It is far better to go about it slowly and

The theory that they take the form of

transmissions on a very long wave -length
seems to have quite a lot of evidence in its

favour, although " man-made static," as
our American friends call it, becomes more

severe on the shorter waves. It is con-

spicuous by its absence, for instance, on 150
metres.

It seems to me that low -powered shortwave transmitters have quite a big future in
front of them for relay work in connection

with public address systems that have to

cover a wide area, as in the case of the
R.A.F. pageant.

A friend tells me that they have beer

substituted for land -telephones very sue

cessfully on several occasions abroad, even
where the lines would not have been more

than four or five miles long, with a great
increase in convenience and, Qf course,
portability.
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Sho rt-Vave s on

Ordinary. Sets
You can explore the world for short-wave programmes

on practically any set providing you make the slight
modifications that are described in this prletical article.
By G. T. KELSEY.

THERE was a time, and that not so very
long ago, when short-wave reception
was

regarded as a quite isolated

branch of radio reception, an impression
created no doubt by the. type of receiver
then deemed to be necessary for the satisfactory reception of signals below about
frO metres.
Those were

the days of " supers,"
low-lossers,' when, in
ultras," and
order to join the " ham" throng one -had to
construct a skeleton -looking arrangement
with something akin to a broom handle on

the condenser in order to keep the hands
away from the tuning control !

But those days-possibly rather humorous in the light of modern ideas-are over. Using an Ordinary Fet.

, Now almost any set of the straightforward type can be used equally successfully for the 'phone reception. of " Pittsburg, Pa." as for the L.S. reception of

Brookman.s Park - conditions permitting,
and with eel tam reservations.
Which brings us, possibly

with something of a bump,

to the purpose of the present
article. It is about these re-

overcome -by the use of a small home made condenser, such as is shown in
the diagram.
Commence then by fixing a new terminal,
which we will refer to as A2, to the terminal

strip, and join the shank of this terminal
to one side of the condenser mentioned
above, which can be fixed at any convenient
point on the baseboard. To the other
side of this condenser attach a short length
form of clip.
So far, so good, and now we can -pass on to
the question of coils. Place a four -turn plug-

be necessary.

in short-wave coil in the holder which
normally takes the grid coil (the one which
isconnected to one side of the grid condenser),

and a three- or four -turn plug-in coil of the
same type in the reaction coil socket.

If on the ordinary broadcast band your

Obtaining Reaction Effects.

'If you experience any difficulty in obtain-

ing' reaction, try first using the tap on the
grid coil at a position nearer to the earth.end
of the winding, and if this should not do the

plates should be used as close to one another
Pz..4 rES CUT FROM

COPPER OR A umhwukt
Sei&-.cr ABOUT 1-'32",ohva,
L

nut

PL ATE

as possible, providing the set can still be
made to oscillate -satisfactorily.

By the way, if you find it consistently

impossible to obtain reaction, it may be due

to the H.F. choke not being suitable 'for
short-wave work. In this connection it is
only fair to mention that this fact does not

UPPER.

fown
dM.s

necessarily cast reflections upon the choke
in use.

A choke which may function perfectly on

2 "

A '388

One of the few problems to be solved is that of aerial coupling.
But this can be arranged efficiently by using a small condenser
that you can make at home with little trouble. The details
are given in the above diagram.

one or more L.F. stages so
long as it is not preceded by H.F. stages.
(b) The set must employ plug-in coils.
Preferably, but not absolutely essentially.

with reaction on the Reinartz' or other
capacitative control system.

(c) A slow-motion dial or other means

whereby the tuning condenser can be rotated
Very slowly is indispensable:
Coupling the Aerial.
I

will be exceedingly sharp, and very careful
Manipulation of the controls will therefore

trick,' the distance separating the plates of
the series aerial condenser should- be increased. For best results, however, these

THE COUPLING CONDENSER.

that matter, to any of the

(a) The first valve must
be the detector. It matters
not whether it is followed by

terminal on the variable condenser.
The set is now quite ready for use, and 'it
can be switched on and operated. in exactly

the same manner as previously, only this
time it should be remembered that tuning

and if your set can be placed

other distant short -wavers:

of the tuning condenser, and join it, or
them to one side of the fixed condenser.
The remaining side of the fixed condenser
should then be connected to the vacant

of flex fitted at the remote end with some

servations-perhaps a better
word would be alterations
=that I intend to discourse,
into a common category as
following
possessing the
features, then there is no
reason why you, too, should
not be listening to -night to
" Pittsburg, Pa.", or, for

To do this, remove the connection or

connections at present going to the grid side

daresay there are hundreds of sets

which fall into this usual grading, and the

folloWnig hints .should therefore be of fairly
general interest.

The first little point where, so to speak,
we come up against it, when attemPting to
use a broadcast set on short-wavek is in the
matter of aerial coupling, although fortunately it is a difficulty which is readily

set uses a separate coil for aerial coupling,
the socket with the coil removed can now
be ignored, thereby doing away with
the necessity for three plug-in coils.
The clip connected to one side of the new

fixed condenser has to be clipped to one
of the turns on the short-wave grid coil.

The best point to start at is the middle

turn.
If your tuning condenser has a maximum
capacity of .00025, .0003, or .00035, it will
be perfectly satisfactory as it stands.
If, however, as is very probable, it should

be one of .0005, it would be advisable to

make a slight modification in this direction.
Actnally, the condenser could be, used as it
is, but to make tuning a little -less, critical,
on short -waves it is advisable to join a
10005 fixed condenser in series.

*the broadcast waves may not -be suitable
for short-wave work, and if you come up
against this difficulty wind 80 turns of No. 30

D.C.C. or D.S.C. wire single -layer fashion

upon a former of roughly 1 in. in diameter, and use it in place of the normal_
H.F. choke for short-wave work.
Broadcast Waves Again.

When you tire of . short-wave station
hunting, all that you will have to do_will
be to change the aerial lead-in from the new
to the old terminal, replace the normal coils.

short-circuit the series condenser (if used;

and, if necessary. alter the H.F. choke arrangements. You will then be able to

listen as before to your local station on
normal waves.

As a concluding remark, may

I

just

emphasise the absolute necessity for smooth
reaction control on short -waves. In this
direction, if reaction is -inclined -to be ploppy,

experiment, with the H.T. voltage on. the

detector valve until
workinci is obtained.

perfectly

smooth .
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NOTE
FROM THE
NORTH.
All the latest news about programmes, special
items, and broadcasting in general in this
important area is given
By OUR NORTHERN CORRESPONDENT.
Britannic, the
largest motor -

ship .constructed

in

Great

Britain.

Extended

concerts from the

I HOPE I shall not be accused of prejudice
if I say that of all the B.B.C. Regions
the Northern Region is putting up the

best individual show in its programmes,

and, on present form, seems to be the most

likely to make a red-hot success of its
regional broadcasting when the high -power
station comes into service. I do not make
this statement without having studied
progress and programmes M other regions.

Until the North Regional high -power
station is ready, northern stations are

broadcasting a mixture of parts of the

National programme and items of Northern
origin.

Since the beginning of May the

proportion of the latter has been increased.
This, as the North Regional Director
(Mr. E. G. D. Liveing) has just stated in a
broadcast talk, " represents an active
preparation for what is to come."

Manchester, Leeds, and Newcastle studios.
high - power
The North Regional

station will come into operation towards
the end of the year. Like the Daventry
and Brookmans Park stations, it will
broadcast the National programme and
a Regional programme, but I am assured
that most of the North Regional programme
will originate in the North of England. It
will be more definitely a Regional programme

than are either the Midland Regional or the
London Regional programmes.
Local Colour.

The ideal conception of regional broadcasting is not only to provide alternative
programmes but to interpret in the regional

RADIO FOR LUNDY.

Special Programmes.

grammes have fallen short of this ideal.
Although they are now full-time programmes, neither of them has as much
local colour " as the Northern Region is
already putting intoiits occasional regional

And Mr. Liveing's staff is
only " preparing for what is to come "
programmes.

On present form the North Regional
be broadcast from the

programme to

Northern high -power station will knock

the Midland and London regional programmes into a cocked hat.
I shall be
surprised if, after six months' work, we shall

have to admit that we cannot provide the
majority of the material on the regional
wave -length," states Mr. Liveing.
An Orchestra's Fate.

The North is " a nation within a nation "
(to quote the North Regional Director). It
has a strongly marked character of its own.
This is an advantage for Mr. Liveing's staff,
and, by comparison, those who arrange the
Midland and London regional programmes
are under a disadvantage
in having to provide programmes for regions with less
vigorous local characteristias.

In his survey of the future
Mr. Liveing avoided one im-

Although its opportunities for broad-

portant topic-the fate of the

casting its own programmes are so severely
restricted, the Northern Region has,

Northern Wireless Orchestra.

arranged a series of programmes for the
summer months which, for enterprise and
first-rate local interest, will take some
beating by any other region. As disclosed
in Mr. Liveing's talk, they include :

When the B.B.C. announced
its decision to disband the
Birmingham orchestra, it
stated that "one of the results
of rapidly improving technical
conditions in broadcasting

The new Promenade Concerts, to be held

nightly for a fortnight in Manchester, a
week in Liverpool, and a week in Leeds,

is the gradual rearrangement
of orchestral work, involving

reductions in the existing
studio orchestras in provincial
centres."

with the Halle. Orchestra, under Sir Hamilton

Harty.
Regular relays from the holiday resortsHarrogate, Scarborough, Buxton, More-

Under Consideration.

cambe and Blackpool-starting at Whitsuntide and ending in September ; and

The future of the Northern
orchestra is, of course, under
consideration, and it seems

relays also from Whitby and Bridlington.

A running commentary on the Senior

probable that it will go the

17.T. motor -cycle race in the Isle of Man.
A Manx Week.

same way as the Glasgow and
Birmingham orchestras.
Nevertheless, no decision has

Running Commentaries.

Running commentaries (not eye -witness
accounts) on the Lancashire v. Yorkshire
cricket Matches at Leeds and Manchester.
A description of the race for the Northumberland Plate (the " Miners' Derby "),
relayed through Newcastle.
Services from York, Newcastle, and
Bangor Cathedrals,
Broadcasts in connection with such

events as the Royal Show at Manchester
and the launching on the Mersey of the

yet been promulgated, and
By means of a special radio installation, regular communication with
Lundy Island is now possible. Here is a photograph of the
transmitting and receiving equipment on the mainland.

programme the local interests and life of
the region as contrasted with the national
interests attended to - by the National
progratnme.
The Midland and London Regional pro-

there is yet time for the B.B.C.
to come to a different conclu-

sion in the North of England.

There is no doubt that the

brilliant work of the Northern

Wireless Orchestra has done a great deal
to put Northern broadcasting in its present
excellent position.

The inauguration of the high -power
station will not be without its troubles I
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GRID BIAS and
YOUR PICKUP
A straightforward talk about the use of gramophone
pick-ups in ordinary radio receivers.
By K. D. ROGERS.

If your set is
a detcc'..or and

one L.F. then
you need a sensi-

tive pick-up and

must place it in

THE problem of connecting a pick-up

to an ordinary set is one which besets
every owner of a radio receiver when
he decides to have a shot at the electrical
reproduction of gramophone records. The
questions as to where to place the pick-up
and what type of pick-up is best have both
to be answered.
Taking the latter first, it depends wholly

upon your speaker and amplifier-if you
have a speaker and amplifier system that
gives lather a preponderance of bass, you

THE DETECTOR.

This figure shows an ordinary
detector stage.

grid circuit of the detector valve, with a
volume control so that the volume can be

varied to suit the requirements of the
moment.

grid bias in order that the best results shall
be obtained. Thus, if we have a circuit

such as Fig. IA, and add a pick-up (1B,)
we have to supply bias so that the valve

then a pick-

up with

detector valve, using the leaky condenser

principle, but in Fig. 1B it is being em-

istic

which

tends to emphasise the

reproduction.
But the choice of a pick-up is only half the
problem. The other half is that of the

placing of the pick-up in the set. This is
not a difficult task, but it is one which
requires a little thought.

For instance, it will depend upon the

sensitivity of the pick-up, the power of the

THE PICK-UP CIRCUIT.
i=twr,o, NOT (J.SED WHEN ACK-4.6. /S
EMPLOYED

0.4,08/AsPo/Nr

But it must not be forgotten that wherever

than bass

bass will probably give better all:round

Bon

As a general rule it is far better to use

shall operate properly.
In Fig. lA the valve is acting as an ordinary

a

4/607

the three, that is, to place the pick-up in the

more treble

character-

HOW BIAS WORKS.

when the pick-up is employed.

the pick-up is placed the stage requires

you

(for the grid is getting positive), and this

(Det. and 2 L.F.), then you must decide
whether two valves will be sufficient or
whether it will be better to use the three

emphasise
giving

right of it., and we get grid Current flowing

the detectol.

Bias is Essential.

the treble,
while if the
speaker is

the voltage is on the zero line or to the

circuit. But if the set is a three-valver

need a pick-

up that will

Now look at the curve again, and assume
we have no applied negatiye bias voltage -

ployed as an L.F. amplifier and must' now
operate on a different portion of its characteristic curve.

When a pick-up is used in an ordinary
L.F. stage this question of negative bias
does not arise. as the valve is already biased
and the bias is unaffeeted by the switching
in of the pick-up.

In Fig. lA and 1B, however, we have to
arrange things so that the valve is operating
under the proper conditions.

If you study the curve shown in Fig. 2. you
will see that we have a grid base of about 24
volts to the left of the vertical line, between
that line and the point where the character-

4

s

.-

2

-

I

0'

G/Th0 Yacrs

I

#

2

S

Determining the correct bias point.

causes rectification to occur-a thing we
do not want to happen when a pick-up is
being used. Instead of the plate current

varying exactly as the applied grid voltage
is varyirig, we have it varying unequally,

the positive impulses having more effect
than the negative.

So you see that bias is an important

feature of pick-up reproduction and must
be specially arranged for if the detector

valve is to be used as an L.F. amplifier when
the pick-up is in use. Fig. 3 gives the cir-

RADIO OR GRAMOPHONE ?

istic curve flattens out at the point X.
Overloading and Rectification.

This base is available when the valve is
operating under L.F. conditions (as an L.F.
amplifier), and we choose a voltage so as to

give us a definite negative bias at about
mid -way between " X " and the vent e al
line, or zero grid volts.
Thus, we set it at about li-volts negative,

and we run our pick-up, which gives L.F.
voltage fluctuations on either side of that

PicK-UP

Fie./b.

point.
66AM

A /606

Here we see a pick-up used in the above circuit.
Note the provision of bias.

amplifier, and the sensitivity of the speaker,

whether the pick-up is so placed that two
or three or even more stages of L.F. amplification are available.

How radio -gramophone switching is carr.ed out.

The volume control is used to limit the
fluctuations so that they do not throw the
grid voltage either to the left of the point
X " or to the Tight of the vertical line.

cuit of a detector stage with radio -gram

well within these points, arid then we are
sure of pure reproduction. If these points
are passed we get partial rectification and

It is sometimes said that the pick-up
can go to L.T. -, but this is not satis-

consequent distortion.

used for.good results.

In actual practice we keep the limits

switching,

the

bias being applied

as

required, when the valve is, acting as an
L.F. amplifier.

factory, as we have seen.

Bias must. be
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

Tested and
Found-- 9

.

WHEN YOU ARE BUYING-

lator, and the colour the blot
assumes indicates the state of

THE "LEWCODENSER."
"

of variable condenser.

In principle it is far from being a new

thing, but its uses have become widespread
only in recent times.
Of course, the " P.W." Brookmans

Rejector gave it a tremendous fillip, and
we are inclined to think that to this device
is due, the inception of several quite wellknown makes of compression condenser.
And constructors must have been gratified

E-

battery. It is made in 60 -volt units, and is
capable of a steady output of 20/25 milliamperes. The list price per unit is I5s. 6d.
This is the title of a new brochure issued
by Messrs. Jackson Bros. It contains full
details of all the famous J.B. variable condensers and associated fitments.

tacts due to leaf springs weakening, nothing

densers are specified.
The type 0 " Lewcodenaer

has a

maximum capacity of -001 mfds. and the
type W -002 mfd., and each is now freely
available everywhere at 2s. 6d.

It is a first-class little component, as
nicely designed and finished as any of the
more complicated and expensive " Lewcos "

products-and that is saying something.

THE SINGAL- DROP BATTERY BLOTTER.

Quite one of the most original ideas I
have come across for some time is the
Singal-Drop Battery Blotter, which has
been evolved by that enterprising Mr. A. E.
Bawtree, of 20, Manor Park Road, Clapham,
Surrey.
In appearance it resembles very much an

ordinary blotter, yet it must be the only

device in the world by means of which the
pecific gravity of accumulator acid can be
ascertained from a single drop.

valves which will be used.

That is, if good results are to be

=

unit or in its descriptive literature, be
prepared for anything in the way of _
results !

=
=
And if the specification is not backed E
=
up by a good name, likewise be prepared
.7,-.

E for anything !
=
=

E

Don't forget that the constancy of E

value and current -carrying capacity of g
of supreme importance.

=

511111111111111111MMIIIIMMIIIIIMMIIIIIMM11111M1111111111

by the way, does not tend to resonate even
indeed, cope with a large input.
Including chassis, the " Undy " costs
for 25s.

One -hole fixing."

a decent -sized baffle.

The unit fixed to the usual semi -floating
diaphragm a la conventional constructor's
assembly gives really first-class results, and
there -is moving -coil " bass when you fit

" P.W." readers should make a point of
getting acquainted with the " Undy "

loudspeaker unit-it is well worth their
serious consideration.

You want to have the unit and chassis
either built into a proper non -resonating
cabinet or on to a baffle -board of proper
dimensions, and not alone, for that is not a
fair test for ouch a
device.

is

open ; screw closer up, and you againmake
contact. It certainly is " wonderfully
simple," and the contact it makes is a good
one. The switching is efficient.
But I disagree with the Earl Engineering
people when they say that the contact arm
can be " instantly removed." Well, anyhow,I cannot remove it instantly, it took 1
me ten seconds ! However, it is quite
a good little device, although I feel it fails
in some intangible way. Perhaps it is that
there is an absence of that nice click which
we have learnt to associate with the definite
operation of the modern switch.
THE " UNDY " LOUDSPEAKER.

Not so very long ago I was deploring the
fact that there seemed to be little progaSsi
beirg made in the design of ordinary loud
speaker units.
Bearing this in mind, " P.W." readers will
be able to appreciate my pleasure at receiving .an " Undy " loudspeaker from J.
Hemelik (sole agent), 8, Cullingworth Road,
N.W.10.

.--f-

obtained.
Where values are not specified on the

knob, and you are through. Instantaneous
contact, smooth, silent, and sure efficiency
to the last degree. Foolproof contact arm

Thus runs -the leaflet accompanying the'
" Omega Super Switch," a component due
to the Earl Engineering & Electrical Co.,
of Coventry. The switch retails at 2/-.
This switch is a very simple affair.
There is an insulating knob fixed to an
inch or so of threaded brass rod. This rod
passes through a metal bush, which forms
the one contact and screws down on to a
bottom metal plate and thus makes contact
with the, second terminal point.

Rejectors and sets when compression con-

chosen in relation to the characteristics

The " Undy " is sensitive, while it can,

can be instantly removed and placed in vest
pocket, leaving set safe from interference.

all in recommending its use in " P.W."

.T.,.

when the speaker is handling hefty volume.

" OMEGA " SUPER SWITCH.

Slightly unscrew, and the contact

=

the anode resistance in the unit may be g

PRECISION INSTRUMENTS.

to go wrong, a slight turn of the switch

Brookmans Rejectors.

are very

of the rest of the circuit and to the
-.4

=
=

duction with a new high -capacity H.T.

condenser

important and that they have to be

a battery tester, isn't it ?
The Ever -Ready Co. has gone into pro-

(15) AN R.C.C. UNIT

Don't forget that the values of the

resistances and

=

This " Leweos " version is a fine job

The " Lewcodenser " can be used in " P. W."

=

That is a strikingly low, figure for

" No more grating noises and bad con-

throughout, and we have no hesitation at

E

1.±.

to learn that the " Lewcos " people had
entered the field with the " Lewcodenser."

=

your battery. It certainly does
its job well and only costs 2d.

NEW EVER -READY BATTERY.

have noticed the widely increasing
popularity of the compression -type

There is a large cone, and this and the
unit are solidly built into a stout but not
cumbersome metal framework. This last,
rLiiiiIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIL4

You just touch the blotter with
a spot of acid from your accumu-

p.w." readers cannot have failed to

The " Undy " is a breakaway from the
conventional, and for this alone I consider
is deserving of praise. It embodies an eight pole loudspeaker unit, and it is this that
is so refreshingly new in design.

This is the " 1111,1V " LOUCSreaker.
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PUZZLING FAULTS IN

1

07

BROADCASTING

4

published by the
B.B.C. show that for last year, out

OFFICIAL figures

of a total transmission

service of

64,467 hours, the breakdown period only
amounted to nineteen hours in all, or less
than one -thirtieth of one per cent.
The working record of 5 (I B,. the experi-

.....

.....
*
t Our broadcasting engineers meat
T some curious little troubles in the
course of their fascinating labours.
T But there are very few complete
breakdowns, as our contributor
points out, and some of these are
completely unavoidable.
By CARDEN SHIELS.

mental station, is not included in these
figures, as it is less thoroughly equipped

with spares and duplicate plant. A sur-

prising consequence is that its breakdown.

time factor works out at about 18 times
higher -than the average for the other sta-

tions. Nevertheless, it is quite clear from
these figures that' actual deficiency or
failure of plant- is responsible for a negligible
amount of bad service.
Unloaded Lines.

Amore serious cause of trouble lies in the

turn causes further ionisation until the
filament is finally, burnt out.
In burning out, the filament releases still
more gas, which- is immediately ionised and
creates an abnormally large current. This
promptly produces a miniature explosion or
flash -over " inside the valve, which completely wrecks the electrodes, usually

smashes the bulb, and may even cause

landlines used for relaying programmes
from one station to another. If &proper land line cannot be used, it is common practice to

serious damage to other apparatus near by.

fall back upon an alternative line, which is
usually not suitably " loaded " to transmit
the full range of frequencies necessary for
high -quality reproduction. Transmission
suffers accordingly, sine° the improvised

heating of the valves may occur, though
this is usually guarded against by the pro-

the modulator feeding the lobal aerial.
Sometimes the landline difficulty is
overcome by relaying the programme from
the main station on a; short-wave " wireless
link." Here again the final transmissionthough better than nothing, especially
when the item is one of national importance
-falls considerably below the quality
attainable by the use of a properly -loaded

Poor quality at the receiving end is

landline delivers poor quality current to

Over-Modulatei Foreigners.

Apart from " flash -over," ordinary over-

vision of automatic cut-out devices, which
open -circuit the main power supply when
the temperature increases beyond the
safety point.

sometimes due to excessive modulation at
the transmitter, though little complaint can
be made against B.B.C. stations on this score.

GERMAN BROADCASTERS.

wave -length involved.

Here-the Spanish and - French stations
seem to be the worst offenders, judging by
the chart of frequency records prepared in
the Brussels Laboratory of the Union
Internationale de Radiophonie.
Adding Echoes.

The remedy is to stabilise the radiated

carrier -wave of each station by means of a
piazo-electric crystal or by a master oscil-

lator valve driven at constant frequency
through a tuning -fork control.

Constant -

frequency devices of this kind have now
been perfected to such a degree that they
will " anchor down " a transmitting station
to within one or -two Cycles in a million.

Defective quality in transmission can

sometimes he traced -to insufficient or excessive echo effects in the studio 'at -which the
rendition is taking place. Considerable

improvements have recently been effected
in this connection, particularly as regards
the method and materials 'used for draping
the Studios. In -addition, a separate studio is
sometimes used, through which the original

programme is passed so that the desired
amount of " reverberation " can be.added
to the microphone current before it, reaches
the modulator.

A heavy fall .of rain, snow or sleet may

line.

also seriously affect transmission by opening

Breakdown inside the station may be due
to failure of the main power -supply, which
usually arises from causes outside the con t rel of the station engineera.. The smoothing
circuits form another likely source of weak-

up a high -resistance leak from the aerial
across the insulators to earth. 'Under these
conditions the radiating power of the aerial
naturally falls off enormously.

neSs.

Drying the Insulators.

In some aerial installations, measures are

Tfie " Rocky Point.'

Or, of course, one or more of the valves
may go. Power valves' when worked in
parallel " banka " aM peculiarly liable to
what is called the " Rocky
"flash -over "

point"

Another fdtilt in broadcast transmission
is that known as "frequency drift." Unless
each station rigidly adheres. to the carrier
wave -length allotted to it under the Prague
plan it is liable to interfere with its nearest
neighbour in the frequency band, and set
up heterodyne interference with all reception in the neighbourhood of the particular

This usually occurs in water-

cooled valves, and is due to an- ionisation

effect caused by traces of gas left in the

taken to remedy this defect by sending a
special " drying -current " for a few moments
Dr. KnOptke and Intendant Dr. Flesch (right), the
Administrative and Artistic directors of the Berlin
Broadcasting Company.

The gaseous molecules are broken up
and the. positive nuclei bombard the filaFor some unknown reason, the
ment.

Foreign stations are the chief culprits in
this respect, particularly the French, with
perhaps Radio Toulouse heading the list.
The incentive to over -modulation lies in
the desire to secure maximum- signal

one spot on the filament, and causes the
latter to heat up to such an extent that the

which are often mainly intended for British

valve after evacuation.

bombardment -is- usually-- concentrated at
electron stream is unduly increased. This in

strength over the longest possible range,
specially for the advertising programmes,
listeners.

through the aerial and leak -resistance path
to earth. This current, by drying out the
insulators, restores their efficiency-..

When all is said and done, most-of.the
faulty transmission heard from our own
B.B.C. service can more fairly be attributed

to imperfections in the landlines used for

relaying than to any other single cause.
Here the real source of weakness lies -in, the

fact that the lines are chiefly carried overhead instead of being buried underground.
For this reason they are specially liable to
suffer leakage and other losses,

A
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WHAT is the one thing you want above
all others in a wireless set I Selectivity ? Power ? Ease of handling ?

limit, only stopping short at the point

beyond which one would begin to sacrifice
efficiency.

If you think it over you are quite likely
to decide that, after all, the one essential
feature which you want first of all is just
aimplicify. Whatever other good points
the set may have, the greatest possible

you this week for a little one -valve set
which contains an extraordinarily small

consideration.

half an hour or so and yet possesses a

degree of simplification is surely the first

So many advantages follow when you
have got simplicity, you know, that every
designer of sets for home construction
spends quite as much time in reducing his

new ideas to -their
most straightforward
form as in seeking for
novel and meritorious

number of components, can be wired up in
circuit sufficiently unlike anything you have

seen before to be decidedly interesting.
Extraordinarily plain and simple as it is,
nevertheless it contains such up-to-date

NOTE THESE POINTS.
EXTREMELY SIMPLE
CONSTRUCTION,
2. DIFFERENTIAL REACTION.

features as differential
reaction and fully ad-

justable aerial coup-

ling capable of giving
an excellent degree of

and it has

1,

3. ADJUSTABLE FOR

receivers, quite likely

SELECTIVITY.

of genuine merit, if
one disregarded this
allowed them to be-

Such is the design we are presenting to

,1111l111111Ill1111111111111111111111111t11111lIt11111111111111111111111111111es

ideas for imp roved
receivers. It would
be easy enough to
produce all sorts of
new and interesting

requirement and

Can It Be Done ?

4. A DEMON FOR DISTANCE.
--71111111111111111111111111i111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i.i

come complicated. The real difficulty lies in
keeping them rigidly simple, and by

simple we mean, of course, easy to build -

with a severely limited number of com-

ponents and easy to operate with the

mtallest possible number of controls.

given very fine results
indeed on test.

If yOu will take a
the photographs you will see
just how simple it is,
and you will be surlook at

prised to observe that
it only contains just a single coil in spite of
the fact that it has variable aerial coupling
and differential reaction. That coil, moreover, is not a special one, but, on the contrary, is almost the simplest type of plugin, namely, the centre -tapped variety.
If you were to tell some knowledgeable

The Limit of Simplicity.

friend that you wanted all these features

It may not be agreed quite unanimously
that simplicity is absolutely the first
requirement in any wireless set, but there

in a single-valver, and then ask him whether

can be no doubt that it must come very
high up in the list. That being so it is
sometimes interesting to set to work and
build a receiver from .a design which has
been simplified down almost to the absolute

it could be done with only one boil, the
answer in a considerable number of cases

would be that it was quite impossible,
yet, nevertheless, it can be done with a

modified form of the Hartley circuit. This
is rather an interesting point, so let us refer
to the circuit diagram and see how it is done,
Coupling the Aerial.

ONLY ONE COIL.

First of all, you will note that there is the

plug-in coil shunted by the usual tuning
conderaier, and the centre point of this coil
is connected to earth. One side of the tuned

circuit is wired to the grid of the detector
valve through the usual grid condenser,
while the other side of the circuit is more or
less uri in the air. To this free side the aerial

connected through a semi -

A receiver comprising a novel circuit, and many, m
word in simplicity. Desig
THE " P.W." RE!
Now about those aerial coupling adjustments. You will observe that the aerial

path to earth takes in half of the centre - IIsisaa
tapped coil, and this would normally give
you very tight coupling. The effect would
VET
be to give you fairly strong signals but very

poor selectivity, and so we have included

You will understand that the smaller
the value at which this condenser is set

PAR
MEET

IP.....

the weaker the coupling to the aerial circuit

and so the greater
the selectivity. Do
not forget, however,

ONLY ONE TUN;

that if you make

this capacity too

variable typo of condenser (placed

small and so weaken
tho coupling ex-

so of selectivity.

weak.

tuned circuit is really divided into
two halves by the centre tap and

to find such a set-

ling, also for a part of the reaction
circuit. It is this combination of

you require and

is

FE1

in series with the aerial lead the compression

type of semi -variable condenser already
mentioned. This only needs to be adjusted
upon rare occasions, so we have placed it
upon the baseboard in order to keep down
the number of controls upon the panel.

7"

on the baseboard), which gives - cessively, signals
you your control of coupling and will become rather

You must imagine that the

the half remote froth the grid of
the valve is used for aerial coup-

effects in the single circuit, of
course, which enables us to use
only one coil instead of the usual
two or even three. To do so successfully naturally calls for
a little care in the design,
but the special devices we
have adopted have resulted
in a perfectly satisfactory
arrangement, and in practice it works really well.

Ou'y one coil of the ordinary plug-in type figures in this remarkable
little set though this coil is, of course, usei in a very special manner.

-

You should
therefore endeavour

ting for this con-

denser as will give
you only just as.
much selectivity as

thus_ get the
strongest

possible

signals available

under your particular conditions.
Altogether, it is
quite an interesting
little circuit, and

2*"

shows how much
can be done with
very simple appar-

A SIMPLIFIED DESIGN 01
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each hole to the correct size for the particular component. This method which will be
found particularly easy by those who have

not had much experience in drilling holes
in exact positions.
Fixing the Panel.

Having got your three holes drilled in
the right places and enlarged up to the
correct sizes for each component and
BEFORE you fix the components in place.
you must arrange for the fixing of the panel
to the baseboard. To do this, drill three
or four holes in a row along the lower edge
of the panel through
which you can drive
A FINE
wood screws into the
edge of the baseboard. The distance
of these screw holes
from the lower edge

in Systoflex.

There is

are not quite confident of your ability to
make a really perfect soldered joint, you
should not attempt any soldering whatever,
but screw down each lead under the terminal
nuts or screws of each component.
This is Important !

When all the wiring is finished, restrain
your impatience to put the set on test for
just a few moments more, and take a pair
of pliers and go over every one of those
nuts which hold
down the wires

CIRCUIT.

and give it a good
sharp twist to
make certain that
it is quite tight.

A few moments

of the panel, by the

spent in this way

by the thickness of

hours

way, should be fixed

may save you

your baseboard, so

trying :to tr ac e
faults and crack-

that the screws may
pass neatly into the
;ned and Described by
SEARCH DEPT.

cost

and

easy construction

are quite

obvious, and no less obvious is the fact

that it is delightfully easy to handle. More-

V

TS
)ED

over, the fact that there is only one coil
means that going over from the ordinary

Variable aerial coupling and differential reaction
are made possible by an ingenious modification
of the Hartley circuit.

screw well home, and

then fix the three components in place
upon the panel, these latter being the reaction condenser, tuning condenser, and
on -off switch. Next turn your attention
to the terminal strip, which is two inches

wide and the same length as the panel.
This you can cut from an odd piece of

not need wave -change switching.

You will see from the wiring diagram
where the terminals are placed, and you
should drill corresponding holes along the

Since this little receiver ie so particularly

quick and easy to build, it is quite likely
that it will appeal to the comparative
novices amongst our readers, so perhaps
some constructional

NG CONTROL.

notes of a rather
more

detailed

nature, than .usual
will be acceptable.

Briefly, this

is

how you should set
about its. construe-.
tion. First of all,

obtain a panel,

of

the correct size, and
proceed to drill,it in
accorde;_ice wit 11 the

special diagram you

find on these
pages. ;There are
will

only three ,holes in
it for Components,
so this will not take
you very long, but
4

we should like ,to
suggest that your

first

Proceeding_

should be to run
quite a., small. drill -

through each hole,
AYOUT

panel firmly to the
baseboard, tak in g
care to drive each

wave -band to 'long waves and vice versa
is so quick and easy that you really do
A Good Starting Point.

say a 1 -inch one.
Then

enlarge

up

on

Now for the

New attach the

atus if one spends enough time in scheming and contriving. Its advantagesAn low

later

ling noises.

centre of the baseboard.

ost modern features, that is, even so, the last

only one hint

which we Can give you hi this connection,'
and that is to the effect that if you

ebonite or purchase ready cut for use.

strip. After this the terminals can be fixed
in place, due care being given to tightening;

first test. In the
coil socket you
require a centre tapped plug-in in-

ductance of size
No. 60 for the
lower waveband and 250 for the long
waves. The valve should be of the H.F.

type with an impedance of perhaps 20,000
to 30,000 ohms, a good alternative being
the R.C. type provided that it has not too
high an impedance, say 40,000 to 50,000

ohms.

The H.T. voltage need not be more, than
about 60, se that an ordinary 60 -volt unit
(Continued on rest pariP.)

HALF -AN -HOUR.

up the nuts thoroughly, after which the
strip should be fastened to the baseboard in

just the same manner as the panel.
Not a Critical Lay -Out.

Next, with the aid of the wiring diagram.

lay out your components exactly as they
were, placed in the original set and screw
them_ down. .This will not take you More

than a few minutes if, you have on hind

a suitable collection of small brass screws.
The wiring diagram will probably enable,
you to fix the position of these components;

quite accurately enough _by: eye, but if
you like to make a close and careful copy
of the original set you .can use the scale'
which is provided on thiS same
diagram.
Havine goi all. your- components

mountedup in place, there jitit
remains

the

job

of

wiring up, and this you
will find is 'a particularly

quick and simple

business. The material
can be either bare tinned
copper wire of about No.

18 -gauge, or insulated
material such as.Graiite,
or bare wire encased

EXCEPTIONAL POWER

-

-

You should be able to wire up this receiver in about 30 minutes even if
you have had but little experience of set assembly.
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*

and gradually turning the tuning dial,
using just the ,finger-tips to reduce hand

the oscillation point (taking. ewe never to

allow the set to oscillate while you. are
searching), at the same time very gently

THE " C.T." ONE.

Z

capacity effects.

(Continued from previous page.)

f

*

-

will be quite sufficient, You should adjust,

ill

the actual voltage by means of a plug
tried in the ,various sockets of the battery
in the usual way to obtain perfectly smooth

reaction. This is the only preliminary

0

20
I

adjustment, and you are now ready to set,
about tuning -in the local .station. To_ do

I

i"

2"

1

W/RINa 0/AGRAM

this, the first thing to do is to set the

reaction at minimum, that is to 'say with
the knob turned fully to. the left. Then,
set the compressiori type variable condenser,
C2 at maximum, which means that its
knob should be fully screwed down.

000.5
M.

Getting Selectivity.

Now vary the adjustment of the,tuning .

condenser. until. you ,pick up fte local
station. It will probably be very loud,
and' will spread over a good deal of the
dial, so you should- now turn to the series

COMPONENTS REQUIRED.
x 7 in. (Resiston, or
Goltone, Keystone, Paxolin, Trolite,
etc.).
1 Cabinet with baseboard 7 in. deep
I

If:

Panel, 7 in.

(Pickett, or Cameo, Osborn, Gilbert,

-it-

etc.).

1 .0005 mid. variable condenser, slow
E
motion or plain type with vernier dial
a--

(J.B.

E

1

or

Lissen,

Lotus,

C;)
Fa

Dubiller,

Ormond, Burton, Ready Radio, Colvern, Igranie, Formo, etc).
0001-, -00013-, or 00015-mfd. differential reaction condenser (Lotus, or
Lissen, Ormond, Ready Radio, Keystone, Dubilier, Formo, Burton, etc.).

1 On -and -off switch (Pioneer or Lissen,

Igranie, Benjamin, Lotus, Ormond,

Wearite, Keystone, etc.).
1 Valve holder (W.B. or Igranie, Burton,
Lissen, Benjamin, Lotus, Precision,
Wearite, etc.).
1 Coil holder (Wearite or Lotus, Lissen,

Keystone, Igranie, Magnum, etc.).
I Compression type Condenser max.
cap. 0003 (Formo Type J, or equiva-

lent R.I., Igranie or Lewcos type).

1 -0003 mid. Fixed Condenser (Lissen or
T.C.C., Dubilier, Goltone, Mullard,
Igranie, Atlas, etc.).

12 meg. leak and holder (Lissen or

Dubilier, Ediswan, Igranie, Mullard,
Graham-Farish, etc.).
= 1 H.F. choke (Lissen or Varley, Lewcos,
R.I., Dubilier, Igranie, Ready Radio,

.0003

-_-=.-

Lotus, Keystone,
Wearite, etc.),

Climax,

MFO..

Colvern,

1 Terminal strip, 7 in. x 2 in.
8 Terminals (Eelex, or Igranie, Burton,
Belling and Lee, Clix, etc.).

Wire, screws, flex, etc.

aerial condenser, and gradually unscrew
the knob until you find you are beginning
to get the amount of selectivity you want.
The local station will now tune more or
less sharply, and will not spread so much,
so you can proceed to search for distant
stations. '

-

This is a matter calling for just a little

experience with a single valve set, because
you must make judicious use of reaction.
All you have to do is to use reaction so as

to keep the circuit just a little way below

WA 18

- PHONES* H.77+ L.7:+ L.T.

E.

A.

The scale at the top of this diagram enables coo to determine exactly the position of all the parts on the baseboard,
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THE BEST

vhANE

11.11.010t

1r

EVER

PRODUCED...
What do, you expect of a power valve ? You expect

it to have a large power handling capacity (which
means low impedance) and high amplification in
order to get a large output with a minimum number
of valves. If you are a user of 2 -volt valves the
Mazda P.240 must inevitably be your choice because

its mutual conductance is higher than that of any
other valve.
As the best valve is the one with the highest mutual
conductance it will be obvious that the Mazda P.240
will give the best results. It is, in fact, so good that
it will satisfactorily drive a moving coil loud speaker.

THESE FIGURES
PROVE IT . .
Filament Volts
Amps

P.240

15/

All Mazda Valves are
the begt of their types
and their use will
giva a wonderfully
improved perform-

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., T.,TD.,

Radio Division,

11

Anode

.

A.C.

Resist -

ante (ohms) ... 1,900
Mutual A.C. Con 3.7
ductance (MA/A, )

at Ea=100, Eg=0.

RADIO

ance to any set.

Newman

2.0
0.4

The Amazing

PRICE

la,

...
...

//lax. II.T: Bat. V. 150
7
Amplification Factor
Constants taken

Street,

Oxford Street,

\V.1.

Showrooms in all the Principal Towns.

EDISWAN

VALVES
VAIL
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"IT'S THE TOBACCO THAT COUNTS"

is? in

PFoopru aarl I
66

use

117

WEA
...---

CO/WPM/EA/TS
Modern Components for Modern Circuits

THE NEW COILS

(Approved Design).
COIL WITH SELECTOR SWITCH, TUNING s. a.
AND COUPLING COIL UNIT .
Per pair 17 6
H.F. CHOKES
.
POTENTIOMETERS

.

.

6

.

.

2

VOLUME CONTROLS
4
.
1
BATTERY SWITCH
L.F. CHOKES, 20 -henry
.
.
21
MAINS TRANSFORMER, Universal Input
37
H.F. BY-PASS UNIT
.
.
5
ANTI -CAPACITY SWITCHES, all sizes.
Standard 6 x 6 x 61 SCREENING BOX (in heavy
.

.

6
6

0
0

.

0

.

6
0

gauge aluminium), grey finish, 6 6; polished,

7

6

Mains Transformer for "Orgola"
H.T. Supply Unit .
.
.
. 30 0
n

rite for illustrated lists :

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.,
PLAYERS MEDIUM NAVY CUTCIGARETTES 10for6d. 20 for Hid.

740, High Road, LONDON, N.1 7.
'Phone: Tottenham 3847:5.

EXPLORE THE ETHER !
with Victor King's Latest Design,

THE "EXPLORER" THREE
Undoubtedly one of the most attractive three-valvers ever designed.

All Wavelengths.
Operate.
7-a

Cheap to Build.

Simple to

Fully described in the June

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
ALSO read all about the New

Wireless Constructor "Ideas Committee"
Something new that will be of direct and immediate benefit to the
Home Constructor.

Make sure or Your Copy of
Now on Sale, Price 6d.
THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
..i111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i1111111111111111

I

E==
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ECKEDSLEYtn
UERYORNEIZ
HALF- OR FULL -WAVE ? - TRANSFORMER CORES-PREVENTING L.S.

BOOM - AERIAL INSULATION -A
QUESTION OF VOLUME CONTROL.

Under the above title, week by week, Captain P. P. Eckersley,
Late Chief Engineer of the B.B.C., and now our Chief
Radio Consultant, will comment upon radio queries submitted by " P.W." readers. But don't address your queries to Captain
Eckersley-a selection of those received by the Query Department in the ordinary way will be dealt with by him.
Fall- or Full -Wave ?

D. M. B. (Highgate).-" Do you con-

sider that my best plan when constructing
an H.T. eliminator is to use one full -wave
rectifying valve, or two half -wave, arranged

in such a manner as to give an equivalent
output in each case ?
If there is little to choose between these
two schemes, why is it that half -wave valves

are manufactured ? "

I think the double wave a bit better

because it takes less power from the mains
and is easier intrinsically to smooth.;
requires, in fact, less of chokes and
condensers.

There's one subtle point, however, which
is sometimes missed. The double -wave
gives a variation equivalent to a frequency

machine through rubber, and by using
spring valve holders, and shielding the
valves from direct contact with the sound.
(Enclose the receiver.)
It's all a matter of common sense,
knowing that vibration to the valves from
the loudspeaker can only be carried either

by a sound wave through air (therefore
block off the loudspeaker cavity and
the receiver valves from direct contact

with the sound -laden air), or by vibration
through the cabinet (therefore do not let
the loudspeaker have hold of the cabinet
anywhere).

insulators in SCI ies, or one very big insulator,
to stop the flash -over.

But a very small insulator is sufficient

to stop flash -over when the voltage, is low,
and adding insulators in series is redundant.
The insulator, however, gets coated in
certain cases with carbon deposit, and

while with a receiving aerial there will
never in normal cases be flash -over, there
may be leakage.

In this case, insulators in series might

pay, but in the generality of cases no good
would be served. Really if insulators get
very dirty on- a receiving aerial they can

always be cleaned once a year or so. A

CUTTING OUT INTERFERENCE

receiving aerial ig only charged to a fraction

of a volt in any case.

of 100, the single 50. The loud speaker

It's like asking if it would be better
when damming a mill -stream to build

which produces your music is more sensitive
to 100 cycles than to 50 (in all probability),
and so you may get more hum with double wave. Get plenty of smoothing, when the

is leaky, it's better to repair it than to

something like the Assouan dam-No ! a
small dam is enough, but even though that
small dam may hold the water if the dam
build it (of leaky material) bigger.

point does not arise, and the double wave
gives you slightly better efficiency,

A Question of Volume Control.

L. D. (Southport).-" In choosing my

Transformer Cores.

A. R. C. (Hull).-" Why are the iron

post -detector volume control, would you

and the laminations

across the primary of the L.F. transformer

When an alternating current is passed
through a coil, it creates currents in
neighbouring conductors if these present

resistance potentiometer across the secondary ? "

advise me to place a variable resistance

cores of transformers and low -frequency
chokes laminated,

(which follbws the detector), or a high

packed so tightly into the bobbin ? "

Put a very high resistance- across the

secondary, because anything in the primary

a circuit.
The creation of these currents involves
energy expenditure, and so reduces the inductance of the winding.

The iron core of an inductance is --a
conductor. The loss by eddy currents is
reduced by laminating the iron core, and
the effective inductance increased.

The laminations are packed tightly so
that they won't budge under the influence
of magnetic

forces or

fall out

is at high tension (you may get shocks),
and is carrying currents, so that varying it
gives you clicks or rustling noises.

The secondary is at low plitential and

Here you see how a home-made aerial coil is
fixed to an ordinary tuned grid coil to sharpen
tuning. Use string or cotton for fixing and replace
the grid coil in the set. Then one end of the new
coil goes to the aerial, the other end to earth, and

the job is done.

of the

winding !
Preventing L.S. Boom.

Aerial Insulation.

F. N. S. (Williton).-" Is it correct to

assume that the efficiency of an aerial's
A. L: (Brighton).-" What precautions -insulation will he increased by the use of
should I take in fitting a loud speaker into additional insulators in series with the
a radio gramophone cabinet, in order to existing insulators. Would these extra
prevent boominess,' valve ' ringing,' and insulators improve the reception of the
similar annoyances ? "

Cavity boom is reduced by lining the
space behind the loudspeaker with thick
felt. Shock excitation of the valves can
be minimised by making the attachment
of the loud speaker to the frame of the

broadcast programmes ? "
It is true that insulators in series increase

the insulation of an aerial or any charged
conductor.

If you are insulating a con-

ductor which rises to 100,000 volts above

earth potential, you have to have lots of

with a proper grid bias and following
valve, carries no current. But its a bad

plan (unless the makers advise it) to load
an intervalve transformer severely, and so

the potentiometer must be of very high
resistance-ask the makers what value
they advise.
By the way, how does it strike you to
have a volume control in your loudspeaker

leads (assuming the loud speaker carries no
current) ? You've probably got to take

a lead out from your set for the loud
speaker, you can extend this to a volume

control, and you can have that volume
control by your chair.

On the frequent occasions you want

zero volume yon don't have to get up. By
turning to very weak you can wait for the
item you want and not be irritated by that
you do not want.
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In such 'circumstances even a poor aerial will give
better results than an aerial which is fundamentally
much better, but whietris Situated farther away from
the transmitting station.

Although at present you have been lucky with

your indoor aerial, you should remember that.. insulatftm with this type is just as important as. With
an outdoor aerial; for although it may appear to give
satisfactory results for a time, it is very lielile 'to
develop a fault unless it has been properly installed.
you have already experienCed the iit-effect -:011
poor contact in the earth lead, and as the aerial is
the same circuit and is just as important in the
part it plays towards good reception, we advise you
to take a little tronble in installing this, rather' than
rely upon the first haphazard arrangement. It is
quite possible that if you place the wires away from
walls, etc., or arrange'them in a Mite you would get
tar greater strength of reception than at present.
In any case you would be no worse off, so we rhould
certainty try tlie indoor aerial in different positions
I tefore assuming Hint youhaye foetid the teeSt possible
arrangement by chance:

to the Editor,
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis House, Tallis Street, LondOri,. E,C.4.All Editorial communications should be addressed

BACK NUMBERS OF." P.W."
E. T.- (Hartlepoo1).-" Where do I send for
the May 3rd issue of P.W.' ?
'

.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and photooraphs dealing with alt subjects appertaining to wire-

less. The Editor cannot accept responsibility for manuscripts or photos. Evert, care trill be 'taken to return 515s. not accepted for publication. A stamped and addressed envelope, must be sent with every article. ,411
tnquiries concerning -advertising rates, etc., to be addressed to flee Sole Agents, alessrs. John II. Lite. Ltd

,
5, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.
The constructional articles which appear from time to time in thW journal are the outcome- of, research
and esperimental work carried out with a view to improving the technique of wireless reception.. As much Of
the information given irk the columns of this paper concerns the most recent developments -in the radio world.
,some of the arrangements and specialities described map be the stihiect of Letters Patent, and the amateur

Back numbers of " P.W.- are obtainable friun

The Amalgamated Press, Ltd., Back No. Dept.,
Beer Alley, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4, mica

,

and the -trader would be well advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents before' doing' ace

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.
MAKING A CRYSTAL SET SELECTIVE.

P. R. T. (Hounslow, Middlesex).-" As the

crystal set which they use is a gift from a

friend, they particularly do not want it altered.

But they want to add a sort of sharpening

unit or tuner to sort out the two programmes
which now come in at practically equal
strength.

CAN WE HELP YOU
WITH YOUR SET ?

Er:

Perhaps some mysterious noise has appeared,

and is spoiling your radio reception ?-tir
one of the batteries seems to run down =eh
E faster than formerly ?-Or you want a Blue
:,;-=_

El

Paint ?

= Whatever your radio problem may be,

= remember that the Technical Query Departmerit -is thoroughly equipped to assist our
readers, and offers an unrivalled service.

,e4-

a'"

E.

-

When once the appropriate dial figuree have been

ascertained, you can always receive either station
clear of the other by setting the two condensers at

.

.

station when music is being played at the
' plenty, how can I use them ?

instal the unit you should experiment with the set
and the neutralising condenser until the necessary
degree of selectivity has been obtained.
After that the whole of the operation of changing
front one station to the other is always carried out

THE LENGTH OF THE AERIAL.

. 3,101(ing's Lynn).-" I notice that the

length is fixed by the P.M.G. at -100 ft. Is

there any reason for fixing this particular
figure, or was 100 ft. a convenient sort of
length which was fixed in the past and has

never been revised in the light of present-day
experience ? "
The points raised by you were coverAI in the
following extract of a letter from the P.III.G. to the

Technical Editor of P.W." ,
" Concerning, wireless aerials, I am direpted by the
Postmaster General to say that the present restriction
(limit 100 ft.) was imposed on the recommendation

of an Interpeparttnentai Committee in Ion, when
facilities were granted only for experimental pur-

The Mutt waS,originetty 400 P. for 0:single
wires and 140 ft. of -Wire where two or mole wires
were used ; but when later the, length was calculated
without reference to the number of wires usixt, -the
second alternative was no hewer necessary. The
poses.

limit was imposed with the primary object of reducing

interference as much as possible whileat the same
time allowing all reasonable facilities for exikiment
and research. Authority is given to exceed the limit
wherever special justification is shown."

(Continued on page -302.)
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WHAT DO YOU -THINK
ABOUT THIS.?

on the two dials.

F.

USING AN INDOOR AERIAL.
G. (Mitcham, London,. S.W.).-

H.

I have in

" Is there a unit which I could hook up in
front of it which will enable them to select
one station -in favour of the other, without
cutting down the aerial or altering the- inside
of the set ? "
A selectivity unit of this kind is very easily con.

structed. 'All you need is a 50 -turn coil (or there-

' abents): and a '0005 mid:trilling condenser, three
terminals, and a neutralising condenser.
Mount the coil and the tuning condenser close

together in some convenient fashion and join one end
of the coil to one side of the condenser, and the other
pad to the other side. On the front of the unit arrange
' the three terminals, one marked aerial, and the others
' being.A,, and E,.

Join one side of the neutralising condenser to A,
and its, other side to one 'side of the coil -and -con-

al

A Colchester reader of " P.W." who,

uses an S.G., Det., 2 L.F. set, had it

" When we moved to the new house here

E. arranged for anode -bend or grid -leak

along, intending to erect a mast as soon as

from the detector's grid. (When placed
E in one socket the grid was joined up to a
E grid leak, and when placed in the other

from Berkshire, I brought the wireless set
possible. I have had the L.T. battery charged

and kept the old H.T. battery, so the other
night, after a hard do at painting the kitchen

dresser, I thought I would like to listen to
" Just for curiosity, I connected up the

" It is impossible to listen to a talk on either
condensers, etc.,

at its minimum.)
If your set the neutralising condenser to too large
a value you will not be getting the full selectivity of
which the arrangement, is eapable, so when you first

batteries to

F.i11111111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111II11111I11IIII111111111111111Z

Coils;

The setting of the neutralising condenser will be
found to govern the degree of sharpness of tuning.
If it is too small this dial- setting will -be very sharp
indeed, and you will be getting a greater degree of
selectivity than you require. (This is unlikely even

I.eotiard Henry.

= LONDON READERS PLEASE NOTE t.
= Inquiries should -NOT be ma,de by 'phone, or
E in person atTleetway House or Tallis House.

.

for the other station which Also you will find is sharply
received on both dials.

4d. per Copy, post free.

re_

= Full details, including scale of charges, can 13
= be obtained direct frqm the Technical Query a:
Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway
E House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.A.
A postcard will do. On receipt of this, an
E Application FOrin 'will be sent to you free =
= and post free munediately. This application
_ will place you wider no obligation whatever, F.
E but haying the form, you will know exactly
= what information- we require to have before
, = us in order to solve your problems.

other.-

of the programmes you Must tune both the mint
condenser, and the set's condenser; before it can be
heard. Mark the new dial readings, and then look

these settings.

IIII11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!

-

denser combination, and to the aerial terminal. The
H, terminal is joined to the opposite end of the coil
and opposite plates of the condenser.
-This finishes the construction of the unit, and all
you have to do now is to take the aerial lead from
the aerial terminal of your receiver and put, it to the
aerial terminal on the unit. Then run a lead from the
A, terminal on the unit to A on the set.
F, is joined to the earth terminal on the set.
Now. set the neutralising condenser near its
and you will find that imorder to get either

-

the set, which had not been

'properly unpacked till then, and then hooked
a 40 -ft. length of fine wire to the aerial terminal

and another shorter piece of the same stuff
running to the earth tap.

-

" To my astonishment I got. enormous
strength. The wire was only laid round the
picture' rail, and I have left it there, as I do
not think an outdoor aerial could possibly
be better. The earth gave a bit of trouble
Working loose until f made a tight job of it,
but as I had always understood an .indoor

aerial was inefficient, I cannot make out where
I get such tremendous punch from..
Why is it that it seems so efficient when

it is so little trouble to run up as compared
with an outdoor aerial and there is no bother
about insulation.? "
The extra punch which you are getting is not
,

solely due to your aerial but to the fact that you have

,moved from a comparatively long distance from a
station to a district which is comparatively close.

rectification by means of a flex

lead

socket to an anode -bend circuit.)
This worked excellently (both ways)
for months, and then suddenly the set
lost power, and seemed erratic. Some-

times anode bend became better than
G.L., and sometimes the reverse, but E.

E neither gave satisfaction, nor approached -B
E the old standards of strength and
stability. All the components, etc.,

were unaltered, and all appeared O.K..
-

Can you Imagine
=
WHAT WAS WRONG ?
NA-There is no Prize for answering this, =
= but from time to time we shall give a radioF- problem (followed the next week by the
= answer) in the hope that readers will find
them both interesting and instructive. (Look E.

,=
= out for the solution. to above next week.)
Last week we told of an Edinburgh, readeft a
bother with an 11.T.-1- lead 'spark. And are
E.' asked "Could you have toll this punted =
= - render what was wrong?".
.

Perhaps you rightly.guessed that nothing urns

wrong. For hosaiS using a large by7passotm-

denser across his battery, and in such "cases a =
= spark is usually noticed when the H.T. plug is
B moved. It is nothing to worry about.

'&.."

niililiti1111111111111111111111111111111i111111111111111111111111;11111Iiilig.
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AGE 16

45.

To

I WANT YOU.
LET ME BE
YOUR

FATHER

varIey\-at-DUPLEX
w

rF
D

AltataniaMi

I want you
to realise that I

have helped thousands
of
people to

qualify for and obtain good
the high

positions.
Our gigantic connection brings us in touch with
therefore,
all
the big
employers,

of Varley Components. For nearly
five years he has used Varley Bi-

although we do not undertake- the work of
an employment agency, we certainly do know

AMPLE

proof

of

quality of your products,"
writes an enthusiastic user

duplex Wire -Wound Anode Resistances exclusively. " I am at present
using seven of them of various
values," he says. Bi-duplex Wire
Winding - an exclusive Varley
feature of design-is responsible for
this efficiency. Varley Anode

where the demand exceeds the supply. If you think
you are in a rut, or if advancement seems slow, write to
me telling me' your age, past experience, present employment, and anything else that may help, and 1 will tell you what
chances there are ; if they are 'suitable for you; and if so, how
you may attain your objective.

five per cent, are supplied in a

IT COSTS NOTHING TO ENQUIRE

Resistance to be mounted either

We have full particulars in connection with any of the following
courses, or special courses can be combined to meet all requirements. We specialike in preparation for all examinations ; most
moderate fees, payable monthly.

Resistances, which are accurate to
Universal Holder, enabling

the

vertically or horizontally.

Write for Section B and C of the

Varley Catalogue which gives
details of the Varley range of Anode
Resistances, varying from, 5,000 to
500,000 ohms.

Prices from 4/6 to 17/6

INSURANCE.-Con.
TECHNICAL.-Con.
Naval Architecture
Employers' Liability
Auctioneers F.A.L.P.A. Pattern Making

COMMERCIAL.

Accountancy
Advert. Writing
Salesmanship

Army Certfct. Courses
Auctioneering and
Estate Agency
Auditing
Banking
Book-keeping
Civil Service
College of Preceptors

TECHNICAL.

Post Office
Examinations

Costing and Estimating
Teacher of Handicrafts Builders' Quantities

Applied Mechanics
Road Making and
Architectural Drawing
Maintenance
Building Construction
Sanitation
Clerk of Works' Duties Shipbuilding
Boiler Engineering
Structural Engineering
Surveying and
Commercial Arithmetic Boiler Making
Chemistry
Levelling
Commercial Law
Civil Engineering
Surveyor of Works,
Company Law
Concrete and Steel
Costing
R.E.
Draughtsmanship
Telegraph and
Economics
Electrical Engineering
Telephony
English and French
Practical Mechanical
Town Planning
Executorship Law
Engineering
Transport A.M.Inst.T.
Foreign Exchange
Engineering Costing,
Wireless Telegraphy
General Education
Quantities and
Modern Business
Works Managers'
Methods

Police Entrance an I

Promotion Courses
Secretaryship
Shorthand
Workshop Organisation
INSURANCE.

Specifications

Foundry Work
Heat Engines
Heating, Ventilating
and Lighting
Internal Combustion
Engines

Marine Eng., B.O.T.
Exams. for Agents and Mathematics
Officials, F.C.I.I.

Motor, Fire, Life
Marine.

Matriculation
Metallurgy
Motor Engineering

Course
MINING.

Fireman's Exam.
2nd Class Mine Mangr.
1st Class Mine Mangr.
H.M. Inspector
Mining Elect. Engineer
A.M.E.E.

Mining Mech. Engineer
Mine Surveyor

WE TEACH BY POST IN ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD.
Also ask for Our New Book (FREE OF CHARGE).

THE HUMAN MACHINE.
Secrets of Success.

Note Address Carefully :
THE BENNETT

Advertisement of. Oliver Pell Control Ltd., Kingsway House,
103. Kingsway, London, W.C.a.' Telephone : Holborn 5303

COLLEGE LTD.,
Dept. 106, SHEFFIELD.
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RADIOTORIAL.

THE SECOND TUNING CONDENSER.
LUCKY Just.'-' (Great Warley). " I really

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

am Lucky Jim; for I have just been presented
with a one valve set complete. It belonged to,
the son of .a friend of, my father's, Inch as IA
has just been sent abroad they turned it over
to me.
" It is evidently a P. W.' design. as far as

(Contimued from page 300.1

A FOUR VALVE SET.

N E. (Harlourne)-" Can you put me wise

as to -where I earl, 'get details for building an

- I Can make out, for it has one of the Titan. Coils,

inexfSensiVe four valve set, One H.R.', detector,
and two ,L.F: ? "
Full -details of a set of this type will he given in
" P.W." next week. :It is the " Neutype " Four, and,
N.E. you will find it to be one of the most attractive
" Fours " that have been brought forward for a very

M it and a wave -trap employing an X cod.

I am enelosing the circuit as far as I can draW
it, and you will see the point that puzzles hie
is- the extra crindenser for,,the wave -trap and
also for tuning.

long time.

"In the case of the wave -trap condenser,

it is Only -a compression type right aistoas the'

VARIABLE RESISTANCE FOR THE

other one, but in series with a plug and

CHITOS.

L. R. R. (Winchester). -L-" I ain making up
the famous Chaos " one valve ,set which
was recently referred to in ' P. W.' Instead of
using a 20.000 ohms variable high resistance
to control the reaction, I wish to use a tapped
resistance which I have on hand.

socket; brought out to the panel.
" The main tuning also has a condenser in
series with a- plug arid socket across it, but in
this case it is a reaction condenser. What is
the reason for these extra condensers, without
which the circuit works perfectly normally ? "

.

The total value of this is .50,000 ohms,

'

and;t1aere are twelve taps of about 4,000 each.

Do you think this would be 'O.K. for the
Chitos ? "

Quite O.K. so far as values are concerned: Actually a'continuously variable oscillation control would

The design to which you refer was an easy -wavechange one vaher tailed the " Switch -over," and it
was specially intended for use in regional areas.
The idea was that you could change over from one
regional station to another by putting in or taking
out the capacity required to go from one wavelength to the other.
For instance, when timing. -if the pion and socket
connection is broken, the ordinary tuning condenser
covers the ordinary wave -lengths; --and will require
to be set at a certain reading for fhb National programme.

POPULAR "WIRELETS" No.10

Leaving it at this, if the plug connection is now
restored, the other, ,condenser is placed across the
first one and will increase the capacity to a .certain
extent (depending upon how it is set). You can quite
easily adjust it so -that it brings in the Regional
programme.

When this has been done, all you have to do to
tiring in the National is to pull out the plug on the
paneL Thus the change -over can be made even by anyone who is inexperienced in a second. The extra cost is

only that for a plug and socket and the extra con-

denser (which can be of the compression type), and
the ordinary tuning condenser is got affected In any
way when the plug -socket is broken, but can be used
as usual for distant reception.
Similarly with the wave -trap, in which the ordinary

condenser can be set to cut out the National programme and then placing the plug in the' Socket will
bring in the other condenser which can be adjusted
and utilisectto cut out the Regional station. Although
the scheme is so simple it has proved extremely

a breather, and I said, ' Have a cigarette ti

It was a silver cigarette -case and, not knowing,*
any better, I laid it down on the H.T. battery_;:
Immediately there-- wak spark across ;this

My friend was highly affifised, but -although
the set is going perfectly 'and everyfhing

seems' "O.K., I am wondering whether -any real,
damage was done ? "
Fortunately, an WT. battery is a pretty shorty
piece of apparatus! by connecting two or more of
its plugs togethee,you -Short :pat section of the
battery, and this treatment ,would very quickly
..
If you snitched away the- metal' immediately
there wasitroliably not nuielLnarnu done, although,
of course. 'it is distinctly damaging to the battery
to treat it in this way. So it is a,good plan to keep
it either insicie the cabinet -or 0* provide:it with a
coer; so that inexperienced 'people may not lay
scissors, on it or knitting -needles, or -any similar
conductors.
If this happens the battery may. quickly be run

-

down."

SCREENED GRID VOLTAGE.
P.W.'s '

A. M. (Hertford).-" Acting on

advice, I was giving my set a sort of belated
spring clean, and opening up the plugs for
the grid bias, etc. Quite by accident I re-

placed the screened grid H.T.+ lead at 54

volts, instead of the usual 80. To my astonishmerit the set seemed to go far better like' this.
" For several.nights I had -Algiers at terrific

strength, whereas before I had only heard
him once. and that was ,weak. All other
stations seemed better, and, in fact, I think
the set is a little better on the 'local, too.

As,80 is advised, why is it that 50 gi'mwa better
results ? "
Although in ninety-nine cases nut of a hundred
the figures by the makers are the best working
figures, it must be remembered that these arc given
as a guide,' and that in such highly complicated
pieces of apparatus as a valve it is impossible for
the manufacturers to say eiyal4u the best voltages,
adjustments, etc., that will be required in a given
set of circumstances.
In fact, as " P.W." has often stated, it is up to
the user to spend a little time and trouble in finding
out what voltages, etc.. are best for his own particular
valves.

You will probably find, too, if yiiti consult the
maker's chart again, that the voltage of 80 is the
maximum voltage that should be applied, inferring
that a greater: voltage than tlds may' be harmful

satisfactory in use.

SIMPLE WAVE -CHANGE SWITCHING.

DID YOU GET IT RIGHT P
The dotted lines show bow last week's " Wirelet "
should be connected for an H.F. unit, with a shortir g
switch to cut out the long -wave coils when necessary.

R. M. (St. Albans).-" I get

be preferable, but if you incorporate a filament
reeistanee you will find that much of the reaction
control can he done 'on this, so that your oscillation
control can be used for the rough adjustment and the
final adjustment made on the filament resistance.

"VERY PUZZLED" (Clapham, S.W.).",When I was going over the final connections
to check up I discovered that the valve holder

is not the ordinary arrangement The round
base of this, which goes on the actual base-

the quality

TECHNICAL

and strength I want with a one -valve amplifier
following a crystal. 1 use a'three to one transformer, and a permanent type crustal detectbr.
" The accumulator and H:T.- batteries last for a long while, and the only spot of trouble
I do get is in changing the coil. I like to listen

to both long and short waves, becaUse I find
the National much better on long waves when
oscillators are about, and I am keen on quality.
The only difficulty is changing the bil and

TWISTERS
No. 11.-FADING.
=

Fading is due Jo the vagaries of the

altering the aerial on the X tapping.flose a.

60 for ordinary wave -lengths, and -a 200 -turn

for

long -waves:)

-

-7-

=

'

" Thinking I could change over by means of

two separate coils,- I purchased two coil
holders, as shown 'in my sketch; and a- six;.
board, is the usual arrangement of grid terminal
opposite the plate with the two filaments . contact, two-way switch, but now heannot
opposite each other (and rather nearer to the quite see how to work it so that thiOwinr; over
grid' terminal).
But the wobbly piece in the centre of the valve
.

holder has the two filament...sockets in line
with grid and plate, terminals and markings.
I have wired it up, but thought it was best to
ask if it is O.K before I try the valve
in it ?"
Well done! Yon. acted very wisely in suspecting

that all was not Well with that valve holder, foe
although such a fault is rare it is an exceedingly
expensive one unless it is noticed
Apparently what has happened is that in assembling
the two parts of the valve holder the centre was inadvertently -given a half turn before being fixed -to
the base. The probability is that had you placed a
valve -in -the holder -in -its present -condition, -and then

*witched on, you would have spoilt -your yalye

Yonebest-rlan is to cut the wiring or unsolder it
again, and take the valve holder back to the dealer
from whom you obtained it, or send it to the manufacturer. No donbt they will gladly give you another
one in return 1

CAN YOU FILL IN THE MISSING
LETTERS?

;

the switch -changes the coil without interfering

.

True fading is only noticeable when
receiving from a
station,
There is less fading pn . . . waves.
Fading is more often noticed a'
than by . .
Fading is particularly noticeable at

with the rest of the apparatus. What are the

connection's"? "
Join one of the centre contacts of your switch to
crystal and one side of the variable condenser.

The opposite centre contact goes to the aerial. When

you throw the 'switch over to the left two more

contacts are joined up. The one opposite the aerial
centre contact goes to the X tap on one coil and the
other to the socket of the holder for -this coil.
When the switch Is thrown over to the other side,
the X tap of the other coil andthe socket of its holder
is joined up in a similar manner. Finally, join both
the pins of the coil holders to earth.

To change from -one band to the other, all you have
to do now is to throw the switch over from one side to

the other.

HAVE A - CIGARETTE ?

C. S. (Oxford).-"' A friend came in to help

me put the set up for, the fircittime,.,arid-.when
we got the aerial finished we went indoors for

a. --

Last week's missing words (in order)

E were Positive ; Greater ; Reaction .;
Popping ;

Slider,

Potentiometer.

F.1111111I1111111111111111111111111111/111111111111111i1111111111111111111fifili;

to the working of the valve; but obviously a smaller

voltage can be tried, and if the vah,e worka better
with this, so much the better for the battery, and
for you.
--As to why it works better with a smaller voltage,
It is impossible to say, because this depends upon

the circuit which is being employed, the components,
strength of input -exact bias,.. precise position of .the

electrodes inside the valve, and other factors. The

point is, however, that a small H.T. voltage is
nearly always an advantage .on the. H.F. side, fps. it
reduces Mary 'drain and probably results slightly
quieter operation.
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ISand
Sound and action at last perfect]]
reproduced together-that is what
the Baird " Televisor " Hotly!
Reception Set has made possible.
Not just an interesting experiment

nor the laborious building up of
"still' pictures, but the portrayal
in your home of what you would see

if you were actually in the studio.
Daily broadcasts of both sound
and vision from the National and
Regional stations at Brookmans

Park have been a feature since

March 31st.
The Baird Television Company has

given great thought and care in
producing a Kit of Parts bearing
the BAIRD brand. This will
interest the Home Constructor and

experimenter, and will open up a
new wonder to tax his ingenuity.
Ample " Service " is arranged for.
Prices for the complete Receiver
and "Televisor," "Televisor "only,
and Kit of BAIRD branded parts
will be sent on application to :-

a phrase

Halve the
running costs
heralds of your
the Portable
t, eling
birth bylabsCORE]
new -- EKCO" Cul!

of a
great

radio
epoch

T H E BAIRD TELEVISION
DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, LTD.,
13;.7. Long Acre, London, W.C.2.

'TELEVISOR'
(Regd. Trade Mark)

io the Electric Supply
No Batteries.

Accumulators

now always on charge
In less than three minutes YOU can
slip the " EKCO " ALL POWER Unit
into the space previously occupied -by
your battery-connect your battery and

accumulator leads to the " EKCO "

Unit terminals-plug the "EKCO"

adaptor into the nearest electric light
or power socket and, then-switch-on

-that's all !

Specially designed to HT SNUGLY
in any portable, but also for use with
all types of sets from one to five valves
consuming up to 20 m/a. Constant

power-no hum-negligible upkeep

costs-lasts a lifetime.
British made for D.C. and A.C. Mains.
Westinghouse metal rectifier-flexible
output leads and variable tapping in
A.C. Models.

Model C.P. 1 for A.C.
Maini combines Trickle
Charger and H.T. Unit.
Tappings: S.G.; 0-120;
120.'153 volts (160 volts
only, if req:ired)

Z6. 0. 0.
Model 1V. 20 for A.C.
Mains. Tap ingi: S.G;
120/150 vets (100
volts only, if requiri.d)
0.120;

f4. 12. 6,

flf VISION

Model 1V. 20 for D.C.
Mains.

Tappings: S.G.;

0.120; 120,150 vets

£2. 10. 0.

POWER SUPPLY UNITS
for PORTABLES
Write for NEW illustrated
literature!
E. K. Cole, Ltd, Dept. A., "Ekco" Works, Leigh -on -Sea.
Obtainable on Easy Paymentr.
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The weakness seemed to me to be two-

FOR THE LISTENER.

USING SAFE -POWER UNITS

foldtve had very -little time to -savour
:40elathe of
or the seen es ; and th e

(Contin,nefl from page 06,

1.14;ay muse-duwe been much more under-

,. l'i

remained among. the musical illiterates." Ile

.4:
a::
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- by those who knew the sto

.....,1c,ontinttecl from page 2-0.)

-

was m a very severe-humont=usually= so 15Varehandlhan by .,.these who were hear- sent e,,,a sou 4 '
:-.,P..-4
ing it for' the first time.
,,
. But31.-14,Ye observed: that 'when uentle
souls " see red', it is usually vermilion ! Air-Aecidog!&.in the Sttiqp.
Aay of the youn-pi
biers who hapi5elked
- Mr. Harold Nicolson during his talk the
--

.-<.'

.

-to listen :to UM must 'have been bidly" other evening-which Of course nobody who
" it is. no. use see - ling_ for a new
means of expr.edeion," be said, " unlesd-you
have sointithing To enress !
Apparently
peevt,td.

Wants entertaining ever misses-kicked the
mi:excitsliOn6. over !

I wonder if that has

And I wonder how
he managed to do it ! He him -self was not
in the least upset.

ever been done before !

he- thought that most of

Walton was an exception-hadn't !

.

.. 2 I hope it hasn't upset my voice," he said.

A Good Story.

Vernon Bartlett told a good story to

illustrate the sort of education which chil-

dren are getting in some of the firOrand
Statesin the Near East. A child was asked

-

not as one who had for a moment disorganised the Universe ! He made, that night,
the -loveliest " curtain," After describing
the dreary speech -making at a banquet at
which -he had been present, and allowing
vou to apply the words. to his own effort,

in an examination piper to describe a cow.
He wrote, " A cow is a square animal with - " so," he said, " e'en the weariest speech
legs at each corner ; but give' me Liberty or winds somewhere safe to sea I " And
give me Death ! " . Full marks for the little blacked out !
fire -breather !

Help !

'

You' must
then take the follatsing pre And, by the way, many of these
should be taken ivhateimr power, arranoea
ments you are served with: -elf you use an
earth connection, this must be -broken by a

cautions.

series fixed condenser of. a;-ealibrelhat will
enable it _to withstand the full.. .supply
pressure. There should, also -le- a fixed
condenser of the mains type in series with
your aerial lead.
The L.T. battery should7be accommodated
in a stout wooden box, and.:ite leads carefully

insulated and protected:" -And While the
set is_ in operation no one must touch any

metal part of it. When you adjust the
tuning dials see that your flngers do not

come into contact with the heitd of a screw.
If the set,has a 'Metal panel, keep well away
from it.
Sate and Economical.

When the mains unit is switched on the
whole outfit is alive. " When the mains unit

At The Piano.

id switched on the whole outfit is alive."

I have had much pleasureirom Maurice
Cole's playing of Mendelssohn during the
week ; as this young pianist'grows older he

Remember that -sentence.
Having administered the nasty medicine,
now far. -the sugar !

production would probably. show American
influence. It was very speedy ; so speedy,
indeed, that the play finished -some minutes
before the allotted time".
Short scenes, excellently chosen, succeeded each other rapidly with all the ease
end continuity of the cinema. There are

becomes deeper, and his playing, which was
always excellent in technique; becomes more

mains unit of proper design, such as a

breathless moments in the story, and they

often. She played, among other things,
Chopin's Ballade in G minor as well as ever

came over breathlessly. It Was an interesting, and I think successful, experiment.

I heard Pachmann himself play it-and I
can think of no higher.praise.

The New York Touch.

Mr. Cecil Lewis, warned us before the
broadcast of "The Four Feathers" that -his

and more satisfying,
Also from Marguerite. --de Pachmann's
recital the other day. She is a -newcomer
to the microphone. I hope she may come

As -I hope I have already made- clear, a

" P.W." " Safe, power " is a perfectly safe
proposition, providing a few simple precautions_ of the above nature are taken.

Once built and installed it will indeed
last a lifetime and give you no trouble at
all. The first cost is the biggest cost and
the only real cost, for these H.T. units are
quite economical in operation.

Comparison proves Value
Before you buy another Radio Component, just
compare an Igranic component with a competitive article. This comparison will show that the

Igranic Radio device has been designed and
manufactured to give unfailing dependability.
The QUALITY is unapproachable, PERFORMANCE is unbeatable, and the FINISH
appeals to every eye.
IGRANIC COMPONENTS ARE KNOWN FOR
QUALITY AND PRECISION, AND ARE GUARANTEED COMPONENTS.
Have you a copy of the Igranic Radio Catalogue ? If
not. may we send you one ? Write to Dept. R.150.

IGRANIC PRESET

IGRANIC Megostat

CONDENSER

VOLUME CONTROL

Price from-

PRICE 6f.

149, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON.

.tt
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"We're Fluxite
and SolderThe reliable pair,

Famous for Soldering
Known everywhere !

The Music is perfect
It fills us with glee -For WE joined up

the circuit-

Fluxite and me !"
See that Fluxite and Solder are always by you-in the house,
workshop, garage-anywhere where simple speedy soldering
They cost so little but will make scores of
is needed.
everyday articles last years longer I For Pots, Pans, Silver
and Brassware ; RADIO ; odd jobs in the garage-there's
always something useful for Fluxite and Solder to do.

FLUXITE SOLDERING SET

ANOTHER USE
FOR FLUXITE :
Hardening Tools

Simple to use and lasts

and Case Hardening. Ask for

'small space' soldering
iron with non -heating

for years in constant

use.

special

metal handle; pocket
blow . lamp, Fluxite,
Solder, etc.; and fall
instructions.

on im-

Leaflet

Contains

proved method.

7f6COMPLETE
or LAMP

FLUXITE LTD. only 26
(Dept. 324),

Rotherhithe, S.E.16

All Hardware and Ironmongery Stores sell Fluxite
in tins, 8c1., 1 4 and 2 8.

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

RAMIE

-IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

POWER
o

CHOKES
guaranteeed

twelve months.

substantially built, for smoothing circuits
in eliminators dealing with currents

- 100 to -3oo milliamperes,
inductance 3o henries,
post free.

8/6

Change

Note

of AClareSS
REPAIRS

to any make
of L.P. Transformer,
Loudspeaker or Headphone,.

All
repairs dispatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
with each repair.
Post Free.
Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.
Dept. 'V.,

953, GARRATT LANE, TOOTING, LONDON, S.W.17.

ELECTRADIX
WE HAVE THE BIGGEST STOCK OF
RADIO APPARATUS, LABORATORY

INSTRUMENTS, H.T. AND L.T. DYNAMOS AND MOTORS, EXPERIMENTAL

AND LABORATORY GEAR IN THIS
COUNTRY.

Immediate delivery from stock

to any part of the World.
Call and inspect or send addressed envelope
for list. Tell us your wants and we will offer
something suitable.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS

218, Upper Thames St., E.C.4.
City 0191.

Electrodix, Cent. London.

Don't
Argue
Make

sure of
your
facts
by
reading

This

JOHN
H. LILE, LTD.,
LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON, E.C.4.

2d.

'Phone

City 7261.

production. NO MOVING COIL. Works on the smallest set.
Require; no battery for ordinary purposes. With amplification
of I watt. a.c., the volume given is ample for a large hall.

Inlaid
Polished
Walnut
Cabinet
Model
L4 : 10 : 0

That
Every
Thursday

4,

Volume.

far less than any Moving Coil Speaker.
A revolution in radio. Marvellous
Perfect ReAmazing Sensitivity. Wonderful Tone.

and

ALL APPLICATIONS for
ADVERTISING SPACE in
"POPULAR WIRELESS"

must
be made to the
Sole Advertising Agents,

NOW the marvellous
Undy 8 Pole Dynamic Loudspeaker Unit
giving more satisfaction yet costing

OBTAINABLE FROM YOUR WIRELESS SHOP

ASK FOR DEMONSTRATION
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DEAF AIDS
(INEXPENSIVE)
Price of Box

TECHNICAL
NOTES.
By Dr, J. H. T. ROBERTS, F. Inst. P.

Small
Earpiece
with Eft.

£ 1.5.0

cord and
plugs,

and light
headband

8/6

IN view of the great importance and
popularity of the screened -grid valve, it
is interesting to recall how these valves
came to be developed to their present state.

Before going further, I should se,y that
they are sometimes referred to as " four electrode " valves, and although this is,

POPULAR
The Brownie POPULAR Transformer
is every bit as good as it looks. Its

purity of ampLfication gives vivid
clarity throughout the full musical
range, while its sturdy British con struction ensures that it will give this
quality of reproduction not just now
and then, but always. It costs only

the SUPER -MICROPHONE

of

seen on the front of the small polished box, and
of a SMALL BATTERY and MICROPHONE

formers at double its price.

single or double Wireless headphone of 2,000 or
4;000 ohms resistance can be used with this Aid.

-at the side of the box, and when these plugs are
Pushed into the metal sockets in the box, the

cepted description of "screened -grid valve."
A German physicist named Schottky
experimented with valves of this kind some

Owing

to the

fitted

use

of

the

INSIDE
the box.
Transformer, ANY

It is only necessary to connect the cord ends of any
Earpiece or headphone to the two small plugs seen
battery is automatically switched on.

All speech

heard in the Earpiece. This Aid is ideal for use
in Church, at Meetings, Talking Films and for

years ago, and more recently two wellknown American radio engineers, Hull
and Williams, of the General Electric
Company, continued this work and pro-

FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,

duced all kinds of models of four -electrode
valves for different purposes.

and sound reach* the box is loudly and dearly
following the conversation at table, etc.
Further particulars post free.

27, Fitzroy Street, London, W.I.
'Phone: Museum 8329.

In order to appreciate the value and

AND
TAWNYNOW

THE
NEW
"PORTABLE" MAINS UNIT
fits in the place of the present

H.T. Battery and needs no attention.
NO TROUBLE, NO ATTENTION,
R OBUST AND EVERLASTING.
COST NEGLIGIBLE . . . OPERATION EFFORTLESS. Don't con.

tinue to have the Battery Trouble.
Make your set ALL ELECTRIC.
PLUG IN . . SWITCH ON . . . .
THAT'S ALL.
.

.

Price Complete £3 : 15 : 0
( Incorporating Westinghouse full
Re c tifie r.)

wave

consider the drawbacks of the ordinary
For amplification
purposes this is definitely limited to a low
three -electrode valve.

mu " or amplification value, owing to

the electrostatic capacity between the plate
and the grid.
The plate and grid act as the plates of a

condenser and at broadcast frequencies

this condenser action is sufficient to cause
a considerable back -leak from the plate to
the grid, which reduces signal strength and
also produces distortion and howling.
Although the ordinary three -electrode

valve often has an amplification factor

up to perhaps 6 or 8, it is actually possible

to make a three -electrode valve with an
amplification factor of 200 or even up to
300. Such valves have, in fact, been made,
but they. are virtually useless for broadcast
frequencies.

Main/ Unit/
-EASY
PAYMENTS
The first firm to supply Wireless Parts on easy
payments. Five years advertiser in " Popular
Thousands of satisfied customers.
Wireless."
Send us a list of the parts you require, and the
payments that will suit your convenience, and we

will send you a definite quotation. Anything wireless.

H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
at. Portland St., W.1
'Phone Museum 1414.
-2
F.-

0

" BUILD YOUR OWN DRY BATTERIES"
A NEW WIRELESS HOBBY.
We supply super capacity Dry Cells and all

= i,1itret for building your own dry battery at

E This Is the beat sod cheapest form of H.T.
= yet offered.
F: Super Capacity Cells, each 1.5 volts, 22
.= inilliamps' 3/6 per doz.
Send VAL stamp for Booklet, " now to
= Build a Dry Battery at, Horne," to:1-7 TUE LEYTON BATTERY CO..

= 305, Church Road, Leytou, Eat).

BROWNIE
WIRELE SS
Owing to the immense popularity of our

EASY TERMS
system of selling

EVERYTHING WIRELESS
we have been forced to take

ANOTHER STEP
FORWARD
.. byadequately
moving to premises more
suited to our Service.
46, WATLING ST.,
LONDON,
III

E.C.4.

Kits for all circuits,

It then became necessary to find some
means of overcoming the inter -electrode

grid, the effect was practically overcome.
This screen grid must, of course, be in the
form of a mesh so that the electrons may
pass through.
In this way valves have been made having

Personal

46, WATLING ST., QUEEN VIC. ST., E.C.4.
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an amplification factor as high as 400,
although this very high value cannot be
realised in ordinary practice.
At the same time, as you know, screened -
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electrode valve, when used in an appropriate circuit.

Action of Screen Grid.
(Continual on next page.?.
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factor many times that of the ordinary three -

The screen gird is, of course, given a
positive potential, and may be bypassed

sent by return.

callers especially welcome.
THE P.D.P. CO. LTD. (Dept. " P.W.")

R
V71

grid yalves, even under practical conditions, can be made with an amplification

Loudspeakers,

H.T. Units, etc.

Send a list of your requirements. A
quotation of our best monthly term;

capacity effect mentioned above, and it was
troduced, so as to screen the plate
electrostatically from the ordinary or control

Constructors ! Note our new address :

Everything wireless from the smallest
component to the most expensive set.

Electrode Capacity.

found that if another electrode were in-

E-

911

Amplification Factors.

importance of the screen grid we should first

It

BROWNIE WIRELESS- CO. (G.B.) LTD.
Nelson Street Works, London, -N.W:1

be remembered that the term " four electrode valve "-in this country, at any

rate, is commonly understood to refer to a
valve of a different type.
It is better, therefore, to avoid the term
" four -electrode valve," and to use the ac-

TRANSFORMER

Poo,

9/6, and does the work of trans-

in one sense, a correct description, it should
This aid consists

1930.

D

STANDARD
PLUM COIL
Sold everywhere from 1/ DX COILS LTD., LONDON, E.8
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RAYMOND'S
27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2

Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continual from previous page.)

to the filament by means of a condenser,

so that H.F. currents may go to earth.

WE HAVE STOCKS MULLARD" MASTER 2
OF ALL TYPES OF MULLARD H.F. UNIT
A.C. VALVES
"ECONOMY" THREE

There is then a capacity between the plate
and the screen grid which, however, does
little or no harm.
The effective capacity between the plate
and the ordinary control grid (which, as 1

MAZDA A C.,S.C. - 25/- 1930 " MAGIC!' 3 OR 4
TUNCSRAM 4v. A.G. 8!- Please select parts

back action which placed a limit to the
amplification obtainable) has thus been

This address is at the back of Daly's Theatre

PHILIPS 4v, A.G. 17,6 required, byLowest
return
MULLARD S4 V
25;'- ',Du, cc;s h.

ELIMINATORS FOR
PORTABLE SETS
REGENTONE D.C.
REGENTONE A.C.
EKCO
EKCO

A.C.
D.C.

mentioned above, was the cause of the feed-

practically overcome. This is why we are
able to obtain so very much greater amplifi-

cation under practical conditions with the
screen -grid valve than with the ordinary

traps,
circuits

Rejector
PRT;SE1
COMPRESSION

et3.

TYPE.

Max
-G,;(0ZA

t1.4.T..e,;07V

31-

.`Z,T:

three -electrode valve.

- £4 - 5 - 0
- £5 - 17 - 6
- £6 - 0 - 0
£2 - 10 - 0

515001
SCREW

Shielding.

PRIEM

As I receive many questions from readers

BRAKE

relating to shielding, I think I can best

1930

SPECIAL LINE for CALLERS

the requirement for shielding and how

MID -LINE

Rothermel 4v. Screened -Grid Set complete with Cossor Valves
and British Batteries - - Li

First of all, I should say that in practi-

-

EASY PAYMENT TERMS WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS.

a

e9_ciiILDi

WE SHALL BE PLEASED
to forward hire purchase details and forms

for any of the following portable sets

McMICHAEL, ORMOND, PYE,
AMPLION, LOTUS, PHILIPS, ETC.
GOODS SENT OVER
in value we will quote

m

special prices where
possible.
H.T. BATTERIES

Solve all H.T. Troubles.

SELF-CHARCINC,

answer them by referring very briefly to
shielding produces the desired effect.

cally all modern radio receiving sets shielding is used to a. greater or less extent.

SILENT,

ECONOMICAL

sq. 113 doz.
JARS (waxed), 2r x
MRCS. new type 10d. doz. Sacs 1/2 doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte, 4/1, post 9d,
Sample unit. 60. Illus. booklet free.

Bargain list free.

AMPLIFIERS. 30/,

3 -VALVE SET, 45.

P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,
STOCKWELL. LONDON

LOG -

Caps.
C005
'00055
'00025
'00015

The purposes for which it is employed

fall under two main headings, namely,

vvrictn.

those connected with the interior arrange-

omtm_s

ments of the receiver itself, and those
connected. with the prevention of interference from external sources.

Under the first heading is the use of

ON ALL LISTS OF

I WET

Type J used
in the
'Gramo Radio
D.C. Three."

2/H

shielding for preventing interaction between
one stage of the receiver and the next, that
is, the effect of any stage upon an adjacent
stage.

MIDGET REACTION
Caps
,'0002
(lORCErzE0

'0001

Under the second heading comes the

shielding of the coils and the internal wiring
of the set so as to prevent the direct pick-up

of the signals of undesired transmitting
stations.

Preventing Interference.

I should say that the second effect is not
so important as the first, and in many cases

shielding of the coils and wiring of the

RADIO -GRAM CABINETS

MAKE - YOUR OWN

with our guaranteed R.T.A. Furniture Sets.
Send l',C. for Free Catalogue owl Price

List.
Dept. P.W., London Woodworkers Supply Co. Ltd.,

199, High Road, Lee, London, S.E.13.

M A TL E

GRAMOPHONE

receiver from unwanted signals is not really
necessary. In most Modern types of set,
however, shielding as between adjacent
stages is very important and the efficiency

of the set (having regard to compactness

and other considerations) could not be

obtained without the use of shielding.
The shielding of separate stages is accomplished by thin metal sheets suitably placed

at a quarter shop prices, or buy

or by actual metal covers enclosing the

shown, British spring motor. vet.
vet turntable, swan arm, metal

to allow the necessary wiring and control
shafts to enter and leave.

Cabinets for Wireless. Order Set as
soundbox, amplifier, needle cups,

for £113.7f3 p.p.., and build
your own Cabinet. Portable CI ramp.
phone from 1916. postage 116.
Motors from HIS. Lists tree.
69 -pp. Catalogue Drawing and
How to Make Grams, 3d.

REGENT FITTINGS CO. (P.W.),120, Old St., London. E.C.1.

if

EXACT TUNERS
250 to 2,000 metres.
Thousands of these tuners are in use. and we
can strongly recommend them. No further
coils are required. Send P.C. for particulars
and circuits-FREE.

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,
Croft Works, Priory Place, Coventry.

THE PICTURE PAPER WITH THE

MOST NEWS

-SUNDAY GRAPHIC-

stages, small holes being, of course, piovided

Metal Cases.

As regards shielding the whole receiver
from unwanted signals, this can be done by
enclosing it completely in a metal case or
by providing a metallic lining to the wooden
cabinet.
Generally speaking, however, the shielding of the whole receiver is only necessary

FORMO-DENSOR

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
CONCEALED

METALLIC CONTINUITY
SELF -OILING SHAFTS
LOWEST ELECTROSTATIC
LOWEST DIELECTRIC
NEAREST APPROACH

AIR SUSPENSION
SILKY ACTION

POINTED
EXCELLENCE

when it is to be used fairly close to a

powerful transmitter, and for the present
purpose we may confine Air attention to
the inter -stage shieldin
l'he principle
on which the shield acts is, of course, the
same in any case.

The shielding is of two kinds, partly

electrostatic and partly electromagnetic.
Continued on next page.'

GOLDEN SQUARE,
PICCADILLY CIRCUS,
LONDON, W.1.

criaid I805
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued front previous" page.)

The Electrostatic Effect.

As an electrostatic shield, its function is

gmcumEERT
Cadt we get together
Y

to cut off the electrostatic effect of one com-

ponent from another, and it does this by
acting as a plate of a condenser (in a very

0

OVE
UNEQUALLED
SUPERIORITY
over all other types of H.T.
Don't buy another dry Battery.

similar way to the screen -grid in a screen grid valve).
Inasmuch as the capacities involved are
small, practically the thinnest sheet of metal
is sufficient from this point of view, and it

really becomes a question of mechanical
strength and handling. Even fairly open
wire mesh is sufficient so far as the electrostatic effect is concerned.

Ail

PERMANENT H.T.
SUPPLY RECHARGES

ITSELF OVERNIGHT

difficult to accomplish completely and, in

fact, it is never really secured with the same
completeness as the electrostatic shielding.

All we can hope to do is to reduce the

21111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111112z

thousands of skilled set users,
that no other type of battery
provides this smooth, unfluctuating

current that banishes the nuisance
of "background " and improves

quality and volume of reception out
of all recognition.
Standard Battery cells are self -regenerative and

give

trouble -free service

throughout their twelve or more months
use.

D.6 Battery.

For 2- or a -valve sets.

-2 trays (as illustrated) of No. 108 olic. includ2 cells. 96 volts. 7/6 down
ing oil and chemiand 5 equal monthly payments cal.
but without
of 7/6. CASH £2.2.11. Spare trays,
£1.14.9.
No. 2 cells (complete except
chemical), 15 volts each, 5/6 All Batteries sup-

per dos. Any voltage supplied.

plied on

deferred

terms if desired.

Write for full particulars to:
THE STANDARD BATTERY CO. (Dept. P.W.),
184 188, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.
M B Ins

-HEADPHONES REPAIRED 41Transformers 5'-. Loudspeakers 4'-. All repairs

re -magnetised free. Tested, guaranteed and ready
for delivery in 24 hours.
Clerl.entrell 9069
Discount for Trade.

E. MASON. 44. East Rd., City Rd.. N.1.
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THE IDEAL GLUE
FOR MAKING SETS re SPEAKERS

LE PAGE'S
SOID BY
Ifi( NAVAGELS
STATIONERS

AND STORES
,!,- ,TUBES 6:

LIQUID
GLUE
AlW6 VMS

AkIliai-'
I

dIAA

LE PAGES GLUE CO Lto , a -to NArEIELD Si, LONDON EC 1

can

the

do

same.
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We have an unrivalled and world-wide organisation

help you whether you be novice or
you wish for something more than a
' bread and butter" job you owe it to yourself to
waitin'I to
expert. If

investigate our Service.

-

Our handbook " Engineering Opportunities " has
pointed the way to better things to over 20,000 of

It contains details of A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.C.E.,
A..M.I.

your fellows.

Struct.E., London Metric., C. & G., G.P.O., etc.,

NO PASS-NO FEES

foreword Prof. A. M. Low shows
clearly the chances you are missing.
In a Brilliant

"Engineering Opportunities" and our advice are
quite FREE. Don't neglect this offer-give vent to
that
upward urge- and send a postcard NOW.

The World's Programmes,

stating Branch, Post or Exam. which interests you.

British Institute of Engineering Technology,

A special feature for the " DX -

to i Shakespeare House, 29-31, Oxford Street W.1

listener every month in

-EASY- TERMS

MODERN WIRELESS
,

are doing it, and you

irREE!

Engineering, and explains our unique guaransee of

you want about foreign stations in

Britain s Best Radio

WRITE FOR THIS
BOOK TO -DAY A

of Electrical, Mechanical, Motor and Wireless

You can get all the information

has proved, to the satisfaction of

the

Exams., outlines home study courses in all branches

DON'T FORGET !

remarkable regenerative
Battery

is

you can earn £300,
£100, £500 per year
or more. Other men

The shielding of the stages from stray

electromagnetic effects, however, is more

electromagnetic interference to a small percentage of its original value. If the electro-.
magnetic interference consisted of a steady
magnetic field, the shielding would become

Th's

we ask

chance to prove that

The Electromagnetic Effect.

Magazine.

7;7
'

7:0111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M111111111111111r:

extremely difficult, since it would be necessary to use very thick plated of iron to deflect

We SPECIALISE in the supply of all Good
Quality Radio Sets, Components and Itemssories on Easy Terms. We will give you efficient service. Send us your list of requirements and a quotation will be sent by return.
LONDON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY
11, Oat Lane, Noble St., LONDON, E.C.2
NAtIONAL 1977.

and conduct away the *magnetic lines of
force.

Fortunately, however, the electromagnetic field is alternating at a high

Make

THE DAILY SKETCH
YOUR Picture Paper.

frequency, and so we are able to take advantage of the " eddy. current " effect
which is produced by it in any, neighbouring
conductor.
Eddy Currenti..

In virtue of this eddy effect, a comparatively thin sheet of any metal '(not necessarily

a magnetic metal) will serve the purpose of
an electromagnetic shield. The rapidly alternating electromagnetic
ffeld -sets up by induction eleetric currents
in the metal shield, and th6se in turn set up
electromagnetic fields which tend to oppose
those producing them ; in other words, the
eddy currents represent a,dissipation of the

energy of the interfering electromagnetic
field, and the amount of electromagnetic
energy which can pass through the field is

The simplest,
neatest aId f
to selectivity /

Belling -Lee

elip-en Spade
Terminal.
On occasions
when the extra selectivity
r,egaired the7"-Elpat.
' is reverie&
Write for Belling -Lee Handbook, ".Radio Connertsons "
denser

metal,

such

as

copper

or

aluminium, and it must be of sufficient
thickness.

.

only

in the shielding! necessary that the shield
conducting

Belling -Lee

"Spadenser " to your
aerial lead, In every case
it will greatly increase the
selectivity, and In most
cases it
will entirely
eliminate the unwanted
station.
This new idea combines( a
series condenser with a

comparatively small.
As these e (alkturrents are to be produced

must be of a'fairly low electrical resistancethat is to say, it should be made of a,highly

the

Connect

2/6

4141/1)
Cr

0::
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W
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0
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111(118/
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rent
Applied
Fc,r.

BELLING -LEE
{

FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

Advertisement of Belling & Lee. Ltd.,
Queensway Works, Ponders End, Middlesex
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The Mazda A.C./S.G. will
give a higher amplification
than any other screened grid

valve on the market-and

with complete stability.
The reason is to be found in
the unique duplex screen

grid which, together with
other exclusive features,

reduces the anode/grid cap-

acity to a remarkably low

Dubilier Paper Condensers have been

positively proved to give life - long,
reliable service of the highest efficiency. Under a continuous test in

figure.

The Amazing

our factory they have outlasted Io,000
hours. That is why Dubilier Condensers are used wherever efficiency
over long periods must be maintained

and a breakdown would be

PRICE

fatal.

Obtainable in a wide range of capacities and
voltages ; also in " blocks" for Battery Eliminator
construction.

RADIO VALVES

If you have any difficulty in obtaining Dubilier
products write to us direct giving the mania and
address of your dealer.

UBILIE

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
Radio Diviaion,
la, Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.1.
,Showrooms in all the Principal Towne.

PAPER CONDENSERS

Call at your Dealers on the way
home and get a copy of " A Bit
about a Battery," Dubiler'sFree Booklet.

QS' L
,i)1

Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925),

Y-

Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria
Road, N. Acton, London, W.3

BC27,/,

EDISWAN

V. 37
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0
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The New Horne of the Famous

MADRIGAL

ALL -ELECTRIC TRANSPORTABLE SET
The success of the "Madrigal" and other R.I. products created a demand that could
only be met by larger and more up-to-date factories which we will occupy in June.

The new Works are built on a site of over two acres on the Great By -Pass Road, between
Thornton Heath and Purley, on the London -Brighton route.
Greater facilities for production of the " Madrigal "
now enable us to comply with the demand of those
who prefer to purchase out of income.

GENEROUS TERMS of EXTENDED PAYMENTS ARE AVAILABLE, PLACING THE
" MADRIGAL " WITHIN REACH OF ALL
" Madrigal " is the first real diversion from ordinary
radio reproduction.
If you are a music lover, and wireless reception, as you know
it, jars you with its imperfections, hear the " Madrigal " ; you
will be amazed at its complete mastery of all notes and sound.
If you are a reader of wireless journals, you will know that the

"Madrigal" has received more favourable comments than

any other transportable electric set. This is justified
by the wonderful circuit performance and the amazing
quality of tone from its moving_coil speaker.

NO AERIAL OR EARTH IS NECESSARY for local reception,

and it is transportable anywhere in the home where an
electric light or power socket is -availableit is ideal for
summer use in the garden.
Ask for full particulars and a copy of the " Madrigal booklet
reproduced in full natural colours. Also let us arrange a demonstration in your home, through your local dealer.
The

Madrigal" All -Mains Receiver only, in -walnut or

mahogany, handsomely figured and'poliihed.

Price, including all valves and royalties,00
for A.C. or D.C. mains

-

..

'.0 0
.

or deposit £4, and 12 monthly payments of 12 : 10 : 0
" Madrigal" All -Mains Receiver and Coil -driven loud
speaker, complete, in walnut or
mahogany .
For D.C. Mains

E45:15:0

:15 :0
or deposit £6 :5 :0 and 12 monthly payments of
"Madrigal" All -Mains Receiver and coil -driven loud
speaker, complete, in walnut or
mahogany.
For A.C. Mains

or deposit £7: 4: 0 and

12

48.18.0

monthly payments of £4:1:6

R.I., LTD., 12, HYDE STREET, LONDON W.C.I.

Printed and published every Thursday by the Proprietors, The Amalgamated Press, Ltd., The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4 Advertisement
Offices: MeSsrs. John -4H. file Ltd., Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4 (Telephone City 7201). Re0Stered as .a newspaper for transmission by Canafflan MAgazine Post.
Subscription Rates : Inland and Abroad, 17/4 per annum ; 8/8 for six months. Abroad (except. Canada), 10/6 per annual :
bo. six !11014: II:, Sole Adents for South
Africa: Central News Agency, Ltd. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand: Messrs. Gordon A: Gotch, Ltd. Saturdiy Mir 24111. 1030
S.S.
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BROADCASTING THE DERBY.
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Every Thursday
PRICE

3d.
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Transformer 'Troubles
Quality Reproduction
By Capt. P. P. Eckersley, M.I.E.E.

Your Alternative Programme
In Paris With a Portable

Revising The Charter
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PORTRAIT OF A GENTLEMAN

/

Read This

BEING SHOCK ED !

" To The Condon Electric Wire Coupang find Smiths limited.

' Dear Sirs,
' 1 feet it my duly to write and let you know

of the tromterfut results obtained white using
your Coifs. t built the " Magic Three " abut.,
a Month ago, but I got a shock 0. pied I could
only get weak signals from ler stations 'using
cheap X ' Coifs t. Last week I was advised .to try

Lewcos Coils. On doing so I qo1 another shock, blithe stations tumbled in one after another as land as it
I had added another mitre. I have had my friends in

to listen to my set and they arc all scrapping their

old coils and going in for Lewcos. Some how
next week l wilt bay the 100 and .250X la.
the long waves, and you ism bet they will n'sa
be ',ewer's,- because I wilt never use another
make. Yon can use this fetter however ppm
like so- that Other people may get the
same joy out of wireless as I au minuet ling, thanks to Leu'cos Coils.''
The name and address of writer
The above eulogy of the Lewcos " X " Coil is yet another
will be supplied on request.

The

LEWCOS

"X" COIL

proof of its magnificent performance.
This Lewcos component will enable your Set to clarify
reception to a wondrous degree and it is famous amongst

experts and amateurs alike for its capacity to separate
music front adverse atmospheric conditions.
LEWCOS " X" and CENTRE TAPPED COILS are
specified fat the " NEU-TYPE FOUR " RECEIVEP,

SAME

GENTLEMAN BEING

...nveNED AGAIN !! !

ADI PRODU
I Ho LONDON

7

S FOR BETTE ' RE

ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND
CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON, LONDON
Trade Counter :

SMITHS
E.10.

PLAYHOUSE YARD, GOLDEN LANE, E.0 1

PTION
Li 7r1

ED

te,t)
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BUILDING DOWNWARDS ?

RELATIVELY SPEAKING.
A NAVAL MENACE ?
MORE BIRDS !

RADIO NOTES & NEWS
Cat s whiskers and: cry,tals;
Dull emitter tubes also and say ,
We have anti -phonics ara filaments,
Grid- leaks- and switches, and say ;

An Impending Tragedy.

THE occupier of one of the

lath -plaster -

and -roughcast villas which have
sprung up overnight nearby, has

But yes, we havef, atmospherics,
-IVe have atmospherics to, -day.:-

slung his aerial to a poplar-too high up.
The result is-- that when a fairly stormy
lime wind whips, the tree about like a fishing rod, the wire alternately tautens and

-" Argonaut" (U,S,A,.)

"-No- News."

becomes slack. There is not enough sag in
the wire:_ to prevent any- possibility of a

T DOUBT whether the B.B.C. will ever
I completely live down its mirth -pro-

climax, and I know that it is simply a
slightly on its base ! My money
is on the poplar !

building-unless they are building downwards in an attempt to increase the available accommodation. They say that this
hole is going to be a world,beater and will
make the hole the B.B.C. dug for Broadcasting House look like a rabbit burrow.
It is rumoured that the- excavators have
delved down so. far into Roman London
that the men come up with Black Shirts,

and salute each other by " raisim their
elbows " l.

voking Good Friday announcement
that. there was " absolUtelY no news."- In

question as to which is the stronger, the
wire or the house.. This afternoon the
house seemed to me to rock

Barrage-NeW Style.

THE nearest approach to

real war in the ether

CARDS FROM ALL CONTINENTS.

Anti -Broadcasting. Movement-.

Soviet has been. pumping out

re -broadcasting of music,
etc., -by privately owned

anti -Roumanian propaganda by
means of radio.
In order to
Counteract this the Roumanian
Government has decided to

loud speakers is
growing
rapidly. CiVilisation and- its
frayed -nerves_ are fighting

" jam" the Russian station by

against the noise which is the
fruit of " progress." Scarcely
a week passes without the in-

means of a special interfering
transmitter working on 938
metres.

stitution of a by-law prohibiting
the public performance -of loud
speakers and Scotland Yard is.
beginning to revise some of its

hope of finding that the victims

Nations to intervene and stop

five valves too, generously.
460 used
New York, the noisiest city I

streets-a common sight

the

this neighbours' argument.
Relatively Speaking.

Mr. Crowe, of Kensington, has a colossal collection of Q.S.L. cards culled
from all countries. He is in constant communication with keenly critical

collaborators, and his clear " keying " can be caught in all climes when
conditions are kind.

THE Post Office, doubtless as a result of
the recent little bicker in the " House,"
is developing its international radiotelephone service rapidly, though the
quality of the recently=opened service with
Australia- must be judged over a- period of

at least one year. However, a start has

to be made and the P.O. is to he con-

gratulated; though in spite of its disclaimers
it certainly appears to be flirting with Ameri,
can communication interests, which all the
world now knows are " out to lick" British
cable supremacy into a pale pink jelly,
-

journalistic circles, at least, the joke will
be a perennial, and will be told to " cub "
reporters by wheezy old door -porters when
we are ancient beavers. The thought or

belief that the human family can go -on
being human for a single hour without
something happening-even on a Good
Friday-is stupendously stupid, _but perhaps the difference between "no news"
and a B.B.C. News Bulletin is not so very
striking after all.
Building Downwards ?

EVERY time I pass along the Ethbankment I observe with interest the site
of the proposed new headquarters of
the great cable- and wireless merger. There

is a fine large hole and little

THE recent announcement to
the -effect that someone has
discovered - an ether wave

with a velocity greater than that

Progress of Telephony.

"
"Yes, We Have No
Yes, we have atmospherics,
We have atmospherics to -day.
We've induction, reaction,

Real warfare apart, I

have never known another case
of deliberate. authorised " jamming." But the affair is deplorable, and slightly ridiculous
and certainly undignified. There
ought to be a Radio League of

unsolved murder cases in the

know, has had' to take the evil
in hand very firmly. In Texas,
however, dried pieces of re -

a
is

:the contest between the
Ens -shirt and Roumanian Governments.
It appears that the

THE movement against the

broadcasters ,blow about

CHANGING ENGLISH.
" EXPERTS " ABROAD.
LEARNING MORSE.
HANDSOMELY SPOKEN.

else :

no

of light has excited the Einsteinians, who are making all sorts of

dreadful deductions from the notion. But
the best of them, culled from " The Radiogram," is as follows :
There was a young lady named Bright
Whose speed was faster than light.
She eloped one fine day,
'

In a Relative way-

And returned home the previous night !
Menace to Navies.

SORT -WAVE transmission appears to
he a potential navy reducer, judging

from the findings of the U.S. Navy

Department's Bureau of Engineering. It
is reported that the investigators discovered

that they could light a 24 -volt lamp by
(Continued on next page.)
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(Continued from previous page.)

connecting it between the breech of a

turret- gun and the turret, and explode the
primer in the breech with the current. AS

a result the -naval authorities have pro-

hibited the use of frequencies higher -than
4,000 k.c. during target practice or refuelling. Why didn't the primer explode
before ? Or why not prohibit, instead, the

connection of guns with turrets ?
More Birds ?

ASTEYNING reader reports having

heard. Kattowice using a " bird"
interval call,

though not such a

melodious squawker as Turin's, which, by

the way, he says has been heard less
frequently of late. Does anyone confirm
this, and what kind of bird is it ?. Our
correspondent uses the " Magic " Three
and has a " bag " of well over thirty
stations; L.S. reception,- medium waves.
There is a wide scope for ingenuity in select-

ing distinctive and beautiful identification
Why don't some of the other stations
enter the contest ?
calls.

and he cites an example, wherein, after
" Annie Laurie," there was an undertaker's
announcement about cremation I

a current of 6 volts," and that if you are
troubled with " inherent 'cracklings " you
are- advised to " wire a 2-mfd. fixed condenser in series with your 'B' battery ! "
Wiry not connect a common hairpin in

that it is largely a matter of personal

parallel with the L -speaker terminals ? So
much cheaper !

Americans send very rapidly, with the forearm flat on the desk, only the hand appearing to move a " light key and a very
small gip, of 'course. Generally speaking,
the smaller the gap the less the fatigue.

rest on the table whilst the Morse Key
is being operated, there is some
tricians " for £20, the " expert " of the - difference of opinion amongst telegraphists.
newspaper is no whit behind our own Sunday In fact, J.A.L. (Cawood) says that thereby
paPer variety. Note that " 201 A tubes take the " touch " would be cramped. I think

the part of E. A.. P. to share the expense
-which I am sure he has-and the matter
might be mended. Even now it is not hopeless, and I suggest that the help of the Post
Office be sought. The buteher, must refrigerate-but if interference with his

neighbours can be prevented it is hard to
believe that he would finally decline to do
that.
World -Wide Radio News.
UP comes A. W. M. (Middlesbrough) again

With one of his useful budgets full of
gleanings from all over the world. I
never knew anyone who gets so much fun
as he out of long-distance short-wave
searching. Nothing is secret from him,
apparently, except the identity of a station,
3 R 0, which tests telephony.on 25 metres

on Wednesdays at 10.30 a.m. and noon.

Can anyone help ? I am passing his letter to
W.L.S. for analysis. Meantime-thanks !
And. may your example inspire many others
. to explore the world as efficiently.
Changing English.

A SAD story from E. B. C. (Alberta)
A
about the Americanisation of the
English language which is being encouraged by Canadian radio " announcers 1 "

For instances, consider that " schedule " is
skedul ; " " speciality " becomes " specialty; " " half," hef ; " " valve," " toob ";

tune," " toon.". Further, the Canadian
newspapers adopt the U.S.A. methods -of
spelling (labor, color, sox, etc.). E. 13. C.
says that, far from being indirect, American
radio publicity is very much to the point,

Violent Contrasts.

.

ASEA skipper has patented a device by
means of which the name and position
of a ship, with the distress signal, can
be sent from a wireless transmitter merely

by pressing a button.

The invention is

2111111111111111111111111111l1111111111111111111111111411111111111111111111111=

SHORT WAVES.

E.

BIRD NOTE. Cuckoos have been late this
They have been hanging back on the

-" Sunday Express."

*

set

*

will not

- - "-Millard Magazine."

*

*

E. lighthouses," we read in the " Bulletin and
= Scots Pictorial."
So that when they switch off they will at
-IE least be able to appreciate the silence of
If solitude.

-f-,

America. In return for that, Sir, we salute
every separate star and stripe.

E-

=
=
_

NEVER OPPORTUNITIED.
Speaking of an American radio actress who,

at eighteen, has just found " an opportunity

to release her delightful scream," an American
journalist remarks : " She has never emoted
behind the footlights."
The reason is, probably, that she was never

" P.W."-ites to the Rescue.

WE are delighted to learn from W. A,
(Rusbden) how heartily our readers
rallied to his aid as a result of the
" S.O.S." we published. He received replies from Surrey, Bucks, Bristol, Doncaster, Leeds, London, Dublin, Edinburgh,

S. Wales, and Malta (from one of HM.
Ships),

opportunitied to do so.-" Wireless Weekly."

altogether

about forty

letters,

besides callers with copies of " P.W." in
their pockets.

THE WIRELESS AWAKENING.

Now the wireless " fan " in the Fatherland
Is listening -in to a German band
Each morning while in bed ;
Or switched on at night-it his juice will last- E He's roused in the morn with a trumpet blast
That would almost wake the dead.
But in " wireless " our country's well in front,
And I'm sure we can beat this German stunt ;
So we'll ask the B.B.C.
Should they start in the morning to rouse
US up;
If they kindly will broadcast a breakfast -cup
=_E

Of new -made wireless tea.

" News of the World."

Dr. R. A. Milliken, a well-known scientist%110
who trifles with electrons as easily as a boy

to anything to be heard here-" He adds
that the reproduction here is as fine as in

little boy's money -box.
Yon will soon hear Aberdeen calling.-

" Wireless sets are to be provided in lonely

Handsomely Spoken.

WHEN an American pays a compliment
V V: he goes
all out" and scorns to
spoil the effect by introducing the
slightest sound of "faint praise." Hence

praise. He says, " the programme that is on
the air in England is incomparably superior

separate

Brookmans Park and Daventry, rattle your

a-

mostly with the wrist, and I have seen

casting does not play the niggard in his

chance of securing broadcasting engagements.
If your wireless

characteristics, though no doubt there is,
theoretically, a " best way." Some people
" send " with, the whole forearm, others

with marbles, in writing of British broad-

year.

by a local butcher. The B.B.C. said, in

sense of fair play, plus some willingness on

Learning Morse.

AS to whether the elbow or arm should

caused by a refrigerating plant owned

The butcher said that the refrigerator was
necessary to his business whereby he earns
his livelihood. Ail very sad, but why did
not the B.B.C. try to suggest to the butcher
some simple means of preventing the
interference ? An appeal to that citizen's

although he is only 5 miles. from the Twins
he can cut out either at will.

Canadian towns abound with advertisements of Correspondence Schools which
will turn people into " expert radio-

A. P. (Margate), who has our sympathy, complains of the interference

effect, " Sorry, but there is no legal remedy."

leak thereto. He has also incorporated the
Brookmans Park Rejector, and says that

The Expert Abroad.

IT is amusing to note that although the

Interference Problems.
E.

1030.

E.--

77ifinnitim111111111111111=111111111111111111111111ifinimmitillia

intended for use especially on vessels which
ply in Chinese rivers and seas where piracy
is rife. Very useful, I dare say, but from all

Nine acknowledgements

have been sent by W. A., and he and we
offer all who helped him the most cordial
thanks. What a kindly old world it is
after all !

.4.0#

" Thinking Big."

IT was recently reported that a lady, on
being asked by her prospective bridegroom what she would like for a wedding

gift, replied that she desired him to give

every blind person in the County a wireless
set. The gentleMan consented, doubtless
without even- the slightest tremor of his
frame. I do not know whether Gloucester-

shire is unduly afflicted, but the sum of
mentioned as being

I know of the gentle Chink pirate I gather

£10,000 has

that before help could be obtained all would
be over except deck -swabbing ! But what a
contrast ! Piracy on the high seas in the
days of the Electra I

good pleasure. Let us hope that the
majority of blind people in the whole
country are already provided for.

News of
Economy " Three.
R.E.S. (Elstree), who is a " P.W."

"Number Oner," claims to have im-

proved the " Economy " Three by
means of the following -modifications. Three

H.T. tappings ; a 25,000 ohms wire resis-

tance between Tap No. 1 and R.C. unit;

output filter for L.S. Instead of connecting
grid leak to L.T. (pos.) he fits a potentiometer across the L.T. and connects the grid

been

required for the execution of the lady's

New Type of Battery.

AN observant reader has sent me a
clipping of an advertisement extolling
the merits of a portable set. The set's
name, " Miracle," is apt, if somewhat
exaggerated, considering that the ad.
alleges it

to be fitted with " turntable

battery." Is this battery one of those
which reverses its polarity, or turns white ?
ARIEL.
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%POWITHIN the past two or three years,

the. B.B.C. has effected so many
" outside " broadcasts of sporting

events, it would be hardly possible to select
any special one as being the most popular.

The Cup Final, the Boat Race, Rugby

internationals, athletic meetings, the Wimbledon tennis meeting, the Grand National
-they all have their followers.

But if it were possible to take a census
of general public opinion as to the best
sporting broadcast in the course of a year,
I would wager that the Derby would top
the list. I base my opinion on the fact

that, whereas the ordinary branches of
sport attract only a certain section of the
public,

the Derby has a glamour and

fascination of its own which makes its
appeal world-wide.
Matter of Seconds.

Consequently, your Rugby man, your
Soccer fiend, your tennis enthusiast, and
your rowing expert, even though they
may have no interest in horse racing as a
sport, all are drawn towards the Epsom
460c"

" They're off ! " Then from the
loudspeaker follows an excited description of the world's most famous
race. How is this broadcast carried
out ? Read the following article
and learn about the tremendous
preparations necessary for the short

but thrilling commentary of the
two or three minutes' race.

By
OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.

Two of these are for the commentatoa,
while the third is intended to catch the
noises in the Ring, and thus convey to
listeners something
atmosphere.

of

the

racecourse

The commentator's position is a small

roiled -off point on the extreme left (facing

the course) of the Press Gallery in the

Grand Stand. Some ten feet behind are
the amplifiers which, of course, are in the
hands of the engineers.

When -the speaker's

ment, there is only one commentator, a

voice has been suitably adjusted, it is conveyed by a double line to London by way
of the Epsom Telephone Exchange.
One of the difficulties which confronts
the B.B.C. in making this broadcast is that

where there are two speakers (one in the

gentlemen of the press in making telephone -

take.

Throughout . the whole entertain-

vastly different state of affairs from Aintree,

stand and one in the " country "), who
take up the description in turn as the
horses round the course.
At Epsom, three microphones are used.

the constant moving and shuffling of the

calls and similar errands is apt to prove

disturbing to both commentator and
listeners, occurring, as it does, within a few
feet of the microphone.

WATCHING THE RACE

Reflected Echo.

Again, we may or may not bet, but who

There is, too, a reflected
echo from the covered stand
which tends to accentuate the.
difficulty. But the problem.

when those many months of press publicity

simplest manner passible by

breathless racing ?
Before I proceed to a description of the
arrangements which enable British listeners
to follow the course of the race from start
to finish, there is one point worth mentioning. The commentary proper of the Derby
is a matter of seconds.
Moreover, the race in no way lends itself

effectively muffles the tread
of footsteps in the immediate

sj3il1s or jumps, no breathless recoveries to
record over a period of a quarter of an hour,
such as we get in the Grand National.

formance of 1927 will remem-

Three Microphones.

weighing in, and the noises

lassie.

has been overcome in the

amongst us is disinterested in the result

culminate in a wonderful two minutes of

the use of a thick carpet which

neighbourhood of the "mike."

From the brief outline I

have given, it will be readily
understood that no elaborate
arrangements are necessitated
for the Derby broadcast.
Those who heard the per-

to a colourful description. There are no

ber that we were given the
shouting of touts and tipsters,
the bookmakers' cries, the

On this account, the B.B.C. authorities
are apt to regard the latter race as a much

of the enclosure. Personally,

I did not regard these incidentals as very bright entertainment,. and .much prefer

More picturesque broadcak than the Derby.
It is for you, reader, to decide whether you

prefer two minutes of Epsom thrills or

the straightforward broadcast we are now given.
Incidentally, there is an

fifteen of Aintree falls.
- The engineers concerned with the relays

consider the Epsom broadcast one of the
simplest tasks they are called on to under-

The commentators in the special box of the Press section of the Grand

Stand at Epsom, watching the start on the further side of the course.

amusing story to be told of
(Continued on page 332.)
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successor, it is more than likely that the

REVISING THE CHARTER

B.B.C. and its charter will be discussed again
in the House before very long.
-The delay in deciding upon Lord
Clarendon's successor has already been the

subject of a good deal of comment and,

THE NEW CHAIRMAN'S OPPORTUNITY.

incidentally, a good deal of uneasiness.

By THE EDITOR.
*-4.--..-.....-4-4.-4-4.-4.--....-4.---0-4-4-8,--... 00

THE Prime Minister was asked in the
House of Commons the other day
whether he would inquire into the
charter of the B.B.C. with a 'view to its
revision so as to make the Postmaster General responsible for certain aspects of
the policy of the B.B.C.

For example, the treatment and

The appointment is a very important

0-000000-0 0-00-00-000-01-10-0-0 *

re-

muneration of the officials of the Corpora-

causing considerable dissatisfaction, and
was that not a reason for giving an appeal
from the B.B.C.
Mr. MacDonald, in reply, said he had not

got the provisions of the charter at his
finger-tips. The charter was granted in

is almost as difficult as " spotting " the
winner of the Derby. Lord Lee, Lord
Gainford, Lord D'Abernon, Lord Lloyd,
Mrs.

for so long is something of a mystery,
Rumour has it that the appointment has

pires, or is revised, can the_present state of
affairs be remedied.

been offered to two or three distinguished
people, but the offer has been declined.

Autocratic Powers.

The Man We Want.

The Charter does, undoubtedly, give the
B.B.C. in quite considerable degree, autocratic powers ; and even the P.M.G.
cannot exercise so much influence over the
B.B.C. as some people imagine.
The Prime Minister, in his reply, said he

Mr. Hamaguschi,
who is Prime Minister of
Japan, broadcasting a
message to the people after his re -appointment.

did not think it advisable to revise the

Nevertheless, listeners should note that
at last the matter of the B.B.C.'s charter

There are regular recurring periods of
about every eleven years when the sun-

spots reach their maximum both as regards
size and number.
One of these maximum periods has now
just passed ; the face of the sun has become

We do not envy any one the position,
but we sincerely hope the appointment

will be made soon, and given to a man with
a mind and a will of his own : a man who

will, perhaps, in some ways, balance the
faults of the Charter with the virtues of
questions about it in the House. It is lofty aspirations for the public good, and
unlikely that the matter will be allowed a strict sense of the responsibility of being
to sink into oblivion, and in view of the, head' of the governors of an organisation

interest-still unsatisfied at the time of

writing - concerning

Lord

Clarendon's
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WIRELESS AND
f

THUNDERSTORMS
By JOSEPH H. ELGIE.

which, to -day, serves fifteen million listeners

in this country alone.

by thunderstorms hundreds of miles from
the user of the affected wireless set.

While a very conspicuous spot, many
times the size of the earth, may pass

without any effect whatever on the atmosphere, a quite insignificant one is capable
of causing no end of trouble to the listener -

in, who naturally wonders whence the

telescope either as sunspots or immense

of electrified matter,
and it is therefore easy to understand how,
by discharging streams of electrons towards
the earth, they frequently affect our atmosphere to such an extent as to bring about
more or less violent electrical storms.

Still, who ever takes the job of Chairman
of the Governors of the B.B.C. will have to
be a "strong man." The job is not purely
ornamental. Definite qualities of a high
order are essential, plus a highly -developed
sense of diplomacy.

has gained sufficient prominence to warrant

few summers have been.

whirling masses

Dawson

Why the Prime Minister has delayed

parliament, and not until the charter ex-

The sunspots are known to be vast

Geoffrey

in .publicly announcing the appointment

immune from the criticisms of members of

Effect of Sunspots.

Mr.

of Chairman and Director -General.

the present charter the B.B.C. is quite

clouds of luminous gas.

Snowden,

(Editor of the Times), and others, have all
been cited as likely candidates.
And it has even been said that Sir John
Reith, is in the running for the dual post

be properly and effectively criticised.
Programmes, for instance, cannot be
controlled. effectively in the House. Under

certain extent connected with disturbances
on the sun which reveal themselves in the

Broadcasting is no longer a novelty. It
has taken its place as a serious and in-

So many names have now been men-

nected with the conduct of the B.B.C. to

These electrical disturbances are to a

Lord Clarendon's Successor.

tioned as likely successors to Lord Clarendon that the task of " spotting the winner"

leaves no loophole for certain policies con-

T ISTENERS-IN will be glad to know
that there is every prospect of the
coming summer being much freer
from heavy thunderstorms than the past

so much responsibility.

JAPAN'S PRIME MINISTER

he had given his reply.

which holds the view that the present
charter of. the. B.B.C. is too rigid; it

Another member asked whether the
Prime Minister was aware that the present
restrictions on Sunday broadcasts are

public post in this country which entails

dispensable public service system, and the
man who is head of the Board of Governors
carries a very great responsibility.

their quality, suitability, and sums paid for
rights of reproduction.
For some time past now there has been
a steadily growing body of public opinion

consider it.

Indeed, with the possible exception

of the Home Secretary, there seems no other

1927 for ten years, and on that basic fact

tion, and effective criticisms of programmes,

charter in the sense indicated, and when
asked what steps can be taken by those
B.B.C. officials who feel themselves aggrieved owing to dismissal, the Prime
Minister replied that the question should
be written down, in which case le might

one.

irritating interference comes.

very much freer from large spots, and

even the smaller ones are noticeably fewer
in number.

The effect of this will, no doubt, have

been observed by listeners -in this season,
in the comparative freedom from that type
of thunderstorm which especially proves
so alarming to the inexpert, and therefore
nervous owner of a wireless set.

Generally speaking, there is little doubt

that during periods of maximum sun -

disturbance the listener -in experiences a
great deal more trouble with " atmospherics " than when the sun is quieter.
" Atmospherics," of course, can be caused

A Curious Anomaly.

There was an instance of this curious

anomaly (so far as concerned magnetic

storms) a year or two ago, when a spot
appeared which, so to speak, I scarcely
looked at twice with my telescope, but
which caused quite a violent magnetic
storm, whilst a large spot not long before
had failed to affect the earth's magnetism
in the least.

It will be a relief to the listener -in,

therefore, to know that even these small but
potentially troublesome sunspots are gradu-

ally becoming fewer and fewer as the
thunderstorm season approaches.
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REPRODUCTION
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1- HAVE been thir,Idng a lot

1 about this eternal ques-

tion of quality. There
are so many things bound up
in it all. The ultimate result
must have its criteria before
we start on details. And the

ultimate result need not be
reality, as I have so often said.

*

6.-
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The ultimate result must be sufficient in
itself to give some impression to stimulate
thought and imagination to please as sound
and/or to remind us of something we have
had pleasure in experiencing,

pleads for more " atmosphere " in

The Programme -Maker's Job.

suggests that Announcers should be

To stimulate thought and imagination
is the programme maker's job, but he must

to be successful, know something of the
technical side. I have seen with growing
apprehension the divorcement between the

Our Radio

Consultant - in - Chief

broadcasting

and for a closer

*

co-operation between programme
and technical experts. Further, he

forbidden to go too near to the
microphone, that reverberation

should be more scientifically controlled, and-but you must read his
exceptionally interesting article.

technical and programme side of the B.B.C. ;

there is an even worse contact between
technicians and programme makers in
Germany. Mr. Filson Young has always

had this difficulty in mind, and has eagerly

sought to try and bring the two parties
together.

His view, and mine, is that no
producer can ever be successful
unless he knows the capabilities of
the medium. In cinema production

are necessarily limited in the range from
weak,to strong ; that it's all very -musical
to get the pianissimo passage so soft that,
alone in a silent room with headphones,

THE NEW STUDIOS.

you can just hear it-, but what of those at
the end of 500 miles of land -line ?

He must know, too, when announcing.
that life and character, which can be conveyed in the " sound " background. are
essential aids to artistry. Too often the
listener's loud speaker is set too :oud

because, in a large morn, it has to be to

reproduce all that is going on in the :Audio.
Actually, . it reproduces what is born as

soft and intimate, too loud and so too flat
and boomy.- The proper volume of the
original soft intimacy could be natural but
too weak to hear.
The Receivers' Task.

In opera, musical comedy, and such rake,

where dialogue follows music. one frequently notices a too great intimacy en the
part of speakers-the spoken word
should be bolder, clearer. and with
more " atmosphere " around it.
But the receiver must play a part

in interpreting the wishes of the
producer. I am amazed in this
year of grace that no commercial

the successful people know at least
what the medium will do.

The producer may see a lovely
view on a lovely day and be filled

receiver has a remote volume control.

I could not be without one.

with the emotion of refreshing
spring, things growing, and the

Lazy listening is enjoyable listen-

ing, and I listen, one arm draped
over my chair's arm, ready to dim
that speaker, raise that music, and
do as I will to get the true effect You cannot have " the news " at
the same volume as a- symphony,
and when the official interrupter

wind whispering among frail new
leaves ; the producer knows that
to convey this by " pictures "

means more than photography by

swinging the camera round and
round of just what he sees.

comes along I refuse to bounce out of

Sound Contrasts.

my Chair, rush at the set, twiddle,
sit down again, and then find the

He must visualise the conditions
of reproduction, the stuffy picture house, the flat screen. But he may

music has started again, when I
have to " rise and go again."

convey this atmosphere by giving

us the flash of a lover's arm and

Remote Control.

a nodding daffodil, far better than

with the most accurate photography of the wide champagne he
feels with all his senses.

He must know that a lens dis-

torts, that far -away mountains will
not reproduce that reproduction

directly something interesting comes

along. One does not want a remote
volume control with a gramophone
record because the record itself has

lacks true colour (especially with

colour photography) and so on.
In broadcasting the producer

must know that the explosion of a
liner 'in mid -ocean is a no more
terrific noise to- the listener than
when the speaker inadvertently
brushes the microphone with his
papers ,

that contrasts in sound

-

A remote volume control means
other advantages. I can switch off
when I dislike something, or keep
it so dim it does not interfere Keith
talk or reading, and then switch on

its true light and shade (or ought
to). Besides, with gramophones one

has to be getting up and down
every few minutes, anyhow.
"Ought Broadcasting House to have a very few big studios with some
small ones for intime ' broadcasting Y " asks Capt. Eekersley, and he
gives reasons why this question should be very seriously considered.

So here we are with a remote

volume control and the B.B.C. at
(Continued the next pour)
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real thing. I believe this technique to be,

QUALITY
REPRODUCTION.
(Continued from previous page.)

the other end. I suggest that the producer
uses his medium better as he understands
its limitations (which are its potentialities)
and as the true necessity, sometimes para-

mount, for the listener's volume control
becomes less.
Thus. I suggest that all announcers
should be forbidden to go nearer the micro-

phone than 6 ft.. and should raise their
voices to such an extent that they overcome microphone hiss.

And I do not mean

they should shout. 'I suggest that no one

therefore, unsound, and regret it is being
perpetuated

in

Broadcasting

House.

although I must say it is difficult to see
what to put in its place.
But space in Bioadcasting House (if there
is any left) should perhaps be devoted to a

few large studios and a few small onesnot many small ones. By this means the
items could be backgrounded with a fuller

sense of space, and I am sure the result,
plus our own manipulation of volume
control, would be nearer the ideal.

I notice that the Diversions programme
is introduced with a technique which attempts what I suggest.
I admire the idea. Someone has said,
" Now this is going to be a new and better

thing, let's give it a send-off, let's copy
cinema technique, even at the risk of being

giving certain types of talks should be
allowed to be too intimate,

A NOVEL RELAY LINE.

A Sense of Space.

I have shown by concrete examples that

they have a new variable to play with in
reverberation, but that this, may be, will
have to be done by better methods than
injecting bathroom acoustics all unknown

to and unheard by the artist into the
direct dead broadcast.
In a previous article I wrote of the importance of distance, and this is yet another

weapon to give that so much wanted.
variety of presentation.
Close Thinking Required.

As to the sound itself, one comes nearer
technical things. Anything harsh is horrid.
A peaky wave form runs us into grid current
without satisfying volume. That too close

to the microphone " feeling is frequently

manifest, but it can be largely eliminated by
reverberation. Thus is the studio policy
any good at all ?

Ought Broadcasting House to have a

very few big studios (with, of course, some
small for the " intime " broadcasting),

and for the rest might not the authorities
hire large halls ? It's very expensive, but
I do say that reverberation, properly used

Nearly all the B.B.C. speakers are accustomed to speaking in considerable -sized
halls and it should rarely be a hardship for
them to raise their voices only to that pitch

and varied, has not been given a fair

that they would use when talking to a

chance as yet.

rather different. and we at our end must
use our volume controls and gather round

some gramophone records can be if they

Look how much better O.B.'s are when
we get large halls ; look how much better

roomful of people. In informal debates it's
the

loud

record an orchestra in a big hall ; look how

speaker much as we should

much more convincing it is to relay a
speech from an outside hall. To my mind
some close thinking is required on this

gather round the actual speaker.
But what a joy it is to hear a relay from

a big hall where the speaker raises his voice,
flings out his words ; what an extra

subject.

.....

stimulus to interest seems to come that
way.

* 9. -9- -.9 1,9-

The speaker in a big hall has reverberation to help him, and I want to see some

*

SOME

way in which everyone could be back -

grounded with a sense of space. This dead
studio complex has been with us too long.
Of course, it does depend upon the item.

+

USEFUL HINTS.

As I said before, an intimate informal

debate would be lost in its echo !
But news is " national news," it should go

When an aerial must of necessity be supported

with a swing, even the weather deserves
some sense of grandear behind it Rever-

against a wall it should not be stapled to this,
but should be fixed on " stand-off " insulators,
so that there is plenty of air spacing between
the wire and the wall.

items being greatly helped in presentation
by reverberations, others requiring a more
intimate background, some requiring clear-

Very often a slight roughness in reproduction can be cured by the simple expedient of
connecting a grid leak across the secondary
terminal of the L.F. transformer.

beration, then, must be under control,
and used as a producer uses scenery, certain

cut deadness, others the acoustics of an
ordinary room.

At a recent " outside " broadcast in Germany an
ordinary street fire alarm was employed for connecting up the microphone which you can see
mounted on its special tripod.

A Very Difficult Problem.

Here we come to a very difficult problem.

The B.B.C. have met it to a greater extent
than any other broadcasting organisation

I know, but they do not use the facility

their technicians have devised. The B.B.C.
use an echo room. Captains Round and
West were responsible for the idea, which is
a very good expedient, but I doubt so sound
as to constitute a permanency.
The echo room is a small, hard -walled,
hard-ceilinged, uncarpeted room which
contains a loud speaker. This loud speaker
repeats the studio sounds. Opposite the
loud speaker is a microphone. The micro-

phone picks up, then, the original sound
plus much reverberation. The disturbances

from this microphone can be injected by
the turning of a handle, in any ratio, into
the circuit coming direct from the studio
microphone.

But the worst of it is that the reverbera-

tion component has the acoustics of a
bathroom, and is a poor substitute for the

*

*

Never use twisted flex for taking aerial and
earth leads away from the set, for the aerial

But, and I fear
through not understanding the technical

should be kept as far away from the earth

side,

A great many people fit expensive selectivity
arrangements to their sets, or Interfere with the
internal wiring, etc.,when the simplest way to

thought grandiloquent."

all that has happened is that the

announcer shouts at the top of his voice
in a small, dead room. The result is just
exactly wrong.
" Bathroom Acoustics."

But let us encourage the idea (any new

idea) and ask the inspirer of the O.B.

department to have a talk with technicians
and a listen at a loud speaker while experi-

ments are made. I've got a " bug " in my
hat, and its reverberation-reverberation
does lend a bigness, give an atmosphere,
and it does more-but of that anon.
All my suggestions come to this. Let us
have better ' atmosphere " behind items,

wire as possible.
*

*

*

obtain the selectivity they desire would be to
use a "P.W." " Brookmans " Rejector.
*

*

*

Often when results from a set fall off after
a year or two's use it is not the set which is
" wearing out," but simply the valves which
are losing emission.
*

*

*

Unlike howls due to too much reaction, etc.,
the low -frequency howl is distinguished by the

fact that it does not vary with the tuning or
reaction adjustments.
*

*

*

studying the technical side a bit more.

Remember when buying a mains unit that
not only do you require a certain voltage, but
that your set will demand H.T. current also,

path which says that everything repro-

sary current you may get L.F.

and let this come by the programme people

They must not continue in that beautiful
duced is the same as produced.

and if the unit is not designed to give the necesdistortion, etc.
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is

jolly place to be in, and it is

PARIS
a particularly jolly place for wireless

enthusiasts, as I found out during a

short business stay there a few weeks ago.
1 hope all readers who intend going on one
of those much -advertised "cheap " Continental holidays will take their portables
with them ; it's worth it,

I had with me a home-made little set

based on the " P.W." " Regional Four," and

it' started by getting me into trouble at
the Customs.
Vous n'avez rien a declarer, monsieur ? "

asked le douanier, in the artful way they
speak when they really think you have a
bale of silk tucked up your waistcoat !
" Si, monsieur," I said, looking innocent.
.
. . cinquante cigarettes
. . .
une boite entamee . . "
But he spotted the portable set, and, long
after the rest of the passengers had passed
" Mais
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Bow the B.B.C. stations are heard
in France,and some other interesting experiences of radio gathered
during -a recent trip to Paris.
By OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.

*--....-.--4.--....--4--4-.--------40-0-4.-0-*

The radio station wasn't working at the
time, but radio reception anywhere within
an eighth of a mile or so of the tower was
impossible, owing to the vast flashing
electric signs with which the enterprising
M. Citroen (the motor manufacturer) has
decked it.
Plenty of Radio Shops.

Parisians who have outdoor aerials are not
always se fortunately placed.
And how strange it seems to have Radio Paris bellowing in one's ear, at even louder

strength thin 5 X X is heard in, London.

London listeners seem to like RadiO-Paria,'
with its advertisement broadcasts, bpb
Parisians mostly prefer 5 X X.
Daventry, and, in fact, Loth. Daventries,

The Eiffel Tower every night gives a sort
of ten-minute programme of changing pat-

terns in electric lights, which all trippers
go to see. Many miles of cable, a quarter
of a million bulbs and hundreds of high voltage contacts are involved. The radio
interference set up is terrific, and I pity
listeners in the immediate vicinity.
There are plenty of radio shops in Paris,
but most of them sell
complete sets, and it
is difficult to buy

POWER FOR THE TOWER.

the customs I was still arguing, with no

home-const r ue tor

I had to pay an ad valorem duty of

gadgets. I eventually

through not being hiked off by a gendarme
for failing to declare the sec! You- should

I wanted, and made

avail.

22 per cent, and probably got off lucky

found a shop which

stocked -a small part

watch this point when you are holiday making.

friends with' the proprietor sufficiently to

What a Change !

" Mori vieux."

he able to call him

Once arriied at the hotel, the portable

He shoWed me how
to work " Le Megit

began to make up for the 420 francs it had
cost me at the Customs. By then it was
getting dark ; my resting -place for the
night was the du Rhone, a hotel near, the
Seine and the Louvre, and in a good part

a seven-valVe super.:
liet Which

of the gay city, I should think, for radio
reception.

After a wash and a change I made a

round of the dials ; and what a change !
One or two of the bigger transmitters just
on the outskirts of Paris caused a mild
wipe-out, but nothing like Brookmans
Park. `Almost immediately I managed to
log 5 G B-or should one saY the " Midland
Regional" now ?'" le petit Daventry," they
call him in France. Anyway, name apart,
he is easily one of the best stations,on the

niediuniwaves ; and another good one on
the long -wave band is 5 X X-" le
Daventry."
With the portable's frame aerial I had no
difficulty in cutting out the near -by Radio Paris on 1,725, and getting 5 G B ; but

is very

popular in Frances=
and together we had
a try' On one or two
evenings witha short.
waver.

Some of the generators situated below. the Eiffel -Tower to supply power for
the famous radio station.

have a large French following, and several
people to whom I spoke silent radio said
that the varied B.B.C. programmes appealed

more than the continual " light ' music
from .many of their own stations. We are
all grumblers, you see !
Vast Flashing Signs.

The Eiffel 'rower is a bit of a bother, and
not only because of its signals. One night

I went with' some friends to see the illuminated toWer, which 'is now one of the
sights of Paris, and we took the portable
with us.

.

I suppose

super-,

heterodyne sets are almost extinct in
England. They are very popular in France,
chiefly, no doubt, because great selectivity

is 'needed, and because there are not so
many powerful stations as there are in
England.
Also, there are not many outdoor aerials;

reception " sur cadre " (on a frame) is the
moat fashionable. The frame aerials are
made in most freakish and rather inefficient

shapes.

The seven-valver I tried has one bigrill
(screen -grid) stage, a delecirice (detector),
(Continued on next page.)
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Result-bulky bunches of wire horn loudspeaker has practically vanished.
on a massive iron framework.
Filament rheostats are seldom seen, and
And as you will all know, size and weight valve -holders are no longer groups of little
were reckoned as good indications of the" b:ass pipes stuck on black circles.
component's capabilities. The bigger and
And, finally, does any one need remindheavier it was the more the constructor ing that the radio set en bloc is no longer a
smiled !
crude assembly of awkwardly shaped
qualities.

j RADIO'S CHANGING
SHAPES.

++

By G. V. DOWDING, Associate, I.E.E. #

1

RADIO set components started off as
crude expressions of electrical factors.
And as the years passed they

But now the transformer has shrunk
again, but shrunk not into a shapeless
little bunch of wires, but to concentrated

electrical efficiency compacted into the
absorbed operating refinements. That is neatest of casings.
why the variable condenser of to -day is
No longer can L.F. transformers be
a vastly different object in appearance from "judged in any way by their weight and sizes.
its predecessors.
are these tiny, light ones embodying
The same thing applies to practically There
cores of special nickel -iron alloys, while
everything that is to be found behind the there are still
a few really first-class L.F.
panel of, or working in conjunction with, a transformers that are commandingly heavy.
wireless set. There are exceptions; for
The L.F.
has undergone
instance, the fixed condenser of 1930 is other changestransformer
than those which can be inmuch the same as the fixed condenser of cluded under the heading of " operating
1920.

There isn't scope for development in such
a single -purpose object. Two or three de-

cades ago scientists searched around for a
convenient method of obtaining electrical
capacity in compact form. They hit upon
the idea of successive layers of metal and
insulating material encased in a neat moulding and provided with two small terminals.
2030, let alone 1930, could ask for nothing
better !

For this, which after all is
the main theme of my article (which is
refinements."

nearing completion !), the variable condenser provides a perfect example.
It was never asked to do more than supply

a varying capacity.

We met it in the

A POPULAR PARISIAN.

objects ?

But one thing is certain, and that is that
even if " P.W." sets of 1930 hold their
own in 1940, radio amateurs of 1960 will
regard them as just a trifle deinode !

A FAN ABROAD (2).

--------- *
(Continued from previous page.)

three intermediate -frequency stages, a
B.F. (low -frequency) valve and one lampe
de puissance (power valve).

" Le Stentor " is a popular commercial

four-valver, with detecirice a reaction (self-

explanatory, I think), and, of course, a

lampe de puissance. It is only within recent
months that French amateurs have realised

what a really large power valve is. Pre-

viously they used ordinary L.F. valves4
which were easily overloaded.

Valves are Cheap.
But a lampe de puissance is now the sign
of a modern set, and some quite good power
valves are available. Generally speaking,
French valves are not so good as our own ;

Those Early Transformers.

Some components had most fortuitous
The radio switch is an out-

beginnings.

perhaps that is why multi-valvers are so

standing example.

Undoubtedly this divides its origin between the power switchboard and the telephone exchange. A few constructors will
remember that if simple on -off switching

My radio -shop friend lent me a short waver which he had built from a plan de

were required the pre -broadcasting set used
a miniature lever switch. For more complicated switching a contraption suspi-

this at the hotel, and got much better

ciously resembling a 'phone jack switch
might make its appearance.
The L.F. transformer was developed before
wireless telephony became a practical proposition. The first telephony sets used

popular. Valves are cheap, the usual price
being about 40 f. (about 6s. 8d.).

cablage (circuit diagram) of his own ; a sort
of Hartley detector with. two L.F. I tried
Part o! the transmitting gear at the Ecole
Superieure Station, Paris.

transformers that did not pretend to do

early days of radio as a large, bulky assembly of semicircular plates of metal clumsily

anything else but pass energy through.
Indeed, the fact that these transformers

gether by brass rods and ebonite plates.

could handle one low frequency much

better than all the others was an advantage
in the spark -receiving sets from which they
were recruited. And for quite a long time

there was such distortion at other points
that the L.F. transformer was accused of
being in a quite advanced state of development !

The most popular form was two hanks

(and sometimes rather shakily) held toThe " Pip " Disappears.

A .001-mfd. type would have some 87

vanes and project back seven or eight

inches from the panel.

And now the .001
has disappeared, the .0005 mfd. reigns
supreme with a thin following of 4:1003's
and accompanied by a cloud of little
reaction condensers. And slow-motion and

of wire wound on a bundle of iron wires which

solidly built vane groups are the order of

These " hedgehogs " produced amplification
curves as different from " straight lines " as

The plates, or vanes as they should be
called, are mostly shaped like the profiles
of snails, so that the capacity is ladled out

were bent over the whole after winding.

corkscrews crunched out of shape by wild
ostriches !
Began to Expand I

But when they (the early radio designers)

really got down to the problem of passing

L.F. currents from one valve to another
without mangling them, the L.F. trans-

former began to expand.
Ordinary music and speech ranges over
a frequency band of approximately 25 to
10,000, and the perfect L.F. transformer
must be able to deal equally well with every
one.

And in endeavouring to achieve this ideal

it was found that the primary winding of
the transformer should have a high inductance, and the core very superior magnetic

the day.

unevenly instead of evenly, as with the
semicircular vanes. The reason is to be
found in 300,000,000 + (1885 ,s/ CL.) which,

results by cutting out the last valve and
coupling up the short -waver to the final

power -valve stage of my portable.
How strange it seems to hear the B.B.C.'s

5 S W at roaring strength.

Skip effect

prevents Chelmsford from being heard

properly in England ; but in Paris he is
wonderful. The Dutch P CJ is very good,

Paris's own short -waver, Radio
Experimental, which works with one
too.

kilowatt on 31.65 metres, was heard only
once, and seems to have a skip effect like
5 S W has in England.

So many French amateurs were to be
heard working on the " wavelets " after
dark that it was impossible to search for
American stations ; but there was so much
static, artificial and otherwise, that it would
have been a hopeless job, anyway.
Plenty of Static I

Most of this static is artificial, and comes

from taxi magnetos and from the Metro
(the Paris Underground.) What Paris

listeners gain by being right on the water-

when C is in mfds. and L in mhs., gives the

side (the Seine)-and water is apparently

To go up in even steps you don't want even

steps of capacity added. In short, you

own good transatlantic reception -is lost
owing to the heavy amount of static at

want your condenser vanes to have logarithmically corrected shapes. And if it is of
modern design this it will have.

certain times of the day.

parasites, an Americanism.

the valve has almost entirely disappeared ?
I remember a tip published in " P.W." (in

to a radio shop and said : " On ma dit que
si je n'avais pas de bonnes auditions, c est
parce que j'avais des parasites. Alors je
voudrais de la poudre de pyrethre " (I don't
get good reception because of " parasites."
So I want a packet of Keatings !)

frequency to which your circuit is tuned.

Have you noticed how the " pip " of

its early days) telling readers how they

could neatly cover those sharp little spikes
on valves !
The plain brass terminal is going and the

" kind " to the short -waves, as witness our

Incidentally, the French for static is
A standing

joke, therefore, is on the beginner who -went
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Is your set a " howling " success ? If it is,
some of the hints given in this article may be
of assistance.

By H. REES.

*

....4-40-4--4.-4.-4.-4.-4- *
THE experienced constructor is only too
painfully aware of the almost hopeless

task of trying to pair certain makes

of L.F. transformers in a two -stage amplifier.
-...

Despite everything that is done, reproduction is marred by an exasperating drone,
or whistle, or is badly distorted. Another

transformer is substituted for the one in
the first ar second stage, and speech and
music become everything that could be
desired.

With the advent of modern highly efficient instruments, this difficulty is, unfortunately, increased rather than lessened.
Thus, 'the pairing of transformers of the
high - permeability - core type demands
special care in order to achieve that high
performance for which they are noted, and

the constructor who will not appreciate
this fact may be compelled to do so in a

naturally suggests itself is : can anything
be done ? If so, what ?
Of course, there is little point in telling the
constructor to adhere in future as closely as
possible to the designer's specification, or to
observe carefully the makes specified in this
journal for 2 -stage work, from tittle to time.
That is quite, sound advice, only that it may
come a little too late: The immediatequestion is, what Can be done to this receiver,
other than spending more on transformers ?

Obviously, the first point is to find the
source of the. howl, whistle, or distortion.
A set can oscillate either on the high-crlow-

frequency side, and -it may not appear to
be very easy to differentiate between the
two.

Fortunately, there is a very simple. test.
H.F. oscillation can- invariably be altered
by turning one of the toning condensers,

rather expensive manner.
Purity with High Amplification.

The writer has in mind many components
which are fine examples of the pains taken

SHUNT -FED TRANSFORMERS
roosewmar

N. T. +

Tt
NO

1

Reversing the primary or secondary es

the first step. It will result in an improvement in most cases.
Having reduced trouble to a minimum by
juggling with the connections in this way,
there is another little trick that occasionally
works wonders. This is the simple device
Of earthily:, one or both cores. Try earthing
one core first, then the other, then the two

together, and you will probably be surprised at the results.
Other Schemes to Try,

Let us see what else remains to be done
if a certain amount of distortion persists.
What about a- It- or -1-megohm leak across

the secondary of the last transformer, or
even across the first secondary, if it does not
'reduce volume too much ?
The lower the value of the resistance, the

better from the reproduction standpoint,
but as volume varies in the inverse order,

it is really a question of compromise between

the two. Generally speaking, 80 to a 100

thousand ohms marks the minimum that

by manufacturers to meet the demands of

can be used across the last stage ; but these

the aspirant after ultra purity combined with
high amplification. It is well known to -day,
that results equal to those obtained by R.C.

across the first secondary.

values would probably be found to cut
down volume too much when couple('

In the worst cases, as stated before,
trouble may be most persistent, and may
fail entirely to yield to the palliatives just

coupling are possible as a result of these
efforts, yet, the " matching " problem still
exists, and present-day transformers may
present the utmost difficulties when it is
attempted to use two of the same make

mentioned.
Final Suggestions.

and type in one note magnifier.
The experienced "constructor fully appre-

ciates the truth of all this, and there is

`little likelihood of his committing the error
just stated. This article, hewever, is

written for the beginner who is devoid of
the certain guidance of experience.
B.F. and L.P. Howls.

When lie starts off with a first-class set,
reputed to have giVen satisfaction to
thousands, his disappointment is naturally

bitter when he discovers that the per-

formance of the newly -completed receiver
falls little short of a self-contained artificial

menagerie. Proceeding on the hard road
of experience, he will soon learn that the

odds are heavy against good reproduction if

two identical transformers are used whatever set lw is building.

But it is het so simple. Frequently, two
instruments of entirely different make fail
to- pair, notwithstanding that their ratios,
inductances, etc., are quite suitable. In
all these cases, the first question which

A/535

In some cases a shunt -feed arrangement will be
very useful in preventing saturation of the cora
by the anode current of the valve.

while low -frequency trouble will generally

persist in spite of all adjustments of these
devices.

In a badly -designed or defective set,
the two forms may be present, but we will
now assume that the trouble has been definitely traced to the L.F. side, and, further,

that it is not due to poor design, such as

bad spacing; causing interaction effects.
A cure, in many cases, can be effected by
reversing the primary or secondary leads of
one of the transformers. The cure may be
either partial or complete ; oscillation may

still continue beyond the limits of audibility, leading still to some distortion. -

Sometimes nothing but a new .combination will suffice, but there is still One
point that may amount to the same thing.
That is, to try the present combination
the other way about, i.e. put the second
stage' transformer in the first, and vice
versa, then repeat the experiments enumerated above.

A word about transformers of the high

permeability variety mentioned stile begin fling. _These can_ give very fine results,

but the makers of some types advocate

the use of a connection somewhat cut of the
ordinary. Fig. (b) shows the connections

advised, and if it is compared with (a),
which are the ordinary connections,- two
things will be immediately apparent: (1)

the steady anode current does not flow

through the primary. due to the condenser
C;

(2) the primary is isolated from the

H.T.

The usual values for the resistance and

condenser are 30 to 50 thousand ohms, and
I or 2 mfd. respectively.
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LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

B.B.C. REFORMERS
+ THE NEW CHAIRMAN-POLITICAL BROADCASTS-NORTHERN
PROMS AT LIVERPOOL.

THE group of broadcasting reformers
that has been working unremit-

tingly for years to secure reorganisa-

the public life of the North of Scotland.

and also from Daventry (5 X X) between

All Scottish stations, as well as the National
transmitters, will broadcast the ceremony,

6.40 and 7.20 p.m.

which is to begin about noon.
The occasion of Mr. Lloyd George's
broadcast will be the celebration, on
Thursday evening, June 12th, at the
Pavilion, Caernarvon, of the fortieth anni-

versary of his election as a member of

Parliament for Caernarvon Borough. This
celebration was originally arranged for
Thursday, April 24th and had to be postponed owing to the inability of Mr.
Lloyd George to be present.
The proceedings will consist of a speech

Northern Proms at Liverpool.

The third week of the Northern Promenade Concert Season which begins on
Monday, June 9th, will find the venue

of the concerts moved from the Free Trade
Hall, Manchester, to the Philharmonic Hall,
Liverpool.

As hitherto, some part of each concert
throughout the week will be broadcast on
the National, London, or North Regional
wave -length, and the programme for the
opening night will again be devoted to the
works of Wagner.

tion at Savoy Hill seems at last to be

The first part of
this concert will be

PICTURES FROM PLA NES

breaking through the Parliamentary barrage
of the B.B.C.

broadcast on the

Major Glyn's question to the Prime
Minister about Charter Revision did not
receive direct satisfaction, but the in-

National wave -length,

and the second from
the London Regional
transmitter. Iso b el

vitation to private discussion implied

in the answer to the supplementary was

Baillie,the well-known
Manchester soprano,

very significant ; it meant if anything
that the Prime Minister was not altogether

and Dennis Noble are
the solo artistes.

easy in his own mind about B.B.C.
affairs. It is a great pity, however, that
so much attention is being paid to rumours,

New Empire Station ?

most of which are either of malice afore-

A scheme for a new

thought or unfounded in fact. There
is probably very little the matter with
conditions at Savoy Hill ; but all the

Empire broadcasting
station in England
will be discussed by
delegates to the Im-

secrecy and reserve cultivated there plays

right into the hands of those who would

perialConference when

misrepresent things.

they meet in London
in June.
The experiments which were

The New Chairman.

It is believed that the Prime Minister

will depend on the new chairman to restore
confidence. As to the choice of the
successor to Lord Clarendon, thii has

already provoked more animated discussion

concluded
radio

picture transmitters of the above Westinghouse pattern. They enable pilots
to transmit hand-written messages and hand -drawn sketches by radio to
receiving stations on the ground.

than any other public appointment since
the War. It is understood that there has

by Mr. T. C. Lewis when he presents a
memento, and Mr. Lloyd George's reply.
Listeners will also hear selections by the

clusive discussion in the Cabinet.

Caernarvon Choral Society, conducted
by Mr. T. Osborne Roberts. The ceremony
will be broadcast to West Regional listeners

been at least one vigorous but incon-

The case for making Sir John Reith

executive chairman has gained ground
recently ; but there is, of course, a difficult

constitutional hurdle to negotiate.% It
chief executive ; once the jobs are combined the check disappears.
This might be all right under the leaderprovide, in

ment is settled trouble and difficulties at
Savoy Hill will multiply rapidly..'
Political Broadcasts.

By a curious coincidence Mr. Ramsay
MacDonald, Mr. Stanley Baldwin, and
Mr. Lloyd George are all appearing before

the microphone during Whit Week.

The Prime Minister and Mr. Baldwin are

appearing together-it is not often that
they are present on the same platformon Friday, June 13th, when, with Sir Murdoch

MacDonald, K.C.M.G., they are to receive
the Freedom of the City of Inverness. Sir
Murdoch MacDonald has been Liberal
M.P. for Inverness-shire since 1922, and he

is one of the most prominent figures in

Empire, proved conclusively how much a regular series of
news bulletins would be appreciated overseas.

The time has come, too, in the

opinion of many people when Chelmsford

should be replaced by a better and permanent station.

A Specially Contributed Criticism of Current Broadcasting. Events.
By " PHILEMON."
Who will long be remembered for those wise and witty broadcasts
entitled " From My Window."

ship of Sir John Reith ; but it would

One thing is clear ; that until this appoint-

the ability of a broadcasting service to the

FOR THE LISTENER.

create in the chairman a check to the

freely quoted outsiders at this juncture.

May
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was the purpose of the Royal Charter to

the opinion of many, a
dangerous precedent.
Then Mrs. Snowden has a strong
following for the chairmanship ; but the
difficulty there would be political. Lord
Burnham and Lord d'Abernon are the most

on

17th to demonstrate

* 4-0-4-4- -4-0- -4-4- -4-4-0-4-0. 4. 4 -*-0-

Good English.

WHAT is good English ? I listened to

4074..-0-4-4- -4-0-4-4-4-4. 4-4- 4-4Wembley.

*

Mr. J. E. Hosking had the time of his

a discussion between Mr. St. John

life describing some motor -cycling racing

order that I might learn what it was. But

not describe the scene, so that it was difficult
to visualise what was happening.

Ervine and Mr. Lloyd James in

I am no wiser ; for they talked all the time,

and quite entertainingly, about the pro-

nunciation of words, quite a different

matter.

But what could you expect from an

Irishman and a Welshman ? I am compiling

a. black list of speakers who do not keep
to the point. It is already a longish one.

Mr. Lloyd James caught a tartar that

night.
Mr. Ervine was dogmatic, eloquent, and
full of high spirits ; and Mr. James couldn't
for the life of him keep him on the leash !

There was an interlude when one of the

Announcers read a passage from the News
Bulletin in the dialect of his native county.
Very amusing. I wish the news could
always be read like that !

on the cinder track at Wembley. He did
But, according to Mr. Hosking, everything that happened was " Marvellous !
A marvellous race ! They're both over !
No !

Yes !

No !

Marvellous ! "

What Mr. Allison is momentarily" Shoot, Bastin, shoot ! "-Mr. Hosking

was all the time ! Whatever happened I
don't know ; but the best thing that happened was-Mr. Hosking ! A very excitable
fellow
The Corridor.

The Signal Box scene from Willesden
Junction might, I think, have been better

managed. There were lots of varied noises,
but what the dickens they were I couldn't
(Continued on page 332.)
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YOUR ALTERNA

PROGRA M
*
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You can get much more fun out of your radio -gram set, or
gramophone, if you .realkr know what is happening to and
through the spinning "black disc, and nobody can tell you better
than Dr. Roberts, who was one-time technical chief of the

4

By Dr. J. B. T. ROBERTS, P.Inst.P.

famous Columbia Graphophone Co.

*

tend to " chatter," and so set up a serie3
of superimposed waves upon the normal

HAVE you ever wondered why a gramophone record is designed to rotate at

a speed of 70 to 80. revolutions a

We have become so used to this
now That it seems a kind of natural speed.
As a matter of fact, there is nothing natural
about it at all ; the speed is entirely
arbitrary.
How it came to be the speed .of records
goodness knows, but I suppose in the early

waves on, the wax ; and when we come to
the finished commercial record, this

minute ?

days of recording somebody had to fix a
speed and 60 revolutions a minute seemed an

easy speed to think of, just as we think of
the speed of an express train being 60 miles
Since the speed of 60 revoluan hour.

tions a minute wag first used, however,

records have been made at the rather higher
speed (4.70 to 80 r.p.m.

There are, as a matter of fact, several

important considerations which enter into
the question of a suitable gramophone
speed, but whether these
were taken duly into consideration by those who first

.

"chatter " will help to, swell the " surface
noise " from the record.
Those of you. who are engineers, or are
accustomed to 'Use a lathe, know very well

that if you are working upon a job where
you want to. produce a smooth finish it is

generally-necessary'to turn the work at
high speed,' As a matter of fact; this very
principle is well recognised, even in the
recording -room, for when the wax discs

are being
prepared for
recording

they arc
"shaved" in
a
special

"shaving

best possible speed for allround purposes, we are obliged

number of "Winds " occur in a mile length
along the canal.

driven against the bank, first against the
right bank and then against the left bank,
and before long not only will it suffer
damage to itself, but it will damage also

now ' to accept this speed as

standard, owing to the fact
that enormous numbers of

the banks of the canal.

Have you tried record -radio yet ? It doesn't cost much to fit up,
and any old gramophone can be used, as you only require to revolve
the record. Your set and its loud speaker and the " pick-up "

For these reasons it would
be almost an impossible task-however

it might be in other ways-to

make any alteration now in the standard
gramophone speed.

It is very interesting to look at some of
the reasons which affect the question of

as you know, the

original record is cut upon the surface of a

wax disc by means of a sharp -pointed
sapphire needle.

rapid windings so that a much greater

along with very little difficulty.
But in the case of the very sharp
windings the barge will be continually

per minute is or is not the

first place,

whilst on the other hand we may have very

easily deflected, and, will make its way

speed of, say, 80 revolutions

In the

there are, say, two or three very long
gradual windings in a length of a mile,

the bank of the canal but will be very

At any rate, whether the

record speed.

waves on the record, corresponding to that
note, will be " drawn out"
Going back to ,our illustration of a winding canal, we can think of a canal in which

and gradual windings, the barge will graze

Some Practical Considerations.

desirable

tional speed of the record the more the

Now let us think what will happen if a
barge comes along the canal (assuming
that the barge is not steered by those on
board but is left to make its way along
the canal by striking against the banks).
You will see that in the case of the long

not.

the existing gramophones.

Now I think you will easily see that if
we take any particular frequency, that is,
any particular note, the higher the rota-

How Wear is Caused.

Made records I am not able
to say-for some reasons it
would seem that they were

gramophones are in use by the
public, designed to run at
this speed, and records are
made, of course, to work with

As the record is turning the needle lying
in the, track is forced from side to side.

If the speed of the

record is too" low, the cutting stylus will

do the rest.

machine " in which they are rotated at a
speed many times greater than the recording speed.

Shape of Record Track.

The next point which I want to mention

is the shape of the "track," as this also
governs to some extent the speed of the
reeord.
You know that the track in the

ordinary record is of practically constant
depth but " waves " from side to side, not
finlike a winding canal or river,

This gives us a picture of what goes on
when the needle is playing in the record.
In a slow -moving record, a given note

will be represented by a larger number
of waves per inch of the track than in the
case of a fast-moving record and, inasmuch

as it is only by driving against the walls

of the track that the needle derives its

vibratory movement, we see that a track
with a large number of waves to the inch
will more readily be worn away than one in

which there are only a small number of
waves to the inch.

There are several other very interesting
considerations which bear on this question
of record speed, but owing to lack of space
I must leave these over till a future date.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL. EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

Tested and
Found--

The larger cone in front is the one that is
supported. This combination of cone sizes
and cone fixings seems to me to hold many
more possibilities than the usual haphazard,

or what appears to me to be haphazard,
multi -cone assemblies.

As a fundamental idea the multi -cone
scheme may or may not be a step in the
right direction, of that I am not sure, but I
!J1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

GOLTONE PUSH-PULL SWITCH.

WHEN YOU ARE BUYING -

The push-pull switch due to

16.

Ward & Goldstone
that was recently favourably
Messrs.

reviewed in these pages is now
available in the three-point

Remember that there are two very
.7;".

WEARffE COIL HOLDERS.

someone is smart enough to jump in

In connection with this new H.T. battery,
which was recently reviewed in these pages
Messrs. Siemens have prepared a price sheet
(No. 649) for distribution.

with proper devices to satisfy our needs.
A case in point are those baseboard mounting coil holders. For years we have

GAMBRELL
"VOLUVERNIA"

IT is curious how often we have to use
improvisations for long periods before

been using these in pairs and threes in

This excellent
and well-known

sets using plug-in coils.

At last, however, Messrs. Wright and

volume control

which retails

Weaire, who have been doing stout pioneer-

ing in radio component design for a long

at Os. 9d. has,
strange though

while, have come along with simple double
and triple coilholders.

it may

Have a look at the photos of these in

this page, and marvel with me that no one
has thought of producing such items a long
time before this.
Their constructions are perfectly straight-

forward, and in that they tend both to

cheapen and simplify the assembly of many

types of sets they should achieve quite a
considerable popularity.

seem,

been even further improved.
The Wearite Double Coil -Holder.

It is wonder -

f ull y smooth

in its adjustments, while its resistance settings remain
constant despite serious atmospheric and
temperature changes.
Altogether it is undoubtedly a first-class
component, and one I can recommend to
the attention of " P.W." constructor readers.
REVISED BATTERY BOOKLET.

different types used in modern receivers.

There is the quite ordinary variety

form.
SIEMENS' FULL -O -POWER
BATTERY.

A REACTION CONDENSER.

f4=.=-]

which is really only a normal variable,
such as is used for tuning, of the
appropriate capacity.
Then there is the " differential,"
which is quite different. This has three

terminals joined to three sets of vanes

two of which are fixed.
But not all variable condensers having
three terminals are necessarily of
differential design. This is an important
point.
No other kind of condenser will do the

work of a differential in the special
differential reaction arrangements.

A reaction condenser does not need
as fine an adjustment as a tuning con= denser so a slow-motion control is not a
.-;

necessity.
511111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i

do know that its practical application is
sometimes attended by snags.
However, this latest Squire arrangement
does give good results, and the two cones do
seem to justify their presence.
"REALISM FROM RECORDS."

This is a publication, recently issued by
Gambrell Radio, Ltd., that deals with the
Novotone Radio -Gram device.
OSRAM PHOTO -CELLS.

The Standard Battery Company have
revised their well-known battery booklet

The G.E.C. people have published a
folder dealing with these devices that
should prove of interest to radio experi-

secure copies, which are available post

menters.

and interested " P.W." readers should

free on request.
The Wearite
Triple Coil Holder.

LOEWE HIGH VACUUM RESISTANCES.

The Loewe Radio Co., Ltd., have a
standard range of resistances of the -1
watt type of an unusual and effective

design. " P.W." readers will probably know
them. They consist of special resistance
elements contained in small vacuum tubes,

which protect them and ensure that they
remain unaffected by atmospherie changes.

Despite their special construction, they

are quite reasonably priced.

There are now available full ranges of

these Loewe components (from 1,000 ohms
to 1 megohm) that can handle -5 and 1 watt
of power.

The .5 range sells at 2s. each, with
cap for clips or with wire ends, and the

1 watt at 2s. 3d.
I have tested a 1 watt 1 megohm sample,
and find it completely satisfactory.
Constructors will discover these latest
Loewes of particular use in power and
mains units. They are compact and neat
in appearance, and are quite robust both
Mechanically and electrically.

THE ELECTRAMONIC PICK-UP.

The Electramonic Co., Ltd., recently
sent me one of their pick-ups and carrier
arms for test.
The arrangement is of rather unusual
design, and the needle is carried in an aper-

ture underneath the straight end of the
device instead of in the usual well-defined

socket or chuck.
On test the pick-up gave moderately good

results, and there was no visible signs of
wear on a record played some dozen or so
times. But a slight chatter was noticeable, though only to the trained ear, I think.

Certainly it did not show up very much
on a moderately wide point response curve
that was taken.
NEW SQUIRE PRODUCTION.

The novel feature of the new cradle model
No. 100 loud speaker due to Fredk. Squire,
which retails at 28s. 6d. excluding the unit,

is that it has two cones, the one supported
and the other free -edged. The two cones
are of dissimilar sizes and are focussed in
opposite directions.

A double -cone arrange-

ment manufactured by
Fredk. Squire.
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Designed for the true critic and
lover of gramophone music, this

LU

wonderful pick-up will discover new
beauty-. in your gramophone records.
Coloration and depth of tone which

ikov

you have not previously heard will
be revealed. All that is incised on
the record will be reproduced without - over emphasis and without
attenuation. Ask any good wireless
dealer for a demonstration and you
will be both- 4elighted and amazed
with the realism of the reproduction.
Price £3.3.0 complete with volume control.
Blue Spot's new pick-up, Blue Spot 88, incorporates

volume control works smoothly and noiselessly

all

at all positions.
to the right it

the improvements resulting from year's of
patient research. Tracking difficulties have been
overcome by positioning the needle continuously
tangential to the record groove. The tone -arm
is mounted on ball bearings giving perfect freedom
of movement without risk of chatter, The

By turning the pick-up over
automatically held free and
clear of the turntable, leaving both hands free
is

for changing records and needles.

has been carefully studied

1.o

Every detail

ensure the best

possible -esultf

F. A. -HUGHES & CO., LIMITED, 204-6 Great Portland St., London, W.1
'Phone : Museum 863o (4 lines)

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales : IL. C. RA W.SON (Sheffield and London), LTD., loo
Loudon Road, Sheffield. 'Phone: Sheffield 26006. 22 St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester. 'Phone: plan[ ester City 3329
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OUR readers seem to have appreciated

our recent effort to provide them
with a highly economical yet sensitive

receiver in the form of the "Neutype "

Three (described in PoPular Wireless for
April 26th), and our decision to revive in
a modernised form that good old standby, the neutralised three -electrode valve.

We rather` thought they would, for it is certainly useful to know how to assemble when
required a really exceptionally economical
receiver which is yet of good performance.

So we prepared another somewhat larger
design on similar lines for those readers
who liked the idea of the economy of such
a set but thought that they wanted

somewhat great er

power to enable them
to use it on indifferent

aerials and yet

On the poor aerials which many of us
are compelled by circumstances to use
rather more power is needed. Here it is
advisable to use either a set with a screened -

grid B.F. stage, or else one on the lines of

the "Neutype " Three, but with rather
more power on the L.F. side ; such a set,

in fact, as the receiver we are about to
describe.
An Economical Proposition.

Here you have a set which possesses
the same special attractions as the three-

valver to which we have referred and
certain individual merits of its own.

Its

outstanding point, of course, is strict

EXAMINE THIS CIRCUIT.

A four -valve
" Neutype " i
powerful. Just th
loudspeaker work.
and completely stan,
in a special circuit h
Designed and Described by The p .W

be

certain of a good allround loud - speaker
performance.

For them we have
produced the " Neu type " Four, which

not be of a heavy consumption type, and it is
quite possible to keep within a; 10-milliamp
limit with this set. So you will appreciate
that it is, unlike many powerful 4 -valve receivers, one tt.at is suitable for running from

is a set based upon

exactly the same
fundamental idea as

the Three, but just
sufficiently increased
in

power

to make

you rather more inde-

pendent of your

At you will see. this " Nentype
set employs ordinary valves throughout,
but special neutralising and reaction arrangements make it an inexpensive
rival to the most costly outfit.

aerial. It will be re-

membered, probably, that in the case of the
three -valuer we warned the reader that to

get really satisfactory loud -speaker performance on foreign stations you must be

prepared to use an aerial of reasonable

efficiency.

economy in first cost and maintenance, for
you will observe that theee is no expensive
screened -grid valve to buy (and eventually

to renew), and running costs can be kept
very low.
The three -valuer, it may be remembered,

could be kept down

POWER AND PURITY.

to an H.T. consumption of somewhere
about 7 milliamps, if

only an ordinary

valve were

power

used, and the Four is
not very much more
greedy. To be sure,
there is one extra

valve, but this need

dry H.T. batteries.
To do this, naturally weans using
only an ordinary
power valve in the

AN ATTRACTIVE
/St"

last stage, and so
you would have to
be

about overloading,
only using the full
power of the set on

quite weak stations, and keeping
others down to
reasonable volume
by reducing reaction and even de -

tuning a little on

the stronger ones;
but it is interesting

to note that such

,C2ane5l. A'A YOU,

Y/ 2 76

The controls are, as you will see, placed so th,
without sacrificing panel at
"11111111111111111111'

HERE ARE THE PARTS WU WILL R.o.1

1 Panel, 14 in. x 7 in. (Goltone or
Paxolin, Resiston, Trolite, etc.)
1 Cabinet to fit, with baseboard. 10 in.
deep
2

(Cameo

or Osborn,

-

Pickett,

Igranic, Lissen, Wearite, etc.).

I Standard " P.W." screen, 10 in.
6

Kay, etc.).
0005-mfd.

4 Sprung

(Lissen

Wearite, etc.).
2 single -coil holders (Igranic
Wearite, Lotus, etc.).
1
Neutralising condenser
J.B., Gambrell, Igranic,

condensers
variable
-or J.B., Lotus, Ormond,

Ready Radio, Dubilier, Igranic, Burton, Polar, etc.).

2 Vernier,dials (if condensers are not
of slow-motion type) (Igranie or
Formo) Lissen, Ormond,

Brownie,

Lotus, etc.).
1 .0001, .00013 or -00015 mfd. differential reaction condenser (Ready
Radio or Ormond, Lissen, Lotus,
Formo, Wearite, Burton, Dubilier,
L.T. switch (Lotus

or Benjamin,

valve

holders

Igranic, Lissen, W.B., Jr

1

25,000 or

or
o,

sen,
or

30,000-ohmssiWnce

and holder (Ready Radio or Ferranti,
Lissen, R.I., Igranie, Varley, Dubilier,
etc.).

1 2-mfd. condenser (T.C.C. or Lissen,
Ferranti, Dubilier, Hydra, Mullard,

Magnum, Polar, etc.).
1

in. (Ready Radio or Paroussi,

Magnum, Wearite, etc.).

1

Loewe, etc.).
0003-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C. or

Fluiniunntruum nfium uoiffltifinfifiniumumninfiu utuniummunionli munnunitimminninnumnitunnum

This is the detector and L.F. end of the set. Adequate power is available for
t/etitt"g a large loud speaker with purity and stability on distant as well as
local stations,

MANY STATIONS ON THE
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volume of such
a station, by the
way, is to use a
little judicious
detuning on the

cost to the point of inefficiency, but it must

two dials, setting
one a little above

The differences, then, are mainly matters
of keeping down the cost of the four-valver

station and the other a little below it, a

Three. They are mainly on the H.F. side,

FO

the wave of the

proceeding which in many cases improves

-quality and enables you to obtain reproduction of a very exceptional character
decidedly better, in fact, than that of many

a smaller set worked somewhere near full out.

We have assembled the " Four " on

somewhat different lines from those adopted
e

Only Two Coils Used.

to a figure very little above that of the

where we decided to use a simpler and, still
more economical system of tuning and inter
valve coupling.

wave -change coil units, which gave the
rhodium Or long waves by merely operating,

a couple of knobs on the panel. It was
decided to drop this feature in the case of
the four-valver, and
accordingly we have

STATIONS BY THE SCORE.

receiver you want for long-distance

Chosen plug-in coils of

Ordinary plug-in coils, ordinary valves,
lard components are employed throughout

the type which a great

number of construc-

wmation of a completely modern character.
:ESEARCH DEPARTMENT.
economy is possible. No doubt, where you
have the means of providing rather more
current-say, up up to 14 or 15 milliamps-

tors will have on
hand. Therefore there

will probably be no
need to buy any
special coils for the
set, and you will see

that this makes a

you will take advantage of the greater
power -handling capacities of the superpower type, and
use one of these
PANEL

very considerable dif-

ference in your
budget.

valves in the last

Of course, you no
longer have the advantage of w a v e -

stage. You will
then discover that
the . " Neutype "
Four is capable of

1

change switching, but

remember what we

providing you with

said about a compro-

a tremendous
7"

I

2.4"

Even then you
must avoid over-

loading on the
/3/4."

A " searching " is facilitated
pearance.

You cannot
have everything, but

mise.

amount of volume
at good quality.

local station,

'

In the three-valver we used commercial

user the convenience of working on either

Efficiency Not Sacrificed.

r of exceptionally attractive design, the
s easy to: build, inexpensive, selective and

be remembered. that there is such a thing

as a reasonable compromise,

be -

cause the power of
the set is really
very great.

A good method

of limiting the

The H.F. stage is completely free from complications, and it imparts wonderful selectivity and distance -getting properties to the set.

in the case of the three-valver, and the

reader may be interested to see just what
those differences are, and to hear the
reasons for them. Well, it is largely a

what we have done
is to see t hat. coil changing, when going

over from

the

ordinary to the 16./1g -wave band, -is made as
simple as possible. ;Accordingly, we have

strictly limited the number of .coils in. use,
-

(COntinned ow next page)

matter of cost, for

we thought that
this was one of the

REMARKABLY COMPACT ASSEMBLY.

most important
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111411111111111111111111111111_,

factors in a design

4UIRE.

which we bad ex-

Dubilier, Lissen, Goltone, Mullard,
Igranic, Clarke, etc.)

1 2-meg. grid leak and holder (Lissen
or Igranic, Ediswan, Dubilier, Milliard, etc.).
1

H.F. choke (Keystone or Varley,

of this sort, in

pressly set out to
be as economical

as was reasonably
possible. Of course,

we 'have carefully

avoided paring

Lewcos, Lissen, R.I.,. 'panic, Lotus,
Dubilier, Ready Radio, Wearite, etc.).

1 R.C. coupling unit, anode resistance
about I meg., grid leak, 1 or 2-meg.
(Lissen or Dubilier, etc.).

1 Low -ratio L.F. transformer (Telsen or
R.I., Lissen, Ferranti, Varley, Lotus,
Igranic, Leweos, Cossor, Mullard, etc.).

1 Terminal strip, 14 in. x 2 in.
9

Engraved or indicating
( Eelex or Igranic,

terminals

Belling & Lee,

Clix, etc.).
Screws, wire, flex, G.B. plugs, etc.
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIc

LOUDSPEAKER

No baseboard space is wasted in this attractive iour-vaiver. although the layout is such that no efficienq
is lost through the " electrical " crowding of components. One simple screen and a proper placing of coils
render the H.F. side sensitive and stable.
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different from that of the " Neutype "
Three, and you will observe that it takes

*-4"

TH. 1 "NEUTYDE" FOUR. t
(Continued from pr....7.'ius page.)
t

the screen itself by means of screws and
nuts placed in the perforations along its

the form of a centre -tapped tuned anode.

lower edge,

The rest of the circuit is quite normal
and straightforward, except perhaps for

Now for some summarised operating
Valves should be two of the H.F.
type for V, and V2, one L,F. for V3, and
data.

the de -coupling resistance of 25,000 ohms
and condenser C5. This we found necessary
you have not the nuisance involved iu, to ensure stability when aged H.T. batteries
and have got it dOwn to only two.

Hence

many of the larger sets of older design,
where there might be as many As four
or even five coils to be changed. Just
two is not so bad, after all, .and it really
only takes a few moments.
The only
possible nuisance about it, as the ex-

one -power or super -power for V4. The coils

will both be No. 60:size for the -medium
waves and No. 250's for long waves, .one
being an " X " coil (L1) and one centre -

were used, so we included it as a safety
precaution.
Constructionally,

there

one

tapped (L2), As regards H.T. voltages, you

These must be insulated, and you
of the
points at which connections are made to

valves, and should be settled by reference

.

only

is

point to Mention, and that is a warning
about the wires which pass through the

should put about's 10(J to 120 volts on
H.T. + 1 and 60 or 70 volts on H.T. + 2.
Grid bias will depend very much on the

screen.

Aould also make careful note

perienced user will probably agree, is that

you have to open the lid, of the set to
perform the operation,

and so you have to

to the maker's data slips received with them.

EVERY COMPONENT HARD AT WORK.

enforce a rather rigid
rule- about

domestic

putting vases of

flowers and other objects on the top of the

0

r

cabinet !

The low -frequency

12

90. 000
0,

side the receiver fol-

1,4F

.?7,,-..&e-RE,vr.,0z.

®

lows absolutely stand-

ard and straightfor-

,-- REACT/ON
COAIDENSWA"

C

F,i

ward lines, just as
did the " Neutype

l

F2
0005
MFO

0005

OM

Three ; and, like that
set, the whole circuit

MFO

AlO

is one carefully worked

M0

O

O

out to bring up to date
and develop to thelull
the sensitivity A nd
selectivity available
in the older mut i rlised
circuits.

II OM
LT. ...sw/rc.v

Circuit Desigu.'.
Selectivity Of course,

is a very big-poinf, lot
it is not at all -an easy
matter to obtain
good degree of it with

.

.......

..._.
.

.

.

-

..

MEG°
sm

valve, although it is
quite simple with the
neutralised - t3-pe Hof

M

1

SCREEN
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I

is not so

much a matter of the

difference in

V41

screened -grid and

valves

themselves as in the

types of circuits used
with them ; but, whatever the reason, it is a
weighty argument in
favour of the neutral-

(t 0

till.;10
Cril Ce0

.

0

9)
AnFO

0111

0

NAV
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ised circuit.

0 L.

A glance at the cir-

1
o

cuit diagram -Will help

41111

to bring out these

various points more
clearly. First, you will

GB.

see that, the aerial

III

GB -
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wroiii

ion
LI- ! a
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99

pm,

9

0

=OM:ID

IPP'

is auto -coupled to the

tuned -grid circuit by
means of an " X " coil,

thus dispensing with
the separate primary
sometimes used here.
The " X " type gives
quite satisfactory re-

y2

V3

cr..

the

characteristics iii the
neutralised

T,

2

the screened -grid
circuit. It

-
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sults for ourpresent

purpose, and simplifies
matters somewhat.

The H.F. intervalve
coupling is quite

- L.S.74

742 I -17W

11.7" - L.7: 74

A

There are no " rennements " of doubtful merit in this first-class tour-valver. Every part used in it has a definite and importz.ut job
allocated to it.
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The goodness of a valve is determined by the highest amplification
factor for the lowest anode impedance. This is expressed as mutual
conductance, therefore the higher
the mutual conductance the better
the valve.

The mutual conductance of the
Mazda P.240 is considerably higher
than that of any other 2 -volt power
valve. It will operate a moving

coil loud speaker with most satisfactory results.

*Iv

THESE FIGURES
PROVE IT
Amplification Factor
Anode A.C. Resistance (ohms)
..
Mutual A.C. Conductance (MA/V)

7

1,900
3.7

MAZDA P. 240
PRICE

15/1,

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,,
Radio Division,
la, Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.I.

Showrooms in all the Principal Towns.

EDISWAR_

With Mazda valves in all positions your set will
give a performance many times better than before.
V.48
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HAVE YOU A VALVE SET
If so, YOU SIMPLY MUST NOT MISS
THE

SPECIAL VALVE NUMBER
of

MODERN WIRELESS
It contains a fully illustrated supplement, telling you all you want
to know about the Modern Valve.

WHAT TO BUY and WHERE TO GET IT
Also

The June " MODERN WIRELESS " contains full details of

THE "STAR -TURN" TWO
Using the new "STAR -TURN" tuning circuit, this remarkable
two-valver surpasses all others in the wonderful selectivity and
sensitivity which it evinces.

Brings in Stations by the Score !
Another .Valuable Feature included in "M.W." is

"THE WORLD'S PROGRAMMES"
A Special Section for the DX enthusiast.

Don't miss the June "Modern Wireless."
Price 10 -

On Sale May 31st.

Price 1f.

TELL YOUR FRIENDS ABOUT IT !
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CPT. ECKEPSLEYte'---%

UERYORNER
TRANSFORMER RATIOS-WHERE THE
HUM STARTS-AN AERIAL SURPRISE

-SPARKING PLUG INTERFERENCE.

Under the above title, week by week, Captain P. P. Eckersley, 1111.E.E., late Chief Engineer of the B.B.C., and now our Chief
Radio Consultant, will comment upon radio queries submitted by " P. W." readers. But don't address your queries to Captain
'Eckersley-a selection of those received by the Query Department in the ordinary way will be dealt with by him.

400

but then, the aerial must be free from

Transformer Ratios.

filament emission or irregular feed due to

0. P. B. (Boston).-" Why is it that
most low -frequency transformers have a
ratio of between 2-1 and 5-1. Surely a

other effects.
As you put more and more magnification

capacity effect to earth.
The outdoor
part of year aerial may pick up something,

Your H.F. valves, however,

frequencies. It's the detector that starts
dealing with low frequencies and the

effects, shunts away the energy.
Furthermore, the outdoor part may
merely add resistance which cuts down what
it may pick up. For reasonable sensitivity

detector is the low -frequency valve farthest
back in the low -frequency chain of ampli-

small an aerial as possible.

higher ratio of even 50-1 could be employed
to increase the step up in signal strength ? "
No !

You see you are limited in two

ways. Consider two valves with transformer
connection as in the sketch below. Now the
impedance of
the primary
CHOOSING
(P) of the
A TRANSFORMER t r a nsformer

has to be of
value equal to

two or three

times the
valve impedance.

Now that

means quite
a few turns
of wire.

If

you're going

to put 50
times the

showing how transformer ratios
have to be limited.

turns on the

secondary you're going to make an awfully
unwieldy thing.
Secondly, suppose VI was a volt. Suppose
the valve mag. was 10 effective. Then with
a 50 to 1 transformer, V2 --ea 1 x 10 x 50
== 500 volts ! That would saturate the last
alve a bit, wouldn't it ? Step-up ratios
of 50-1 cannot be used even if transformers

on to the source of hum, so the hum becomes louder.

only magnify high frequencies, not hum

That is the theory in general, there are
other points which I can't go into in this
short space.

*

*

An Aerial Surprise.

T. E. C. (Camden Town).-" I had a
An efficient outdoor
aerial is in use, but it is necessary for me to
use a fairly long lead-in through the house.
" I had been listening the whole evening,

and was rather surprised at an apparent
increase in selectivity in the receiver on the

two Brookmans Park transmissions, but
they were still at their normal volume.

" Judge my surprise when I found that

my outside aerial was entirely disconnected,

and I was merely picking up on the length

CLEANLINESS IS ESSENTIAL.

Dear old magneto noise ! The spark plug
is the generator of high -frequency oscilla-

tions and the spark plug may act like an
aerial.

When using a very sensitive very shortwave receiver you can hear magneto disturbances several miles away. The same
effect occurs in aeroplanes, and we had to

difficulty in preventing hum with either of

the above types of valves in the detector

to something radically wrong with the
receiver ? "

No ! It's more difficult to eliminate
hum from the detector valve than any other,
And if you will follow me, obviously so.

Because the detector is the first low you

have

" hum " it's because the valves magnify
the tiny disturbances due to irregular

What

carap..,ses this noise Y "

or directly heated valves, I have great

" Is this a normal fault, or does it point

Etna!,

my motor -ear. 1 can receive several
stations quite clearly, but reception is
spoilt by a very rapid clicking noise in the

vibration have been unsuccessful.

position.

a

this is caused by vibration, but all my
attempts to mount the receiver to avoid

*

If

The motor -car sparking -plug acts as
wireless transmitter.

loud speaker. It has occurred to me that

quite free from hum using either indirectly

really.

A MINIATURE TRANSMITTER.

explain the reason.

B. E. H. (Norwich).-" I have in use a
three -valve receiver using A.C. valvesone H.F., detector, and 1 L.F I find that
although the H.F. and L.F. stages operate

stage

J. B. (Birchington).-" I have tried to use
my portable receiver while travelling in

rather peculiar experience the other evening,

Where the Hum Starts.

frequency

Sparking Plug Interference.

and should be very glad if you could

tured.

*

and best selectivity, I always say use as

fication.

having such a step-up could be manufac*

but the lead-in, having various capacity

It s necessary that all wander -plugs and spare

terminals be kept scrupulously clean.

of lead in the house. Does this inter that
my outdoor aerial is quite useless, and that
I might just as well take this down "
This is very common in my experience.

I so frequently find that sets are " overaerialed."
In general, one may say that increasing the

size of the aerial does increase the signal,

study how to get over the trouble years
ago.

The only way is to enclose every bit of
wiring in metallic shielded cable and to
enclose the sparking plug, too. Even the

little conductor of a sparking plug running

through the insulator will radiate waves.
To give you an idea of what to do, remember

that everything must be enclosed, and see
my sketch for a diagrammatic idea of how
to do that.
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detector circuit, followed by three stages of R.C.C.

OUR " MAGIC " SETS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-As-a regular reader of your ever inter-

esting journal Portirsin Wink:LESS since No. 1, Itake
this opportunity of adding my name to what must be
it host of appreciative readers of your ever interesting

circuits and constructional articles which appear
from time to time. Last, bet not least, I consider
your " Magic " Series the beet proposition any
amateur constructor could wish to construct. No
word of praise on my part would adequately express
the long felt want that these circuits must hall. I
.have personally -constructed for my friends according
to their particular needs the whole series,. from
Magic " One to " Magic " Four.
The only suggestion forthcoming is that we .are
looking forward to your adding yet further " Magic "
" Magic S.G. Three of a
by the introduction of
de luxe nature, not necessarily with a pick-up arrange
went. I trust this may be a pleasure in store. It

would perhaps meet a popular demand. Anyway, I
must conclude this with many thanks for what You
have glVen es, and for what we may be about to
receive.

With best wishes for the success of your paper,
remain,

Yours respectfully,

Devon.

-

e CORRESPONDENCE.

OUR " MAGIC " SETS.
THE " TINY " TWO -- REPLACING AN
AERIAL-THE 'MAGIC" ABROAD.

Letters from readers discussing interesting and +
topical wireless events or recording unusual
experiences are always welcomed ; but it must
9 be clearly understood that the publication of
such does in no way indicate that we associate

+ourselves with the views expressed by our

correspondents, and we cannot accert any responsibility for information given.-EDITOR.
REPLACING AN AERIAL

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, Some of your readers will probably find
the idea illustrated in the diagram a boon for replacing
broken aerials. I have tried it and found it works
quite O.K.
First- make two brackets, A, B, of 1- in. x 1 in

AN AERIAL. TIP.

THE " TINY " TWO.
the Editer, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-The following particulars of the Tiny "
Iwo which I have constructed may interest readers.
Not only has it cost me much less than 1 anticipated,
but the results have been amazing. A better name
would be the " Gigantic " Two.
Instead of ebonite for the panel, I used.three-ply
wood. This and the rest of the woodwork I polished
by - rubbing in cellulose paint, as when rubbing
in a spirit stain. This gives a very good effect in

any colour paint, and a high insulation finish

make the:
lever E, and
&ill holes F
for the ful-

crum and G
for the rope
from a strip of
iron, 6 in. x
1 in. x 1 in.

is

Then pull the

aerial rope

(halyard)
through hole

transformer, Benjamin rotary switch, Lissen grid
'eats and codenser, Lissen coil holders, Marconiphone
valve holders, Milliard L.F. and H.F. valves, Ever ready 00 v. and 41 v. batteries (dry), Western
Electric 'phones, Exile 2 v. accumulator, Tunewell
mile (75 and 35). Cost, without 'phones, £3 5s. 71d.
Results (6 miles north of Oxford Circus) :

L With 60 ft. indoor aerial and an earth : London
Regional and National very loud on speaker ; easily
separated.

2. With 60 ft. aerial and no earth
the same.
3. With no aerial or earth : Good strength on
speaker with 120 v. H.T.; very loud on 'phones

G, and leave a
fair amount of
slack. It will

be found that
this fixing can be pushed to the top of the pole with
a prop or similar object with ease.
Yours truly,
Birmingham.

E. S. BUTTERS.

E. SMITH.

'

THE " MAGIC " ABROAD.,
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
Dear Sir,-After having a set uti ising your

" Magic" detector circuit in use for the past five
months, I am writing .to say how very satisfied I
am with it, both on the broadcast waves and short
waves.

The set, as I am using it, comprises the " Magic "

*

'

IAM still more convinced, after a fort-

night's listening (during bad conditions) with my stage of tuned
screened -grid H.F., that it is very definitely
worth using. As far as sheer " brute -force

SHORT-WAVE
NOTES.

Two or three readers have asked for

particulars on A.C. H.T. supply for screened grid units. I can only say that I have met
no problems in this direction at all.
Extra Det. Smoothing.

I have found all along that practically any

proprietary unit, together with an extra
smoothing unit for the detector circuit,
gives such perfect results on short waves
that one definitely . would not know that
batteries were not in use.

The extra smoothing for the detector

13,000 ohms.

The cabinet housing the set measures 27 in. long,
9 in. high, 12 in deep, and the panel is 21 x 7 ins.
It is thus possible to keep all the coils, etc., necessary for the set together.
The loud speaker in use is the " P.W. Mural Cone,"
and it, like the set, is very satisfactoty. The: tone
and. volume -handling capabilities are all that one
could wish.
The speaker, however, is made up as a corner
baffle, for it occupies less space that way than exactly to the design.
It only remains for, me to say again that the set
is more than satisfactory, and the combination of
set and speaker remind one of the old saying, " They
fit like a hand and a glove."
With thanks to the people who designed it all.
Yours very sincerely,
ELECTRICIAN."
Buenos Aires.

THE " TINY " .TWO AGAIN.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I thought you would like to know that

I have built your Tiny " Two and your " Economy "
Three.

Living in Northern Ireland I did not think either
set would be powerful enough, so I added another
instead of a resistance capacity coupler I used a
transformer in the other.
Both sets are extremely good and of pure quality.
I have not had time to test the " Economy' Three
as I only finished it recently but I think it will
bring in plenty of stations.
N. Ireland.

Yours faithfully,

H. E. REDMAN (Major).

horse's mouth." I hope to be able to pub.
lish it very shortly.
Apropos my remarks about an earth which
produces hand -capacity effects on my all -

By W. L. S.

screened set as soon as it is connected to
filaments, while they are absent with no

the set to slide in and out of oscillation at
irregular intervals.
I have found that a perfect cure for this

He says " The finest earth I have ever
tried consists of about four feet of in.

amplification goes it is quite equal to an
extra note -magnifier, while it does not

bring up the background noises in the way
than an L.F. stage usually does.
And I am also sure that signals that on a
detector and L.F. are too weak to be readable, or even audible, are brought into the
range of one's receiver if a good screened.
stage is used.

and the diameter of the funnel is equal to rather
more than one third of the length of the.aerial.
In the text of your article on the "Magic " circuit you say the arm of the potentiometer should be
kept nearest to the negative end for smoothest reaction. I find the reverse to be the case, and so
keep the arm usually slightly towards the positive
end froin the mid -way position. The impedance of
my detector valve is, according to the makers,

transformer -coupled stage to your " Tiny " Two, ane

-

with 60 v. H.T.
4. Carrying set in motor -ear, wearing 'phones,
neither aerial nor earth, travelling West of London :
Very good strength National and London Regional
Yours faithfully,

to fit
loosely round
the bottom of
the .pole, and
bend

drill boltholes,
C. D.
Then

obtained.
Principa components.: used : Brookmans condenser, Wavemaster differential condenser, Hypermite

W.5.

board ship, where aerial conditions are not so good
as might be desired. For instance, the aerial has to
pass the ship's funnel at a distance of but eight feet,

iron strip and

S. TAVENER.

An output filter is built in, and a
volume control is provided between the lst and
2nd L,P. valves the last valve being a super power.
It is rather futile to attempt to state the number
of stations possible on the loud speaker whilst we
are anywhere within a thousand miles of Cape
Finnisterret they are too numerous to mention ;
but it might interest you to know that, good loudspeaker reception is obtained during the whole of
the voyage between London and Monte Video,
either on the broadcast, waves or the short Waves,
and very often on both. Atmospherics sometimes
spoil the broadcast wave reception, but not the
short-wave 'reception.
The set, as you will have gathered, is in use on
amplification.

I

is simply to use a Neon tube across the output from the eliminator. Naturally a

commercial type with the resistance incorporated in the base, such as can be
obtained at any lighting store, should be

earth, an Oxford reader kindly writes to tell
me that he has previously experienced the
same, but has cured it by using a different
earth.
copper tube wound in a spiral and- buried a

foot below the surface, connection being
made by a length of 7/22 enamelled aerial
wire."

Incidentally, those who believe in renov-

used.

This will not draw more than about
25 milliamps at 250 volts, and acts extraordinarily well as a " buffer."
A little while back I remember receiving

ating their aerials at all frequently pro-

a letter from a mystified reader-I replied

garage ; two fairly big coils of this, unrolled
loosely and completely buried about a foot

to it by post-querying the purpose of a

down, also make quite an efficient, earth.

very mysterious -looking tangle of wires

visible from the Great North Road near

Simple and Efficient.

Baldoek. I have since found that it is the
aerial of a receiving station used in the tests

should consist of a 25 or 32 -henry choke with G 2 G N, the Olympic, and G 2 I V,
with at least 4 mfd. from the " set " side the Majestic. .G 2 A A, the land station,
is at Rugby.
of it to earth.
Mr. Easter, my regular correspondent
Short -wavers working from electrolytic
rectifiers are not always too Satisfactory, I from Cincinnati, has kindly offered to prehave found, not on- account of ripple of pare a really new and up-to-date list of
any kind, but because of a slight voltage -short-wave broadcasting, stations chiefly
variation that is often nresent. and causes from information received direct " from the

bably have, like myself, hanks and hanks
of 7/22 lying about or hanging up in the

You will naturally find a good earth of
paramount importance when using a mains
unit for H.T. supply, and I think an
" inferior article " is the cause of 90 per cent.
of the failures in this direction. Naturally,
though a counterpoise is often more

efficient than an earth from the reception
point of view, it is quite a different tale with
some of the supply mains, and it often becomes essential to earth everything possible.
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step-up), and it therefore had a low impedance which
was especially harmful to low -frequency impulses that

tended to pass through the transformer Without producing the full effects upon the secondary.

By reducing the ratio of the transformer the
primary impedance could be increased. and this
would improve the low notes. as stated. Bnt the
improvement- in the high notes is probably due to
a better secondary.
In your old transformer you prebably hod quite
a large secondary winding between the turns of
which existed a considerable capacity. This was
little disadvantage on low notes, but on the higher
noisiest frequencies, such as piccolo, piano. violin,
etc., such distributed capacity would offer a bypass to the high-freqUency impulses, and would
result in your transformer cutting off much of the
top stuff."
Add to the above the improvements in the core,

and you will understand the great advance which is
now being demonstrated to you by your own set.

TAPPING THE TUNING CIRCUIT.

EXPERIMENTER" (Kings Langley).-'"

All Editorial communications should be addressed

to the Editor,

POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis House, Tallis Street, London, E,C.4.
The Editor mm be pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing with all subjects appertainjog to wireThe Editor cannot accept responsibility for manuscripts or photos. Every care will be taken to return
not accepted for publication. A stamped and adttressed envelope must be seat with every article Alt
inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents. klessrs. John U. Lite, Ltd .
4, Ludgate Circus London, E.C.4.
The constructional articles which appear from time to time in this journal are the outcome of resertrch
and experimental work carried out with rt view to improving the technique of wireless reception. As numb of
the information given in the columns of this paper concerns the most recent developments in the radio* tvonld
some of tile arrangements and specialities described may be the subject of Letters Patent, and the amateur
and the trader would be well advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents before doing so
less.
MSS.

everything in the home, including you and your
family !

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

It is a deadly poison, and under no circumstances

cuts or abrasions ; for, if it does, it rimy cause no
end of trouble. And you have every reason to thank
your father-in-law profusely, for he undoubtedly
saved the carpet for yon !

ACID ON THE CARPET.
" AXMINSTER "

(Nuneaton).-" The accu-

If acid is spilt in this way, the only hope is .to
neutralise it as quickly as possible with an alkali

mulator carrying -case is provided with a
leather handle. I was carrying it across the
dining -room quite carefully when the handle

such as ammonia, borax, or a strong solution of soda.
We think that the prompt treatment probably

fell over on to its side.

will in thus eat it away and rot it, and you cannot
be too careful, when carrying the accumulator to

suddenly broke in my hand, and the battery
ummuntimiummimmitimilminumumitimittutimm
FE

CAN WE HELP YOU
WITH YOUR SET ?

E Perhaps some mysterious noise has appeared,

and is spoiling your radio reception 1-Or

Ei

one of the batteries seems to run down much a

a faster than formerly 1-Or you want a Blue

Print ?

Whatever your radio problem may be,
remember that the Technical Query Departa ment Is thoroughly equipped to assist our
"=-

saved the carpet, but you have in the ease of the
leather handle a perfect example of the sort of
damage which accumulator arid can do.
Even a small spot or two spilt on a leather handle

and from the charging station, to keep it away

from your clothes.
If it is placed inside your wireless cabinet, do not

spill the acid in putting it In place,- for any drops
which fall on the wood are liable to " rot ' it. It
Is a good plan to make a small wooden tray for the
accumulator, using cheap white wood, so that any
small drops which may trickle down Its case may
damage the tray, but will be prevented from
touching anything of value.
Be equally careful of the carrying handle, and
always wipe. over the outside of the accumulator
with a duster. (It had better be an old duster, for
you will find that it will attack this, too, and ruin it
In time.)

readers, and offers an unrivalled service.

Full details, Including scale of charges, can g

be obtained direct from the Technical Query

a Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway
H House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

Illar

it be allowed to come into contact with

should

.2.

E A postcard will do. On receipt of this, an
Application Form will be sent to you free F.
and post free immediately. This application =
will place you under no obligation whatever,
a: but having the form, you will know exactly
what information we require to have before =
E.

H us in order to solve your problems.
F.:

LONDON

READERS

PLEASE

NOTE:

Inquiries should NOT be made by 'phone, or H
a in person at Fleetway House or 'Janis House.
F.alituainannunamminammitalimmaniminamiminT,
.7.a-

" Fortunately, it was right at the edge of
the carpet, but a small pool of the acid from
the battery ran out on to the floor -boards
and just touched one end of the carpet. Not

long afterwards my father-in-law came to
see us, and I happened to mention it to him,
and be immediately got very excited.

" He sent me post-haste to the stores for

come ammonia, and with this he sponged the
carpet, which is a new one, and spent a good

half-hour in washing the acid out.

The

carpet looks perfectly O.K., but he still says
that it may rot away.

" I have examined the leather handle in

the case, and find that it had become rotten,
which he says was due also to the acid. Is
it a fact that it affects leather like that, and
do you think it will ruin my new carpet ? "
The sulphuric acid used in accumulators is a
mortal foe to carpets, clothes, leather, upholstery
urtains, metal work and, in fact, to practically

-

A.

tapped also by means of a clip.

" Could this be done to a valve set in the

same way, and, if so, what are the connections
for a one-valver ? "
The benefit of tipping the output connection into
a tuned circuit, as well as the aerial connection, is
not so great -in the case of a valve set as in that of a
crystal, but often enables a perceptible improvement
in selectivity to be obtained.

You can easily experiment on these lines, using
about 55 turns of No. 22 or 24 D.C.C. wire for the
tuned circuit coil, on a 3 -inch diameter former.
Close beside it 'you will need 30 turns of No. 32
D.S.C. for reaction and in addition, the necessary
parts for a one -valve set.
Connections will be: aerial terminal to a tapping
clip which goes on to the coil (the latter is tapped
at every 5 turns on the tuning portion). The earth
terminal is joined to one end of the tuning coil

and one end of the reaction coil, to the moving

plates of the -0005 mid. variable condenser, to L.T.-,

ILT,-, and to one side of the filament.
The remaining filament terminal on the valve
holder goes to one side of the grid leak and to an
L.T. switch. The remaining side of the switch goes
to L.T. -F.
The grid socket on the valve holder goes to the
remaining side of the grid leak, and to a -0003 mid.
fixed condenser. The other side of this condenser
is provided with a flexible lead and tapping clip
which can be taken to the tuning coil.
The other end of the tuning coil goes to the fixed
vanes of the variable condenser. The remaining
end of the reaction winding goes to a -0001 mid.
variable condenser, and the fixed plates of this en
to the plate socket of the valve holder and to H.F.
choke, preferably via a fixed condenser of -001 mid.
(or thereabouts) capacity.

Finally, the remaining side of the H.F. choke
to H.T. +. Use one of the B.F. types of valve,
and experiment with n.T., etc., until the position
goes to 'phones, and the other 'phone terminal goes

THE NEW TRANSFORMER.
L.

have been greatly surprised at, the results
from a tapped coil tuned by a -0005 mid.
Not only the aerial is tapped down the coil,
but the return from the crystal, instead of
being joined to the tuning condenser, is

(Warrington).-" Honestly, I did

not believe all this about better and better
instruments, for I was so satisfied with my
old set that I was reluctant to alter. However,
one day it went west, and the dealer told me
it was a burnt -out primary of

of the grid clip, and also the aerial clip, is such that
the set slides hi and out of oscillation without the
slightest trace of " plop."
You will
receiver.

find this an

excellent long-distance

(Continued on next page.).

the low -frequency transformer.

I wanted another one of the

same kind, which was a 5 to 1,

POPULAR "WIRELETS" No.11

but ho insisted that I should
like a 3 to 1 much better, and
that it would be louder than
the 5 to 1. As we could not
get one like the first, 1 gave

SPLIT PRIMARY HF. TRAINSFR

greater power with the smaller

FC

HT
**)-fl

(66-000'

Ot2

4

way and he put in a 3 to 1.
The improvement was
phenomenal. Even at its best
the old set never brought out

the tone of the orchestra as
it is now doing. But what
puzzles me is that I get both

0005

3

4111
40C-2

60

.0003

251

ratio, with a greater clarity

on the high notes and deeper
low notes. What makes all
that difference between the
transformers ? "
There has been a steady improvement of late in low -frequency
transformers, both in design and
in material, One trouble with the
old 5 to 1 type was that the
primary winding was !ether small
(it had to be, owing to the high

.0005

.00025

2 MEG

1110111

41789

ZT
TStsisrees,

SUPPOSE YOU HAD THESE PARTSCould you " wire up " an H.F. and Detector ? The set should be
extremely sensitive on 'phones and perfectly stable when neutralised.
LOOK OUT FOR THE ANSWERING DIAGRAM NEXT WEEK.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
-

(Conhulled from page 329 )
FAULTY REACTION.

G. N. L. (Glasgow).-" The only fault is

that reaction bursts in. Just as I am getting
a distant station, there is a plop,' and then

'the reaction condenser has to be retarded

through 3 or 4 degrees before the, set stops
oxillating. What can I to with that ?"

The " Magic " Two was the first set
he had made, but, being a P.O. elec4,

trician, used to soldering, he was con= fident that he could make a good job of

the wiring. Components were all good
= ones, (tested before use) all flexible leads
'were provided with well -fitting plugs,

Defective insulation May be the trouble; brit it is
probably not an actual break in one of the windings,
for when this happens signals become very weak, or perhaps disappear altogether, in addit ion to the
constant frying or sizzling. (Sometimes snort bursts'
conic through at much reduced strength and then
disappear altogether.)
If you are using a resistance -capacity coupling,

The mineral most commonly used for
crystal detectors is
. .
Some crystals require only a .
- contact, and others a comparatively

any defect in the anode resistance may cause irregular
amplification, due to -the voltage variation across it.

one

using a

cause of noisy reception in an amplifier ?
With the same aerial and earth, and 'phone
in the detector valve, reception is absolutely
clear, but when I connect up the amplifier
there is a constant background of noise.
What is that ? "
,

We could have been much more definite if you had
For
instance, in transformer -coupled amplifiers the transformer itself is often _the cause of noises of Oils' class..

CAN YOU FILL IN THE MISSING
LETTERS?

with
by a
.

WHAT DO YOU THINK
ABOUT THIS ?

MORE NOISY- RECEPTION.

S. K. (Norwich).-".What would be the

told us the typo of amplifier you. are- using;

No.12.-CRYSTAL DETECTORS.

. ..... or

=111111111111i111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IL

points -named are carefully watched.)

TWISTERS

be made

These may be in the external leads joining up the
batteries or in the batteries themselves ;: and, in the
case of an accumulator, an imperfect contact often
occurs where the strip connecting one .section of
the battery to the next is allowed to becothe loose.

possible, borrow different values' until you find
which one suits the set.
(If yours is a very stubborn case, it may improve
it to vary the capacity of the condenser by adding another condenser in parallel or in series with it ;
bat this is Seldom,neeessary; provided the other

TECHNICAL

The contact may
another .
springy wire called the
The advantage of

grid -bias battery.

if

.1,111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111W:

E

falget, too, that likely causes of this class of distinbance are variations in the. filament. current
supply, due to imperfect contact, a poor connection
in the H.T. battery, or an imperfect contact in the

coil, or wrong value of grid condenser.
Try the effect of a different grid leak and different
reaction coil size, experimenting at the same time with
If this fails to
higher and lower voltages'on
cure, increase the value of the -grid -leak by placing
another in series with it, or decrease it by connecting
another in parallel, if you have one on hand ; or

This particular trouble is called overlap, and is
generally duo to incorrect H.P. on the detector,

E.

teseinbIe both ached a choke is used. - Do not

iliFoireergfid16,k-values, -incorrect:size of reaction

=

gold

that it does not ... .
is that

Last week's missing words (in order)
were : Heaviside Layer ; Distant (or
Foreign) ; Long ; Night, Day ; Sun E rise, Sun -set.

It is important that the coupling condenser in this
class of amplifier shank' be -above -suspicion, for if
it is in any way leaky the plate voltage of the preceding valve is partially applied to the grid of the
following valve.
Generally this particular condenser fault stops
signals altogether, but it may cause unexpected
fluctuations and noises, and in this case it Will
result in an heavier than necessary drain upon your
H.T. battery. The same voltage variation effects
may apply in the case Of a faulty grid leak, although
generally this is not so troublesOme as an anode

resistance in this class of amplifier.
If you are using a low -frequency =choke, you may

get results either like the transformer trouble' br
resembling those with R.C.,.for the circuit conditions

spade terminals, etc., aerial and earth
beautifully wired, and all the wiring
checked zealously. (Six -volt valves and
loudspeaker were employed.)

E-

Yet when switched on (good contact
at switch) results were " fady " and
E uncertain, and everything pointed to a
bad contact somewhere.- He soon round
it, of course, but can YOU think
E

WHAT WAS WRONG?
N.B.-There is no prize for answering this,

E but from time to time we shall give a radio
(followed the next week by the
= problem
answer) in the hope that readers will find
them both interesting and instructive. (Look
E out for the solution to above neat week.)

Last week's poser from Colchester proved to
be a weak spot in the flexible lead from the grid
= of the detector valve.
Ez-

E.i1111111111111111111011111t1111111111111111lill11111111111111111:1111111111

"PORTABLE 'COMBINED UNITS (i111with LI Charger)
A.C. MODEL
D.C. MODEL
This is the model which has given such satisTHEY FIT -the
only "Portable" Combined D.C. Unit
faction in Portables of practically every make
on the market.
and every type.
3".
MODEL W.5. Incorporates Westinghouse Metal
INSIDE
H.T. OUTPUT -130 volts at 20 ml a.
Rectifiers on both H.T. and L T. sides.
SIZE -9" / 5"

OUTPUT -120 Volts at 15 m'a.
SIZE -9" x 5" x
TAPPINGS-H.T., 2 continuously variable (one S.G.)
and 1 Power, L.T.-Trickle Charger for
2., 4- or 6 -volt Accumulators.

Price £5 : 11 : 6
MODEL W.6. H.T. only, £4 : 5 : 0.

Either of the above models is available for 25'
cycles at an increase in cost of WI-.
If supplied with " Xtra-Point " Lamp -holder and Plus,
4/6 extra.

ANY

INPUT VOLTAGE 200-250 volts.

H.T. TAPPINGS -2 continuously variable (one S.C.)
and 1 power.
L.T.-Trickle Charger for 2. 4- or 6 -volt accumulators,
without any alteration whatever to existing wiring.

Price £4 : 5 : 0

PORTABLE

H.T. only, £2 : 15 : 0.

Equally suitable

for all popular
2, -3, -and 4 -valve
Patent Pending
Easign Registered

The FIRST-.

Receive's

P.T,ntizvteinrz

Ask your dealer for demonstration or call at our London Showrooms.
ILLUSTRATED LEAFLET GIVING PULL PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION.

-the ONLY

REGENT RADIO SUPPLY CO. 2/, Bartlett. B/dgs, Holborn Circus, London,E.C4

Teiep/moie, Cent, -.1 8745/7
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FE R

TO

COMPONENTS
Perfection in Radio
has

not

yet

been

reached; but the
products of Ferranti

are as near to per-

fection as great
resources, unrivalled

IN
VALVES:
LONG LIFE! VOLUME!
SENSITIVITY!

Colloidal

Cathodes

the

experience, and the

highest degree of
manufacturing skill
can make them.

secret !

The plating, with Colloidal deposits, .of the

incandescent cathode of the new Vatea

Further, nothing will
be spared to improve

and volume. Amazing selectivity and incredibly improved reception are

them as knowledge

sign and filament construction.

From components to
the finished All -

Valve is the secret of its durability, sensitivity

the direct result of this very
latest achievement in valve deReplace your present valves with

Vatea Valves and you will be
amazed at the shortcomings of
the old type.

of Radio advances.

Electric Receiver,

Ferranti stands for
quality of the highest
order.

THE HEW
STYLE

VALVES

ABBEY RADIO,

47, Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
Telephone No.: Victori, 3914.

FERRANTI LTD. HOLLINWOOD LANCASHIRE
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HAVE YOU SEEN
THE LOTUS

ALL ELECTRIC
TRANSPORTABLE?

FOR THE LISTENER.

BROADCASTING THE DERBY.

(Continued from page 318.)

(Continued from page 311.)

make out. And the signalman was far too
busy to tell us.
But somebody might have done. We
were warned to. expect the famous train,
The Corridor, to, pass through the station.
It may have done. I don't know.

an early Derby broadcast. It was arranged
to give the Commentary from the flat roof

child to the circus, " I don't.know, my cigar;
I don't know ! " I like rieiseS--wt en I luieiv

the roof with his legs dangling over the side.
The fact that he might drop unexpectedly
into the Royal Box- did not trouble him in

Like Wish Wynne's old lady taking a

what they mean ; but jjet noises that may
have any meaning, like the creak on the
stair which may be a' burglar. !
The Man of Destiny.

The
I liked this. Shaw larnadcasts
action is nothing. The ideas ;and the' fun
are everything. I heard every word, which
is not always the ease in broadcast playS.
This is

apparently one of 3E: Cecil

Lewis's great points in production (for it
was conspicuous in :the dialogue parts of
" Dorothy ")

that the words must be

audible.
A very good point, too. Other produeers

please copy. Laura Cowie has almost a
perfect microphone voice.' You could hear
her gestures almost ! The play is

It verges on farce.

3 Valves Only
yet giving

Valve Power

5

Electric, instead of Battery
operatect; employing only three
All

valves instead of the usual four or
five, yet losing nothing in strength or or clarity,

the Lotus S.G.P. All

Transportable
stands alone in its class.
Mains

Receiver
-

Entirely self-contained-needs no
aerial or earth wires-LOud Speaker

included, in cabinet-mounted on
turntable for directional receptionrunning costs approximately 4/ per annum.
Prices : Oak Cabinet, £25.4s. cash,
or £2.7s. down and 11 equal monthly

instalments. Mahogany or Walnut

Cabinet, £26 . 5s. cash, or £2 .9s.
down and 11 equal monthly instalments.
Write for full particulars

Who ever heard

,

" trifle." "

Inspired by Julian Huxley's talks on

" Bird -Watching," I walked out two miles

the -least, but the- Epsom authorities decided to take no further risks. For this
reason' the B.B.C. were given their new
position in the 'Piess Gallery.
Siniple as the , present broadcasting
arrangements are, nothing is left to chance.
Even the -simplest Of schemes gang aft
a-gley." A rehearsal is held on the day
before the 'race, and any technical adjustments required are made then.
Difficult to Describe.

On account of the short space of time in
which it is run, the' Derby is a very difficult
race to describe. Even from the broad- 6,_Ab

casting stand (one of the best viewpoints VW
obtainable) the horses disappear going

the commentator.. This, it must be admitted, is something of a disadiantage.

the other night to the corner of the road - --for even the, best of microphone speakers
where there is a little Copse. It was 10.30.
Usually it is a lonely spot.
There were six motor -cars already there,

are apt to, have their good and bad periods.

were near, enough to see her glorious throat
quiver as she warbled.

chairs.

and men and women in evening dress.
She sang to us for about an hour. She
was in full sight, her trim little, body
silhouetted against the starlit sky. We

For all that, I think that most listeners

will agree that the commentators we have
so far had have got through their task in
a most efficient manner. And maybe the
day is not far distant when we shall be able
to watch the Derby from our home arm-

Afterwards a charming creature shared

her thermos with me'; and, fortified by
human kindness and that noble song, I
trudged home and to bed.
Corelli.

No, not Marie !

Much better !

has

been one of the pleasures of my week to

listen to Eda Kersley playing Corelli's
violin music. I like these finindations of
music " ; I find I can understand them better

than many of the superstructures which,
have been raised upon them.

_ Eda Kersley has a beautiful bow, and the

sweetness of her tone and the breadth of
her phrasing were delightful. And I lost
my heart again for the umpteenth time to

The B.B.C. did well to get Professor

ALL ELECTRIC TRANSPORTABLE

Gilbert Murray to speak a eulogy upon this

Garnett, Whiteley &Co. Ltd,,

passionate man," as Murray called hita who
had been his friend. In that simple, almost
Grecian, manner' which is so characteristic

Causton

acroatic*ility in manoeuvring for a good
position; and actually sat on the edge of

down the hill, and, as they round the

--

Nansen.

Lotus Works, Mill Lane,
Liverpool.

matograph operator showed a remarkable

a suh-lientenant: famous Tattenham Corner, it needs an
talking like that to a general ? But the eagle eye to distinguish any particular
it is the flesh and -"colours in the general cluster.
skeleton matters
blood that Shaw puts on it that counts.
Consequently, one might say that the
success or _allure 'of the Derby broadcast
Nightingales.
depends almost entirely on the ability of
of

Miriam Licette and her lovely songs. She
almost made me forget the nightingale !

(Dept. " P.W." 8),

of the new part of the stand. almost immediately above the Royal Box. A cine-

very great man, this " brave, good, com-

of Professor Murray, we were told' of the
arctic explorer, of the man who fought the
Russian famine, who repatriated no fewer

TECHNICAL
NOTES.
By Dr. J. H. T.-ROBERTS, F. Dist. P. I vow'

*-----:;----.1.-4.-----------*

PROBABLY one of the most frequent

kind_ of enquiry I receive from

readers relates to increasing the range
of reception of the set. I suppose, the fact

is that amateurs usually start out with a
set of limited range and, after getting
a taste for radio, they then naturally
wish to reach out and bring in more
distant stations.

It is commonly stated that the high -

frequency amplifying part of the set is the
one which takes care of distance of reception,

whilst the low -frequency amplifying part
looks after the volume of the reproduction.
In a general way this is true, but at the

same time the functions of the H.F. and
L.F. amplifiers to some extent overlap.
That is to say, if a -certain station is
received only faintly, an increase in the
L.F. amplification will bring the volume
of the station up and, for practical pur-

than 450,000 prisonerslost in Russia during
the war, and' of one ivhO was" " always the - _ poses, " bring it in."
Vontinved- on page- 331,
friend of England."

-

-
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eepeoductioira
Wonderful volume, magnificent reproduction,
faithfully and truthfully rendered through the
Loudspeaker-an ideal you can achieve through
the use of Telsen Transformers. These Transformers are the outcome of scientific research
in Transformer construction over a period of
many years, and to -day they stand at the head
of their class.

Visit your dealer to -day, ask him to show
you the Telson Range of Transformers, you
will be impressed with their neat appearance,
their cheapness in price, and as to their performance, well, they are regularly incorporated

in the leading sets of this journal: need we
say more?
Advil.

Telsen

Telsen " Radio -

Elatric Co., Ltd.,.:.Birintinp,hatn.

grand " Stand-

ard Model made
in ratios 3-1
and 5-1 price
1 2, 6 each.

Telsen "Ace" the Ideal

Transformer for Portable Sets and all sets
where space is limited.
Made in ratios 3-1
and 5-1. Price 8:6.

Entieely Benicia

0

X] :17. I

hi LT -17

"The -Apache'' -a new Book-.
length Novel by

JOHN G. BRANDON
appears complete in To -day's

THRILLER

Buy YOUR Copy Now !

2d,

The type H.T.3

Ut ,OLIS

$

czWESTINGHOUSEE0

A .0 ,AZ

CZ

V,

85:140

A'

METAL RECTIFIER
Suitable for incorporation in high-tension eliminators requiring

A tested and recommended circuit.

up to 20 milliamps at 120 volts.

Costs only 21'.

14

There are a number of other types also, from which any type
of eliminator or charger can be constructed. Full details are
given in " The All -Metal Way 1930," our new 32 -page book
which shows you how to run your set entirely from your A C.
mains.

Send 2d, stamp with your name and address to :-

STYLE MI 3

401+,

a.c

The Westinghouse Brake do Saxby Signal Co., Ltd., 82 York Rd., London, N.1.
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued front page 332.)

" POPULAR WIRELESS " says :
There is everthinf in
favour of buying a com-

plete kit

of

parts and

_nothing against it. Yon
get all the little items,
such as screws, etc., and
-your pan,e1- is neatly

drilled for you. Moreover,
you are certain that every
component is suitable for
the set-that. is if you
purchase an approved kit

such as is sold by Ready
Radio."

Detection of Signals.

What is really meant by saying that the
H.F. controls the distance of reception is
that the detector must receive signals of a
certain strength before it can be effectively
operated.

-

If the signals, when they arrive at the

detector,. are below the necessary strength,
they will not operate the detector properly,
and no amount of L.F. amplification there-

after will really compensate for the deficiency.

/4:72

PAGE
CATALOGUE

Crammed with illustrations and details of
all sorts of fascinating and useful gear, at
very reasonable prices.
RADIO
EL;CTRICAL

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS
MOTORS .% GENERATORS

Just send a stamped envelope.
ELECTRADIX RADIOS,

218. Upper
Thames
Street, E.C.4.
0191.
Electradix, Cent,

Again, even supposing a suitable amount
of H.F. amplification is used and the signals

KITS OF PARTS.

1930 MAGIC FOUR
1930 MAGIC THREE
NEUTYPE FOUR

arrive at the detector of ample strength,

the detection may be satisfactorily accomplished, but unless there is a proper amount
of L.F. amplification the signals will not be

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,

Therefore, it is fairly safe to act on the

above -mentioned principle that H.F. takes

Cash or Easy Terms.

either may serve the functions of the other.

.111111111111 iiiii 11111111frisin1111.101,1,11,111111111111111 iiiiiiii

250 to 2,000 metres.
Thousands of these tuners are in use. and we
can strongly recommend them. No further
coils are required. Send P.C. for particulars
and circuits-FREE.

sufficiently loudly reproduced from the
speaker.

MULLARD MASTER TWO
ETC., ETC.
Lists on application.

EXACTTUNERS
Croft Works, Priory Place, Coventry-

distance and L.F. of volume,
although, as ,I say, to a certain extent

care of

WETr H.T. BATTERIES
Solve all H.T. Troubles.

SELF -CHARGING,

Adding H.F.

In order to add high -frequency amplification to the set, if you are making up

As you know, under proper conditions,
great advantage in amplification is to be

Telephone : HOP 5555 (Private Exchange).

It is perhaps unnecessary to mention the

LONDON BRIDGE, LONDON, S.E.1

obtained by the use of screened -grid valves.

small fixed condensers and high -frequency
chokes as part of the H.F. amplifying system
and the necessary controls.

On the low -frequency amplifying side

Maurice
Tate
Famous Sussex and
England cricketer,
contributes a special

article on the

TEST
MATCHES

of 1930
in this month's

CASSELL'S
MAGAZINE
Buy the JUNE Issue To-day,11.

there is still a great deal to be said for

transformer coupling and, personally, I prefer this type of L.F. coupling for all-round
purposes, notwithstanding some of the

admitted advantages

of

the alternative

methods.
H.F. in Portables.

Before leaving this matter, I should like
to mention one point which, although very
well known to experienced experimenters,
seems often to puzzle newcomers to radio.

Frequently I receive letters from readers

who wish to make a portable or semi -

portable set, that is, one completely selfcontained without aerial or earth, and who
do not seem to realise the necessity for
additional H.F. amplification in such a case.
The moment ymr dispense with an outside

aerial or, in fact, with any extended aerial

at all, as you do with a completely selfcontained set, you start off with a very
small fraction of the incoi -ling signal energy
which you would otherwise receive. Natur-

STOCKWELL, LONDON

-EASY TERMS
We SPECIALISE in the supply
of all Good Quality Radio Sets,.
Components and Accessories on
Easy Terms. We will 'give you
efficient service.

London Radio Supply Company,
11,0AT LANE, NOBLE STREET,LONDON,E.C.2
NATIONAL 1977.

High Tension
Troubles El llua ,tad
-PERFECT RECEPTION

NO BATTERIES TO BUY.
N.T.

PEARSON BROS.,

THE PICTURE PAPER WITH THE

MOST NEWS

THE

STANDARD
PLUM COIL

H.F. stages ; that is to say, if you do away

with the outside aerial and substitute a

Sold everywhere from Vox COILS LTD., LONDON, E.B

frame aerial in the cabinet of, say, a foot
square, it will take at least two ordinary
H.F. stages to make the set equally sensitive.

ALL APPLICATIONS for
ADVERTISING SPACE in
POPULAR WIRELESS"
must
be made to the
Sole Advertising 'Agents,

!Nsigning a Set.

(Continued- on neat page.)

-

-SUNDAY GRAPHIC

It is often computed that an outside
aerial is equal to at least two ordinary

with screen -grid_ valves, the design and

NO ELIMINATORS.
SERVICE COVERING GREATER LONDON
AND OUTSKIRTS FROM 1/- WEEK.

32, Cawdor St., Poplar, E14. Telephone: East 6155.
Agents Wanted to Introduce Business on Commission.

tional H.F. amplification.

In view of the very greatly increased

Send us your list

of requirements and a quotation
will be sent by return.

ally this has to be compensated by addi-

H.F. amplification which is now obtail, able

3 -VALVE BET, RS

P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,

variable condensers up to a capacity of,

159. BOROUGH HIGH STREET,

ECONOMICAL

Bargain list free.

AMPLIFIERS, 30/,

the H.F. stages yourself, you require
say, '0005 and coils between, say, 25 and 250.

SILENT,

JARS (waxed), M" X li" sq. 1/3 dos.
ZINCS, new type led. des. Sacs 112 doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte. 4/1, post Pd.
Sample unit. 43d. Illus. booklet tree.

JOHN
H. LILE, LTD.,
LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON, E.C.4.

4,

' tPhane City 7261
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TECHNICAL NOTES.

and

(Continued from- previous page.)

Speech & Music TRANSMISSION

- MICROPHONE -

construction of portable sets-or, for the
matter of that, of any other kind of compact

sets-has been greatly simplified.
I think many beginners in radio fail to
realise the great value of a really efficient
outdoor aerial. It is true that an aerial
and earth system is often troublesome and
inconvenient to erect and maintain, and the
counter -advantages of a self-contained or
portable set are very obvious.
But, as in other matters, you cannot have
it both ways, and if you want to avoid the

This J,B. Precision Instrument is
tie most up-to-date on the market
to -day.

It makes tuning easier

and more accurate, and its action
is so smooth that it is a real
pleasure to handle.
fRICE

use of aerial -and -earth you have to pay for
it in the shape of increased high -frequency
amplification.
This thoroughly ctn.
dent Microphone has
been designed for use
with ANY Valve Amplifier, or with Wire-

less -Sets

which

Complete on Stand,
lir high, spring suspension and terminals
fitted, every part
nickel - plated. as

aro

illustration.

adapted to work from

a Gramophone Pick-nh.
When connected to the
Amplifier through a
Microphone Transfor-

181.
M lehophone

4110,

only.

tilted with hooks and
shrines
terminals.
s,;hplied, all nickel -

mer. this Microphone is
GUARANTEED to
transmit Speech and

plated,

Music without distortion, and with ample
volume to fill a largo
tall.

12!6

In fact, for the standard radio receiver
which is not intended to be moved about,
I would recommend a good outdoor aerial
every time.

Impedance Relations.

I have received many queries at different
times with regard to the relative values of
impedance of, for example, a transformer
and a valve w-orking in conjunction with it,

or transformer output and loud -speaker
input, and so on.

Microphone Transformer for cue ato, instrument, 9, -

FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,
27, Fitzroy Street, London, W.1.

'PHONE
Museum 8329.

--HEADPHONES REPAIRED 4/- Transformers 5/, Loudspeakers 4/,

All repairs
Tested, guaranteed and ready
for delivery in 24 hours.
for Trade.
Clerkenwell 9069

As practically the same conoiderations
enter in all these cases of matching or correctly proportioning impedances, it will
perhaps be simpler to give a short outline of
the principles involved.

All parts of the

Dial are insulated
from the Condenser. so that the
drum becomes an

anti -capacity
shield and may
be earthed.

The

scale

Ii

Ivorine reading
0-100, and is rever-

sible so that reading may be altered
to 100-0

re-marrnetiSed free.

Discount
E. MASON, 44, East Rd., City Rd., W.L.

LLIIAB II ILIITY
WillEZELE3$ GUIIIDE 101° 296
A Complete List alai/

that is best in Radio
at keenest Prices.

where two circuits are to be associated
together so that power will be automatically

transferred from the one to the other, the
maximum wattage under given conditions

correct perhaps, I should say that the
transfer will then be effected with the

4 Flosiosocse, MACAULAY STREET,

HUDDERSFIELD. Phone 341./
MIN:=111.2011k

BuirE WONDER THREE
' DISTANCE-SELECTIVITY-POWER.
No interference from Regional Programmes.

20 STATIONS ON SPEAKER
Selector Coil.

Stamp

-

for

FREE WIRING CHART AND INSTRUCTIONS.

CHARLES PAYNE,Ltd.

In the first place, I should say that there
is 'a general eleetro-technical principle- that

will be transferred when the impedances of
the two circuits are the same or, to be mole

Trade Enquiries invited

sll.141.1TAYILOR &C9

Incorporating Special

A General Principle.

26, Earl St.,Coventry.

BELLING.
LEE

minimum loss of energy in the process.
In a particular case it has been shown that

when the output impedance was only- half
the input impedance, a loss of about 12 per
cent. occurred in the power transferred, and
this loss rose very rapidly so that when the
output impedance was one -quarter of the
input impedance the loss was about 90 per

cent. whilst when the ()Input impedance
was only one -fifth of the input impedance
the lose was 45 per cent., rising to nearly 70
per cent. when the output impedance was
one -tenth of the input impedance.
(Continued on next page)

The World's Greatest

WANDER
PLUG
Belling - Lee
Battery Cord
NOW
specified in
" Radio for
the Million."

ONLY

Price 5,9

3d.

CIRCUIT PERSISTENCE.

The scale is flush
with the panel,

making it excep-

tionally easy to

read. The power-

ful friction drive
prevents backlash

and slip.

BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION
,

Advt. of Belling & Lee, Ltrl., Queensiray
IF orks. Ponders End. Middlesex.

By a patented
mett o I the Con-

trot/Inch is placed
immediately below the scale-the

most convenient
place for it.

In our May 17th issue we described this

diagram as illustrative of "Sir Ambrose
Fleming's theory."
Actually, of course,
Circuit Persistence is one of the main features
of Dr. Robinson's new Stenode theory

Advertisement of Jackson Brothers, 72, St. Thomas St.,
London, S.E.x. Telephone; Hop 4837.
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Catit we get together?

(Continued from previous page.)

This explains why it is advantageous to
have the output impedance of a transformer
equal to the impedance of the loudspeaker
'which it is supplying. According to the
figures I. have just mentioned there will be

a 10 per cent. loss if the one is twice the
other.
A Special Case.

There is one important case, however,
which I should mention. I refer to the

relation of the impedance of a valve to that

II

of the next component following it, for

All we ask

example, the transformer.

the

is

Here, as you know, the impedances
should not be equal, and, in fact, it is a
rough-and-ready rule to arrange for the

chance to prove that
you can earn £300,
£400, £500 per year
or more. Other men
are doing it, and you

.-

WRITE FOR THIS
BOOK TO -DAY

ITS FREf

can

do

'impedance of the transformer (or whatever

it may be) to be about double that of
the valve.
At first sight this seems to be contrary to
the general electro-technical principle which

the same.

We have an unrivalled and world-wide organisation

you whether you be novice or
If you wish for something more than a
breod and butter" job you owe it to yourself to

waiting
expert.

help

to

investigate our Service.
Our handbook " Engineering

Opportunities"

I mentioned above. As a matter of fact, it
is a deliberate departure from the above

rule, as by so _doing we get better quality
and avoid distortion.
Singe quality is much more important in
a radio receiver than comparatively small

has

Pointed the way to better things to over 20,000 of
your fellows.-

A.M.I.E.E.,

It contains details of A.M.LMech.E.,

A.M.LA:E.,

A.M.I.C.E.,

A.M.I.

Struct.E., London Metric., C. & G., G.P.O., etc.,

Exams., outlines home study courses in all branches
of

Electrical, Mechanical, Motor and Wireless

In

a Brilliant foreword Prof. A. Al. Low shows

Engineering, and explains our unique guarantee of

NO PASS-NO FEES

NEXT WEEK

clearly the chances you are missing.
Engineering Opportunities" and our advice are
quite FREE. Don't neglect this offer-give vent to
urge" and send a postcard NOW.
that

PORTABLE SET NUMBER

British Institute of Engineering Technology,

Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE

This address is at the back of Daly's Theatre
C11
We are still the cheapSendsrm for kits of parts.

MILLARD D.W.2

us your enquiries RECTIFIER VALVE 17.6
please for keen quotations. Delivery immedi- MAZDA A.C./S.C. - 25 '
ately.
From
ock of
Ormond,
Tustngsra m,
Triotron,MG.ulE.C.,
lard,CossorEkco,,
Marconi,

Regentone Mazda, Lewcos,Ever-Ready,Siamens
Pertrix, Dubilier, Telsen,
Philips, J.B., A mplion.

MAZOA A.C. P.I.

17 6

MuLLARD D.U.I0

15'15 "

MARCONI P.2

Every type of Volt e iu
stock.

BARGAINS IN PORTABLES..........,

RAYMOND 5 -Valve

Portable Re-

ceiver with Cossor Valves,Ever-Ready
H.T., Gccophone Speaker Unit.
ROTHERM EL "4 -Valve S.G. Suitcase
Portable, Valves and Batteries as above.
HALCYON 4 -Valve Screened Grid,
1930 Type. Guaranteed new and in
perfect order.
Will be sent on approval. Write for details

7 G Ins.

9 Cns.

13 Gus.
=ma

McMICHAEL, ORMOND f
PYE, LOTUS, G.E.C.

or any other make of portable wireless

supplied on EASY TERMS ; write for details. Small deposit.

KIT OF PARTS OF YOUR
OWN
SELECTION
Quoted for at a special

cash price where possible OVER 2151
,
on receipt of detailed list.
in value

Make Your Portable An All -Electric Set.

==

SPECIAL

stating Branch, Post or Exam. which interests you.

27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.0 .2

REGENTONE FOR D.C. MAINS
REGENTONE FOR A.C. MAINS
EKCO FOR D.C. MAINS
EKCO FOR A.C. MAINS
- -

-

£4 5
£5 17

0

0

0

£6

FITS ANY PORTABLE SET.
Advertisement of A. Raymond,

Ltd.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW

101. Shakespeare House, 29-31, Oxford Street, W.1

REPAIRS

=,1111111111111111i111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111HUIIIIF

or Headphones repaired and despatched within

depart from the optimum power conditions,

The Finest

duction.

Thriller of the Year!

Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker

power considerations, it is worth while to

48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
with each repair. 4/. post free.

so long as we gain in the quality of repro-

Term, to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
953.

" Repairs" Dept.,
GARRATT LANE, TOOTING.

Impedance Relations.

S.W.17.

The relationship between the value of the
anode resistance and the 'impedance of the

valve, in a resistance:coupled intervalve
circuit, is a point upon which amateurs

EASY PAYMENTS-

The first firm to supply Wireless Parts

on

easy

often seem to be in doubt.

Popular
Five years advertiser in
Thousands of satisfied customers.
Wireless."
send us a list of the parts you require. and the
payments that will suit your convenience, and we
will scud tau a definite quotation Anything wireless

payments.

As

Gt. Portland St., W.1

a value for the anode resistance of at least

five times the impedance of the valve.
The following grid leak should have a

Mahe

THE DAILY SKETCH

resistance at least twice that of the anode

YOUR Picture Paper.

resistance.
To take a ease in point, if the valve has an

impedance of, say, 15,000 ohms, the anode
resistance should be, say, 70,000 to 80,000
ohms, whilst the grid- leak of the following
valve should have a resistance of, perhaps, -

T.14 PLUGS & SOCKETS

Standard Socket ld.each. Plugs 3d. each 16 colours) Name
plates, 40 kinds, ld. ea, Write for list T100

El

a matter of fact, the best possible

relationship depends on a number of factors,
and differs in different cases, but for
general purposes it is a simple plan to allow

H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
'Phone Museum 1414.

6

£2 -10 0

200,000 ohms.

The question as to whether it is better

118,inahillRow,London,E.C.1

to use a transformer in the first stage of the
amplifier, rather than a resistance -capacity
coupling, is one Whin depends on circum-

Plug-in parts

"THOU SHALT NOT.."

by Seldon Truss
A murder in a village churchthe dread discovery during the
service-the disappearance of
the body-the watcher- among
the tombstones.
Suspicion,
dread, crime, romance and
thrills that hold you spellbound

-you will find them all in this
-mighty story of man-made evil
in the heart of the countryside.

We challenge you to read the
opening chapters and not continue Seldon Truss's greatest
story to the end. You will

find it only in this week's

stances.

TUBUS
<4110. CONDENSER

In the advertisement which appeared on
page 307 of " P.W." last week, the Form°.
ansor exclusive features should .have
read :-Concealed Internal Flexible Con-

(71Vrite For your copy of 7est(Report & Illustrated Leaflet to
2to6FONTEYN&Co.Ltd.d

'

nection, Self -Oiling Shafts, Lowest Electrostatic Loss, Lowest Dielectric Loss, Nearest
Approach to Air Suspension, Silky Action.

ANSWERS
Buy YOUR Copy NOW -

2d.
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FIRE
00 LINED
IMPORTANT ADDITIONS
TO THE FAMOUS WATES
UNIVERSAL CHASSIS RANGE

000
%\00$00

The provision of this attractive fret and the addition of
a supporting leg to the Wates Universal chassis enables
users ol this amazingly fine chassis to adapt it for use as
a complete speaker without a cabinet or other form of
container. Cabinets are available, however, if required.
The new 20 in. chassis is the finest ol the range and its
most exquisite tone and capacity for great volume
provides a superb instrument that equals any moving
coil speaker. Designed on a new principle the 20 in.

chassis is fitted to any of the units listed below, is

amazingly versatile. Sonorous basses and the subt le de-

licacy of high notes are reproduced throughout at any
strength of volume with perfect fidelity.
IOW

The Mazda A.C./S.G. will
give a higher amplification
than any other screened grid

valve on the market-and
with complete stability.
The reason is to be found in
the unique duplex screen

grid which, together with
other exclusive features,

reduces the anode/grid cap-

acity to a remarkably low

figure.

The Amazing

14"

Double

Cahill,'
Speaker comwith
plete
Water
Star
Unit.
Cone

New

reduced
prices :

£3 10 0

D. able Cone Chassis can be tilted in a rew
moments to any of the following units: WA1ES STAR, 61.1'1;
SPOT, ORMOND, WATMEL, ED1SWAN, 1113(111A. CLE.C.,
LIBBER, TRIOTRON, BROWN TEE, A Id P1.10 ,i, L441, -W hi
N.V. & B., SILVER CHIMES, CRA IVOR. CRASSMAN. TEFAIL

The Wates

SIX -SIXTY, XU1100, GOODMAN& P.R.

PRICES:

Wates Universal Double Cone Chassia

complete with Universal Bracket, instructions and all screws fo mounting the unit, together with support.. .,. ...
ing leg, ready for use
...
.

PRICE.

But not fitted with supporting leg

...

14" chassis

...

0.
Il
6
12 6

-20" chassis

:...

17 6

12° chs.Ri% ...

li

Universal Double
Cone Chassis, complete in
handsome cabinet, and fitted
with Wates Star Unit

14' speaker
in polished oak ... £3 10 0
in polished mahogany £3 15 0

for use

in polished mahogany

Wales

complete,

Speaker,

...

...

...

...

20'

speaker

in polished oak

ready

....

Silk -lined fret in polished
wood, for 12' chassis, 44-,

...

£4 10 0
£4 17 6

'Universe bracket only with

lifting screws and full itistruclions for fixing to all units
listed above, Si!-.
If your dealer does not stock-obtainable direct. Pull details

for 14" chassis, 5/,

RADIO VALVES

free on

request from :-

.

STANDARD BATTERY CO., DEPT. P.W.,

TILE.

184/188, Shaftesbury Avenue, London. W.C.2.
-

WAT E. S

U NPAT.
IVERSAL
NI 30924

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,

Division,
la, -Neiman Street, Oxford Street, W.1.
Showrooms in all the Principal Towns.

EDISWAN

V. 37

111
M.B.
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he screened grid valve is used in the stage beFore
e detector. Its purpose is to amplify the signals
transmitted from the radio station before they become
rectified by the detector. The magnifying power of
the P.M. Screened Grid valve is so great that signal
strength weakened by great distance from transmitters is
The design of the Mullard Screened
counteracted.

Grid Valve is such that internal capacity is almost
negligible-a fact that ensures stable and efficient
high frequency amplification.
Ask your dealer for the following type numbers -

Agit'
e

_

.

Above, an illustrationshow-

ing the filament _inside, a
Mallard Screened Grid
valve. .The thiathread-likefi lament- represents .the
result,, of_ continuous and
concentrated experiment in
the Mulla:ti Laboratories.

2 volt

4 volt

P.M. 12

P.M. 14

6 volt

ullard

THE MASTER

P.M. 16

VALVE°

ADVT. THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO., LTD., MULLARD HOUSE, CHARINC; CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2,
Ark>.
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